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ABSTRACT

For pure Yang-Mills theory on Minkowski space-time, formulated in functional spaces
where the covariant divergence is an elliptic operator without zero modes and for a trivial
principal bundle over the fixed-time Euclidean space with a compact, semisimple, con-
nected and simply connected structure Lie group, a Green function for the covariant diver-
gence has been found. It allows to solve the first class constraints associated with Gauss’
laws and to identify a connection-dependent coordinatization of the trivial principal bun-
dle. In a neighbourhood of the global identity section, by using canonical coordinates of
first kind on the fibers, one has a symplectic implementation of the Lie algebra of the small
gauge transformations generated by Gauss’ laws and one can make a generalized Hodge
decomposition of the gauge potential one-forms based on the BRST operator. This de-
composition singles out a pure gauge background connection (the BRST ghost as Maurer-
Cartan one-form on the group of gauge transformations) and a transverse gauge covariant
magnetic gauge potential. After an analogous decomposition of the electric field strength
into transverse and longitudinal part, Dirac’s observables associated with the transverse
electric and magnetic components are identified as their restriction to the global iden-
tity section of the trivial principal bundle. The longitudinal part of the electric field can
be re-expressed in terms of these electric and magnetic transverse parts and of the con-
straints without Gribov ambiguity. The physical Lagrangian, Hamiltonian, non-Abelian
and topological charges have been obtained in terms of transverse Dirac’s observables,
also in presence of fermion fields, after a symplectic decoupling of the gauge degrees of
freedom; one has an explicit realization of the abstract ”Riemannian metric” on the orbit
space. Both the Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian are non-local and non-polynomial; like
in the Coulomb gauge they are not Lorentz invariant, but the invariance can be enforced
on them if one introduces Wigner covariance of the observables by analyzing the vari-
ous kinds of Poincaré orbits of the system and by reformulating the theory on suitable
space-like or light-like hypersurfaces, following Dirac. By extending to classical relativis-
tic field theory the problems associated with the Lorentz non-covariance of the canonical
(presymplectic) center-of-mass for extended relativistic systems, in the sector of the field
theory with P 2 > 0 and W 2 6= 0 one identifies a classical invariant intrinsic unit of length,
determined by the Poincaré Casimirs, whose quantum counterpart is the ultraviolet cutoff
looked for by Dirac and Yukawa: it is the Compton wavelength of the field configuration
(in an irreducible Poincaré representation) multiplied by the value of its spin.



1. Introduction

Dirac-Bergmann [1] theory of Hamiltonian constraints and of singular Lagrangians lies
at the basis of most of the special and general relativistic theories relevant to physics [2];
also Newtonian mechanics and Newtonian gravities can be reformulated in this framework
[3]. The basic structure behind Dirac-Bergmann approach is presymplectic geometry [4].
In a series of papers [5] I have revisited Dirac-Bergmann theory, starting, at the Lagrangian
level, with an extended version of the second Noether theorem allowing an equal treatment
of first and second class constraints: the projection to phase space of the resulting Noether
identities reproduces the Dirac-Bergmann algorithm. A first outcome of this analysis was
the realization that, when 1st-class constraints are present, both the Euler-Lagrange and
Hamilton equations do not determine the ”gauge” part of the respective trajectories. One
has to introduce as many parameters as 1st-class constraints to describe the ”gauge direc-
tions” in the chosen formalism (either the second order Lagrangian one or the first order
phase space one) and to consider the 1st-class constraints as Hamiltonians for the evolution
in these parameters. This multiparametric (also called ”multitemporal”, because in the
case of both nonrelativistic and relativistic particle mechanics the parameters are affine
time coordinates for the particle world-lines) description produces a local parametrization
of the original variables in terms of the gauge ones by solving the equations defining the
transformation properties under infinitesimal gauge transformations in both formalisms
(see Ref.[6] for a first attempt of this kind). The next step was to realize the relevance
of the Shanmugadhasan canonical transformations [7,8], based on Lie theory of function
groups and providing a way for finding local Darboux bases for presymplectic manifolds in
the finite-dimensional setting: given a set of 1st- ,(φa), and 2nd-class, (χα, χ̃α), constraints,
there always exist local canonical transformations such that locally the presymplectic con-
straint manifold is described by the vanishing of a subset, (Pa), of the new momenta (local
Abelianization of the 1st-class constraints; the conjugate variables, (Qa), are the Abelian
gauge variables adapted to this Abelianization) and of a subset of pairs, (Pα, Qα), of
the new canonical coordinates (canonical form of the 2nd-class constraints adapted to the
Abelianization of the 1st-class ones). The remaining coordinates, (QA, PA), are Dirac’s
observables, also commuting with the gauge variables (Qa); (Qa, QA, PA) form a local
Darboux basis for the constraint presymplectic manifold defined by φa = χα = χ̃α = 0.
Since, in general, given a singular Lagrangian its associated Hamiltonian formulation does
not admit any ”global” Shanmugadhasan canonical transformation, the problem arises
whether the singular Lagrangians describing physical systems do have at least one such
global canonical transformation. This would allow to make a global separation between
Dirac’s observables and the set of 1st-class constraints with the associated gauge variables
and of 2nd-class constraints without introducing gauge-fixings and with no residual gauge
freedom, and to reformulate the dynamics globally only in terms of Dirac’s observables
both at the Lagrangian and at the Hamiltonian level (this is a strong requirement: the
physical or reduced phase space must be the cotangent bundle over a physical or reduced
configuration space) [9,10]. When this is not possible the model has to be considered
pathological already at the classical level, unless one finds a physical interpretation for
the gauge variables (or at least, when the reduced phase space is not a cotangent bun-
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dle, one renounces to a Lagrangian description). Let us remember that there is a strict
interconnection between this approach and the applicability of the BRST method [11].

Three remarks are needed at this point. Firstly, one has to distinguish between 1st-
class constraints associated with gauge transformations and 1st-class constraints associated
with diffeomorphisms: only in the first case it must always be possible to get a description
in terms of global observables; in the second case Dirac’s observables have the meaning of
independent Cauchy data after a convention about what are space and/or time and, like in
general relativity, one does not expect that they are globally defined, except maybe for sys-
tems defined in the flat Minkowski space-time. Secondly, when Grassmann-valued Dirac’s
observables are present, only even functions of them can, in some sense, be associated
with physically measurable quantities. Thirdly, the theorems at the basis of the existence
of the Shanmugadhasan canonical transformation have not been extended to the infinite-
dimensional case, especially to classical field theory. One of the main obstacles is that in
field theory some of the constraints are partial differential equations, which only in suitable
function spaces are of the elliptic type: generically, there is the problem of the possible
existence of zero modes of these elliptic operators and of their physical interpretation. This
may give origin to problems like the Gribov ambiguity and the associated impossibility of
global gauge-fixings, which implies the non-existence of global Dirac’s observables.

Notwithstanding that, it is reasonable to try to see whether either local or global
Shanmugadhasan canonical transformations can also be defined in these cases, at least
for string and gauge theories. If globally defined Dirac’s observables exist in these cases,
from the bosonic ones among them should be possible to extract the classical basis of the
”local observables” (here local means restricted to a compact submanifold of the Minkowski
space-time, so that these observables can be measured with an apparatus contained inside
such submanifold) of the algebraic approach to quantum field theory [12] in the still open
case of gauge theories (long range interactions) [13].

After the understanding of a model of two spinless relativistic particles with an action-
at-a-distance interaction instantaneous in the center-of-mass frame and of its quantization
[14] and after a preliminary study of the Nambu string with light-cone coordinates [15],
a global Shanmugadhasan canonical transformation was found for the Nambu string [16],
in which both the Abelianized 1st-class constraints and the Abelian conjugated gauge
variables were globally defined Lorentz scalar quantities (even if in this case one has a
diffeomorphism group and not a gauge one, the result relies on the integrability of the
system; let us remark that a global canonical basis of Dirac’s observables has still to be
extracted from the known redundant observables due to the still lacking control on the
spin dynamics). The lesson in both cases was that the source of globality was the global
momentum map associated with the conservation of the Poincaré generators: to get the
result one has to analyze the content in Poincaré orbits of the model (and the associated
stratification of the constraint manifold) and to use, as an intermediate step, a canonical
transformation to center-of-mass and relative variables with the relative variables adapted
to the type of Poincaré orbits under study, so that the relative variables have the associ-
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ated Wigner covariance. It turns out that in special relativistic extended systems Dirac’s
observables have Wigner covariance properties, with the exception of the three positions
among the six observables associated with the center-of-mass: the three canonical posi-
tions (the classical basis of Newton-Wigner-like position operators) are not the Euclidean
components of a four-vector.

The next step is to look for similar results for the classical Yang-Mills (YM) gauge
theory. In the Abelian electromagnetic case the problem had already been solved by Dirac
himself [17] (see also Ref.[18] and the string variant of Ref.[19]) also in presence of fermions.
Apart from the problem of Lorentz covariance, Dirac found global observables after the
solution of the 1st-class constraint associated with Gauss’ law and the introduction of a
conjugated non-local gauge variable. At the basis of this result there was a choice of the
Green function for the divergence operator and the Hodge decomposition of one-forms on
the Euclidean space, which could also be interpreted as the solution of the multitemporal
equations.

The aim of this paper is to extend these results to the non-Abelian case.

In Section 2 the needed notations and elements of differential geometry for pure YM
theory over Minkowski space-time in the case of a trivial principal bundle with a compact,
semisimple, connected, simply connected Lie structure group are introduced. After a choice
of spatial boundary conditions for the gauge potentials and the gauge transformations, the
Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formulation are developed, with special emphasis on the
symplectic structure, the analysis of the 1st-class constraints and the boundary conditions.

In Section 3 the Hamiltonian group of gauge transformations is analyzed.

In Section 4 the fermions are included in the description.

In Section 5 the Abelian case is revisited and it is shown how to obtain the decoupling
of the physical degrees of freedom in both the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian approaches.

In Section 6, after a short review of the problems at the basis of the Gribov ambiguity
and on its dependence from the choice of the functional space of gauge potentials, it is
shown that in a suitable function space [20], in which the covariant divergence is an elliptic
operator without zero modes, one can evaluate explicitly the Green function associated
with the covariant divergence. This allows to solve the 1st-class constraints connected
with Gauss’ laws, to find the Green function for the Faddeev-Popov operator and, in the
case of transverse vector gauge potentials, the one for the square of the covariant derivative.
Therefore in this function space the Gribov ambiguity is absent.

In Section 7 a connection dependent coordinatization of the trivial principal bundle,
suggested by the previous Green functions, is introduced; it uses canonical coordinates of
first kind on the group manifold of the structure group. Then a solution of the multitem-
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poral equations for the vector gauge potential is given: it is decomposed in the sum of a
pure gauge part (the BRST ghost as the Maurer-Cartan one-form on the group of gauge
transformations) and a gauge-covariant part (the source of the magnetic field strength),
whose transversality properties are determined by means of a generalized Hodge decom-
position based on the BRST operator. Then the canonical variables of the gauge sector of
YM theory are determined.

In Section 8 the electric field strengths (the YM momenta) are decomposed in a
transversal gauge-covariant part and in a longitudinal one, which is then re-expressed in
terms of the transverse and gauge variables by means of the Green function of the Faddeev-
Popov operator. Then the multitemporal equations for the gauge-covariant transverse
vector gauge potential and electric field strength are solved and global transverse Dirac’s
observables are determined as their restriction to the global identity cross section of the
trivial principal bundle. The extension to fermions of the Abelian results is given. This
completes the determination of the Shanmugadhasan canonical transformation for YM
theory. It is argued that with nontrivial principal bundles one cannot define global Dirac’s
observables in the Shanmugadhasan sense.

In Section 9 the non-linear and non-local physical Lagrangian and Hamiltonian of pure
YM theory are determined; the Green function of the square of the covariant derivative
is needed for this derivation and the final result is an explicit realization of the abstract
”Riemannian metric on the space of connections” introduced in Refs. [21]. Also the
non-Abelian and topological charges are expressed in terms of Dirac’s observables. One
obtains the determination of the classical physical Lagrangian and Hamiltonian of QCD,
after the global decoupling of the gauge degrees of freedom connected with the small gauge
transformations.

In Section 10 a sketch of how to remedy the lack of Lorentz covariance is given.
Moreover an analysis of the implications of the noncovariance of the canonical center-of-
mass positions, which are Dirac’s observables and should exist also for field configurations,
is done and it is shown how this could provide a definition of an intrinsic ultraviolet cutoff.
This can be a first tool for the understanding of how to quantize and regularize nonlocal
field theories.

In the Conclusions the open problems of the relativistic presymplectic approach to
classical string and gauge theories are presented.
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2. Definitions and Basic Properties of YM Theory

Let us consider YM theory [22] in the case of a trivial principal bundle P (M4, G) =
M4 × G over the flat Minkowski space-time M4, whose coordinates are xµ and whose
metric is ηµν = ηµν = (+−−−), and with structure group a compact (so that π2(G) = 0,
where πk(G) denote the homotopy groups of G), simple (semisimple), connected, simply
connected (π1(G) = 0) Lie group G, with compact real simple Lie algebra g (in the
semisimple case g is the direct sum of simple Lie algebras, so that G is a direct product
of simple Lie groups). Therefore G can be SU(n), Spin(n) (the universal covering group
of SO(n)) for n ≥ 5, Sp(n), G2, F4, E8 and the universal covering spaces of E6, E7; for
these non-Abelian G one has π1(G) = π2(G) = 0, π3(G) = Z. For G connected, simply
connected the center ZG = {a ∈ G|ab = ba for every b ∈ G}, a closed Abelian Lie subgroup
of G, is discrete (for SU(n): ZSU(n) = Zn) and the Lie algebra g has a vanishing center
Zg = {u ∈ g|[u, t] = 0 for every t ∈ g}.

See Refs.[23] for reviews of YM theory and Refs.[24] for the needed background in
differential geometry.

We shall choose a 3+1 splitting of M4; the treatment of Lorentz covariance will be
done later on in Section 10. Since we are not giving boundary conditions at xo → ±∞,
because we will be working in the fixed-time Hamiltonian formalism, the bundle P has to
be viewed as the union over xo = ct of fixed-time trivial principal bundles P t(R3, G) =
(R3 × {xo}) × G ∼ R3 × G with the same structure group but with base manifold the
Euclidean space R3 associated with the 3+1 splitting; certain boundary conditions at
spatial infinity will be assigned to the connections and gauge transformations over P t.
Analogously, at the Lagrangian level, the action will be considered in a fixed time interval
△xo = xof − xoi . A priori only P△x

o

= ∪xo∈△xoP t is well defined in every 3+1 splitting:
since we are going to assume that the Poincaré group is globally implemented, this implies
that in the limit xof →∞, xoi → −∞, in every 3+1 splitting, the original trivial principal
bundle P is recovered; but we do not make any assumption on the xo asymptotic behaviour
of the connections and gauge transformations over P, since this is a dynamical issue.
Therefore rather than P, the actual geometrical structure we are going to use in what
follows is P

′

= ∪−∞<xo<+∞P t. Let us remark that in this way we immediately break
conformal invariance, but this is justified by the following reasons: i) the conformal group
cannot be globally implemented on the Minkowski space-time; ii) the Casimirs of the
conformal group do not have a physical interpretation like the Casimirs of the Poincaré
group; iii) conformal invariance is in any case broken by quantization and regularization.

Since our principal bundles are trivial (π : P (M4, G)→M4 is the canonical projection;
the local coordinates of p ∈ P are p = (x, a), x ∈M4, a ∈ G; the free right action of G on
P is RP : P ×G→ P , (p, b) 7→ RP (p, b) = p · b = (x, ab)), they admit global cross sections
from the base manifold to the bundle manifold and instead of speaking of connections on
either P or P t, we can use global gauge potentials, i.e. their pullback to the base manifold
by means of global cross sections. While a global cross section σM : M4 → P associates a
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gauge 4-potential σMAaµ(x) on M4 (a is an index in the adjoint representation of g) to each

connection on P (i.e. to each connection 1-form ωA on P; σMAaµ(x)T̂
adxµ = σ∗Mω

A, where

σ∗ is the pull-back of the differential forms on P to those on M4 and T̂ a, a=1,..,dimG, a
basis of generators of g in the adjoint representation of g on g), a connection on P t gives

rise to a vector gauge potential σR ~Aa(~x, x
o), depending on the parameter xo, on R3 by

means of a global cross section σR : R3 → P t: in P t(R3, G) the Aoa(~x, x
o)’s do not have

an interpretation like gauge potentials, but instead are independent fields. The boundary
conditions at spatial infinity for the fields and the gauge transformations, in each 3+1
splitting, will be chosen in such a way to have finite Poincarè generators and covariant
non-Abelian charges; subsequently they will be refined to exclude the Gribov ambiguity.
Higgs fields and monopole solutions, which require special boundary conditions, are not
considered in this paper.

If, in each point p of the trivial principal bundle P, we consider the tangent space
TpP , then its subspace VpP ⊂ TpP of vertical vectors tangent to the fiber G through
p is intrinsically defined; moreover, by using the right action RP of G on P, with each
element t ∈ g can be associated a fundamental vector field Xt, which is vertical in each
p ∈ P : Xt|p ∈ VpP . Instead, there is no intrinsic notion of horizontability. To introduce
such a notion one defines a connection A on P (described by a differential 1-form ωA

on P): it implies the existence, in a differentiable way and covariantly with respect to
the action RP , of a direct sum decomposition TpP = VpP ⊕ HAp P , in which HAp P is

the A-horizontal subspace; vectors in HAp P are said A-horizontal. Then with each curve
x(s), s ∈ [0, 1], in the base manifold, through each point p=p(0) in the fiber over x(0),
one can associate a unique A-lift, i.e. a curve p(s) starting at p(0), projected to x(s)
by the canonical projection π : P → M4 and with all its tangent vectors A-horizontal:
one says that p(1) has been obtained by parallel transport of p(0) along p(s) or, more in
general, that the fiber π−1(x(0)) has been parallel displaced along the curve x(s) in the
base manifold (in this way one can compare directions in different fibers). Instead of fibers
one can parallel transport other geometrical objects φ(x) (like matter fields, which are
cross sections of bundles associated with P, whose fibers are representation spaces of G
and with the same base manifold and structure group) defined on the base manifold along
a path γ ⊂M4: if σAµ is the gauge potential associated with the connection A by means
of a global cross section σ : M4 → P (σAµdx

µ = σ∗ωA), one defines the non-integrable (or
path-dependent) Wu-Yang phase [22b] or parallel transporter V (γ; a) = Pexp

∫

γ
σAµdx

µ

(P denotes path ordering); the gauge transformation properties (2-1), (2-8) (see later
on), of Aµ are equivalent to the requirement that φ(x + dx) and V (x + dx ← x;A)φ(x)
have the same transformation properties (integral formulation of YM theory); in this way
one also defines the covariant derivative of φ(x) as the difference between φ(x + dx) and
V (x+dx← x;A)φ(x), the parallel transport of φ from x to x+dx (the covariant derivative
(2-5), see later on, is the A-lift of the derivative in the base manifold). By means of the
exterior covariant differentiation of the connection 1-form ωA one gets the curvature 2-
form ΩA on P, whose pull-back by means of a cross section gives the field strength 2-form
F = Fµνdx

µ ∧ dxν = 2σ∗ΩA on M4. When ΩA = 0, the connection is flat, i.e. integrable:
there exist global maximal integral manifolds (A-horizontal cross sections), whose tangent
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space in each point is the A-horizontal subspace HAp P in that point. When ΩA 6= 0, the
connection is not integrable and such maximal integral submanifolds of P do not exist
(notwithstanding that A-horizontal cross sections may exist). This is due to the existence
of the holonomy group of the connection: if we consider the A-lift of a loop α in M4

(x(s), s ∈ [0, 1], x(0)= x(1)) through p(0) with π(p(0)) = x(0), then, in general, one has
that p(1) = p(0) · a 6= p(0), a ∈ G, π(p(1)) = x(0); the set of all the group elements a
of G obtained in this way by considering all possible (contractible) loops through x(0) is
the (restricted) holonomy group ΦA(x(0)); when P is connected like in our case, for every
x ∈M4 one has ΦA(x) ≈ ΦA, i.e. all the holonomy groups are isomorphic. When ΦA = G,
the connection is said ”fully irreducible”: this implies that every two points in P can be
joined by a A-horizontal curve in P, i.e. the holonomy bundle PA(p) (the set of points
of P which can be joined to p by a A-horizontal curve) coincide with P for every p ∈ P ,
PA(p) = P .

We shall use the passive interpretation of gauge transformations as changes of global
cross sections at fixed given connection ωA: if G denotes the group of such gauge transfor-
mations and σ : M4 → P is a global cross section, then U ∈ G is a mapping U : M4 → G
such that σU (x) = σ(x) ·U(x)defines a new global cross section σU (the group operation in
G generates a pointwise product for the U’s) and for each given connection on P the gauge
potential on M4 transforms as σA(x) → σUA(x) = U−1(x)σA(x)U(x) + U−1(x)dU(x).
The Lie algebra gG of G is the space of all infinitesimal gauge transformations (see Eqs.
(2-8) later on) parametrized by g-valued functions ξ : M4 → g, ξ(x) = ξa(x)T̂

a ; it is
a Lie algebra under pointwise Lie bracket of g. For trivial principal bundles P (M4, G),
G is formally isomorphic to the group of vertical automorphisms AutV P of P (which is
well defined also for non-trivial principal bundles, in which only local groups Gx can be
defined in neighbourhoods of each point x ∈M4, because global cross sections and gauge
potentials do not exist; AutV P is a group under composition and hence a subgroup of the
group of smooth diffeomorphisms of P; if f ∈ AutV P , then the automorphism f : P → P
is such that its projection on M4 is the identity map on M4) and to its two isomorphic
copies GauP = {γ : P → G|γ(p · a) = a−1γ(p)a for every p ∈ P, a ∈ G} of smooth maps
from P in G and Γ(AdP ) of the global cross sections of the adjoint group (not principal)
bundle, denoted as AdP = P×AdG [an associated bundle of P over M4 with standard fiber
the vector space of the adjoint representation of G on g and with G acting on itself with
the adjoint (not free) action]. Since in our case ZG is discrete, the gauge transformations
in the center ZG of G are constantly equal to the elements of ZG (so that ZG ∼ ZG):
U ∈ ZG , U : M4 → ZG, x 7→ U(x) = a ∈ ZG for every x ∈ M4. In the case of P t, a
priori we have the group of gauge transformations Gxo , which contains the fixed-time gauge
transformations of σ ~A(~x, xo) [i.e. the mappings U : R3 × {xo} → G, (~x, xo) 7→ U(~x, xo)];
but then, after the phase space analysis, Gxo is enlarged to a group G′

xo , which may be
larger than G (see later on Eqs.(2-36)). However, since Gxo is assumed independent from
xo and since we have G ⊂ G′

xo for every xo, we shall speak of G (the true invariance group
of the action; G′

xo is the quasi-invariance group) also in the case of P t.

Let us remark that a priori in AutV P and in GauP there could be a subgroup iso-
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morphic to the structure group G (with our trivial principal bundles it exists): GG =
{fa ∈ AutV P |fa(p) = p · a for every p ∈ P, i.e.γfa

(p) = a ∈ Gfor γfa
∈ GauP}, so that

the resulting active action of gauge transformations on P is a right action. The induced
active action on gauge potentials corresponds to vary the connection ωA taking fixed

the cross section σ: σA(x) → σAf (x) = U
(σ)
f (x)σA(x)U

(σ)−1
f (x) + U

(σ)
f (x)dU

(σ)−1
f (x).

From U−1(x)σAf (x)U(x) + U−1(x)dU(x) = σUAf (x) = U
(σU )
f (x)[U−1(x)σA(x)U(x) +

U−1(x)dU(x)]U
(σU)−1
f (x) + U

(σU )
f (x)dU

(σU )−1
f (x), one obtains U

(σ)
f (x)U(x) = U(x)

U
(σU )
f (x): in this sense the active and passive interpretations commute and one can think

to the passive action on P as resulting from a left action σU (x) = σ(x)U(x) = (kU · σ)(x),
kU ∈ G. When GG exists like in our case, then in the group G there is a subgroup GG
isomorphic to GG ∼ G (if U ∈ GG, then U(x) = a ∈ G for every x ∈M4) with a left action
on P.

To our understanding there is a gap between the abstract mathematical description
of gauge transformations with AutV P , GauP and Γ(AdP ) (to be made rigorous by the use
of some Sobolev space, see Section 6) and the physicist description by means of G; we shall
try to clarify this point in what follows (see Section 3) and to show that a more careful
choice of the functional spaces is needed to have the two descriptions implying the wanted
physical results.

In the passive interpretation G describes the freedom to parametrize a given connection
on P in terms of the gauge potentials on M4 associated with all global cross sections
{σ : M4 → P} ∈ Γ(P ) (Γ(P ) is the space of cross sections of P); in Section 7 we shall
define a connection-dependent foliation of the trivial P, whose leaves are special connection-
dependent global cross sections (a family of special cross sections of this kind is called a
”gauge” in Ref.[23e]): this will reduce the redundancy of the description of P by means of
Γ(P ).

We shall use the following notations and conventions. The derivatives with respect to
contravariant, xµ, or covariant, xµ, coordinates of M4 are ∂µ = ∂

∂xµ , ∂µ = ∂
∂xµ

= (∂o; ~∂ =

{∂i} = −~∇), where by definition the 3-dimensional gradient is ~∇ = {∇i} = {∂i} =

{−∂i} = −~∂. For all the other Euclidean 3-vectors we have ~v = {vi} and vµ = (vo;~v). The

d’Alambertian operator is ⊔̄ = ∂µ∂µ = ∂2
o − ~∂2 = ∂2

o − ~∇2. For the totally antisymmetric
Levi-Civita tensor ǫµνρσ = −ǫµνρσ , we assume ǫ0123 = ǫ123 = ǫ123 = 1, where ǫijk = ǫijk is
the 3-dimensional antisymmetric tensor. The summation convention on repeated indices
is assumed. With regards to units, we shall use natural units [c] = [h̄] = 1 , so that
from [c] = [lt−1] and [h̄] = [ml2t−1] one gets [l] = [t] = [xo] = [m−1]; in these units the
electric charge e is adimensional since e2 = αh̄c (α is the fine structure constant); then the
dimensions of the gauge potential and of the field strength are [A] = [m1/2t−1/2] = [l−1]
and [F ] = [l−2] (when one does the rescaling A = gÃ, the coupling constant g , replacing
e in the non-Abelian case, is also adimensional in these units); the dimensions of fermion
fields is are [ψ] = [m1/2l−1/2t−1/2] = [l−3/2]. The natural units are used at the classical
level for the sake of simplicity; we shall argue later on that for a YM field configuration
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belonging to a time-like irreducible Poincaré representation the quantum unit h̄ could
be replaced by the classical invariant intrinsic (i.e. field configuration dependent) unit
√

−W 2/P 2 = | ~̂S |, where W 2 and P 2 are the Poincaré Casimirs and ~̂S is the rest-frame
Thomas spin of the configuration.

Since the Lie algebra g is (semi)simple and compact, we shall use completely anti-
symmetric structure constants cabc (the Jacobi identity is cabdcdce+ ccadcdbe+ cbcdcdae = 0
and the Killing-Cartan metric is gab = (T̂ a, T̂ b)g = Tr(T̂ aT̂ b) = −1

2δab) and the following
notations and normalizations

[ta, tb] = cabct
c, [T a, T b] = cabcT

c, T r T aT b = −1

2
δab

dimρ

dimG

C2(ρ)

C2(ad)
, T a† = −T a,

(T̂ c)ab = ccab, T r T̂ aT̂ b = −1

2
δab.

both for the abstract generators ta and for the generators T a of any matrix representation
ρ, with T̂ a denoting the generators of the adjoint representation ad of g on g. Here C2(j) =
−δabT aT b is a normalized form of the second degree Casimir element C2 = −gabtatb [23i].
Let us remark that often in the physical literature one uses hermitean generators T a = iT a,
so that one has [T a, T b] = icabcT c.

In M4 the configuration variables are the gauge potentials A(x) = Aaµ(x)T̂
adxµ (we

drop the superscript denoting the dependence on the cross section), which are globally
defined since M4 is topologically trivial and P (M4, G) is trivial. The gauge potentials
Aµ(x) have the following transformation properties under (also called 2nd kind) gauge
transformations, i.e. under the smooth mappings U : M4 → G, xµ 7→ U(x)

Aµ(x) 7→ AUµ (x) = U−1(x)Aµ(x)U(x) + U−1(x)∂µU(x) =

= Aµ(x) + U−1(x)(∂µU(x) + [Aµ(x), U(x)])
(2.1)

We see that every gauge potential is invariant under the gauge transformations belonging
to the center ZG of G. Therefore the group of gauge transformations does not act freely on
the space of connections (or on the associated space of gauge potentials): ZG ∼ ZG is the
stability subgroup of a generic connection (according to the chosen function space there
may be special connections with larger stability subgroups of G).

The gauge fields or field strengths are

11



Fµν = Faµν T̂
a = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + [Aµ, Aν ]

Faµν = ∂µAaν − ∂νAaµ + cabcAbµAcν
, (2.2)

With the 1-form on M4 A(x) = Aµ(x)dx
µ, one gets that the field strength is described

by the 2-form F (x) = 1
2
Fµν(x)dx

µ ∧ dxν = dA(x) + 1
2
[A(x), A(x)], where [A(x), A(x)] =

[Aµ(x), Aν(x)]dx
µ ∧ dxν .

The field strengths have the following transformation properties under gauge trans-
formations (they too are invariant under U ∈ ZG and, according to the chosen functional
space, some of them have larger stability subgroups of G):

Fµν(x) 7→ FUµν(x) = U−1(x)Fµν(x)U(x) = Fµν(x) + U−1(x)[Fµν(x), U(x)] (2.3)

and satisfy the Bianchi identities

D̂(A)
α Fβγ + D̂

(A)
β Fγα + D̂(A)

γ Fαβ ≡ 0, or D̂(A)
µ ∗Fµν ≡ 0 (2.4)

which are the integrability conditions for the existence of Aµ(x). In Eqs.(2-4) ∗Fµν =
1
2 ǫ
µναβFαβ is the dual field strength (∗ is the Hodge star operator [24l,o] and Fµν =

−1
2 ǫ
µνρσ∗Fρσ = −∗∗Fµν), while D

(A)
µ is the gauge covariant derivative, whose action on a

matrix quantity M = MaT
a in the representation ρ is (in the first and last lines one has

A
(ρ)
µ = A

(ρ)
aµT a)

D(A(ρ))
µ M = ∂µM + [A(ρ)

µ ,M ] = (D(A(ρ))
µ )abMbT

a, D(A(ρ)) = dxµD(A)
µ

(D̂(A)
µ )ac = δac∂µ + cabcAbµ = (∂µ − Aµ)ac, [ ( ~̂D

(A)

)ac = δac~∂ + cabc ~Ab ]

D(A(ρ))
µ ψ(x) = (∂µ + A(ρ)

µ (x))ψ(x);

(2.5)

the second line gives its form D̂
(A)
µ in the adjoint representation and the third line its action

on a matter field ψ(x), whose transformation properties under gauge transformations are
ψ(x) 7→ ψU (x) = ρ(U−1(x))ψ(x) = U (ρ)−1(x)ψ(x), if ρ is the representation of G to which

the matter field belongs. The covariant derivative has the property [D
(A(ρ))
µ , D

(A(ρ))
ν ]M =

[F
(ρ)
µν ,M ]. Eq.(2-1) may be written in the form AUµ (x) = Aµ(x)+U

−1(x)D̂
(A)
µ U(x). Instead

on matter fields one has [D
(A(ρ))
µ , D

(A(ρ))
ν ] = F

(ρ)
µν .

12



When Aµ(x) = U−1(x)∂µU(x) (pure gauge), one has Fµν(x) = 0. Viceversa, Fµν = 0
will imply only the pure gauge solution for Aµ, because in this paper the base manifold
M will be connected (πo(M) = 0) and simply connected (π1(M) = 0) and moreover
topologically trivial (πk(M) = 0 for every k, where πk(M) is the k-th homotopy group of
M); when π1(M) 6= 0 the pure gauge (vacuum) solution is not unique [25].

Let us remark that often one uses a different notation: i) ψ 7→ ψU = ρ(U)ψ; ii)

D
(A(ρ))
µ = ∂µ −A(ρ)

µ (on matter fields) and D
(A(ρ))
µ = ∂µ− [A

(ρ)
µ , .] on matrices M = MaT

a

((D̂
(A)
µ )ac = (∂µ + Aµ)ac = δac∂µ − cabcAbµ); iii) Aµ 7→ AUµ = UAµU

−1 + (∂µU)U−1;

iv) Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ − [Aµ, Aν ] 7→ FUµν = UFµνU
−1 (essentially one has to do the

substitutions U → U−1 and A→ −A). To use hermitean generators T a = iT a one has to
make the substitution Aµ = AaµT

a = −iAaµT a = −iA′

µ in both the notations.

The YM action and Lagrangian density are respectively

S =

∫ 2

1

d4xL =

∫ xo
2

xo
1

dxoL, L =

∫

d3xL

L =
1

2g2
TrFµνFµν = − 1

4g2
Fµνa Faµν ,

(2.6)

where g is a dimensionless parameter; when one wants to interpret it as a coupling constant
one does the rescaling A = gÃ and one has L = 1

2
Tr F̃µν F̃µν with F̃µν = ∂µÃν − ∂νÃµ +

g [Ãµ, Ãν ] = g
−1Fµν and either D

(A(ρ))
µ = ∂µ + gÃ

(ρ)
µ or D

(A(ρ))
µ = ∂µ + g [Ã

(ρ)
µ , .]. In the

Abelian electromagnetic case one uses A = eÃ (g = e) so that L = −1
4 F̃

µν F̃µν and the

covariant derivative acting on matter fields is D
(A)
µ = ∂µ + eÃµ.

The associated Euler-Lagrange equations are (
◦
= means evaluated on the extremals of

the variational principle; their functional form is modified by a factor −g2 with respect to
the standard expression to conform with the physical literature notation):

Lνa = g2(
∂L
∂Aaν

− ∂µ
∂L

∂∂µAaν
) = ∂µF

µν
a + cabcAbµF

µν
c
◦
=0

Lν = D̂(A)
µ Fµν = ∂µF

µν + [Aµ, F
µν ]
◦
=0

(2.7)

and, given local variations δxµ = 0, δoAaµ(x) = Āaµ(x)− Aaµ(x), one gets

δoL =
1

g2
[δoAaµL

µ
a − ∂µ(Fµνa δoAaν)]

.
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S is invariant under the gauge transformations (2-1), (2-3), whose infinitesimal form,

when U(x) = eα(x), α(x) = αa(x)T̂
a = −α†(x), is

δAµ(x) = D̂(A)
µ α(x) = ∂µα(x) + [Aµ(x), α(x)]

δAaµ(x) = ∂µαa(x) + cabcAbµ(x)αc(x) = D̂
(A)
µabαb(x)

δFµν(x) = D̂(A)
µ δAν(x)− D̂(A)

ν δAµ(x) = [Fµν(x), α(x)]

δFaµν(x) = cabcFbµν(x)αc(x)

(2.8)

The invariance of S under the gauge transformations generates the following Noether
identity [5c] (usually one uses the notation Gµ = jµ for the conserved Noether current and
Gµ1a = jµa for the one associated with rigid global gauge transformations)

δL = δoL =
∂L
∂Aaµ

δAaµ +
∂L

∂∂νAaµ
δ∂νAaµ =

=
1

g2
LµaδAaµ + ∂ν(π

νµ
a δAaµ) ≡ 0

⇓

∂µG
µ ≡ − 1

g2
δAaµL

µ
a
◦
=0

Gµ(x) = πµνa δAaν = αa(x)G
µ
1a(x) + ∂ναa(x)G

µν
0a (x)

Gµν0a (x) = πµνa (x) = − 1

g2
Fµνa (x)

Gµ1a(x) = cabcπ
µν
b (x)Acν(x) = − 1

g2
cabcF

µν
b (x)Acν(x)

(2.9)

where πµνa = ∂L
∂∂µAaν

= −Fµνa /g2.

The canonical momenta are

πµa = π0µ
a = g

−2Fµ0
a = g

−1F̃µoa (2.10)

Eqs.(2-9) give rise to the Noether identities ((µν) means symmetrization)

G
(µν)
0a ≡ 0

∂νG
νµ
0a ≡ −Gµ1a −

1

g2
Lµa =

1

g2
(cabcF

µν
b Acν − Lµa)

◦
=

1

g2
cabcF

µν
b Acν

∂µG
µ
1a ≡

1

g2
cabcAbµL

µ
c
◦
=0

(2.11)
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The contracted Bianchi identity, correlating the equations of motion, are obtained
from the last of Eqs.(2-11) by using the second one:

D̂(A)
µ Lµ = (∂µL

µ
a + cabcAbµL

µ
c )T̂

a ≡ 0 (2.12)

The subset of Eqs.(2-11) relevant for phase space are

π0
a = π00

a = G
(00)
0a ≡ 0

0 ≡ ∂0π
0
a ≡ ~∂ · ~πa − ∂νGν00a ≡ ~∂ · ~πa +Go1a +

1

g2
Loa =

= ~∂ · ~πa + cabc ~Ab · ~πc +
1

g2
L0
a
◦
= ~̂D

(A)

ab · ~πb

(2.13)

One sees the primary, π0
a ≈ 0, and secondary (Gauss’ laws), − ~̂D

(A)

ab · ~πb ≈ 0, Hamilto-
nian constraints emerge from the Noether identities.

The strong improper conservation laws (Appendix H of Ref.[5c]; see also Ref.[13],
where they are called super conservation laws) ∂µV

µ
a ≡ 0, implied by Eqs.(2-11), identify

the strong improper conserved current (strong continuity equation):

V µa = −∂νGνµoa =
1

g2
∂νF

νµ
a = ∂νU

[µν]
a

◦
=− 1

g2
cabcF

µν
b Acν = Gµ1a

with the superpotential

U [µν]
a = − 1

g2
Fµνa = πµνa .

Instead the Trautman strong conservation law is

∂µ(G
µ(x) +

1

g2
αa(x)L

µ
a(x)) ≡ 0

.

When α = αaT̂
a = const., one speaks of ”rigid” or ”global” (or 1st kind) gauge

transformations, which are improper Noether symmetry transformations. In the Abelian
case this implies δAµ(x) = ∂µα = 0; in the non-Abelian case from Eqs.(2-8) one has

δAaµ(x) = D̂
(A)
µabαb = cabcAbµ(x)αc (i.e. under them Aaµ transforms covariantly as a

tensor). Therefore the global gauge transformations U = eα are covariantly constant
(∂µU = 0) in the Abelian case (with G=U(1) the adjoint action is trivial and Γ(AdP ) is
globally spanned by covariantly constant cross sections independent from the choice of the

connection), but not, in general, in the non-Abelian case where D̂
(a)
µ U = [Aµ, U ] 6= 0 (the
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special solutions of this equation for certain special connections are the ”gauge symmetries”
of these connections), except if U belongs to the center ZG of G (but this corresponds in our
case to αa = 0,because with ZG ∼ ZG discrete one has ZgG ∼ Zg = 0, i.e. the center of the
Lie algebra gG of G vanishes). As a consequence in Ref.[26] it is stressed that an intrinsic
definition, like covariant constancy, of the 1st kind gauge transformations is lacking in
the non-Abelian case, so that the Abelian charges of fermions are on different level with
respect to the non-Abelian charges, which exist also without charged matter. However, if
we define the global (rigid, 1st kind) gauge transformations as that subgroup of G under
which all the gauge potentials transform gauge covariantly (like in the Abelian case), then
this is also a definition of 1st kind gauge transformations on fermions: while the Abelian
charges are gauge scalars, the non-Abelian ones, with appropriate boundary conditions
on the gauge transformations (see later on), turn out to be well defined gauge covariant
quantities [27]. But, like Ref.[26], also Ref.[27], following the pattern of the definition of
energy in general relativity, uses the concept of covariantly constant gauge transformations,

D̂
(A)
µ U = 0, associated with special connections, to try to define the non-Abelian charges;

as examples, the magnetic charge of the t’Hooft-Polyakov monopole and the electric and
magnetic charges of the Julia-Zee dyon are evaluated (however Higgs particles and different
boundary conditions are needed in these cases). A full analysis, with fermions included, of
the Abelian and flavour-like charges associated with a connection with gauge symmetries

(i.e. with a stabilizer subgroup GA of gauge transformations satisfying D̂
(A)
µ U = 0) is given

in Ref.[28].

The associated weak improper conservation laws are ∂µG
µ
1a
◦
=0 with Gµ1a = −cabc

Fµνb Acν/g
2, i.e. the last of Eqs.(2-11). The (adimensional) weak improper conserved

charges Qa are

Qa =

∫

d3xG0
1a = − 1

g2
cabc

∫

d3xF 0k
b Ack

◦
=Q(V )

a =

=

∫

d3xV 0
a =

1

g2

∫

d3x∂iF
io
a =

∫

dΣkU
[ok]
a =

1

g2

∫

dΣkF
k0
a = − 1

g2

∫

d~Σ · ~Ea
(2.14)

We see that the Noether charge Qa (vanishing in the Abelian case in absence of charged

matter) coincides with the strong improper conserved charges Q
(V )
a (for which the strong

continuity equation holds independently from the equations of motion [13]) only by using
the equations of motion: in Ref.[13] it is the second line of Eqs.(2-14) which are called
Gauss’ laws.

Qa is time independent if ~G1a falls off sufficiently rapidly at large |~x|. To get Qa 6= 0

in the chosen gauge one needs ~Ea = O(r−2) for r = |~x| going to infinity; if ~Ea fall off more
rapidly, the charges vanish. In Eq.(2-14) one integrates over a region Ω of R3, (subsequently

enlarged to R3 if the limit exists) and d~Σ is the integration measure on its boundary ∂Ω. In
the Abelian electromagnetic case without fermions this charge vanishes, while in presence
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of fermions it measures the fermionic Abelian (for instance electric) charge. In the non-
Abelian case the fields are charged also in absence of fermions and the Qa’s, if they exist,
are the ”color” charges, using the terminology of QCD.

In Eqs.(2-14) we have introduced the following notation with non-Abelian electric and
magnetic fields (’×’ is the cross-product)

Eka = g
2πka = F k0a = ∂kA0

a − ∂0Aka + cabcA
k
bA

0
c =

= −Ȧka + D̂
(A)k
ab Aob = gẼka , ∗F ija = ǫijkEka

Bka = −1

2
ǫkijF ija = ∗F koa = −(~∂ × ~Aa)

k − 1

2
cabc( ~Ab × ~Ac)

k
=

= −([ ~̂D
(A)

ac −
1

2
cabc ~Ab]× ~Ac)

k

= gB̃ka , F ija = −ǫijkBka .

~∂ · ~Ba = −1

2
cabc~∂ · ( ~Ab × ~Ac)

(2.15)

According to our conventions the Euclidean vectors are always defined with upper indices:
~Ba is only defined as an Euclidean vector and all the lower Euclidean indices of Lorentz
tensors have to be raised with the Minkowski metric before interpret them as real Euclidean
indices.

With Eqs.(2-15), we can rewrite [21i] L of Eqs.(2-6) and Lµa
◦
=0 of Eqs.(2-7) in the

following forms

L = − 1

4g2
Fµνa Faµν =

1

2g2

∑

a

( ~E2
a − ~B2

a) =
1

2

∑

a

(~̃E
2

a − ~̃B
2

a) =

=
1

2g2

∑

a

{( ~̇Aa − ~̂D
(A)

ab A
o
b)

2

− (~∂ × ~Aa +
1

2
cabc ~Ab × ~Ac)

2

}
(2.16)

Loa = − ~̂D
(A)

ab · ~Eb = ~̂D
(A)

ab · ~̇Ab − D̂(A)2
ab Aob

◦
=0

~La = −D̂(A)o
ab

~Eb + ~̂D
(A)

ab × ~Bb =

= D̂
(A)o
ab (− ~̂D

(A)

bc A
o
c + ~̇Ab)− ~̂D

(A)

ab × [( ~̂D
(A)

bc −
1

2
cbdc ~Ad)× ~Ac]

◦
=0

(2.17)

where D̂
(A)2
ab = ~̂D

(A)

ac · ~̂D
(A)

cb is the generalized Laplace-Beltrami operator. Let us re-
mark that, up to surface terms, i.e. with appropriate boundary conditions, one has
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∫

d3xua(x) ~̂D
(A)

ab vb(x) =
∫

d3x[− ~̂D
(A)

ba ua(x)]vb(x), so that ~̂D
(A)∗
ab = − ~̂D

(A)

ab , where ~̂D
(A)∗
ab

is the ”adjoint” of ~̂D
(A)

ab .

One has 1
2

∑

a
~B2
a = 1

4FaijFa
ij = [ 12∂

iAja(∂
iAja − ∂jAia) + cabc∂

iAjaA
i
bA

j
c +

1
4cabccauvA

i
bA

j
cA

i
uA

j
v]. Moreover one has 1

4∗Fµνa Faµν = −~Ea · ~Ba = −g
2~πa · ~Ba for the

gauge invariant density of topological charge and, from Eqs.(2-4), the Bianchi identities

become ~̂D
(A)

ab · ~Bb ≡ 0 and D̂
(A)o
ab Bib ≡ ǫijkD̂

(A)j
ab Ekb .

The action (2-6) is quasi-invariant under the Poincarè transformations [23a,g] (Aµ(x)
is assumed to be a covariant four-vector):

δxµ = −aµ − ωµνxν , ωµν = −ωνµ = ∂µδx
ν ∂µδx

µ = 0,

δAµ(x) ≡ Āµ(x+ δx)− Aµ(x) =

= δoAµ(x) + δxν∂νAµ(x) = −ωµνAν(x) = −(∂µδx
ν)Aν(x)

δoAµ(x) ≡ Āµ(x)−Aµ(x) =

= −δxν∂νAµ(x)− (∂µδx
ν)Aν(x) = −δxνFνµ(x)− D̂(A)

µ (δxνAν(x))

δoFµν(x) = D̂(A)
µ δoAν(x)− D̂(A)

ν δoAµ(x)

(2.18)

δL = δoL − ∂µΩµ =
1

g2
δoAaµL

µ
a − ∂µ(

1

g2
Fµνa δoAaν + Ωµ) ≡ 0,

Ωµ = −δxµL

δoL =
1

g2
δoAaµL

µ
a − ∂µ(

1

g2
Fµνa δoAaν) ≡ ∂µΩµ ≡ ∂µ(Ωµ + ∂αX

µα)

(2.19)

where a term ∂νX
µν , Xµν = −Xνµ, ∂µ∂νX

µν ≡ 0, with the superpotential Xµν =
g
−2Fµνa Aaαδx

α, has been added to Ωµ. See Refs.[29] for the problem that space-time
symmetry Noether transformations are ambiguous for terms corresponding to gauge trans-
formations. The conserved Noether current is

0
◦
=− 1

g2
δoAaµL

µ
a ≡ ∂µ(Ωµ + ∂νX

µν +
1

g2
Fµνa δoAaν) ≡ ∂µ(θµνδxν −

1

g2
δxνAaνL

µ
a) ≡

≡ ∂µθ̃µν ◦=− aν∂µθµν +
1

2
ωνα∂µMµνα = ∂µ(θ

µνδxν),

where θµν is the standard conserved, symmetric, trace-free, gauge invariant energy-
momentum tensor
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θµν = g
−2(Fµαa Faα

ν +
1

4
ηµνFa

αβFaαβ)

θµν = θνµ, θµµ = 0, ∂µθ
µν ◦=0

(2.20)

and where θ̃µν = θµν − g
−2δxνAaνL

µ
a
◦
=θµν is a form of the energy-momentum tensor

relevant for phase space and Mµαβ = xαθµβ − xβθµα is the angular momentum density
tensor.

The conserved Poincarè generators Pµ =
∫

d3xθoµ, Jµν =
∫

d3xMoµν , have the

expression ( ~E = ~EaT̂
a, ~B = ~BaT̂

a; Hc, HD, Γa(x), P̄
i, J̄ i and K̄i are phase space

quantities to be defined later on)

P 0 =

∫

d3xθ00(~x, xo)
◦
=

∫

d3xθ̃oo(~x, xo) = P̄ o = Hc ≡

≡
∫

d3x(θ̃oo(~x, xo) + λao(~x, x
o)πoa(~x, x

o)) = HD,

θ00 =
1

2g2

∑

a

( ~E2
a + ~B2

a) =
1

2

∑

a

(g2~π2
a +

1

g2
~B2
a),

θ̃oo = θoo − g
−2AaoL

o
a = θoo −AaoΓa,

P i =

∫

d3xθ0i(~x, xo)
◦
=

∫

d3xθ̃oi(~x, xo) = −
∫

d3x~πa(~x, x
o) · ∂i ~Aa(~x, xo) = P̄ i,

θ0i =
1

g2
( ~Ea × ~Ba)

i
= (~πa × ~Ba)

i

θ̃oi = θoi − g
−2AiaL

o
a = θoi − AiaΓa,

J i =
1

2
ǫijkJjk =

∫

d3xǫijkxjθ0k(~x, xo) =
1

g2

∫

d3x[~x× ( ~Ea × ~Ba)(~x, x
o)]

i
=

=

∫

d3x[~x× (~πa × ~Ba)(~x, x
o)]

i ◦
=

∫

d3xǫijkxj θ̃ok(~x, xo) =

= ǫijk
∫

d3x[πja(~x, x
o)Aka(~x, x

o) + ~πa(~x, x
o) · xj∂k ~Aa(~x, xo)] = J̄ i,

Ki = J io =

∫

d3x(xiθoo(~x, xo)− xoθoi(~x, xo)) =

∫

d3xxiθoo(~x, xo)− xoP i ◦=

◦
=

∫

d3xxiHD(~x, xo)− xoP̄ i = K̄i

(2.21)

To obtain the final form of P i, J i, Eqs.(2-15), an integration by parts and Loa = g
2Γa

◦
=0

have been used. Since πoa(~x, x
o) ≡ 0 at the Lagrangian level, this term has been added to

θ̃oo to reproduce HD =
∫

d3xHD(~x, xo) of Eqs.(2-27), see later on.

The Poincaré algebra satisfied by this final form P̄µ, J̄µν of the generators is (for the
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definition of Poisson brackets see the subsequent Eqs.(2-29))

{P̄µ, P̄ ν} = 0 {J̄µν , P̄α} = ηαν P̄µ − ηαµP̄ ν

{J̄µν , J̄αβ} = ηµαJ̄νβ + ηνβJ̄µα − ηµβ J̄να − ηναJ̄µβ
(2.22)

In particular {J̄ io = K̄i, P̄ o = HD} = P̄ i can be reinterpreted as the time constancy of
K̄i, ∂K̄i/∂xo + {K̄i, HD} = 0.

In what follows we shall restrict ourselves to field configurations for which the 10
Poincarè generators are finite when integrated over all R3, so to have well defined Poincarè
Casimirs and to be able to study the Poincarè orbits of the field configurations. If there
are no singularities at finite ~x = r(sinθcosφ, sinθsinφ, cosθ), a set of sufficient boundary
conditions to get finite Pµ, Jµν is

θoo(~x, xo), θoi(~x, xo)
−→

r →∞ T oo(oi)(θ, φ, xo)

r4+2ǫ
+O(r−s) (2.23)

which can be satisfied in at least the two following ways:

either i)Faµν(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ faµν(θ, φ, x

o)

r2+ǫ
+O(r−3)

or ii)Eia(~x, x
o) = F ioa (~x, xo)

−→
r →∞ eia(θ, φ, x

0)

r2+ǫ
+O(r−3)

Bia(~x, x
o) = −1

2
ǫijkF jka (~x, xo)

−→
r →∞ bia(θ, φ, x

o)

r3+ǫ
+O(r−4)

(2.24)

so that we can assume

either i)Aaµ(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ aaµ(θ, φ, x

o)

r1+ǫ
+O(r−2)

or ii)Aia(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ aia(θ, φ, x

o)

r2+ǫ
+O(r−3)

Aoa(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ aoa(θ, φ, x

o)

r1+ǫ
+O(r−2)

(2.25)

The behaviour of Eqs.(2-24) and (2-25) requires a restriction on the gauge transforma-
tions U(x), to be valid in every gauge: see later on Eqs.(2-40). The set i) are the ”strong
boundary conditions” limr→∞ rAi(x) = 0 of Ref.[30]: for ǫ = 0 we get the ”weak boundary
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conditions”, allowing not only finite Poincaré generators in general but also the existence
of monopole solutions (see also [23h]) when Higgs fields are present, which, however, are
not considered in this paper. The set ii) will turn out to be suited for the Hamiltonian
formalism. In both cases i) and ii) there is the possibility of non-vanishing non-Abelian
charges Qa for ǫ→ 0.

In case i), since, on M4, Fµν = 0 implies that the gauge potential is pure gauge
globally, i.e. Aµ = U−1∂µU , Eqs.(2-25) imply that for r → ∞ (and also for |xo| → ∞
for instantons) we should have Aµ → U−1

∞ ∂µU∞ + bµ, with bµ small for r → ∞. In the
Euclidean (instanton) case, a regular Aµ(x) will give finite Euclidean action and instanton
number. Even if there is not a canonical procedure for this splitting, due to the cancellation
associated with the pure gauge term in the evaluation of Fµν , to get the behaviour of
Eqs.(2-24) we can assume that bµ is vanishing faster than Eqs.(2-25) (in the instanton case
of Ref.[31] Aµ = O(r−1) and bµ = O(r−3)). Under a gauge transformation with suitable
boundary behaviour (like in Eqs.(2-40), see later on) one has Fµν → FUµν = U−1FµνU −→
r→∞Fµν , Aµ = U−1

∞ ∂µU∞ + bµ → AUµ = U−1∂µU + U−1AµU = (U∞U)
−1
∂µ(U∞U) +

U−1bµU −→ r→∞Ũ−1
∞ ∂µŨ∞ + bµ, so that the boundary conditions (2-24), (2-25) are

unaffected by gauge transformations.

Since we work at fixed time, or more generally on arbitrary space-like hypersurfaces,
we do not consider the behaviour of Aaµ and Faµν along null directions (see in the elec-
tromagnetic case the radiation part of the Lienard-Wiechert potentials and field strengths
[32]; see Ref.[33] for the radiation in the non-Abelian case). Only in the analysis of the
massless sector, P 2 = 0, of YM theory, where one needs the reformulation with light-cone
variables (see Section 10), this behaviour would become relevant.

Let us define the Hamiltonian formalism. From Eqs.(2-10) and (2-15) we have

π0
a(~x, x

o) = 0

πka(~x, x
o) =

1

g2
Eka (~x, xo)

(2.26)

π0
a(~x, x

o) ≈ 0 are the primary constraints.

The canonical and Dirac Hamiltonians are
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Hc =

∫

d3x[
1

2

∑

a

(g2~π2
a(~x, x

o) +
1

g2
~B2
a[
~Aa(~x, x

o)])−Aao(~x, xo)Γa(~x, xo)] =

= P o −
∫

d3xAao(~x, x
o)Γa(~x, x

o)

HD = Hc +

∫

d3x
∑

a

λao(~x, x
o)π0

a(~x, x
o)

(2.27)

where we have discarded the surface term
∫

d3x~∂(Aao~πa),consistently with the boundary
conditions of Eqs.(2-24), (2-25).In Eqs.(2-27) Γa(x) is the Hamiltonian version of the Euler-
Lagrange equation L0

a, see Eqs.(2-13) and (2-17), and is given by

Γa(x) = ~̂D
(A)∗
ab · ~πb(x) = − ~̂D

(A)

ab · ~πb(x) = ∂iπ
i
a + cabcAbiπ

i
c ≡

1

g2
Loa
◦
=0 (2.28)

The standard Poisson brackets are

{F [A, π], G[A, π]}=
∑

c

∫

d3z[
δF

δAcα(~z)

δG

δπαc (~z)
− δF

δπαc (~z)

δG

δAcα(~z)
]

{Aaµ(~x, xo), πνb (~y, xo)} = δνµδabδ
3(~x− ~y)

{πia(~x, xo), Bjb(~y, xo)} = ǫijkD̂
(A)k
ab (~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y)

{Aia(~x, xo),Γb(~y, xo)} = −D̂(A)i
ab (~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) =

= −(δab∂
i
x + cacbA

i
c(~x, x

o))δ3(~x− ~y) =

= −(∂ix −Ai(~x, xo))abδ3(~x− ~y)
{πia(~x, xo),Γb(~y, xo)} = −cacbπic(~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) = (πi(~x, xo))abδ

3(~x− ~y)
{Bia(~x, xo),Γb(~y, xo)} = −cacbBic(~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y),

(2.29)

where ~π(x) = ~πa(x)T̂
a (if A = gÃ, then πµa = F̃µoa /g = π̃µo /g and {Aaµ(~x, xo), πνb (~y, xo)} =

= {Ãaµ(~x, xo), π̃νb (~y, xo)}).
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Therefore the Hamiltonian formalism requires the definition of the functional deriva-
tives and this puts restrictions on the functional space of the gauge potentials ~Aa(~x, x

o), of
the electric fields ~πa(~x, x

o) and of the fields Aoa(~x, x
o), πoa(~x, x

o). Moreover one has to define
a suitable space of test functions to treat the distributions needed for the calculations.

The time constancy of the primary constraints

d

dxo
π0
a(~x, x

o)
◦
={π0

a(~x, x
o), HD} = Γa(~x, x

o) ≈ 0 (2.30)

generates Gauss’ laws as secondary constraints; their time constancy

d

dxo
Γa(~x, x

o)
◦
={Γa(~x, xo), HD} = −cabcAbo(~x, xo)Γc(~x, xo) ≈ 0 (2.31)

does not imply any other constraint.

All the constraints are first class

{π0
a(~x, x

o), π0
b (~y, x

o)} = {π0
a(~x, x

o),Γb(~y, x
o)} = 0

{Γa(~x, xo),Γb(~y, xo)} = cabcΓc(~x, x
o)δ3(~x− ~y) ≈ 0

(2.32)

and the Dirac multipliers λao(~x, x
o) remain arbitrary. Due to the Jacobi identity the

vector fields Xa(~x, x
o) = −{.,Γa(~x, xo)} satisfy the algebra [Xa(~x, x

o), Xb(~y, x
o)] = δ3(~x−

~y)cabcXc(~x, x
o). The Hamilton equations are (”dot” means time derivative):

Ȧao(~x, x
o)
◦
={Aao(~x, xo), HD} = λao(~x, x

o)

Ȧka(~x, x
o)
◦
={Aka(~x, xo), HD} = −g

2πka(~x, x
o) + ∂kA0

a(~x, x
o) + cabcA

k
b (~x, x

o)A0
c(~x, x

o)

π̇0
a(~x, x

o)
◦
={π0

a(~x, x
o), HD} = Γa(~x, x

o) ≈ 0

π̇ka(~x, x
o)
◦
={πka(~x, xo), HD} =

= − 1

g2
∂iF ika (~x, xo)− 1

g2
cabcA

i
b(~x, x

o)F ikc (~x, xo)− cabcA0
b(~x, x

o)πkc (~x, x
o) =

=
1

g2
∂iF

ik
a (~x, xo) + cabc[

1

g2
Abi(~x, x

o)F ikc (~x, xo)− Ab0(~x, xo)πkc (~x, xo)]
(2.33)

By using Eqs.(2-10) the second and fourth of these equations become the first of

Eqs.(2-15) and Lka
◦
=0, see Eqs.(2-17), respectively.
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The Dirac Hamiltonian is a special case of the most general generator of fixed-time
infinitesimal canonical gauge transformations, which has the form

Ggt[λao, αa] =

∫

d3x{λao(~x, xo)πoa(~x, xo)− αa(~x, xo)Γa(~x, xo)} =

=

∫

d3x{λao(~x, xo)πoa(~x, xo)− ~πc(~x, xo) · ~̂D
(A)

ca αa(~x, x
o)}+

+

∫

d3x~∂(αa(~x, x
o)~πa(~x, x

o)) =

= Ĝgt[λao, αa] +

∫

d3x ~∂ · (αa(~x, xo)~πa(~x, xo)) ≈ 0

(2.34)

Sometimes Ggt is used as the extended Dirac Hamiltonian HE , but its use as Hamil-
tonian is in general not satisfactory; see Ref.[34]. In this Reference there is also the
scheme for doing the gauge-fixing of a chain of 1st-class constraints: in the YM case,
first one has to add the gauge-fixing constraints φa ≈ 0 to Gauss’ laws Γa ≈ 0; then
dφa

dxo = {φa, HD} = ψa ≈ 0 are the gauge-fixing constraints for πoa ≈ 0, so that generically

the temporal gauge Aoa ≈ 0 is not allowed; then dψa

dxo = {ψa, HD} ≈ 0 are the equations
determining the Dirac multipliers λao’s. See also Ref.[5c,8].

As shown in Ref.[35] (see also Ref.[2c] and Ref.[36], where it is pointed out how the
class of constraints may change going from a 3+1 splitting with space-like hypersurfaces
to one with light-like ones), in the Hamiltonian formulation of classical field theory one
has to make a choice of the boundary conditions of the canonical variables Aao(~x, x

o),
πoa(~x, x

o), Aai(~x, x
o), πia(~x, x

o) = Eia(~x, x
o)/g2, and of the functions λao(~x, x

o) (the Dirac
multipliers) and αa(~x, x

o) (generalizing the Aao(~x, x
o)’s in HD), which parametrize the

infinitesimal gauge transformations, to give a meaning to the integrations by parts, to the
functional derivatives and therefore to the Poisson brackets, to the proper gauge trans-
formations. For the canonical variables the boundary conditions are given by Eqs.(2-24),
(2-25) with πoa(~x, x

o) assumed to have the same behaviour of Aoa(~x, x
o), its conjugate vari-

able, i.e. πoa(~x, x
o)→r→∞poa(θ, φ, x

o)/r1+ǫ + O(r−2). Therefore from Eqs.(2-28) one has

Γa(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ γa(θ, φ, x

o)/r3+ǫ + O(r−4) in both cases i) and ii). The Dirac mul-
tipliers λao(~x, x

o), which parametrize the infinitesimal fixed-time gauge transformations
of Aao(~x, x

o) and behave like Ȧao(~x, x
o), see Eqs. (2-33), are assumed to behave like

Aao(~x, x
o). Since the parameters αa(~x, x

o) describe the infinitesimal gauge transforma-

tions of ~Aa(~x, x
o) (see Eqs.(2-8) and (2-36) later on), we could assume αa(~x, x

o)→r→∞
α̃a(θ, φ, x

o)/r1+ǫ+O(r−2): then δ ~Aa ∼ r−2−ǫ and in case i) it will fall off more rapidly then
~Aa, while in case ii) like ~Aa (δ~πa ∼ r−3−ǫ from Eqs.(2-8)). However, a more reasonable
behaviour for the αa’s is r−3−ǫ like the Γa’s.

In this way λao(~x, x
o), αa(~x, x

o) belong to the dual space of the space of the 1st-
class constraints πoa(~x, x

o), Γa(~x, x
o) [35,2c,36] and one has: i) these λao’s and αa’s, called
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’proper’ test functions, define the most general smearing of the constraints with test func-
tions so that the knowledge of Ggt[λao, αa] for all the proper λao, αa is equivalent to
the knowledge of πoa(~x, x

o), Γa(~x, x
o) for all ~x; ii) with these λao, αa, Ggt[λao, αa] =

Ĝgt[λao, αa] ≈ 0 is the generator of the ’proper’ infinitesimal gauge transformations [35].
However as we shall see further limitations on the asymptotic behaviour of the proper test
functions will come from the asymptotic behaviour of gauge transformations, see later on
Eqs.(2-40).

Since a generic variation of Ggt is given by

δ̄Ggt[λao, αa] =

∫

d3x{λao(~x)δπoa(~x)− δ~πc(~x) · ~̂D
(A)

ca αa(~x)+

+ cbca~πc(~x)αa(~x) · δ ~Ab(~x) +

∫

d3x~∂ · [αa(~x)δ~πa(~x)]
(2.35)

we see that for proper gauge transformations the surface term does not contribute (as all
the surface terms encountered till now), so that the functional derivatives appearing in
the Poisson brackets are well defined and we get (these equations also define the space of
allowed proper variations of the variables)

δ̄Aao(~x, x
o) = {Aao(~x, xo), Ggt} =

δGgt
δπoa(~x, x

o)
= λao(~x, x

o)

δ̄Aai(~x, x
o) = {Aai(~x, xo), Ggt} =

δGgt
δπia(~x, x

o)
=

= −cabcαb(~x, xo)Aci(~x, xo) + ∂iαa(~x, x
o) = D̂

(A)
iab αb(~x)

δ̄πoa(~x, x
o) = {πoa(~x, xo), Ggt} = − δGgt

δAoa(~x, x
o)

= 0

δ̄πia(~x, x
o) = {πia(~x, xo), Ggt} = − δGgt

δAai(~x, xo)
=

= −cabcαb(~x, xo)πic(~x, xo) = cabcπ
i
b(~x, x

o)αc(~x, x
o)

(2.36)

with δAai = δ̄Aai, δπ
i
a = δ̄πia, in accord with Eqs.(2-8), and with δ̄Aao = λao as the

Hamiltonian fixed-time counterpart of δAao = cabcAboαc + ∂oαa = D̂
(A)
oabαb. Under the

fixed-time gauge transformations δ̄Aao and δ̄Aai, the Lagrangian is only weakly quasi-
invariant [5b,c], i.e.
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δ̄L ≡ − 1

g2
{∂µ[(λao − ∂oαa + cabcαbAco)F

oµ
a ] + (λao − ∂oαa + cabcαbAco)L

o
a} =

= − 1

g2
{∂µ[(λao − D̂(A)

oabαb)F
oµ
a ] + (λao − D̂(A)

oabαb)L
o
a}

,

where we used Eqs.(2-7), (2-12) and where Loa ≡ Γa
◦
=0, Eqs.(2-28), are the Euler-Lagrange

equations independent from the accelerations. We see that by restricting λao, λao = δAao,
one recovers the standard gauge invariance of L.

Let us now consider finite gauge transformations U. Since δ ~Aa = δ̄ ~Aa under infinites-
imal gauge transformations, one has △ ~A = △( ~AaT̂

a) = U−1 ~AU + U−1~∂U − ~A = △̄ ~A.
Instead, since δ̄Aao = λao 6= δAao, let us write △̄Ao = △̄(AaoT̂

a) = Λo = ΛaoT̂
a = △Ao+

U−1KU , K = KaT̂
a, with△Ao = U−1AoU+U−1U̇−Ao; λaoT̂ a is the infinitesimal form of

Λo. Therefore, we have to check the gauge invariance of L(x) written in the form of Eqs.(2-

16) under the finite gauge transformation △̄ ~A and △̄Ao = △Ao +U−1KU . One finds the

result △̄ ~E = U−1 ~EU − ~E = △̄[g−1( ~̇Aa − ~̂D
(A)

ab Abo)T̂
a] = −g−1U−1( ~̂D

(A)

K)U . Then,

△̄L = 1
2g2

∑

a [( ~Ea − ~̂D
(A)

ab Kb)
2− ~E2

a] = 1
2g2 [−2 ~Ea · ~̂D

(A)

ab Kb+( ~̂D
(A)

ab Kb)
2] = 1

2g2 [2Ka
~̂D

(A)

ab ·
~Eb−Ka

~̂D
(A)

ab · ~̂D
(A)

bc Kc+ ~∂ ·(Ka
~̂D

(A)

ab Kb−2 ~EaKa)]
◦
=− 1

2g2
Ka

~̂D
(A)

ab · ~̂D
(A)

bc Kc (modulo surface

terms and Gauss’ equation of motion). Since in the generic case the covariant derivative

has no zero modes (covariantly constant solutions of ~̂D
(A)

ab Kb = 0), one must have either

Ka = 0, i.e. △̄Ao = △Ao, or Ka
◦
=0, i.e. △̄Ao ◦=△Ao. Therefore, the group of gauge

transformations of the theory based on P t(R3 × {xo}, G) may be larger than the group G
of P (M3, G), if we include quasi-invariance, i.e. △L ◦=0 and we accept Ka

◦
=0; at the level

of infinitesimal gauge transformations this implies λao(~x, x
o)
◦
= D̂

(A)
oabαb(~x, x

o), i.e. on the
extremals the parameters λao(~x, x

o) are not independent from the parameters αa(~x, x
o)

(this implies that the λao’s must be functionally dependent on the gauge potentials for

consistency) and then δ̄L ◦=0.

As shown in Ref.[35], when the functions λao(~x, x
o), αa(~x, x

o) do not satisfy the pre-
vious boundary conditions, Ggt[λao, αa] becomes a generator of ”improper” gauge trans-
formations (like the global or rigid ones associated with the color charges Qa, Eqs. (2-14)).
However the functions λao(~x, x

o) (and more in general all the Dirac multipliers associated
with the primary 1st-class constraints) are not allowed to be improper, because the Dirac
HamiltonianHD must be a proper function, generating a mixture of deterministic evolution
and proper gauge transformations. In the pure YM case the fact that improper λao(~x, x

o)’s
are not allowed, is reflected in the absence of improper conservation laws associated with
them, because they are associated with the primary constraints. The second Noether the-
orem [5c] shows that if one has a chain of 1st-class constraints, only the last constraint
of the chain is involved in the generation of the improper conservation laws: in this case,
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as shown by Eqs.(2-14), only improper αa(~x, x
o), associated with secondary Gauss’ law

constraints, are relevant. With improper αa(~x, x
o), the surface term in Eqs.(2-35) can be

written as δQ[αa] with Q[αa] given by

Q[αa] = −
∫

d3x ~∂ · [αa(~x, xo)~πa(~x, xo)] = − lim
r→∞

∫

r

d~Σαa(~x, x
o) · ~πa(~x, xo) (2.37)

For improper ’rigid’ or ’global’ infinitesimal gauge transformations αa(~x, x
o) = αa = const.

one has Q[αa] =
∑

a αaQa, see Eqs.(2-14). The generator of the improper infinitesimal
gauge transformations, also taking into account Eqs.(2-34), is

Ggt[λao, αa] = Ĝgt[λao, αa]−Q[αa] ≈ 0

⇒ Ĝgt[λao, αa] ≈ −
∫

d3x~πa(~x, x
o) · ~̂D

(A)

ab αb(~x, x
o) ≈

≈ Q[αa]

(2.38)

Let us remark that the non-Abelian charges Qa are not gauge invariant. Eqs.(2-14)
should be defined on a ball Ωr of radius r with boundary ∂Ωr to give

Qa(r, x
o) =

1

g2
cabc

∫

Ωr

d3x ~Ab · ~Ec ◦=−
1

g2

∫

Ωr

d3x~∂ · ~Ea = − 1

g2

∫

∂Ωr

d~Σ · ~Ea

dQa(r, x
o)

dxo
◦
=

1

g2
cabc

∫

Ωr

d3x∂i(F
iν
b Acν) =

1

g2
cabc

∫

∂Ωr

dΣi(EibAco − ǫijkBjbAkc )
(2.39)

With Eqs.(2-24), (2-25) one gets Qa(x
o) = limr→∞Qa(r, x

o) and dQa(x
o)/dxo = 0.

However, as shown in Ref.[37], if one performs a finite gauge transformation U(~x, xo), in
general in the new gauge the new Noether charges QUa are not conserved. This is due to

the fact that, since from Eqs.(2-3) one has ~Ea(~x, x
o) → ~EUa (~x, xo) = U−1(~x, xo) ~Ea(~x, x

o)

U(~x, xo), the flux of ~EUa may not vanish asymptotically like the one of ~Ea.As shown in
Ref.[23a], the gauge covariance of the charges Qa depends on the r →∞ limit of U(~x, xo).
Only if we assume limr→∞ U(~x, xo) = U∞ = const. independently from the direction,
i.e. if the finite gauge transformations are ”asymptotically rigid”, one has a well defined
covariance for the g-valued non-Abelian charges:

Q = QaT̂
a → QU = QUa T̂

a = U−1
∞ QU∞,
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so that if Q=0 (ǫ 6= 0 in Eqs.(2-24), (2-25)) in one gauge, one has Q=0 in every gauge.
The same conclusion is reached in Ref.[33], where it is shown that the behaviour U(~x, xo)
−→r→∞ a(θ, φ, xo)[1+O(r−1)], preserving Eqs.(2-25), has to be restricted to a(θ, φ, xo) =
const. from the requirement of covariant charges (see also Ref.[23b]). Let us remark that
in the previous discussion we could have used αa = αa(x

o) and U∞ = U∞(xo), but we
shall exclude these cases, because they break manifest Lorentz covariance in the sense that
they are not preserved by going from a 3+1 splitting to another one.

Therefore, to satisfy all the previous requirements, we shall assume the following
boundary conditions for r → ∞ on the finite gauge transformations, on the field configu-
rations and on the gauge parameters
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either i)

U(~x, xo)
−→

r →∞ U∞ +O(r−1), U∞ = const.

∂µU(~x, xo)
−→

r →∞ (∂µU)∞ =
uµ
r1+ǫ

+O(r−2)

Aaµ(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ aaµ

r1+ǫ
+O(r−2)

AUaµ(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ U−1

∞ (∂µU)∞ + U−1
∞ A∞aµU∞ =

aUaµ
r1+ǫ

+O(r−2)

πoa(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ poa

r1+ǫ

Faµν(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ faµν

r2+ǫ
+O(r−3)

λao(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ λ∞ao

r1+ǫ
+O(r−2)

αa(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ α∞a

r3+ǫ
+O(r−4)

Γa(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ Γ∞a

r3+ǫ
+O(r−4)

or ii)

U(~x, xo)
−→

r →∞ U∞ +O(r−1), U∞ = const.

~∂U(~x, xo)
−→

r →∞ (~∂U)∞ =
~u

r2+ǫ
+O(r−3)

∂oU(~x, xo)
−→

r →∞(∂oU)∞ =
uo
r1+ǫ

+O(r−2)

Aao(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ aao

r1+ǫ
+O(r−2)

λao(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ λ∞ao

r1+ǫ
+O(r−2)

πoa(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ poa

r1+ǫ

Aia(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ aia

r2+ǫ
+O(r−3)

AUia (~x, xo)
−→

r →∞ U−1
∞ (∂iU)∞ + U−1

∞ A(∞)i
a U∞ =

aUi

r2+ǫ
+O(r−3)

Bia(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ bia

r3+ǫ
+O(r−4)

(2.40)
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πia(~x, x
o) = Eia(~x, x

o)/g2 −→
r →∞ eia

r2+ǫ
+O(r−3)

αa(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ α∞a

r3+ǫ
+O(r−4)

Γa(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ Γ∞a

r3+ǫ
+O(r−4)

While Eqs.(2-40) i) are useful in the manifestly covariant Lagrangian approach, Eqs.(2-
40) ii) are preferred in the Hamiltonian formalism and we shall see later on which kind of
further restrictions are needed by the study of the group of gauge transformations and by
the requirement to avoid the Gribov ambiguity.

The pure YM non-Abelian charges are now well defined and gauge covariant. They
are given as surface integrals, and their algebra cannot be evaluated with the Poisson
brackets, but only with the Dirac brackets associated with some gauge-fixing of the gauge
freedom [35] (see later on Section 9). It is expected that the Qa’s, when they exist, satisfy
the same Lie algebra g of the structure group G, with the opposite structure constants,
since they are associated with the passive interpretation of the gauge transformations and
therefore with a left action; the structure group G, with its right action, will commute with
the GG ≈ GG ≈ G group, with its left action, obtained by exponentiating the Qa’s. The
origin of the Qa’s is in the improper conservation laws associated with the improper global
(rigid, 1st kind) gauge transformations. Now, while the proper gauge transformations
map one solution of the Hamilton equations onto a gauge equivalent one, this is no more
true for the improper ones [35], which, in a sense, could be called ”asymptotic dynamical
symmetries” : the value of the charges Qa is in general changed (QUa 6= Qa), only the
Casimirs of the realization of the Qa are left unchanged, like the invariant −2(Q,Q)g =
∑

aQ
2
a. Therefore one should not go to the quotient with respect to improper rigid gauge

transformations; since in Section 9 we will find Dirac’s observables corresponding to the
non-Abelian charges, this would correspond to go to the quotient with respect to energy
in a conservative system. See in this connection the surface integrals from the improper
conservation laws at the origin of the asymptotic Poincaré group in general relativity with
boundary conditions of asymptotic flatness [38,35]. See also Ref.[39] for a discussion of
surface terms in YM-Higgs theory, with particular emphasis on the monopole and dyons
solutions. In electromagnetism surface terms connected with solutions of the Maxwell
equations with vanishing total four-momentum (the Pµ = 0 orbit of the Poincaré group,
classical basis of the infrared problems in absence of a mass gap) have been considered in
Ref.[40], to try to avoid the breaking of Lorentz invariance in the charged sectors of QED.

In Ref.[33] is also considered the limit of the charges at null infinity, as required by the
study of non-Abelian radiation from spatially bounded sources (a retarded definition of
color charge is used) , and it is shown that ǫ = 0 in Eqs.(2-25) is required. It is suggested
that the angle dependence of a(θ, φ) may be eliminated in this case by imposing special
boundary conditions at past or future null infinity on the gauge configurations. In Ref.[41a],
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Appendix I, after a study of the boundary conditions needed in general relativity for the
existence of the asymptotic Poincaré generators by means of the spi framework [41b], the
YM case in Minkowski space-time is considered. It is noted that both the problem of
the angle dependence of limr→∞ U(~x, xo) and the problem of the compatibility of charge
conservation and Lorentz boosts can be solved by requiring as boundary condition the
vanishing of the non-Abelian magnetic field strengths on the hyperboloid of unit space-
like directions in the tangent space at io (the point added at spatial infinity to get a
conformal completion of Minkowski space-time). This condition leaves Eqs.(2-24), with
ǫ = 0, unchanged on space-like surfaces. See Ref.[26] for a discussion of the problem of
localization in manifolds with boundary (i.e. in finite space-like regions) of the charges
Qa in pure YM theory and Ref.[42] for the application of this method to a bag model for
hadrons.

Let us remark that as a consequence of Eqs.(2-15) one can introduce a magnetic charge

Q
(m)
a = −(1/2g)

∫

d3x cabc~∂ · ( ~Ab × ~Ac) = (1/g)
∫

d3x ~∂ · ~Ba = (1/g)
∫

d~Σ · ~Ba, which is
gauge covariant as a surface integral due to Eqs.(2-40); but it is not conserved, because
there is no continuity equation deriving from a Noether symmetry of the action. This is
different from the situation of magnetic monopoles and of their magnetic charges both in
the Abelian and non-Abelian cases (see for instance the review in Ref.[43]).

Till now we have considered field variables Aaµ(~x.x
o), Faµν(~x, x

o) on R3 with the
boundary conditions of Eqs.(2-40); to them we will add the fermionic field variables
ψaα(~x, xo) and also bosonic Higgs fields φA(~x, xo) are added in the standard model of
elementary particles (all of them with suitable boundary conditions on R3). In general,
already at the classical level, these variables have to be considered as distributions and
not as functions: usually one considers tempered distributions, for which the test func-
tion space is the Schwartz space S of infinitely often differentiable functions decreasing as
well as their derivatives faster than any power as ~x → ∞ (in this framework the Fourier
transforms of tempered distributions are again tempered distributions); in the spirit of the
classical Hamiltonian formalism we shall not make any hypothesis on the time dependence;
we disregard at this stage the fact that in the naive canonical quantization the renormal-
ized fields do not have well defined canonical commutation relations (in the interacting
case they are more singular than the unrenormalized fields), because the approach with
classical Dirac’s observables (analogously to the Coulomb gauge in Abelian theories) leads
to non-local and non-linear actions and to the need to define different regularization and
renormalization procedures. A first insight could come by the discovery of a regularization
of the Coulomb gauge in the Abelian case with its nonlocal quadrilinear fermionic self-
interaction; then one could try to extend it to the non-Abelian case and to learn how to
translate in this language what is known about the standard renormalizable (but not gauge
invariant) Abelian and non-Abelian theories. Even if many researchers are satisfied with
the present status of the art in connection with applications to particle physics, the known
schemes of regularization are totally inadequate to general relativity and therefore to any
future approach realizing a consistent fusion of particle physics and general relativity.
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On the other hand in local relativistic quantum field theory one emphasizes the fact
that to compare the theory with experiments one utilizes apparatuses, which are localized
on bounded open regions O of Minkowski space-time: this is the origin of the ”field alge-
bra” F(O) containing a subalgebra A(O), i.e. the ”local algebra of observables” (gauge
invariant quantities not containing charged fermionic fields: the absence of their strict clas-
sical background [unobservable fields] forces one to the pseudoclassical approach [44] with
Grassmann-valued fermionic fields) [12]; a ”local” operator is a polynomial in the original
field operators with functions with support in O (in each argument) as coefficients, while
an ”almost or quasi local” operator has the coefficients in S (for each argument). See
Ref.[12b] for the status of this and of related approaches based on the concept of localized
observables, which approximate the quasi-local ones due to the Reeh-Schlieder theorem.
For systems with short-range suitable interactions and with a mass gap, Abelian conserved
charges are connected with the problem of the superselection sectors of the theory. How-
ever it is not yet clear the relation between the global aspects implied by the assumed
implementation of the Poincarè group and the local properties of the theory. For gauge
theories with long-range interactions and with no physical mass gap due to the presence
of massless particles, one does not yet have a well defined and accepted theory along these
lines and uses more hypothetical schemes (see Refs.[13,45] and the review in Ref.[12b]).
All these problems must have a classical basis in the Hamiltonian formalism with 1st-class
constraints on Minkowski space-time (relativistic presymplectic approach) and with a pseu-
doclassical description of the fermionic degrees of freedom, which is largely unexplored:
the search of a description only in terms of Dirac’s observables (generalizing the Coulomb
gauge approach and taking into account the global aspects of the Poincaré group), could
serve to clarify some basic issues and to reopen the research on how to quantize, regularize
and renormalize non-local theories; naturally, for fermionic variables the real observables
must be even functions of fermionic Dirac’s observables and, as we shall see in Section 9,
this is implied by the classical analogue of the superselection rules.

In particular, the charges connected with Gauss’ laws give rise to superselection rules
at the quantum level in absence of spontaneous symmetry breaking (when this mechanism
is at work with Higgs fields present, one has superselection rules for the unbroken generators
and charge screening for the broken ones) [13,45], according to which all local observables
commute with the charges; this means that we cannot observe a coherent superposition
of states belonging to different eigenvalues of the charges; in the non-Abelian case the
superselected sectors are labelled by the Casimirs of G like

∑

aQ
2
a, the charges Qa are

not observables, the physical states are singlets described by mixtures with respect to
the charge quantum numbers inside a given irreducible representation of G and charged
states cannot be obtained as local excitations of the vacuum. The classical basis of the
superselection rules could be phrased in the following way: even if one does not go to the
quotient with respect to global (rigid, 1st kind) gauge transformations, one has to consider
a family of (pseudo) classical theories (labelled by Casimirs like

∑

aQ
2
a), described by

those functions of Dirac’s observables. which have vanishing Poisson brackets with Dirac’s
observables Q̌a corresponding to the non-Abelian charges Qa (see Section 9); each (pseudo)
classical theory would be a (pseudo) classical superselection sector. Further problems,
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whose classical background has to be investigated in in terms of Dirac’s observables and
of the Poincaré orbit Pµ = 0 for the infrared problems, are: i) the absence of the cluster
property (hypothesis of quark confinement with a linearly rising quark-antiquark potential
for increasing space-like separations and absence of their asymptotic states; in turn this
implies an infrared mechanism (infrared slavery) connected with the indefinite metric,
so that the space-time translations are not unitary on the light-cone; as a result only
the superselected sector with Qa = 0 would survive at the level of composite hadrons)
and the possible existence of variables at infinity giving volume effects [13,45]. ii) the
absence of mass gap (separating the time-like Poincaré orbits P 2 > 0 from the exceptional
one Pµ = 0), which already in the simpler Abelian case (no confinement), makes the
situation extremely complicated : localized charged states do not strictly correspond to
mass eigenvalues (electrons are ”infraparticles” due to the infrared problem of the Coulomb
cloud) and the Lorentz group is spontaneously broken on them; if we accept non-local
charged states with P 2 = m2, then the velocity of the electron gives a superselection rule,
so that electrons with different velocities are described not equivalently (the classical basis
of it is the fact that the separation of the radiation and Coulomb parts of the Lienard-
Wiechert field of an electron is not invariant under boosts).

See Ref.[46a] for the implementation of local fields at the classical level at fixed time,
if our basic variables, instead of being tempered distributions, are smeared with test func-
tions of compact support in R3. With regards to the charges Qa, in Ref. [46a] it is
stressed that the original idea of Yang and Mills was the absence of an absolute way of
comparing the charge spaces of matter fields (associate bundles of P) in different points
of the base manifold (a connection is needed for the comparison); if the global (1st kind)
gauge transformations, associated with the definitions of the Qa’s, exist, they should al-
low the definition of privileged global cross sections both for the principal bundle of pure
YM theory and for the associated bundles of matter fields; this would imply an absolute
comparison of the charge spaces of matter fields on different points of the base manifold,
because it would assure the existence of complete (either local or non-local) gauge-fixings
for the action of G: this is, in general, not possible for the Gribov ambiguity, for the pres-
ence of the center ZG of G or for problems with the boundary conditions in gauges like
the axial one. With our trivial principal bundles with topologically trivial base manifold
and simply connected fiber G, we will show that in suitable function spaces one can ob-
tain an almost complete non-local gauge-fixing (more exactly a global decoupling of the
gauge degrees of freedom from Dirac’s observables), which does not fix the action of ZG
(see Ref.[46b] for SU(3)/Z3); this was already emphasized after Eqs.(2-1). In ref.[46a]
there is also a discussion of local gauges for YM theory, in which one poses a condition
on the field strengths Faµν (like in Refs.[47], where the role of the Cartan subalgebra of
the semisimple Lie algebra g is emphasized): it is shown that they cannot be complete
and that there are local gauge singularities connected with some stability group leaving
invariant the condition on the Faµν ’s.
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3. The Hamiltonian Group of Gauge Transformations.

Instead of the group G of gauge transformations, in the Hamiltonian formalism one
has to do with fixed-time gauge transformations, whose infinitesimal form is given by
Eqs.(2-36): under them the Lagrangian only is weakly quasi-invariant. These Hamiltonian
gauge transformations form a group Ḡ (a priori Ḡxo , but we shall assume that all these
groups are isomorphic), which is more general of G restricted at xo = const. at the level
of infinitesimal transformations at least outside the extremals of the action as we have
seen in Section 2: the difference between δ̄Aao and δAao must be vanishing by using the
equations of motion. With the chosen boundary conditions for every given xo a fixed-time
Hamiltonian gauge transformation can be considered as a mapping Ū : R3 × {xo} → G,
(~x, xo) 7→ Ū(~x, xo), which must satisfy the same boundary conditions (2-40) as U(x) for
the consistency of the whole scheme, since one wishes to have independence from the 3+1
splitting.

With the boundary conditions of Eqs.(2-40)ii), the group Ḡ of all the proper and
improper fixed-time gauge transformations coincides with the group Gc of Ref.[48a], which
is a subgroup of the more general group Ḡ′

of all the maps R3 → G, which, however,
does not seem to be physically relevant for what has been said about having covariant
non-Abelian charges. When it exists, like in our case, the rigid group GG ∼ GG ∼ G is
a subgroup of Ḡ. In this Section we shall treat the group Ḡ in a naive way, deferring to
the Section 6 some informations about its definition as an infinite dimensional Hilbert-Lie
group.

Ḡ has the normal subgroup Ḡ∞, defined by

Ū(~x, xo)
−→

r →∞ I +O(r−1) (3.1)

which contains both proper and improper gauge transformations; in the case of R3 with
the boundary conditions (2-40)ii) it defines the group of gauge transformations associated
with the subgroup of AutV P

t, which preserve the fibers over the points of the 2-sphere at
spatial infinity.

Then there is the normal subgroup Ḡo∞ of Ḡ∞, of all the proper and improper gauge
transformations, which are continuously connected with the identity. The generators of the
Lie algebra gḠo

∞
of the proper infinitesimal gauge transformations in Ḡo∞ are the 1st-class

constraints πoa, Γa and Eqs.(2-34) give the generic generator Ĝgt of the proper infinites-
imal gauge transformations if one uses proper λ0

a, αa: the proper gauge transformations
contained in Ḡo∞ form a subgroup (or better a ∞- dimensional generalization of a local
Lie group, i.e. an analytic subgroup [49a]; it depends on the choice of the function spaces,
of the topology and of the definition of the infinite dimensional Lie group, see Section
6) of the canonical transformations. Instead Eqs.(2-38) give the generator Ggt of the
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improper infinitesimal gauge transformations: the term Ĝgt[λao, αa] ≈ Q[αa], with im-
proper αa, of Ggt again generates a canonical transformation; the term Q[αa], a surface
term at spatial infinity, is not a generator of canonical transformations with the Poisson
brackets: only with Dirac brackets [35] associated with a gauge-fixing it becomes a gener-
ator of canonical transformations on (non-local) Dirac’s observables (see Section 9). For
constant αa’s, i.e. for global or rigid gauge transformations in GG ∼ GG ∼ G, one has
Ĝgt[0, αa] = −cacbαb

∫

d3x~πa(~x, x
o) · ~Aa(~x, xo) ≈ Q[αa] =

∑

a αaQa, where, from Eq.(2-
14), Qa are the weak improper conserved non-Abelian charges; this is the classical basis of
the group of unitary transformations exp(iqQ̂) used in quantum field theory: in a gauge
theory it is well defined only on the observables and it is the quantization of the rigid
group GG ∼ GG ∼ G, or better of G/ZG,where ZG is the discrete center of G.

In Ref.[50] the condition to have GG ∼ G or K ⊂ G ∼ GG (with K a compact,
connected Lie subgroup of G) implemented as ”left rigid internal actions” on P are given
(this is the exact definition of GG): essentially this requires that P must be ”reducible” to
a principal ZG-bundle [or ZG(K)-bundle, where ZG(K) = {a ∈ G | ak = ka for all k ∈ K}
is the centralizer of K in G] and that the rigid internal action is a cross section of a suitable
associated bundle. Since this implies that the transition functions of P (in a coordinate
principal bundle representation) all belong to ZG, this requirement is satisfied by our
trivial principal G-bundle P t, which can be described with only one coordinate chart, so
that the transition functions are trivial, ψαβ = I. When this does not happen, one has only
infinitesimal improper global (rigid) gauge transformations which do not exponentiate to
global finite ones due to some obstruction; in the Noether theorem one gets invariance only
at the algebra level and not at the group level, so that a global momentum map cannot be
defined: this implies that all or some non-Abelian charges Qa are locally, and not globally,
defined. With P t the Qa’s are globally defined, as already said in the discussion about
Ref.[26]; the rigid group GG ∼ GG ∼ G has a left rigid internal action. Given a connection
on P t, it admits G or K ⊂ G as an internal rigid symmetry group if the connection is
reducible to a connection on the principal ZG- or ZG(K)-bundle (i.e. the holonomy group
ΦA of the connection is contained in ZG or ZG(K)); these connections are special cases of
the reducible connections, which have gauge symmetries (i.e. stability subgroups GA ⊃ ZG;
see Section 6).

Let us call Ūλ(~x, xo) the gauge transformations generated by πoa and ˆ̄U(~x, xo) those
generated by Γa. Let us remark that usually one ignores the generators π0

a of the Abelian
subalgebra of the Lie algebra of Ḡo∞, and only considers the subgroups Ĝ, Ĝ∞, Ĝo∞ associated
with Gauss’ laws, because they give rise to a Lie algebra isomorphic to g, the Lie algebra
of the structure group G (not to be confused with the algebra of the non-Abelian charges).
From Eqs.(2-40)ii) we deduce the following asymptotic behaviour for the infinitesimal form
of these gauge transformations, when they are proper gauge transformations:
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Ūλ(~x, xo) ∼ I + taλao(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ I +

taλ∞ao
r1+ǫ

+O(r−2)

ˆ̄U(~x, xo) ∼ I + taαa(~x, x
o)

−→
r →∞ I +

taα∞a
r3+ǫ

+O(r−4)

(3.2)

We shall also assume this asymptotic behaviour for the proper ”finite” gauge transforma-

tions in Ḡ∞ (and also in Ḡ when Ū → const.): finite transformations ˆ̄U approaching I in a

slower way are ”improper” but not rigid. In this way the new subgroup Ḡo(P )
∞ of Ḡo∞ of the

”proper” canonical gauge transformations connected with the identity is defined (and the

previous equations define the behaviour of the Lie algebra gḠo(P )
∞

of Ḡo(P )
∞ ; with improper

αa’s one gets the Lie algebra gḠo
∞

of Ḡo∞). In this paper we shall study Dirac’s observables
with respect to this subgroup (or better ∞-dimensional analogue of a local Lie group)

Ḡo(P )
∞ .

Let us now review the two main types of improper gauge transformations, besides the
global ones, connected with the non-Abelian charges in G/ZG, and the non-global ones in
Ḡo∞ (which will be discussed at the end of this Section), i.e. i) the gauge transformations
with winding number; ii) those belonging to the center ZG.

i) In electrodynamics G=U(1) and Ĝo∞ = Ĝ∞. Instead when G is simple [48], one has

Ĝ∞/Ĝo∞ = Z (3.3)

with Z the group of integers under addition. Therefore πo(Ĝ∞) = Z, i.e. Ĝ∞ has as many
disconnected components Ĝ∞,n as the integers n ∈ Z. This means that if Ū ∈ Ĝ∞,n, then Ū
should be written as Ūn(~x, xo). Ūo are the gauge transformations connected with the iden-
tity, also called ”small” gauge transformations ( they contain the proper ones previously
defined); instead the Ūn’s with n 6= 0 are called the ”large” gauge transformations. For each

n 6= 0, among the Ūn’s there are the improper ones Ū
(IM)
n not connected with the identity.

A generic Ūn can be written as Ūn1 Ūo, where Ū1 is a gauge transformation with n=1. With
each connected component Ĝ∞,n can be associated a pure gauge (flat) gauge potential (a

classical vacuum): if ~Ao = U−1
o
~∂Uo, then ~AUn

o = (UoUn)
−1~∂(UoUn) = U

′−1
n

~∂U
′

n = ~An.
Therefore the number n introduces a splitting of the space of gauge potentials on R3 ×G
into an infinite countable number of subsets each one with a flat gauge potential or classical
vacuum as a consequence of the non connectedness of the group of gauge transformations
(for M × G with π1(M) 6= 0 and with Eq.(3-3) valid, one has more than one flat gauge
potential in each subset).

The integer n is called the ”winding number” of the gauge transformation. For
G=SU(2) [51] and with R3 compactified to S3, since the group manifold of SU(2) is also
homeomorphic to S3, Ū may be considered as a mapping Ū : S3 → S3 and such mappings
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falls into homotopy classes labelled by an integer winding number n. An example of gauge
transformation with n=1 is Ū1(~x, x

o) = exp{f(r)τix
i/r} = cos f(r) + iτix

i/r sin f(r),
where r = |~x|, τi are the Pauli matrices and f(0) = 0, f(∞) = 2π [51,48], so that for
r → ∞ one has Ū1(~x, x

o) → 1, i.e. Ū1 ∈ Ĝ∞. Z is the group generated by the coset
Ū1Ĝo∞.In the case of R3 with the boundary conditions (2-40) we still have the winding
number, because among the mappings Ū : R3 → S3 there is a subset which may be iden-
tified with those of the type Ū : S3 → S3 (which are differentiable also in the added point
to infinity, but this is not relevant for homotopy, where only continuity is considered).
Other examples of gauge transformations in Ĝ∞,1 are: i) Ū1 = −exp iπ~x·~τ√

~x2+λ2
→r→∞I; ii)

Ū1(~x, x
o) = − (λ~τ+i~x)2

~x2+λ2 →r→∞I. The generalization of these Ū1(~x, x
o) to simple Lie groups

as G=SU(3) can be done by using the SU(2) subgroups of G.

Since any connected Lie group is the quotient of the direct product of simple and
Abelian Lie groups by discrete Abelian groups (which can be trivial)[49], Eq.(3-3) can be
generalized to arbitrary Lie groups. In Ref.[25a,b,52] it is shown that for G non Abelian
and simple, Eq.(3-3) and the winding number derive from π1([S

3 → G]) = π3(G) = Z,
where [S3 → G] is the set of the base point preserving maps from S3 onto G. Then the
result is extended to the case in which R3 or S3 are replaced by an arbitrary compact,
connected, orientable 3-manifold Σ: if the principal G-bundle is trivial (this implies the
triviality of the cohomology group H2(Σ, π1(G)) and π1(Σ) = 0, the group Z is replaced
by the group Hom([Σ → G], U(1)) of the homomorphisms of [Σ → G] onto U(1); for the
case π1(Σ) 6= 0 see Refs.[25a,b].

To find the winding number of a gauge transformation Ū in the case of G=SU(2) and
R3 compactified to S3 with radius RS3 , one has to evaluate the volume integral (see for
instance [43,23b,53]):

n[Ū ] =
1

24π2

∫

S3,RS3→∞
d3xǫijkTr[(Ū−1(~x, xo)∂iŪ(~x, xo))

(Ū−1(~x, xo)∂jŪ(~x, xo))(Ū−1(~x, xo)∂kŪ(~x, xo))]

(3.4)

For G=SU(2) the integrand of Eq.(3-4) is the invariant Haar measure on SU(2) [31]; the
integrand of n[Ū ] is the Jacobian of the mapping Ū : S3 → SU(2) ∼ S3, a quantity which
relates the surface elements on the two spheres S3 [31,54] and each winding of a S3 onto the
other contributes a unit to n[Ū ]. The result that n[Ū ] is an integer remains valid for every
compact simple Lie group [SO(n), n ≥ 5; SU(n), n ≥ 2; Sp(n), n ≥ 1; E6, E7, E8, F4, G8]
by evaluating the n[Ū ] of the mapping Ū : S3 → a SU(2) subgroup of G [see appendix of
[54]]. More in general the winding number is connected with the degree of proper surjective
maps U : M → G, when M and G are compact, oriented manifolds of the same dimension
[55].

All the subsets of gauge potentials labelled by the winding number can be defined on
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the same trivial principal G-bundle R3 × G or S3 × G, since all the principal G-bundles
over R3 and S3 are trivial (in fact the second Chern characteristic class for G=SU(n)
or the second Pontryagin class for G=O(n), which classifies the not equivalent principal
G-bundles on a given base manifold [24b], vanishes in these cases). The same is true
for R4 × G (Euclidean YM theory), but not for principal G-bundles over S4 like S4 × G
(compactified Euclidean YM theory): all the gauge transformations on S4 ×G have zero
winding number; in the case of S4 and with, for instance, G=SU(n), the second Chern
characteristic class γ2 (a gauge invariant closed 4-form on S4, belonging to the cohomology
group H4(S4, R) and function of the field strength; γ2 = 0 on R3 and S3 because there are
no 4-forms on them) classifies all the not equivalent principal G-bundles Pn(S4, G) over
S4 [24b] and, since the integral of γ2 over S4 is an integer coinciding with the winding
number of the gauge potential used to evaluate γ2 [31,54], this implies that all the gauge
transformations on the principal G-bundle Pn(S4, G) over S4 with

∫

S4 γ2d
4x = n have

winding number n (and also a nontrivial topology due to the Gribov ambiguity, even for
n=0), so that every connection on such a bundle has all associated gauge potentials in only
one set. For S4 the ”instanton number” (Chern or Pontryagin number) is defined by

nI =

∫

S4

γ2 =
1

16π2

∫

d4xTr(FEµν(x)∗FEµν(x)) = − 1

32π2

∫

d4xFEaµν(x)∗FEµνa (x)

=
1

8π2

∫

d4x ~EEa (x) · ~BEa (x) =

∫

d4x ν[x;A]

(3.5)

where the index E denotes Euclidean. In the case of R4 the same formula holds; for both
S4 and R4 the Euclidean behaviour FEµν(x)→R→∞1/R2 (R2 = x2

E +~x2, xE = ixo) assures
a finite Euclidean action and

∫

S4 γ2 finite, but it is not known what other supplementary
hypotheses are needed to get an integer n (i.e. for S4 to get a well defined principal
G-bundle over S4) [24b,54].

In the compactified Euclidean S4 theory the identification of nI with the winding
number n [31,54] is based on the observation that the quantity ν[x;AE ] in Eq.(3-5) is a
topological density insensitive to local deformations of AEµ due to the Bianchi identities

(2-4): δν[x;AE]/δAEaµ(y) = (1/8π2)(D̂
(A)
ν ∗FEµν)aδ4(x − y) ≡ 0. Thus ν[x;AE ] depends

only on the large scale properties of AEµ , as it is evident from its being a divergence of a

topological current Kµ[x;AE] [54], and gauge potentials can be grouped in classes labelled
by the value of the topological charge.

ν[x;AE] =
1

8π2
~EEa (x) · ~BEa (x) = ∂µK

µ[x;AE]

Kµ[x;AE] = − 1

16π2
ǫµαβγ

∑

a

AEaα(x)(∂βA
E
aγ(x) +

1

3
cabcA

E
bβ(x)A

E
cγ(x)) =

(3.6)
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= − 1

32π2
ǫµαβγ

∑

a

AEaα(x)(FEaβγ(x)−
1

3
cabcA

E
bβ(x)A

E
cγ(x))

Therefore one has (S3 is the sphere at infinity; the limit exists if
∫

S4 d
4x ν[x;AE] converges):

nI =

∫

S4

d4x ν[x;AE] =

∫

S4

d4x ∂µK
µ[x;AE] = limRS3→∞

∫

S3

d3σµK
µ[x;AE] (3.7)

Since FEµν(x)→R→∞0 at least as 1/R2 to have the Euclidean action finite, this implies

that AEµ (x)→R→∞UE−1
∞ (x)∂µU

E
∞(x) ∼ O(1/R) and one gets (~y is a coordinate system for

S3) by using the antisymmetric properties of the indices

nI = − 1

24π2

∫

S3,RS3→∞
d3yǫijkTr[(UE−1

∞ (~y)∂iUE∞(~y))

(UE−1
∞ (~y)∂jUE∞(~y))(UE−1

∞ (~y)∂kUE∞(~y))]

(3.8)

By comparison with Eq.(3-4), one finds nI = n[UE∞], and one has n[UE−1
∞ ] = −n[UE∞]. In

the Euclidean S4 YM theory, one has the positivity condition Tr
∫

d4x (FE ± ∗FE)
2

=
Tr

∫

d4x 2(FE2 ± FE∗FE) ≥ 0 and one gets Tr
∫

d4xFE2 ≥ |Tr
∫

d4xFE∗FE | = 16π2n,
so that for the Euclidean action one has SE = (1/2g2)Tr

∫

d4xFE2 ≥ 8π2n/g2; the Eu-
clidean action is minimized when FEµν = ±∗FEµν , i.e. the self-dual or antiself-dual field
strengths are the finite-action solutions to the classical Euclidean YM theory and for
them

∫

S4 d
4x ν[x;AE] is absolutely convergent, so that nI is well defined. Let us re-

mark that SE [AE ] is not a topological invariant, since δSE [AE]/δAEaµ(x) = g−2Lµa(x) =

g−2D̂
(AE)
ν FEνµa (x)

◦
=0, which only vanishes on the extremals (but FE = ±∗FE are ex-

tremals due to the Bianchi identity). The fact that nI is an integer is a consequence of the
Atiyah-Singer index theorem for compact manifolds; on them it relates the number of zero

eigenvalues of the covariant derivativeD
(A)
µ to the topological charge of the gauge potential

A contained in it [54]. Therefore in the S4 theory one has a vacuum gauge potential (and

also a flat connection) A
E(n)
µ = UE−1

n ∂µU
E
n and a different principal G-bundle over S4 for

each value of the instanton=winding number; instanton solutions, like the previous one,
are interpreted at the Euclidean quantum level as corresponding to tunnelling between the

different vacuum states corresponding to the A
E(n)
µ [51]. This is usually done in the path

integral formalism in the Coulomb gauge AEo (x) = 0 (which still leaves the gauge freedom

of U’s such that ∂oU = 0) by choosing ~AE = 0 for xE → −∞ and ~AE = UE−1
n

~∂UEn for

xE → ∞ [for instance with UE1 (x) = exp{iπ~τ · ~x/(R2 + λ2)
1/2} for n=1], i.e. FEµν = 0

for xE → ±∞; these two asymptotic vacua are interpolated by an instanton solution with
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instanton number n, rewritten in the Coulomb gauge [strictly speaking the two vacua are
flat connections in two different not equivalent principal G-bundles over S4 and the in-
stanton solution connects these two asymptotic bundles]; since the instanton solution is a
minimum of the Euclidean action (i.e. it is the classical extremal path for immaginary time
xo = ixE), one has the interpretation of the instanton solution as a tunnelling through
the potential barrier between different vacuum states |n > (see Refs.[53,43] for a detailed
discussion). Let us remark that in Ref. [56] for G=SU(2) and for gauge potentials with
an O(3) gauge symmetry, the fact that the Coulomb gauge has the Gribov ambiguity (see
later on in Section 6 its connection with the gauge symmetries of certain connections) is
interpreted as implying a discontinuity in the time evolution of the gauge potential. As
vacuum states |n > corresponding to different topological winding (instanton) numbers are
separated by finite-energy barriers and there are tunnellings between these states, one ex-
pects the true vacuum state (θ vacuum) to be a suitable superposition of these |n > states.
Since there are quantum gauge transformations Û1, leaving the quantum Hamiltonian in-
variant, such that Û1|n >= |n+ 1 >, the θ-vacuum can be defined as an eigenstate of Û1:
Û1|θ >= eiθ|θ >, |θ >=

∑

n e
−inθ|n > (Û1 can be interpreted as the translation operator,

|θ > as the Bloch wave, θ as the conserved pseudomomentum of a quantum-mechanical
problem of periodic potential). Each value of θ defines a physically not equivalent sector
and each sector does not communicate with the others, so that there is no a priori method
to determine θ. From the study of the vacuum-to-vacuum (|θ >→ |θ′

>) transition ampli-
tude, it turns out that it is the sum over the winding number n of terms, each one defining
the path integral over the connections with winding number n of an effective action of the
type [43,23]:

SEeff =

∫

d4xLθ(x) = SEYM [A(n)] + θn =

∫

d4x[L(x) + θν[x;AE] =

=

∫

d4x{− 1

4g2
FEµνa(n) (x)FEa(n)µν(x)−

θ

32π2
FEµνa(n) (x)∗FEa(n)µν(x)}

(3.9)

with θ an arbitrary parameter. Lθ is gauge equivalent to L in the sense that the new term
is a total divergence : the Euler-Lagrange equations do not change and the new canonical
momenta πθ

i
a = Eia − (1/8π2)θBia, πθ

o
a = 0, generate the same Gauss’ laws, because from

the Bianchi identities one has ~̂D
(A)

ab · ~Bb ≡ 0.

Let us now consider
∫

d4x ν[x;A] =
∫

d4x ∂µK
µ[x;A] on Minkowski space-time. Let

us evaluate it in a volume V whose boundary is ∂V = Σ1 − Σ2 + Ξ, where Σ1 and Σ2 are
two space-like surfaces and Ξ is a boundary at spatial infinity (for instance the portion
of a space-like hyperboloid at spatial infinity between Σ1 and Σ2). Since Kµ[x;A]→r→∞
O(1/r3), then

∫

Ξ
d3σµK

µ[x;A] = 0. Therefore, when Σ1 and Σ2 are space-like hyperplanes,
one gets:
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∫

V
d4x ν[x;A] =

1

8π2

∫

V
d4x ~Ea(x)· ~Ba(x) = (

∫

Σ1

−
∫

Σ2

)d3xKo[x;A] = W [ ~A|Σ1
]−W [ ~A|Σ2

]

(3.10)

where W [ ~A] is the (non conserved) ”charge” associated with the topological current
Kµ[x;A]

W [ ~A] =

∫

d3xKo[x; ~A] =

=
1

8π2
ǫijk

∫

d3xTr(Ai(~x, xo)∂jAk(~x, xo) +
2

3
Ai(~x, xo)Aj(~x, xo)Ak(~x, xo))

(3.11)

W [ ~A] is called, by analogy with the Euclidean case, the ”winding number” of the
gauge potential [23b] [when space-time is 3-dimensional, d3x → dxod2x, it is called the

Chern-Simon action (see for instance Ref.[48b])]. If we evaluate W [ ~A] for a pure gauge

(flat) gauge potential ~A(x) = Ū−1(x)~∂Ū(x), like for Eqs.(3-8) we get W [Ū−1~∂Ū ] = n[Ū ]
with n[Ū ] of Eq. (3-4); that is for G=SU(2) we get the integer giving the winding number
of the gauge transformation Ū and, moreover, under a gauge transformation Ūn(~x, x

o)
with winding number n we get

W [Ū−1
n

~AŪn − Ū−1
n
~∂Ūn] = W [ ~A] + n[Ūn] = W [ ~A] + n (3.12)

Therefore W [ ~A] is a quantity invariant under Ḡo∞, but not under Ḡ∞.

If Faµν(x) = 0 on Σ1 and Σ2, one has Aµ(x)|Σ1
= Ū−1

Σ1
(x)∂µŪΣ1

(x) and Aµ(x)|Σ2
=

Ū−1
Σ2

(x)∂µŪΣ2
(x) and from Eq.(3-11) one obtains

△n = n[ŪΣ1
]− n[ŪΣ2

] =
1

8π2

∫

V
d4x ~Ea(x) · ~Ba(x) (3.13)

In Refs.[57] it is investigated the problem of which field configurations could provide
the vacuum tunnelling in Minkowski space-time, of which kind of potential barrier exists
in this space-time and to what extent vacuum tunnelling can be understood as a solution
to the Minkowski YM equations. In Ref.[57b] for G=SU(2) , it is noted that if Eqs.(3-13)
give △n 6= 0, then there must be some region between Σ1 and Σ2 where Fµν 6= 0; but
since the energy density is positive definite and vanishes only if Fµν = 0, the existence
of such a region with Fµν 6= 0 can only occur during a tunnelling process. While it is
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impossible to change the winding number of a classical vacuum (Fµν = 0 on Σ1 and Σ2

implies Fµν = 0 in V), the winding number of a vacuum quantum state may be changed
at the quantum level due to quantum fluctuations: this can be understood as a tunnelling
in some collective mode of the gauge potential configuration (see for instance [57a] for
the collective coordinate method). In [57b] the rules for obtaining the maximal tunnelling
amplitude for a single collective mode are given in the Coulomb gauge and it is shown
that the vacuum tunnelling is consistent with finding a first quantized solution to the
field equations only for this mode. In particular, the maximal tunnelling configuration
with ~E ‖ ~B can be obtained from an Euclidean self-dual instanton solution by a suitable
parametrization of the variable xE of the Euclidean theory in terms of xo, which is different
from the definition of the Euclidean time xE = ixo, being connected with the definition of
the previous collective mode.

As a consequence of this discussion, Eq.(3-9) is also used in Minkowski space-time to
take into account the effects of the winding number as a topological contribution to the
determination of the θ-vacuum;

Seff = SYM + θ

∫

d4x ν[x;A] = SYM +
θ

8π2

∫

d4x ~Ea(x) · ~Ba(x) (3.14)

See also Ref.[58], whose results generalize the previous ones on the winding number in
Minkowski space-time to every compact semisimple G: when Aµ is assumed to approach
U−1∂µU , pure gauge, at spatial infinity (a sphere S2), one finds that the gauge potentials
fall into homotopy classes corresponding to the relative homotopy classes of pure gauges,
i.e. of the gauge transformations U.

In conclusion, in the case of P t, the gauge potentials fall into classes { ~An(~x, xo)},
labelled by the winding number n ∈ Z, with a gauge orbit of flat gauge potentials in each
class [see also Section 7, Eqs.(7-22)].

ii) Let us now consider the global (rigid) gauge transformations belonging to the
center ZG of G. Since our structure group G has a discrete center ZG, one can name
”centrality” the transformation law under ZG of gauge potentials and matter fields, in
analogy to the ”color triality” in QCD with G=SU(3) and ZG = Z3; in this case the
elements of Z3 are Im = e2πim/3I = exp[2πimλ8/

√
3], m=0,1,2, where λ8 = Ĥ8 lies in

a Cartan subalgebra ĥ of g = su(3) whose unit lattice is {0} and for which the subset

of ĥ identifying Z3 is k(su(3)) = {0, Ĥ8, 2Ĥ8}. The gauge potentials Aµ = AaµT̂
a are in

the adjoint representation ad of g ((adAaµta)
bc

= (Aaµ[t
a, .])bc = Aaµ(T̂

a)bc = Aaµcabc);
now the adjoint representation Ad of G on g is not faithful: it is a faithful representation
only of G/ZG. But, since ZG is a normal subgroup of G and G ∼ ∪â∈G/ZG

{â · ZG} =

∪â∈G/ZG
{â · I, â · I1, .., â · Id}, d = dimZG − 1, this means that Aµ ( ~A) is equivalent to

the gauge potential of a connection on the not simply connected trivial principal (G/ZG)-
bundle M4 × (G/ZG) (R3 × (G/ZG)). Let us consider a fiber G of M4 × G (R3 × G);
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since the group manifold of G is a compact connected simply connected manifold, it is
also a globally symmetric Riemannian space [49b], whose geodesic exponential map Exp
coincides with the exponential map exp associated with the one-parameter subgroups of
G, i.e. geodesics through I ∈ G are one-parameter subgroups. As a compact semisimple
Lie group, G has a surjective exponential map exp : g → G and, as a Riemannian manifold
with a bi-invariant Riemannian metric induced by the Killing-Cartan form −(., .)g, G is
geodesically complete; but the points in ZG ⊂ G, except the identity, are singular points
of G and the geodesics emanating from I have Im ∈ ZG, m = 1, .., d, as points of focusing
(i.e. these points are conjugated to I in the sense of the geodesic deviation equation,
which is the Jacobi equation for Riemannian manifolds). Let us recall [49] that for a
compact connected semisimple classical Lie group G, an analytic Cartan subgroup HG of
G, whose Lie algebra is a Cartan subalgebra ĥ ⊂ gC of gC (the complexification of g),
is also a maximal torus (maximal Abelian subgroup of G); the ”diagram” of G is the set

D(G) = {h ∈ ĥ |α(h) ∈ 2πiZ for someα ∈ △} ⊂ ĥ ⊂ gC (△ is the set of roots) of elements
of g which defines the ”singular set” of G, S = ψ[(G/HG)×D(G)] where ψ is the surjective

map ψ : (G/HG) × ĥ → G, (aHG, h) 7→ exp(Adah), a ∈ G, h ∈ ĥ (Ada : t 7→ ata−1 is
the adjoint representation of G on g); in the points a ∈ S the differential d · exp of the
exponential mapping g → G (d · exp : g → g after the identification g ∼ Tg) is singular,
det(d · exp) = 0, i.e. each singular point of G belongs to more than one maximal torus
of G, while a regular point of G belongs only to one maximal torus; the unit lattice
ĥI = {h ∈ ĥ | exp h = I} is a subset of D(G), which reduces to ĥI = {0} if π1(G) = 0 like

in our case; k(g) = {h ∈ ĥ | exp h ∈ ZG} = {h ∈ ĥ |α(h) ∈ 2πiZ for eachα ∈ △} ⊃ ĥI
is the subset of D(G) identifying ZG; it is k(g) = ∪d−1

m=0km(g), d = dimZG − 1, with

km(g) = {h ∈ ĥ | exp h = Im ∈ ZG} and ko(g) = ĥI ; if G̃ is the universal covering group

of G (π1(G̃) = 0), which has the same Lie algebra as G, and
ˆ̃
hI its unit lattice, then

one has π1(G) ∼ ĥI/
ˆ̃
hI and ZG̃ = k(g)/

ˆ̃
hI : for G simply connected, π1(G) = 0, one has

G̃ = G and k(g) = D(G). Since d exp is singular at Im ∈ ZG, m 6= 0, exp : g → G
cannot be a diffeomorphism in a neighbourhood of every Im ∈ ZG; on the other hand,
since exp is surjective, one has Im = exp h, h ∈ k(g) = D(G) = {h ∈ g | exp h ∈ ZG};
if φ

(m)
t (s) is an analytic one-parameter subgroup of G (with the form exp(sτat

a) in a
normal neighbourhood of 0 ∈ g with τa the canonical coordinates of first kind of the

point exp(τat
a) ∈ G), which satisfies lims→∞φ

(m)
t (s) = exp h = Im ∈ ZG, every its

parametrization near Im of the form exp f(s)h cannot be analytic (usually the exponential
representations of the elements of compact semisimple Lie groups have the parameters only
continuous or differentiable, never analytic).

Let us consider a connection 1-form ωA on M4×G (R3×G); let σ(m) : M4 → Im ∈ ZG
(R3 → Im), m = 1, .., d = dimZG−1, (σ(o) = σI , the identity cross section) be the d global

cross sections passing through the same element Im ∈ ZG in each fiber; let A
(m)
µ = σ∗(m)ω

A

( ~A(m) = σ∗(m)ω
A), m=0,1,..,d, be the d+1=dimZG associated gauge potentials with A(o) =

A and let us look for a gauge transformation U such that A(m) = U−1A(o)U + U−1dU

(A(m) = A
(m)
µ dxµ or = ~A(m)·d~x); as this is equivalent to σ(m)(x) = {x, Im} = σI(x)·U(x) =
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{x, U(x)}, one gets U(x) = Im and A(m) = A(o). This implies that each connection gives
rise to dimZG identical gauge potentials A(m) which cannot be connected by proper gauge
transformations, because U = Im ∈ Ḡ is neither in Ḡ∞ nor in Ḡo∞; this is a consequence
of the fact that the adjoint representation of G is a faithful representation of the not
simply connected, connected, compact, semisimple Lie group G/ZG and not of its simply
connected universal covering group G; in other words any connection onM4×G (R3×G) in
the adjoint representation can be reduced to a connection on M4×(G/ZG) (R3×(G/ZG)),
the one with m=0. Instead of the YM action SYM [A] = SYM [A(o)] = SYM [A(m)], m=0,1,..,
d, due to gauge invariance, one could use the more symmetric form emphasizing the role
of the center ZG,

SYM =
1

d

d−1
∑

m=0

SYM [A(m)] =
1

d

d−1
∑

m=0

S
(m)
YM .

The gauge potentials A(m) were introduced also in the approach of Ref.[59], in which
confinement (in the sense of charge screening) is connected with destructive interference in
the path integral in the temporal gauge over the multiply connected group SU(n)/Zn (tak-
ing into account the Haar measure for global effects from the group manifold) among homo-
topically not equivalent trajectories corresponding to the various A(m) [π1(SU(n)/Zn) =
Zn]; this would imply a centrality also for gluons in the theory with the covering group
SU(n), which, like quarks, would have a charge screening. However, as it appears from the
previous construction, there is no centrality connecting the A(m) in the gauge group Ḡ in
contrast to the fermion case (see Section 4); to introduce it one should enlarge Ḡ.

Also in the approach of Ref.[60] the center ZG plays a crucial role in studying the
duality of electric and magnetic fluxes and the confinement, Higgs and Coulomb phases.
However in these papers one considers Euclidean tori, M = T 3 or T 4, arising from periodic
boundary conditions in a box, so that π1(M) 6= 0; therefore there are extra topologically
nontrivial gauge transformations (the twisted ones) and not equivalent pure gauges (vacua)
for each value of the winding number, so that a more complicated analysis is needed at
the classical level.

As a consequence of this discussion, if the group of proper gauge transformations Ĝo(P )
∞

can, in some sense, be defined as the analogous in the infinite dimensional case of a local
Lie group (or analytic Lie subgroup) of Ĝ, its gauge transformations cannot connect in

an analytic way σ(o) = σI to the other σ(m), m=1,..,d. If in some topological sense Ĝo(P )
∞

is closed and normal in Ĝ, then Ĝ/Ĝo(P )
∞ ∼ G × Z (modulo the nonrigid improper gauge

transformations, see later on) are the only gauge transformations which can connect σI to
one σ(m) and transform σIA into σ(m)A = σIA. Let us now choose a gauge transformation
Ū1 with winding number one (there is no canonical choice); then with the d+1 privileged

global cross sections σ(m) = σo(m), m=0,1,..,d, (and to the gauge potentials A
(m)
o = σo(m)A)

one can associate d+1 privileged global cross sections σ1(m)(~x, x
o) = Ū1(~x, x

o)σo(m)(~x, x
o)
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(and gauge potentials A
(m)
1 = σ1(m)A) which can be said to carry winding number one;

the same can be done for each value of the winding number n ∈ Z. This will imply that

the method of construction of Dirac’s observables, which privileges Ĝo(P )
∞ and σI = σo(I),

can be repeated around each σn(m), m=0,1,.. ,d, n ∈ Z, by considering the effect of the

gauge transformations generated by Gauss’ laws on each gauge potential A
(m)
n . Therefore

final Dirac’s observables will have two indices, one for the winding number and the other
labelling the elements of ZG. As we have already said, it is not physically reasonable to

go to the quotient with respect to the residual gauge transformations G × Z ∼ Ĝ/Ĝo(P )
∞ ;

only the gauge transformations associated with Gauss’ laws are associated with unphysical
degrees of freedom. Since the original action is invariant (or quasi-invariant) under all the
gauge transformations, the final action SD for Dirac’s observables will have the form

SD =
∑

n

∑

m

[S
(m)
D(n) + θQ

(m)
T (n)], (3.15)

where Q
(m)
T (n) is the topological contribution to the θ-vacuum from gauge potentials with

winding number n (see Eq.(3-14)) and obtained from the connection on P t by means of the
global cross section constantly equal to the element Im ∈ ZG, namely σn(m), to maintain
the invariance under all the gauge transformations. See also Section 9.

Let us come back to Ĝ. The group GG = Ĝ/Ĝ∞ describes the ”improper global (rigid,
1st kind) gauge transformations” or ”asymptotic dynamical symmetries”: in Ref.[48] it
is called the ”internal symmetry group”. In electrodynamics on R3, where G=U(1), it is
shown in Ref.[48a] that Ĝ/Ĝ∞ = Ĝ/Ĝo∞ = U(1) and that the associated charge Q is the
electric charge, which vanishes in absence of charged fermions. In the non Abelian case
with R3 as the spatial slice (or with a 3-dimensional Σ with π1(Σ) = 0) one can show that

Ĝ/Ĝ∞ = GG ∼ G (3.16)

with the rigid group GG isomorphic to GG ∼ G (the charges Qa of Eqs.(2-14)), but now
Eqs.(3-3) holds. It can be shown [48a] that G̃ = Ĝ/Ĝ∞ = (Ĝ/Ĝo∞)/(Ĝ∞/Ĝo∞) = (Ĝ/Ĝo∞)/Z.
Therefore, since the elements of Z commute with Ĝ/Ĝo∞, one gets that the ”asymptotic
dynamical symmetry group” Ĝ/Ĝo∞ is a trivial central extension of G by Z:

Ĝ/Ĝo∞ = GG × Z ∼ G× Z. (3.17)
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In QCD G=SU(3): at the quantum level the irreducible unitary representations of SU(3)
with generators Qa account for colour ; instead the unitary irreducible representations
of Z, which are in one-to-one correspondence with the points of S1, associate to n ∈ Z
einθ, where θ is the QCD θ-parameter labelling not equivalent vacua | θ >. In G × Z are
contained the gauge transformations valued in ZG, the center of G; when π1(G) = 0, as in
our case, (ZG discrete and ZG ∼ ZG) they are global (rigid) improper ones ; with π1(G) 6= 0
the gauge transformations in ZG can be dependent on the base point and ZG ⊃ ZG.

Let us remark that in more complicated situations, like with ’t’Hooft- Polyakov
monopoles [61], one has to restrict the boundary conditions (2-40) to leave invariant the
r → ∞ limit of the solution for the Higgs field. This changes the group Ĝ and, when
G=SO(3) or SU(2) (spontaneously broken to G

′

=U(1)), the asymptotic dynamical sym-
metry group Ĝ/Ĝo∞ is the additive group R1 of real numbers (non trivial central extension
of U(1) by Z)[62], and not U(1) × Z. Since R1 does not contain U(1) as a subgroup, we
see that Ĝ/Ĝo∞ may not contain the original G [48a].

Let us now consider the Lie algebra gḠ of the group of gauge transformations Ḡ. One
of the ambiguous points in all its formulations is which kind of ”improper non rigid” gauge
transformations are allowed, that is which choice of the functional space of the ”param-
eters” ξA(~x, xo) = {λao(~x, xo), αa(~x, xo)} of the infinitesimal gauge transformations (i.e.
which choice of gḠ) is physically reasonable among all the possibilities left open by the
abstract definitions of the original gauge transformations on the principal bundle (AutV P ,
GauP, Γ(AdP )) with the generic associated Sobolev spaces as we shall see in Section 6.
It seems that the only physically relevant concepts are: i) ”proper gauge transformations”
with the phase space infinitesimal generators given by the first class constraints; ii) ”global
or rigid improper gauge transformations” associated with the non-Abelian charges via the
first Noether theorem aspects contained in the second Noether theorem; iii) global or rigid
improper gauge transformations in ZG; iv) gauge transformations with nonvanishing wind-

ing number n ∈ Z. Let ξ
(PR)
A (~x, xo), satisfying Eqs.(2-40)ii), and ξ

(R)
A be the parameters

associated with proper and rigid improper gauge transformations respectively. We shall
assume that the functional space Wg needed to define gḠ is some refinement of ordinary
Sobolev spaces which contains only ”parameters” ξA(~x, xo) of the form

λao(~x, x
o) = λ(PR)

ao (~x, xo)→r→∞0,

αa(~x, x
o) = α(R)

a + α(PR)
a (~x, xo)→r→∞ α(R)

a

or = α(PR)
a (~x, xo)→r→∞ 0.

(3.18)

so that there are no non-rigid improper gauge transformations between the rigid ones

α
(R)
a (~x, xo) and the proper ones α

(PR)
a (~x, xo) [or at least they tend to zero for r → ∞

faster than α
(PR)
a (~x, xo)].

According to this ansatz these ξA(~x, xo) are the most general allowed non rigid improper
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gauge transformations; for r → ∞ they tend to the rigid limit with a rate determined by

Eqs.(2-40)ii). At the level of the groups Ĝ, Ĝ∞ and Ĝo∞ ⊃ Ĝo(P )
∞ with GG = Ĝ/Ĝ∞ ∼ G,

this implies that

Ĝ ≡ G× Ĝ∞, Ĝo∞ = Ĝo(P )
∞ ⊂ Ĝ∞

Ḡ ≡ G× Ḡ∞, Ḡo∞ = Ḡo(P )
∞ ⊂ Ḡ∞,

(3.19)

due to Eqs.(3-18) (λao = λ
(PR)
ao ).

All the improper gauge transformations are in

Ḡ/Ḡo(P )
∞ ∼ G× Z, (3.20)

As we shall see in Section 6, only Ḡo(P )
∞ can be given the structure of Hilbert-Lie groups

with our boundary conditions (2-40)ii) and (3-18); if R3 is compactified to S3, Ḡo(P )
∞ = Ḡ∗,

where Ḡ∗ ⊆ G∗ is induced by the group of pointed gauge transformations AutV P
t
∗ which

leaves fixed the fiber over a point (here the compactification point at infinity to be added
to R3 to get S3): in general G∗ is a closed subgroup of the Hilbert-Lie group G(HL). Finally
one denotes G̃ the quotient of G with respect to its center ZG ∼ ZG (in our case), G̃ = G/ZG ,
so that one has

˜̄G = Ḡ/ZG, ˜̄G/Ḡo(P )
∞ ∼ (G/ZG)× Z. (3.21)

With regard to the gauge transformations carrying winding number (Ĝ∞/Ĝo∞ =

= Ĝ∞/Ĝo(P )
∞ = Z = πo(Ĝ)), one has to face an infinite dimensional version of the problem

of non connected Lie groups G, whose component Go connected with the identity is a
normal subgroup of G and for which G/Go = H with H a finite group (in our case H=Z,
a discrete not finite but denumerable group). For finite dimensional Lie groups G one
says that G is an extension of Go by H; the possible types of extensions are classified in
Ref.[63] in the case that Go is a semisimple Lie group; there, it is also given a method
for finding all extensions in the class denoted natural extensions if Go is a simple Lie
group. One should need an infinite dimensional generalization of the concept of charac-
ter χ (a representation I of G into the group of automorphisms of Go). Since a gauge
transformation of winding number n, Un ∈ Ĝ∞, can be represented as Un = (U1)

n
Uo,

Uo ∈ Ĝo∞ = Ĝo(P )
∞ , for some U1 ∈ Ĝ∞ with winding number one, one could think to the

map U1 7→ IU1
∈ Aut Ĝo(P )

∞ (IU1
Uo = U1UoU

−1
1 is an automorphism of Ĝo(P )

∞ )as defining

a homomorphism Ĝ∞ → Aut Ĝo(P )
∞ ; since Ĝ∞/Ĝo(P )

∞ = Z, this homomorphism induces a

character χ, i.e. a homomorphism χ : Z → Aut Ĝo(P )
∞ /Int Ĝo(P )

∞ . Here Int Ĝo(P )
∞ is the
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group of inner automorphisms of Ĝo(P )
∞ , for instance U

′

o 7→ UoU
′

oU
−1
o with Uo, U

′

o ∈ Ĝo(P )
∞ ;

for Lie groups G, AutGo/IntGo is isomorphic to a finite subgroup V (Go) of AutGo such
that V (Go) ∩ IntGo = IAutGo

; in the infinite dimensional case of a Hilbert-Lie group the

nature of Aut Ĝo(P )
∞ /Int Ĝo(P )

∞ is unknown. If one could give a sounded basis to a similar
generalization, one could try to identify which kind of character χ is connected with the

winding number and may be able to define the extension Ĝ∞ of Ĝo∞ = Ĝo(P )
∞ of character

χ as a semidirect product (in analogy to the case of Lie groups [63])

Ĝ∞ = Ĝo(P )
∞ ×χ Z, (3.22)

so that

Ĝ = G× (Ĝo(P )
∞ ×χ Z), Ĝo∞ = Ĝo(P )

∞ . (3.23)

This construction resembles the approach of Ref.[52]; since our group Ḡ∞ is the phase

space analogue of the group G∗ of pointed gauge transformations and our Ḡo(P )
∞ corresponds

to G∗o, the group of pointed gauge transformations homotopic to the identity, the reduction
of the space of connections C with respect to G∗o will create a simply connected orbit
space, which is the universal covering space of the orbit space C/G∗, which has π1(C/G∗) =
πo(G∗) = Z (in general, as we shall see in Section 6, the orbit space C/G∗ is a stratified
manifold with a complicated topology and the higher πn(C/G∗) are connected with the
Gribov ambiguity [nontriviality of the principal G∗-bundle C] [21a].
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4. YM Theory with Fermions.

Let us now introduce the ”pseudo-classical” fermionic Dirac field [2c] ψ(x) = {ψaα(x)}:
it is a complex 4-component spinor (α = 1, . . . , 4) for each value of a; moreover it carries a
representation ρ of the structure group G of P (T a are the matrices of the generators of g in
this representation); finally the fields ψ(x) together with their complex conjugated ψ̄(x) =
ψ†(x)γo form a (8 ·dimg)-dimensional Grassmann algebra ψaα(x)ψbβ(y)+ψbβ(y)ψaα(x) =

ψaα(x)ψ̄bβ(y) + ψ̄bβ(y)ψaα(x) = ψ̄aα(x)ψ̄bβ(y) + ψ̄bβ(y)ψ̄aα(x) = 0, so that [ψ̄(x)ψ(x)]
2

=
∑

a6=b,α 6=β ψ̄aα(x)ψaα(x)ψ̄bβ(x)ψbβ(x). The 4-dimensional Dirac matrices γµ are defined

by γµγν + γνγµ = 2ηµν , γ
†
µ = γoγµγo, γ5 = γ5 = −iγoγ1γ2γ3, γ5γµ + γµγ5 = 0; if we

introduce β = γo and ~α = γo~γ we have αiαj +αjαi = αiβ+βαi = 0 (i 6= j), α2 = β2 = 1.

In the fiber bundle language the ”pseudo-classical” Dirac fields are cross sections
of an associated bundle E(M4, G, F ρ, P ) to P (M4, G),with standard fiber the previous
Grassmann algebra F ρ.

The free Lagrangian density, in which ψ(x) and ψ̄(x) have to be considered as inde-
pendent variables, is

LF (x) =
i

2
[ψ̄(x)γµ∂µψ(x)− (∂µψ̄(x))γµψ(x)]−mψ̄(x)ψ(x) =

= iψ̄(x)γµ∂µψ(x)−mψ̄(x)ψ(x)− ∂µ[
i

2
ψ̄(x)γµψ(x)]

(4.1)

For other choices of the Lagrangian density see Ref.[2c]. The interaction Lagrangian

density with a YM gauge potential is (A
(ρ)
µ (x) = Aaµ(x)T

a; A
(ρ)
µ (x)dxµ is the pullback of

the connection 1-form in the ρ-representation)

LI(x) = iT r[ψ̄(x)γµA(ρ)
µ (x)ψ(x)] = iψ̄a(x)γ

µAcµ(x)(T
c)abψb(x)

def
= iψ̄(x)γµA(ρ)

µ (x)ψ(x)
(4.2)

The total Lagrangian density can be written in the form with the minimal coupling

LT (x) = LYM (x) + LF (x) + LI(x) =

− 1

4g2
Fµνa (x)Faµν(x) + iψ̄(x)γµ(∂µ + A(ρ)

µ (x))ψ(x)−mψ̄(x)ψ(x)−

− ∂µ[
i

2
ψ̄(x)γµψ(x)] =

(4.3)
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= − 1

4g2
Fµνa (x)Faµν(x) + iψ̄(x)γµD(A(ρ))

µ ψ(x)−mψ̄(x)ψ(x)−

− ∂µ[
i

2
ψ̄(x)γµψ(x)] =

= − 1

4g2
Fµνa (x)Faµν(x) +

i

2
ψ̄(x)γµ(∂µ + A(ρ)

µ (x))ψ(x)−

− i

2
ψ̄(x)(

←−−−−−−−−−
∂µ −A(ρ)

µ (x))γµψ(x)−mψ̄(x)ψ(x) =

= − 1

4g2
Fµνa (x)Faµν(x) +

i

2
ψ̄(x)γµD(A(ρ))

µ ψ(x) +
i

2
(D(A(ρ))∗

µ ψ̄(x))γµψ(x)

−mψ̄(x)ψ(x)

where D
(A(ρ))∗
µ = −(∂µ − A(ρ)

µ (x)).

It is gauge invariant under the gauge transformations (2-1), if the Dirac fields have
the following transformation properties (ρ is a unitary representation of G; the group of
gauge transformations G now becomes G(ρ), to denote the change of representation)

ψ(x) 7→ ψU (x) = ρ(U−1(x))ψ(x) = U (ρ)−1(x)ψ(x) ≃ ψ(x)− α(ρ)(x)ψ(x)

ψ̄(x) 7→ ψ̄U (x) = ψ̄(x)U (ρ)−1†(x) = ψ̄(x)U (ρ)(x) ≃ ψ̄(x) + ψ̄(x)α(ρ)(x)
(4.4)

where we have also given the form of the infinitesimal gauge transformations (U (ρ)(x) ≃
I + α(ρ)(x), α(ρ)(x) = αa(x)T

a = −α(ρ)†(x)).

They imply

ψ̄(x)ψ(x) 7→ ψ̄(x)ψ(x), ψ̄(x)γµψ(x) 7→ ψ̄(x)γµψ(x)

D(A(ρ))
µ ψU (x) = [∂µ + U (ρ)−1(x)A(ρ)

µ (x)U (ρ)(x) + U (ρ)−1(x)∂µU
(ρ)(x)]U (ρ)−1(x)ψ(x) =

= U (ρ)−1(x)D(A(ρ))
µ ψ(x)

(4.5)

showing that D
(A(ρ))
µ is the covariant derivative on the associated bundle E.

Now the improper gauge transformations in the center ZG(ρ) ∼ ZG of G(ρ) act non-

trivially on ψ(x): if U (ρ) ∈ ZG(ρ) , then U (ρ)(x) = U (ρ) = I
(ρ)
m = λmI

(ρ) = exp(fmH
(ρ)),

m=0,1,...,d = dimZG − 1, with I
(ρ)
m ∈ ZG and with H(ρ) in a Cartan subalgebra of g. For
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G=SU(3), ZG = Z3 and one speaks of triality: U (ρ)(m) = I
(ρ)
m = exp(−2πim/3)I(ρ) =

exp(−2πimλ8/
√

3), m=0,1,2; λ8 is a Gell-Mann matrix. In general for the action of the
centrality on the fermionic fields one has (ψ(x) = ψ(o)(x)):

ψU
(ρ)(m)

(x) = U (ρ)(m)−1ψ(x) = e
2πim

d ψ(x) = e
2πimQz

d ψ(x) = ψ(m)(x) (4.6)

where Qz (Qzψ(x) = ψ(x)) is the center charge. In QCD let ρ be the triplet fun-
damental representation of quarks and ρ∗ that of antiquarks; in a tensor product of
N ρ and N∗ ρ∗ (corresponding to N quarks and N∗ antiquarks) the centrality would

be Qz = (N − N∗)(mod dimZG), . Since A
(ρ)(m)
µ (x) = U (ρ)(m)−1A

(ρ)(o)
µ (x)U (ρ)(m) +

U (ρ)(m)−1∂µU
(ρ)(m) = A

(ρ)(o)
µ (x) = A

(ρ)
µ (x), with U (ρ)(m) = Im ∈ ZG, due to gauge

invariance one could write for the total action (d = dimZG − 1)

ST [A,ψ] = ST [A(o), ψ(o)] = ST [A(m), ψ(m)] =
1

d

d−1
∑

m=0

ST [A(m), ψ(m)]. (4.7)

In the Abelian case we shall use as antihermitean generator for U(1), T o = −i, so
that we obtain the Lagrangian density (Aµ = eÃµ)

LT (x) = −1

4
F̃µν(x)F̃µν(x) + ψ̄(x)γµ(i∂µ + eÃµ(x))ψ(x)−mψ̄(x)ψ(x)−

− ∂µ(
i

2
ψ̄(x)γµψ(x)) =

= − 1

4e2
FµνFµν + ψ̄(x)γµ(i∂µ + Aµ(x))ψ(x)−mψ̄(x)ψ(x)−

− ∂µ(
i

2
ψ̄(x)γµψ(x))

(4.8)

The Euler-Lagrange equations for the gauge potentials and the Dirac fields are
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LTνa (x) = g
2(
∂LT (x)

∂Aaν(x)
− ∂µ

∂LT (x)

∂∂µAaν(x)
) =

= ∂µF
µν
a (x) + cabcAbµ(x)F

µν
c (x) + ig2ψ̄(x)γνT aψ(x) =

= D̂(A)
µ Fµνa (x) + g

2Jνa (x)
◦
=0

Lψ(x) =
∂LT (x)

∂ψ(x)
− ∂µ

∂LT (x)

∂∂µψ(x)
=

= ψ̄(x)[i(
←−−−−−−−−−
∂µ − A(ρ)

µ (x))γµ +m] = ψ̄(x)[−i
←−−−−−
D(A(ρ))∗
µ γµ +m]

◦
=0

Lψ̄(x) =
∂LT (x)

∂ψ̄(x)
− ∂µ

∂LT (x)

∂∂µψ̄(x)
=

= [iγµ(∂µ + A(ρ)
µ (x))−m]ψ(x) = [iγµD(A(ρ))

µ −m]ψ(x)
◦
=0

(4.9)

Jµa is the matter current and we have

Jµa (x) = iψ̄(x)γµT aψ(x), Ĵµ(x) = Jµa (x)T̂ a

g
2D̂(A)

µ Ĵµ(x)
◦
=− D̂(A)

µ D̂(A)
ν F νµ(x) =

= −1

2
[D̂(A)

µ , D̂(A)
ν ]F νµ(x) = −1

2
[Fµν(x), F

νµ(x)] = 0

(4.10)

The total action is quasi-invariant under the Poincaré transformations (2-18) and
δoψ(x) = −δxν∂νψ(x) + i

4∂αδxβσ
αβψ(x) = aν∂νψ(x) + 1

2ωαβ(x
α∂β − xβ∂α + i

2σ
αβ)ψ(x),

δoψ̄(x) = −δxν∂ν ψ̄(x)− i
4
∂αδxβψ̄(x)σαβ = aν∂νψ̄(x) + 1

2
ωαβψ̄(x)(xα

←−
∂β − xβ←−∂α − i

2
σαβ),

with σαβ = i
2 [γα, γβ], [σαβ, γµ] = 2i(γαηµβ − γβηµα):

δLT = δoLT − ∂µΩµT ≡ 0, ΩµT = −δxµLT
δoLT (x) =

1

g2
δoAaµL

Tµ
a + δoψ̄Lψ̄ − Lψδoψ + ∂µ{−

1

g2
Fµνa δoAaν +

i

2
[ψ̄γµδoψ−

− δoψ̄γµψ]} ≡ ∂µΩµ ≡ ∂µ(ΩµT + ∂νX
µν)

(4.11)

with Xµν = g
−2Fµνa Aaαδx

α as without fermions.

The conserved Noether current is
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0
◦
=− 1

g2
δoAaµL

Tµ
a − δoψ̄Lψ̄ + Lψδoψ ≡

≡ ∂µ(ΩµT + ∂νX
µν +

1

g2
Fµνa δoAaν −

i

2
[ψ̄γµδoψ − δoψ̄γµψ]) ≡

≡ ∂µ(θµνT δxν +
1

8
∂αδxβψ̄(γµσαβ + σαβγµ)ψ − 1

g2
δxνAaνL

Tµ
a −

1

2
δxµ(ψ̄Lψ̄ − Lψψ)) ≡

≡ ∂µ(θ̃µνT δxν +
1

8
∂αδxβψ̄(γµσαβ + σαβγµ)ψ)

◦
=

◦
=∂µ(θ̃

µν
T δxν +

1

8
∂αδxβψ̄(γµσαβ + σαβγµ)ψ)

◦
=

◦
=− aν∂µθµνT +

1

2
ωαβ∂µMµαβ

T

(4.12)

with the energy-momentum tensors (θµν is given in Eqs.(2-20)) θµνT , θ̃µνT and the angular
momentum density tensor given by:

θµνT = θµν +
i

2
[ψ̄γµD(A(ρ))νψ + ψ̄

←−−−−−−
D(A(ρ))∗νγµψ]

θ̃µνT = θµνT −
1

g2
AνaL

Tµ
a −

1

2
ηµν(ψ̄Lψ̄ − Lψψ)

◦
=θµνT

Mµαβ
T = xαθµβT − xβθµαT +

1

4
ψ̄(γµσαβ + σαβγµ)ψ

(4.13)

The symmetric energy-momentum tensor is 1
2 (θµνT + θνµT ) [23g].

The conserved Poincaré generators are (σi = 1
2
ǫijkσjk; σioγo + γoσio = 0; HDT is

given by Eq.(4-20) below):
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P 0 =

∫

d3xθ00
T (~x, xo)

◦
=

∫

d3xθ̃ooT (~x, xo) = P̄ o ≡ HDT ,

θ00
T =

1

2g2

∑

a

( ~E2
a + ~B2

a) +
i

2
(ψ̄γoD(A(ρ))oψ + ψ̄

←−−−−−−
D(A(ρ))∗oγoψ)

θ̃ooT = θooT − AaoΓTa − [
i

2
(ψ̄γαD(A(ρ))

α ψ + ψ̄γα
←−−−−−
D(A(ρ))∗
α ψ)−mψ̄ψ] =

=
1

2g2

∑

a

( ~E2
a + ~B2

a) +
i

2
(ψ̄~γ · ~D(Aρ))ψ + ψ̄~γ ·

←−−−−−
~D(Aρ))∗ψ) +mψ̄ψ − AaoΓTa

P i =

∫

d3xθ0i
T (~x, xo)

◦
=

∫

d3xθ̃oiT (~x, xo) =

= −
∫

d3x(~πa(~x, x
o) · ∂i ~Aa(~x, xo)−

i

2
ψ†(~x, xo)(∂i −

←−
∂i)ψ(~x, xo) = P̄ i,

θ0i
T =

1

g2
( ~Ea × ~Ba)

i
+
i

2
(ψ̄γoD(A(ρ))iψ + ψ̄

←−−−−−−
D(A(ρ))∗iγoψ)

θ̃oiT = θoiT − AiaΓTa = ~∂ · (Aia~πa)− ~πa · ∂i ~Aa +
i

2
ψ†(∂i −←−∂i)ψ

J i =
1

2
ǫijkJjk =

∫

d3xǫijk(xjθokT (~x, xo) +
1

2
ψ†(~x, xo)σjkψ(~x, xo)) =

=

∫

d3x(
1

g2
[~x× ( ~Ea × ~Ba)(~x, x

o)]
i
+ ψ†(~x, xo)σiψ(~x, xo))

◦
=

◦
=

∫

d3x(ǫijkxj θ̃okT (~x, xo) + ψ†(~x, xo)σiψ(~x, xo)) =

=

∫

d3x{−ǫijk[πja(~x, xo)Aka(~x, xo) + ~πa(~x, x
o) · xj∂k ~Aa(~x, xo)−

− i

2
ψ†(~x, xo)(xj∂k −

←−
∂kxj)ψ(~x, xo)] + ψ†(~x, xo)σiψ(~x, xo)} = J̄ i

Ki = J io =

∫

d3x(xiθooT (~x, xo)− xoθoiT (~x, xo)

=

∫

d3xxiθooT (~x, xo)− xoP i ◦=
∫

d3xxiθ̃ooT (~x, xo)− xoP̄ i

(4.14)

For their convergence one has to impose the following boundary conditions (also en-
suring the possibility to discard the surface terms in the integration by parts) besides
Eqs.(2-40):

ψ(~x, xo)→r→∞
χ

r3/2+ǫ
+O(r2) (4.15)

with χ independent from the direction and the time as in Eqs.(2-40).
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The canonical momenta for the Dirac fields are

πaα(x) =
∂LT

∂(∂oψaα(x))
= − i

2
(ψ̄(x)γo)aα

π̄aα(x) =
∂LT

∂(∂oψ̄aα(x))
= − i

2
(γoψ(x))aα

(4.16)

and the standard Poisson brackets for the odd variables ψaα(x), πaα(x), ψ̄aα(x), π̄aα(x)
are

{ψaα(~x, xo), πbβ(~y, x
o)} = −δabδαβδ3(~x− ~y)

{ψ̄aα(~x, xo), π̄bβ(~y, x
o)} = −δabδαβδ3(~x− ~y)

(4.17)

We have now the primary constraints

πoa(x) ≈ 0

χaα(x) = πaα(x) +
i

2
(ψ̄(x)γo)aα ≈ 0

χ̄aα(x) = π̄aα(x) +
i

2
(γoψ(x))aα ≈ 0

(4.18)

with the only non-vanishing Poisson brackets:

{χaα(~x, xo), χ̄bβ(~y, x
o)} = −iδab(γo)βαδ3(~x− ~y) (4.19)

The total Dirac Hamiltonian is

HDT =

∫

d3x{1
2

∑

a

(g2~π2
a(~x, x

o) +
1

g2
~B2
a(~x, x

o))+

+
i

2
[ψ̄(~x, xo)~γ · (~∂ + ~A(ρ)(~x, xo))ψ(~x, xo)− ψ̄(~x, xo)(

←−−−−−−−−−−
~∂ − ~A(ρ)(~x, xo)) · ~γψ(~x, xo)]+

+mψ̄(~x, xo)ψ(~x, xo)−Aao(~x, xo)ΓTa (~x, xo) + λao(~x, x
o)πoa(~x, x

o)+

+ χaα(~x, xo)µaα(~x, xo) + µ̄aα(~x, xo)χ̄aα(~x, xo)}.
(4.20)

In Eqs.(4-20) ΓTa is given by
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ΓTa (x) = Γa(x) + iψ̄(x)γoT aψ(x) =
1

g2
Loa
◦
=0 (4.21)

with

{ΓTa (~x, xo), χbα(~y, xo)} = −iψ̄bβ(~x, xo)(γo)βαT aδ3(~x− ~y)
{ΓTa (~x, xo), χ̄bα(~y, xo)} = iT a(γo)αβψbβ(~x, x

o)δ3(~x− ~y)
(4.22)

The time constancy of the primary constraints implies:

π̇oa(~x, x
o)
◦
={πoa(~x, xo), HDT} = ΓTa (~x, xo) ≈ 0

χ̇aα(~x, xo)
◦
={χaα(~x, xo), HDT} = iµ̄aβ(~x, x

o)(γo)βα−

− (ψ̄(~x, xo)[i(
←−−−−−−−−−−
~∂ − ~A(ρ)(~x, xo)) · ~γ −m])aα ≈ 0

˙̄χaα(~x, xo)
◦
={χ̄aα(~x, xo), HDT} = −i(γo)αβµaβ(~x, xo)−
− ([i~γ · (~∂ + ~A(ρ)(~x, xo)) +m])aα ≈ 0

(4.23)

One obtains Gauss’ laws ΓTa (x) ≈ 0 as secondary constraints and the determination
of the Dirac multipliers µaα(x), µ̄aα(x): therefore χaα(x) ≈ 0, χ̄aα(x) ≈ 0 are pairs of
2nd-class constraints. One has:

µaα(x) ≈ i(γo[i~γ · (~∂ + ~A(ρ)(x)) +m]ψ(x))aα

µ̄aα(x) ≈ −i(ψ̄(x)[i(
←−−−−−−−−
~∂ − ~A(ρ)(x)) · ~γ −m]γo)aα

(4.24)

The time constancy of Gauss’ laws implies

Γ̇Ta (~x, xo)
◦
={ΓTa (~x, xo), HDT} = −cabcAbo(~x, xo)ΓTc (~x, xo)−
− i(ψ̄(~x, xo)γo)bαT

aµbα(~x, xo) + iµ̄bα(~x, xo)T a(γoψ(~x, xo))bα ≈ 0
(4.25)

by using ΓTa (x) ≈ 0 and Eqs.(4-24); therefore, no more constraints are implied.

The non-vanishing Poisson brackets of the algebra of the constraints πoa(x) ≈ 0,
ΓTa (x) ≈ 0, χaα(x) ≈ 0, χ̄aα(x) ≈ 0 are given by Eqs.(4-19), (4-22) and by
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{ΓTa (~x, xo),ΓTb (~x, xo)} = cabcΓc(~x, x
o)δ3(~x− ~y) ≈ −icabcψ̄(x)γoT aψ(x) 6= 0 (4.26)

χaα(x) ≈ 0 and χ̄aα(x) ≈ 0 are 2nd-class constraints, while the 1st-class ones are πoa(x) ≈ 0
and

Γ̃Ta (x) = ΓTa (x)− (χbγ(x)T
aψbγ(x) + ψ̄bγ(x)T

aχ̄bγ(x)) ≈ 0 (4.27)

because

{Γ̃Ta (~x, xo), Γ̃Tb (~y, xo)} = cabcΓ̃
T
c (~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) ≈ 0

{Γ̃Ta (~x, xo), χbα(~y, xo)} = χbα(~x, xo)T aδ3(~x− ~y) ≈ 0

{Γ̃Ta (~x, xo), χ̄bα(~y, xo)} = −T aχ̄bα(~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) ≈ o

(4.28)

The second class constraints are eliminated by introducing the Dirac brackets, so that
χaα(x) ≡ χ̄aα(x) ≡ 0 hold in Dirac strong sense. One eliminates the conjugated variables
ψ̄aα(x) and π̄aα(x); however, instead of working with ψaα(x) and πaα(x), it is simpler [2c]
to use ψaα(x) and ψ̄aα(x) ≡ 2i(π(x)γo)aα. The Dirac brackets of ψ(x) and ψ̄(x) are

{ψaα(~x, xo), ψ̄bβ(~y, x
o)}∗ = −iδab(γo)αβδ3(~x− ~y) (4.29)

with all the others vanishing. Now Γ̃Ta (x) ≡ ΓTa (x) ≈ 0 and

{ΓTa (~x, xo),ΓTb (~y, xo)}∗ = cabcΓ
T
c (~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) (4.30)

Instead of {., .}∗ from now on we shall use the notation {., .} also for the Dirac brackets.

The Dirac Hamiltonian strongly becomes
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HDT =

∫

d3x{1
2

∑

a

(g2~π2
a(~x, x

o) +
1

g2
~B2
a(~x, x

o))+

+
i

2
[ψ̄(~x, xo)~γ · (~∂ + ~A(ρ)(~x, xo))ψ(~x, xo)− ψ̄(~x, xo)(

←−−−−−−−−−−
~∂ − ~A(ρ)(~x, xo)) · ~γψ(~x, xo)]+

+mψ̄(~x, xo)ψ(~x, xo)−Aao(~x, xo)ΓTa (~x, xo) + λao(~x, x
o)πoa(~x, x

o)}

=

∫

d3x{1
2

∑

a

(g2~π2
a(~x, x

o) +
1

g2
~B2
a(~x, x

o))+

+ iψ†(~x, xo)~α · (~∂ + ~Aa(~x, x
o)T a)ψ(~x, xo) +mψ†(~x, xo)ψ(~x, xo)−

−Aao(~x, xo)ΓTa (~x, xo) + λao(~x, x
o)πoa(~x, x

o)− i

2
~∂ · [ψ†(~x, xo)~αψ(~x, xo)]}

(4.31)

Let us remark that from the primary constraints χaα(x) ≈ 0, χ̄aα(x) ≈ 0 one can
build the generator G =

∫

d3x[χaα(~x, xo)ǫ(~x, xo) + ǭaα(~x, xo)χ̄aα(~x, xo)] of the general-
ized gauge transformations δψaα(~x, xo) = {ψaα(~x, xo), G} = −ǫaα(~x, xo), δψ̄aα(~x, xo) =
{ψ̄aα(~x, xo), G} = ǭaα(~x, xo) (ǫaα(x) and ǭaα(x) are Grassmann valued arbitrary spinors).
Under them we get

δLT (x) = δψ(x)
∂LT
∂ψ(x)

+ δ∂µψ(x)
∂LT (x)

∂∂µψ(x)
+

δψ̄(x)
∂LT (x)

∂ψ̄(x)
+ δ∂µψ̄(x)

∂LT (x)

∂∂µψ̄(x)
=

= δψ̄(x)Lψ̄(x)− Lψ(x)δψ(x) + ∂µ(δψ̄(x)
∂LT (x)

∂∂µψ̄(x)
− ∂LT (x)

∂∂µψ(x)
δψ(x)) ≡

≡ ǭ(x)Lψ̄(x) + Lψ(x)ǫ(x) + ∂µ[−
i

2
(ǭ(x)γµψ(x) + ψ̄(x)γµǫ(x))]

◦
=

◦
=∂µ[−

i

2
(ǭ(x)γµψ(x) + ψ̄(x)γµǫ(x))]

(4.32)

This is the ”weak quasi-invariance” (quasi-invariance modulo 1st-order Euler-Lagrange
equations), which characterize singular Lagrangians generating, at the Hamiltonian level,
primary 2nd-class constraints [5c]. The Noether identities in this case are trivial

Gµ(x) = ǭ(x)(
∂LT (x)

∂∂µψ̄(x)
+
i

2
γµψ(x)) + (

∂LT (x)

∂∂µψ(x)
+
i

2
ψ̄(x)γµ)ǫ(x) ≡ 0 (4.33)

but as expected [5c] for µ = 0 they reproduce the primary 2nd- class constraints
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Go(x) = ǭ(x)χ̄(x) + χ(x)ǫ(x) ≡ 0 (4.34)

Following Ref.[5c] the Noether identities associated with the 1st-class constraints
πoa(x) ≈ 0, Γ̃Ta (x) ≈ 0 (replacing Eqs.(2-9) in presence of fermions), generating the stan-

dard infinitesimal gauge transformations δAµ(x) = D̂
(A)
µ α̂(x), δψ(x) = −α(ρ)(x)ψ(x),

δψ̄(x) = ψ̄(x)α(ρ)(x) (α̂(x) = αa(x)T̂
a, α(ρ)(x) = αa(x)T

a; for K = Aaµ, ψ, ψ̄ one has

δK(~x, xo) = {K(~x, xo), G} with G =
∫

d3x[(D̂(A)oα̂(~x, xo))aπ
o
a(~x, x

o)−αa(~x, xo)Γ̃Ta (~x, xo)]
) under which the action ST =

∫

d3xLT (x) is invariant, are

δLT (x) =
1

g2
Lµa(x)δAaµ(x) + δψ̄(x)Lψ̄(x)− Lψ(x)δψ(x)+

+ ∂ν [π
νµ
a (x)δAaµ(x) + δψ̄(x)

∂LT (x)

∂∂νψ̄(x)
− ∂LT (x)

∂∂νψ(x)
δψ(x)] ≡ 0

⇓

∂µG
µ(x) ≡ − 1

g2
δAaµ(x)L

µ
a(x) + Lψ(x)δψ(x)− δψ̄(x)Lψ̄(x)

◦
=0

Gµ(x) = αa(x)G
µ
1a(x) + ∂ναa(x)G

µν
0a (x) =

πµνa (x)δAaν(x)−
i

2
(δψ̄(x)γµψ(x)− ψ̄(x)γµδψ(x))

Gµν0a (x) = − 1

g2
Fµνa (x)

Gµ1a(x) = − 1

g2
cabcF

µν
b (x)Acν(x)− iψ̄(x)γµT aψ(x)

(4.35)

so that

G
(µν)
0a ≡ 0

∂νG
νµ
0a ≡ −Gµ1a −

1

g2
Lµa =

1

g2
(cabcF

µν
b Acν − Lµa) + iψ̄γµT aψ

∂µG
µ
1a ≡

1

g2
cabcAbµL

µ
c + LψT

aψ + ψ̄T aLψ̄
◦
=0

(4.36)

and the contracted Bianchi identities become

D̂(A)
µ Lµ − g

2T̂ a(LψT
aψ + ψ̄T aLψ̄) ≡ 0 (4.37)
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Eqs.(2-13) are replaced by

πoa = G
(oo)
0a ≡ 0

0 ≡ ∂oπoa ≡ ~∂ · ~πa − ∂νGνo0a ≡ ~∂ · ~πa +Go1a +
1

g2
Loa =

= ~∂ · ~πa + cabc ~Ab · ~πc + iψ̄γoT aψ +
1

g2
Loa = −ΓTa +

1

g2
Loa
◦
=− ΓTa

(4.38)

consistently with Eqs.(4-21) (see also Eqs.(2-28)).

Then as before we have

V µa = −∂νGνµ0a =
1

g2
∂νF

νµ
a = ∂νU

[µν]
a

◦
=− 1

g2
cabcF

µν
b Acν + iψ̄γµT aψ (4.39)

with U
[µν]
a = −Fµνa /g2.

From ∂µG
µ
1a
◦
=0 we get the improper conserved charge

QTa =

∫

d3xGo1a = − 1

g2
cabc

∫

d3xF okb Ack + i

∫

d3xψ̄γoT aψ
◦
=

◦
=Q(V )T

a =

∫

d3xV oa = − 1

g2

∫

d3x~∂ · ~Ea = − 1

g2

∫

d~Σ · ~Ea
(4.40)

In the Abelian electromagnetic case ∂µG
µ
1a
◦
=0 is the conservation of the electric current

and eQ = e
∫

d3xψ†ψ. Let us remark that, in this pseudoclassical background of QED, Q
is an even quantity bilinear in Grassmann variables: this shows the intrinsically quantum
character of the charge, like in the pseudoclassical description of particles with either spin
or inner degrees of freedom (charges) [44]. In the one-particle quantum Dirac equation,

with the normalization
∫

d3xψ̂†ψ̂ = 1 for the wave function ψ̂, one has eQ=e. In the non-

Abelian case one has gQTa = g
∫

d3xψ†(iT a)ψ−g(T̂ a)bc
∫

d3xF̃ okb Ãck; this again shows the
quantum character of the charges: the fermionic part is a bilinear in Grassmann variables,
while the bosonic part is a number, which, however, depends on the matrix elements of
the generators T̂ a in the adjoint representation (see also the approach of Ref.[64]).

Let us remark that gauge fields were introduced in physics starting from global symme-
tries associated with a Lie group G of fermion fields (Eqs.(4-5) with U and α independent
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from x) and looking for a theory with the global symmetry extended to a local one to
realize the idea that the charges can be defined independently in each space-time point
(gauge principle). This led to the introduction of the gauge fields via the covariant deriva-
tive (the minimal coupling) and to the identification of the gauge fields with connections
on a principal G-bundle so to introduce a concept of parallel transport to compare charges
in one point with charges in another one. Thus the fermion part QFa of Qa must be well
defined under global (first kind) gauge transformations, since this is the starting point of

the construction; the delicate point is a sound definition of Q
(A)
a = Qa − QFa . Instead in

the mathematical description with fiber bundles, gauge fields as connections on a principal
G-bundle are the starting building block of the theory and matter fields are a subsequent
ingredient of it connected with suitable associated bundles.
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5. The Abelian Case

Let us review the theory of electromagnetism, whose description with a trivial principal
G-bundle involves the structure group G = U(1). The gauge transformations associated
with Gauss’ law have the form U(x) = eiα(x), with α(~x, xo) −→r→∞ const. for improper
ones and α(~x, xo) −→r→∞

a
r3+ǫ +O(r−4) for proper ones.

The gauge potentials Ãµ(x) = Aµ(x)/e associated with a connection ωA on the trivial

principal bundle P (M4, G) satisfy the boundary conditions Ãµ(~x, x
o) −→r→∞

aµ

r1+ǫ +

O(r−2), while for the associated field strengths F̃µν(x) = ∂µÃν(x) − ∂νÃµ(x) we have

F̃µν(~x, x
o) −→r→∞

fµν

r2+ǫ +O(r−3). The Bianchi identities are ∂µ∗F̃µν(x) ≡ 0.

The electric and magnetic fields are Ẽi(x) = F̃ io(x) and B̃i(x) = −1
2
ǫijkF̃ jk(x) =

−ǫijk∂jAk(x). The Lagrangian density is L(x) = −1
4 F̃µν(x)F̃

µν(x) = 1
2 (~̃E

2

(x)− ~̃B
2

(x)) =

1
2{[

~̇̃A(x)− ~∂Ão(x)]2 − [~∂ × ~̃A(x)]
2

} and the canonical momenta are πo(x) = eπo(x) = 0,

π̃i(x) = eπi(x) = Ẽi(x); the Poisson brackets are
{Aµ(~x, xo), πν(~y, xo)} = {Ãµ(~x, xo), π̃ν(~y, xo)} = ηνµδ

3(~x−~y) so that {Ãi(~x, xo), π̃j(~y, xo)}
= −δijδ3(~x−~y)). The Euler-Lagrange equations and the contracted Bianchi identities are

(△ = −~∂2):

L̃µ(x) = e−1Lµ(x) = ∂νF̃
νµ(x) =

−⊔Ãµ(x)− ∂µ∂νÃν(x) ◦=0

L̃o(x) = e−1Lo(x) = −~∂ · ~̃E(x) = ~∂ · ~̇̃A(x) +△Ao(x) ◦=0

~̃L(x) = e−1~L(x) = − ~̇̃E(x) + ~∂ × ~̃B(x) = ∂o(−~∂Ão(x) + ~̇̃A(x))−

− ~∂ × [~∂ × ~̃A(x)]
◦
=0

∂µL̃
µ(x) ≡ 0

(5.1)

The 1st-class constraints are

π̃o(x) ≈ 0

Γ̃(x) = eΓ(x) = −~∂ · ~̃π(x) = −~∂ · ~̃E(x) = L̃o(x) ≈ 0
(5.2)

and the Dirac Hamiltonian is

HD =

∫

d3x{1
2
[~̃π

2
(x) + ~̃B

2

(x)]− Ão(x)Γ̃(x) + λ̃o(x)π̃
o(x)} (5.3)
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We see immediately that Ão(x), π̃
o(x) are a pair of conjugated gauge canonical vari-

ables. A second such pair is formed by η̃(x), Γ̃(x),where η̃(x) describes the longitudinal
degrees of freedom of the gauge potential. To find η̃(x), let us first find the solutions of

Gauss’ law. With our boundary conditions, the Beltrami-Laplace operator △ = −~∂2 has
no zero modes and there are no harmonic forms in the Hodge decomposition of 1-forms
[24l] on R3, so that its inverse △−1 is well defined; one has

1

△δ
3(~x− ~y) = c(~x− ~y) =

−1

4π|~x− ~y| , △c(~x− ~y) = δ3(~x− ~y) (5.4)

This implies that the following distribution [17] is well defined

ci(~x− ~y) = ∂ixc(~x− ~y) =
∂ix
△ δ3(~x− ~y) =

(x− y)i

4π| ~x− ~y |3
~∂x · ~c(~x− ~y) = −~∂y · ~c(~x− ~y) = −δ3(~x− ~y)

(5.5)

and it serves to solve the equation ~∂ · ~f(~x) = −ρ(~x):

f i(~x) =

∫

d3yci(~x− ~y)ρ(~y) + (δij +
∂i∂j

△ )gj(~x) (5.6)

with ~g(~x) an arbitrary function; one has (δij + ∂i∂j/△)f j(~x) = (δij + ∂i∂j/△)gj(~x).

Then the solution of Gauss’ law is

π̃i⊥(~x, xo) = Ẽi⊥(~x, xo) = (δij +
∂i∂j

△ )π̃j(~x, xo) =

=

∫

d3y[δijδ3(~x− ~y) + ci(~x− ~y)∂jy]π̃j(~y, xo)
(5.7)

Here ~̃E⊥(~x, xo) is the transverse electric field and we have

~̃π(x) = ~̃E(x) = ~̃π⊥(x) +
~∂

△ Γ̃(x) (5.8)

Let us recall (see for instance [24l,o]) the Hodge decomposition of forms on a dif-
ferentiable manifold. Let (M,g) be an oriented, pseudo-Riemannian manifold with non-
degenerate (0,2) tensor field g and with a metric volume form µ; if p ∈ M , g(p) defines
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an inner product on TpM (the tangent space at p) of signature (r,s), r+s=m=dimM, and
index ig = s: for s=0 one has a Riemannian manifold and for s=1 a Lorentz one; g in-
duces an inner product on all tensor spaces and therefore also on Λk(M) (k=0,1,..,m), the
space of all differential k-forms on M: if α, β ∈ Λk(M), then (α, β) 7→ g(α, β) ∈ R. The
”Hodge star operator” on (M,g), ∗ : Λk(M)→ Λm−k(M), sends β ∈ Λk(M) (0 ≤ k ≤ m)
into ∗β ∈ Λm−k(M) such that α ∧ ∗β = g(α, β)µ for every α ∈ Λk(M); one has ∗∗β =

(−)
ig+k(m−k)

β, ∗µ = (−)
ig , ∗1 = µ. For 2-forms on Minkowski space-time M4 one has

∗∗ = −(−)
k(4−k)

; on R3 and S3 one has ∗∗ = (−)
k(3−k)

. The ”codifferential” δ on (M,g)
is a linear map δ : Λk(M)→ Λk−1(M) defined as

δ = (−)
ig+mk+m+1∗d∗,

where d is the exterior differential on M; one has δf = 0 on functions f ∈ Λo(M). Like the
property d2 = 0 allows to define closed (dα = 0) and exact (α = dβ) forms, the resulting
property δ2 = 0 of the codifferential leads to ”coclosed” (δα = 0) and ”coexact” (α = δβ)
forms. Given a vector field X i∂i on M, one defines a 1-form Xidx

i by means of Xi = gijX
j

(gij = g(∂i, ∂j)): then δ(Xidx
i) = 0 implies div(X i∂i) = 0, i.e. ∂iX

i(x) = 0. When (M,g)
is an oriented, closed (i.e. compact and without boundary), Riemannian manifold (ig = s =
0), the ”Laplace-Hodge-deRahm operator”△ : Λk(M)→ Λk(M) is defined by△ = d δ+δ d
(on functions one has −△ = ∇2 = div ◦ grad, the classical Laplace-Beltrami operator).
An L2-inner product on Λk(M) is defined by the map < , >= Λk(M) × Λk(M) → R,
< α, β >=

∫

M
α ∧ ∗β =

∫

M
g(α, β)µ, α, β ∈ Λk(M). For α, β ∈ Λk(M), γ ∈ Λk+1(M),

one has : i) < dα, γ >=< α, δβ > (δ is the adjoint of d); ii) < △α, β >=< α,△β >
(△ is self-adjoint); iii) △α = 0 if and only if dα = δα = 0: α is said to be a ”harmonic
k-form” (it is both closed and coclosed). The set Hk = {α ∈ Λk(M)|△α = 0} is a subspace
of Λk(M). The ”Hodge decomposition theorem” asserts that Hk is finite-dimensional (it
is isomorphic to the k-th de Rahm cohomology space Hk(M,R)) and that there is the
following direct sum decomposition into orthogonal (with respect to < , >) subspaces

Λk(M) = dΛk−1(M)⊕ δΛk+1(M)⊕Hk

so that for any k-form α one has α = dβ + δγ + θ. The proof uses the theory of elliptic
operators and this requires the compactness of M. In our case, R3, the chosen bound-
ary conditions allow to avoid the compactification to S3 and to apply the theorem: one
has Λ1(R3) = dΛo(R3) ⊕ δΛ2(R3), since H1 is void. When π1(M) 6= 0, like in the ideal
Bohm-Aharonov setting, H1 contains extra physical degrees of freedom of the gauge po-
tential (whose conjugated variables are the harmonic forms in the Hodge decomposition

of ~̃π(x) · d~x); this seems to imply a classical basis for the description of the observable
quantum Bohm-Aharonov phase, which will be explored elsewhere. Therefore the Hodge
decomposition of the 1-form ~A(~x, xo) · d~x on R3 with our boundary conditions is given by

~̃A(x) · d~x = dη̃(x) + ~̃D(x) · d~x (5.9)
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where ~̃D(x) · d~x is a coexact 1-form: δ( ~̃D(x) · d~x) = 0; this implies ~∂ · ~̃D(x) = 0, i.e. that
~̃D(~x, xo) is divergence free. Therefore D̃i(x) = Ãi⊥(x) = (δij+ ∂i∂j

△ )Aj(x) is the transverse
part of the gauge potential. From the Hodge decomposition we get

~̃A(~x, xo) = ~∂η̃(~x, xo) + ~̃A⊥(~x, xo)

η̃(~x, xo) = − 1

△
~∂ · ~̃A(~x, xo) = −

∫

d3y~c(~x− ~y) · ~̃A(~y, xo) =

=

∫

d3y~∂yc(~x− ~y) · ~̃A(~y, xo) = −
∫

d3yc(~x− ~y)~∂y · ~̃A(~y, xo)

(5.10)

where an integration by parts (allowed by our boundary conditions) has been done to get
the last line.

Since we have

{η̃(~x, xo), Γ̃(~y, xo)} = −δ3(~x− ~y), (5.11)

we see that η̃(x) is the looked for longitudinal gauge variable. We also have

{., Γ̃(~y, xo)} = − δ

δη̃(~y, xo)
(5.12)

and

δη̃(~x, xo)

δÃi(~y, xo)
= −ci(~x− ~y) (5.13)

Therefore the two canonically conjugated pairs of physical variables, spanning the

reduced phase space, are contained in Dirac’s observables ~̃A⊥(x), ~̃π⊥(x) = ~̃E⊥(x), which
satisfy

{~̃A⊥(~x, xo), K̃(~y, xo)} = 0 K̃(x) = Ão(x), π̃
o(x), η̃(x), Γ̃(x)

{~̃π⊥(~x, xo), K̃(~y, xo)} = 0
(5.14)

{Ãi⊥(~x, xo), π̃j⊥(~y, xo)} = −(δij +
∂i∂j

△ )δ3(~x− ~y) (5.15)
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Since from Eqs.(5-8) and from B̃i(x) = −ǫijk∂jÃk(x) = −ǫijk∂jÃk⊥(x) one has

~̃π
2
(x) = ~̃π

2

⊥(x) + 2~̃π⊥(x) ·
~∂

△ Γ̃(x) + [
~∂

△ Γ̃(x)]

2

(5.16)

the Dirac Hamiltonian (5-3) becomes

HD = H⊥ +

∫

d3x{1
2
[
~∂

△ Γ̃(x)]

2

+ ~̃π⊥(x) ·
~∂

△ Γ̃(x)− Ão(x)Γ̃(x) + λ̃o(x)π̃
o(x)} =

≡ H⊥ +

∫

d3x[−Ão(x)Γ̃(x) + λ̃o(x)π̃
o(x)] ≈ H⊥

(5.17)

H⊥ =

∫

d3x
1

2
[~̃π

2

⊥(x) + ~̃B
2

(x)] (5.18)

To get the second line of Eqs.(5-17) we have done an allowed integration by parts and
we have discarded a term quadratic in the constraints: ” ≡ ” means here ”strong equality”
in the sense of Dirac.

We see that H⊥ is the physical (i.e. Dirac’s observable) Hamiltonian on the reduced
phase space. There the Hamilton equations are

˙̃A
i

⊥(~x, xo)
◦
={Ãi⊥(~x, xo), H⊥} = −π̃i⊥(~x, xo) = −Ẽi⊥(~x, xo)

˙̃π
i

⊥(~x, xo) = ˙̃E
i

⊥(~x, xo)
◦
={π̃i⊥(~x, xo), H⊥} = △Ãi⊥(~x, xo)

(5.19)

Therefore the effective equations of motion are

⊔̄Ãi⊥(x) = (∂2
o +△)Ãi⊥(x)

◦
=0 (5.20)

which are the Euler-Lagrange equations deriving from the non Lorentz covariant La-
grangian density (see Section 10 for the problem of manifest Lorentz covariance replaced
by manifest Wigner covariance):

L⊥(x) =
1

2
( ~̇̃A

2

⊥(x)− ~̃B
2

[~̃A⊥(x)]) =
1

2
[ ~̇̃A

2

⊥(x)− (~∂ × ~̃A⊥(x))
2

] (5.21)
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Eqs.(5-21) can be obtained from L(x) = 1
2{[

~̇̃A(x)− ~∂Ão(x)]
2

− [~∂ × ~̃A⊥(x)]
2

} =

1
2{[~∂(η̇(x)− Ão(x)) + ~̇̃A

2

⊥(x)]

2

− [~∂ × ~̃A⊥(x)]
2

} ◦=L⊥(x) by using the first of Eqs.(5-22) be-
low.

That Ão(x) and η̃(x) are the natural gauge variables can also be seen by recovering
Eqs.(5-20) from Eqs.(5-1) without introducing gauge-fixings. Actually by using Eqs.(5-10)

we can rewrite L̃o(x)
◦
=0 and ~̃L(x)

◦
=0 as

L̃o(x) = Γ̃(x) = △[Ão(x)− ˙̃η(x)]
◦
=0

~̃L(x) = ⊔̄~̃A⊥(x)− ∂o~∂[Ão(x)− ˙̃η(x)]
◦
=0

(5.22)

which imply

⊔̄~̃A⊥(x) = ~̃L(x) + ∂o
~∂

△ L̃
o(x)

◦
=0 (5.23)

Ão(x)
◦
=˙̃η(x) = − 1

△
~∂ · ~̇̃A(x). (5.24)

In absence of charged fermions, the natural gauge-fixing to Gauss’ law, following the
scheme of Ref.[34], is η̃(x) ≈ 0, i.e. the Coulomb gauge. Then its time constancy

˙̃η(~x, xo)
◦
={η̃(~x, xo), HD} = Ão(~x, x

o)− 1

△ Γ̃(~x, xo) ≈ Ão(~x, xo) ≈ 0 (5.25)

implies the temporal or Weyl gauge Ão(x) ≈ 0, and its time constancy

˙̃Ao(~x, x
o)
◦
={Ão(~x, xo), HD} = λ̃o(~x, x

o) ≈ 0 (5.26)

determines the Dirac multiplier. Therefore in absence of charged fermions the Coulomb and
the temporal gauges are compatible and we get a subcase of the Lorentz gauge ∂µÃµ(x) ≈
0.

From Eqs.(5-17) we see that the Hamiltonian for the decoupled gauge variables Ão(x),
π̃o(x), η̃(x), Γ̃(x) is HG =

∫

d3x[−Ão(x)Γ̃(x)+ λ̃o(x)π̃
o(x)], whose Hamilton equations are

˙̃Ao(x)
◦
=λ̃o(x), ˙̃π

o
(x)
◦
=Γ̃(x) ≈ 0, ˙̃η(x)

◦
=Ão(x),

˙̃Γ(x)
◦
=0, consistently with Eqs.(5-25), (5-26).
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To clarify the comparison with the Lagrangian approach using covariant gauges, let
us consider how the Lorentz gauge ∂µAµ(x) = 0 can be implemented at the Hamiltonian

level. Since ˙̃Ao(x)
◦
=λ̃o(x), one sees that the Lorentz gauge-fixing constraint is

0 ≈ λ̃o +△η̃ ◦=∂µÃµ

that is the gauge-fixing constraint depends on the Dirac multiplier (see Ref.[5c] for this
kind of constraints). Its time constancy, i.e. the gauge-fixing constraint for π̃o(x) ≈ 0 , is

d

dxo
(λ̃o +△η̃) ◦=∂λ̃o

∂xo
+ {△η̃, HD} =

˙̃
λo +△Ão ◦=⊔̄Ão ≈ 0

Therefore Ão is not fixed. Also λ̃o is not fixed, because

d

dxo
(
˙̃
λo +△Ão) ◦=¨̃

λo +△λ̃o = ⊔̄λ̃o ≈ 0

We find the residual gauge freedom of the Lorentz gauge Aµ → Aµ+∂µΛ with ⊔̄Λ = 0.

In Ref.[21i], following Refs.[21a-h], it is shown that the orbit space, i.e. the reduced
configuration space in which the reduced Lagrangian density (5-21) is defined (an orbit is

the set of gauge equivalent gauge potentials described by ~̃A⊥(x)), is endowed with a natural
Riemannian metric, whose Levi-Civita connection and curvature tensor can be evaluated.
Actually in analogy to a non-relativistic particle of mass one moving in a curved space
described by the Lagrangian L = 1

2
gij(~x)ẋ

iẋj − V (~x), where the infinitesimal squared
distance in that space is given by ds2 = gij(~x)dx

idxj , with an allowed integration by parts
we can rewrite Eqs.(5-21) as

L⊥(x) =
1

2
[ ˙̃A
i

⊥(x) ˙̃A
i

⊥(x)− (~∂ × ~̃A⊥(x))
2

] =
1

2
[ ˙̃A
i

(x)P̂ ij⊥ (~x) ˙̃A
j

(x)− (~∂ × ~̃A⊥(x))
2

] (5.27)

where P̂ ij⊥ (~x) is the projection operator

P̂ ij⊥ (~x) = δij +
∂i∂j

△ , P̂ ij⊥ P̂
jk
⊥ = P̂ ik⊥ (5.28)
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From Eqs.(5-10), we see that the longitudinal modes ~∂η̃(x) contained in ~̃A(x) are
eigenvectors of P̂ ij⊥ (~x) with eigenvalue zero. This suggests a natural way to define an

infinitesimal squared distance in the functional space {~̃A(x)} of the vector gauge potentials

δs2 =

∫

d3xδAi(~x)P̂ ij⊥ (~x)δAj(~x) =

∫

d3xδÃi⊥(~x)P̂ ij⊥ (~x)δÃj⊥(~x) (5.29)

where δA(~x) = A1(~x)−A2(~x). This metric depends on the orbit ~̃A⊥(~x), because it does not

depend on the longitudinal part ~∂η̃(~x), i.e. it is gauge invariant: the distance between two
gauge equivalent gauge potentials, i.e. having the same transverse part, is zero. Therefore

we have: i) in the functional space {~̃A(x) = ~∂η̃(x) + ~̃A⊥(x)} it is possible to define slices

{~̃A⊥(x)} (isomorphic to the orbit space) orthogonal to the gauge orbit {~∂η̃(x)}; ii) Eq.(5-
29) defines a metric on the orbit space. Since the metric (5-29) does not depend on the
vector gauge potential, it is constant, so that the functional space of gauge potentials in
the Abelian theory is flat.

Let us now consider the coupling of the electromagnetic potential to Dirac fermions,
assumed to behave as ψ(~x, xo) → χr−3/2+ǫ + O(r−2) for r → ∞ like in Eqs.(4-15). From
Section 4, Eqs.(4-8), we have the Lagrangian density

L(x) = ψ̄(x)γµ(i∂µ + eÃµ(x))ψ(x)−mψ̄(x)ψ(x)− 1

4
F̃µν(x)F̃

µν(x)−

− ∂µ[
i

2
ψ̄(x)γµψ(x)]

(5.30)

implying the Euler-Lagrange equations

∂µF̃
µν(x) = ⊔̄Ãν(x)− ∂ν(∂µÃµ(x)) = −eψ̄(x)γνψ(x) + L̃Tν

◦
=− eψ̄(x)γνψ(x)

Lψ(x) = ψ̄(x)[
←−−−−−−−−−−
(i∂µ − eÃµ(x))γµ +m]

◦
=0

Lψ̄(x) = [γµ(i∂µ + eÃµ(x))−m]ψ(x)
◦
=0

(5.31)

The canonical momenta of the various fields and the primary constraints are un-
changed (see Section 4), and the secondary constraint given by Gauss’ law becomes

Γ̃T (x) = L̃To(x) = −~∂~̃π(x) + eψ†(x)ψ(x) ≈ 0 (5.32)
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with Γ̃T (~x, xo)→r→∞ const. r−(3+ǫ) like in Eqs.(2-40) due to Eq.(4-15).

By eliminating the fermionic momenta and by using the Dirac brackets (4-29) (or

{ψα(~x, xo), ψ†β(~y, x
o)} = −iδαβδ3(~x − ~y)), we are led to the following Dirac Hamiltonian

in terms of β = γo, ~α = γo~γ (after an integration by parts; see Eqs. (4-20))

HD =

∫

d3x{ψ†(x)~α · (i~∂ + e~̃A(x))ψ(x) +mψ†(x)βψ(x) +
1

2
[~̃π

2
(x) + ~̃B

2

(x)]−

− Ão(x)Γ̃T (x) + λ̃o(x)π̃
o(x)}|x=(~x,xo)

(5.33)

Since {ψα(~x, xo), Γ̃T (~y, xo)} = −ieψα(~x, xo)δ3(~x−~y), by using Eqs.(5-11), one obtains
[17] the following Dirac’s observables for the fermion

ψ̃α(x) = e−ieη̃(x)ψα(x)

ψ̃†α(x) = ψ†α(x)eieη̃(x)
(5.34)

{ψ̃α(~x, xo), Γ̃T (~y, xo)} = {ψ̃†α(~x, xo), Γ̃T (~y, xo)} = 0 (5.35)

Their only non vanishing Dirac brackets are

{ψ̃α(~x, xo), ψ̃†β(~y, x
o)} = −iδαβδ3(~x− ~y) (5.36)

These Dirac’s observables are not measurable quantities, because they are Grassmann
odd: only Grassmann even combinations of them, like the bilinears, are measurable in the
sense of Ref.[44].

Following the same procedure used to get Eq.(5-18), the final physical Hamiltonian

depending on Dirac’s observables ~̃A⊥(x), ~̃π⊥(x) = ~̃E⊥(x), ψ̃(x), ψ̃†(x), whose brackets are
given by Eqs.(5-15) and (5-36), is

H⊥ =

∫

d3x{iψ̃†(~x, xo)~α · ~∂ψ̃(~x, xo) +mψ̃†(~x, xo)βψ̃(~x, xo)+

+ eψ̃†(~x, xo)~α · ~̃A⊥(~x, xo)ψ̃(~x, xo) +
1

2
[~̃π

2

⊥(~x, xo) + ~̃B
2

[~̃A⊥(~x, xo)]]+

+
e2

2
[
~∂

△(ψ̃†(~x, xo)ψ̃(~x, xo))]

2

}

(5.37)
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where c(~x− ~y) is given by Eq.(5-4). ~̃A⊥(x), ~̃E(x) describe the radiation field and there is

a minimal coupling of the Dirac’s observable fermion field to ~̃A⊥(x). Instead the last term
describes the non-local Coulomb self-interaction of Dirac’s observable fermion field.

In the derivation of Eq.(5-37) one has used Eq.(5-16) and

[
~∂

△ Γ̃(x)]

2

= [
~∂

△(Γ̃T (x)− eψ†(x)ψ(x))]

2

= [
~∂

△ Γ̃T (x)]

2

−

− 2e[
~∂

△ Γ̃T (x)] ·
~∂

△ (ψ̃†(x)ψ̃(x)) + e2[
~∂

△(ψ̃†(x)ψ̃(x))]

2
(5.38)

so that, after an allowed integration by part, the Dirac Hamiltonian is

HT =

∫

d3x{iψ̃†(~x, xo)~α · ~∂ψ̃(~x, xo) +mψ̃†(~x, xo)βψ̃(~x, xo)+

+ eψ̃†(~x, xo)~α · ~̃A⊥(~x, xo)ψ̃(~x, xo) +
1

2
[~̃π

2

⊥(~x, xo) + ~̃B
2

[~̃A⊥(~x, xo)]]}+

+

∫

d3x{1
2
[
~∂

△ Γ̃T (~x, xo)]

2

− e[
~∂

△ Γ̃T (~x, xo)] ·
~∂

△(ψ̃†(~x, xo)ψ̃(~x, xo))+

+
e2

2
[
~∂

△(ψ̃†(~x, xo)ψ̃(~x, xo))]

2

− Ão(~x, xo)Γ̃T (~x, xo) + λ̃o(~x, x
o)π̃o(~x, xo)} =

= H⊥ +

∫

d3x{−[Ão(~x, x
o) + e

1

△ (ψ̃†(~x, xo)ψ̃(~x, xo))]Γ̃T (~x, xo)+

+ λ̃o(~x, x
o)π̃o(~x, xo) +

1

2
[
~∂

△ Γ̃T (~x, xo)]

2

}

(5.39)

with H⊥ of Eq.(5-37); in H⊥ the self-energy term can also be written as

e2
∫

d3x[
~∂

△(ψ̃†(~x, xo)ψ̃(~x, xo))]

2

=

= e2
∫

d3xd3y[ψ̃†(~x, xo)ψ̃(~x, xo)]c(~x− ~y)[ψ̃†(~y, xo)ψ̃(~y, xo)] =

= − e
2

4π

∫

d3xd3y
[ψ̃†(~x, xo)ψ̃(~x, xo)][ψ̃†(~y, xo)ψ̃(~y, xo)]

|~x− ~y|

(5.40)

Note that with the boundary conditions f(~x, xo)→ const.r−(3+ǫ) (f = Γ̃Ta , ψ̃
†ψ̃), these

functions are square integrable and therefore tempered distributions, so that their Fourier
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transforms are well defined; for two of such functions f,g the following integration by parts

is well defined
∫

d3xf(~x, xo) 1
△g(~x, x

o) =
∫

d3p
(2π)3

f(~p,xo)g(~p,xo)
~p2 =

∫

d3xg(~x, xo) 1
△f(~x, xo).

Let us remark that now the Coulomb gauge η̃(~x, xo) ≈ 0 is not compatible with the
temporal gauge Ão(~x, x

o) ≈ 0, because

˙̃η(~x, xo)
◦
={η̃(~x, xo), HD} ≈ Ão(~x, x

o) +
e

△ ψ̃
†(~x, xo)ψ̃(~x, xo) ≈ 0

∂o[Ão(~x, x
o) +

e

△ (ψ̃†(~x, xo)ψ̃(~x, xo))] ≈

≈ λo(~x, xo) +
e

△ [ψ̃†(~x, xo)(i
←−
∂ + i

−→
∂ ) · ~αψ̃(~x, xo)] ≈ 0

(5.41)

To decouple completely the physical degrees of freedom from the gauge ones, one has
to do a final canonical transformation to a new set (what is lacking is the extraction of a

covariant canonical basis from ~̃A⊥(x), ~̃π⊥(x)):

Ṽo(x) = △Ão(x) + eψ̃†(x)ψ̃(x)

Π̃o(x) =
1

△ π̃
o(x) ≈ 0

η̃(x)

Γ̃T (x) ≈ 0

(5.42)

~̃A⊥(x)

~̃π⊥(x)

ˆ̃
ψ(x) = e−

ie
△ π̃

o(x)ψ̃(x) ≈ ψ̃(x)

ˆ̃ψ
†
(x) = e

ie
△ π̃o(x)ψ̃†(x) ≈ ψ̃†(x)

(5.43)

because, since {ψ̃†(~x, xo)ψ̃(~x, xo), ψ̃†(~y, xo)ψ̃(~y, xo)} = 0, we have
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{ ˆ̃ψ(~x, xo),
ˆ̃
ψ
†
(~y, xo)} − iδαβδ3(~x− ~y)

{Ṽo(~x, xo), Π̃o(~y, x
o)} = δ3(~x− ~y)

{ ˆ̃ψα(~x, xo), Ṽo(~y, x
o)} = 0

{ ˆ̃ψ
†
α(~x, xo), Ṽo(~y, x

o)} = 0

(5.44)

Now we have

HD = Ĥ⊥ +HG (5.45)

with Ĥ⊥ the same as H⊥ but as a function of
ˆ̃
ψ and with the gauge Hamiltonian HG given

by (the fermionic term in the second line comes from re-expressing H⊥ in terms of ˆ̃ψ to
get Ĥ⊥)

HG =

∫

d3x{−(
1

△ Ṽo(~x, x
o))Γ̃T (~x, xo) +

1

2
[
~∂

△ Γ̃T (~x, xo)]

2

+

+ [λ̃o(~x, x
o)△− e ˆ̃ψ

†
(~x, xo)~α ˆ̃ψ(~x, xo) · ~∂]Π̃o(~x, xo)} =

=

∫

d3x{−(
1

△ Ṽo(~x, x
o))Γ̃T (~x, xo) +

1

2
[
~∂

△ Γ̃T (~x, xo)]

2

+

[△λ̃o(~x, xo) + e~∂ · (ˆ̃ψ
†
(~x, xo)~α

ˆ̃
ψ(~x, xo))]Π̃o(~x, xo)} =

=

∫

d3x{−(
1

△ Ṽo(~x, x
o))Γ̃T (~x, xo) +

1

2
[
~∂

△ Γ̃T (~x, xo)]

2

+

+ λ̂o(~x, x
o)Π̃o(~x, xo)}

(5.46)

after an allowed integration by parts and a redefinition of the arbitrary Dirac multiplier.
The analogue of the temporal gauge is now Ṽo(x) ≈ 0.

From Eqs.(5-31) instead of Eqs.(5-22) one gets
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L̃To(x) = △[Ão(x)− ˙̃η(x)] + eψ†(x)ψ(x) =

= △[Ão(x)− ˙̃η(x)] + eψ̃†(x)ψ̃(x)
◦
=0

~̃L
T

(x) = ⊔̄~̃A⊥(x)− ∂o~∂[Ão(x)− ˙̃η(x)] + eψ†(x)γo~γψ(x) =

= ⊔̄~̃A⊥(x)− ∂o~∂[Ão(x)− ˙̃η(x)] + eψ̃†(x)γo~γψ̃(x)
◦
=0

Lψ̄(x) = eieη̃(x){γo[i∂o − e(−Ão(x) + ˙̃η(x))] + γk(i∂k + eÃ⊥k(x))−m}ψ̃(x)
◦
=0

Lψ(x) = ψ̃†(x)γo{[i←−∂o + e
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
(−Ão(x) + ˙̃η(x))]γo +

←−−−−−−−−−−−
(i∂k − eÃ⊥k(x))γk +m}e−ieη̃(x) ◦=0

(5.47)

which imply

Ão(x)
◦
=˙̃η(x)− e

△(ψ̃†(x)ψ̃(x)) = − 1

△
~∂ · ~̇̃A(x)− e

△ (ψ̃†(x)ψ̃(x))

⇒ 1

△ Ṽo(x)
◦
=˙̃η(x)

(5.48)

so that the physical equations of motion, also deducible from the Hamilton equations

associated with Eqs.(5-37), are (the difference between ψ̃ and ˆ̃ψ is here irrelevant)

⊔̄Ãi⊥(x)
◦
=− eψ̃†(x)γoγiψ̃(x) + e∂o

∂i

△ [ψ̃†(x)ψ̃(x)] =

= −e
∫

d3y{δ3(~x− ~y)ψ̃†(~y, xo)αiψ̃(~y, xo)−

− ci(~x− ~y)ψ̃†(~y, xo)(~∂ +
←−
~∂ ) · ~αψ̃(~y, xo)}

i∂oψ̃(x)
◦
=[~α · (i~∂ + e~̃A⊥(x)) + βm+

e2

△ (ψ̃†(x)ψ̃(x))]ψ̃(x)

i∂oψ̃
†(x)

◦
=ψ̃†(x)[

←−−−−−−−−−
i~∂ − e~̃A⊥(x)) · ~α− βm− e2

△ (ψ̃†(x)ψ̃(x))]

⇒ i∂o[ψ̃
†(x)ψ̃(x)]

◦
=ψ̃†(x)(i

←−
∂ + i

−→
∂ ) · ~αψ̃(x)

(5.49)

To find the associated Lagrangian by means of the inverse Legendre transformation
we need the first half of the Hamilton equations for H⊥ of Eqs.(5-37):
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˙̃A
i

⊥(~x, xo)
◦
=− (δij +

∂i∂j

△ )π̃j⊥(~x, xo) = −π̃i⊥(~x, xo)

i
˙̃
ψ(~x, xo) = [~α · (i~∂ + e~̃A⊥(~x, xo)) + βm+

e2

4π

∫

d3y
ψ̃†(~y, xo)ψ̃(~y, xo)

|~x− ~y| ]ψ̃(~x, xo)

(5.50)

Having ~̃π⊥(x) = −~̇̃A⊥(x) and taking into account second class constraints for the
Dirac fields, see Eqs.(4-18), one gets

LT⊥(x) =
1

2
[ ˙̃A
i

⊥(x) ˙̃A
i

⊥(x)− (~∂ × ~̃A⊥(x))
2

]+

+ ψ̃†(x){i∂o −
1

2

e2

4π

∫

d3y
ψ̃†(~y, xo)ψ̃(~y, xo)

|~x− ~y| − ~α · (i~∂ + e~̃A⊥(x))−

− βm}ψ̃(x)− ∂µ[
i

2
¯̃
ψ(x)γµψ̃(x)]

(5.51)

Indeed, from Eqs.(5-30) and (5-48) one has

LT (x) =
1

2
{[~∂(η̇(x)− Ão(x)) + ~̇̃A⊥(x)]

2

− [~∂ × ~̃A⊥(x)]
2

}+

+ ψ̃†(x)[i∂o − e(η̇(x)− Ão(x))]ψ̃(x)− ψ̃†(x)~α · [i~∂ + e~̃A⊥(x)]ψ̃(x)−

−mψ̃†(x)βψ̃(x)− ∂µ[
i

2
ψ̃(x)γoγµψ̃(x)]

◦
=

◦
=

1

2
{[ ~̇̃A⊥(x)− e

~∂

△ ψ̃
†(x)ψ̃(x)]

2

− [~∂ × ~̃A⊥(x)]
2

}+

+ ψ̃†(x)[i∂o − e2

△ (ψ̃†(x)ψ̃(x))− ~α · (i~∂ + e~̃A⊥(x))−mβ]ψ̃(x)−

− ∂µ[
i

2
ψ̃†(x)γoγµψ̃(x)] = LT⊥(x)

(5.52)

Let us consider the Abelian version of the energy-momentum tensor and of the
Poincarè generators of Eqs.(4-14) and let us look at their decomposition into Dirac’s ob-

servables and gauge part. By remembering that ~̃π = ~̃π⊥ − e
~∂
△ (

ˆ̃
ψ
† ˆ̃
ψ) +

~∂
△ Γ̃T , by using

Eqs.(5-8), (5-10), (5-34), (5-42), (5-43), (5-45), and by making integrations by parts, one
obtains:
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P̄ o ≡ HT = Ĥ⊥ +HG

P̄ i = P̄ i⊥ + P̄ iG + P̄ iG⊥ ≈ P̄ i⊥
J̄ i = J̄ i⊥ + J̄ iG + J̄ iG⊥ ≈ J̄ i⊥
K̄i = K̄i

⊥ + K̄i
G + K̄i

G⊥ ≈ K̄i
⊥

(5.53)

where

Ĥ⊥ =

∫

d3x{i ˆ̃ψ
†
(~x, xo)~α · ~∂ ˆ̃ψ(~x, xo) +m ˆ̃ψ

†
(~x, xo)β ˆ̃ψ(~x, xo)+

+ e
ˆ̃
ψ
†
(~x, xo)~α · ~̃A⊥(~x, xo)

ˆ̃
ψ(~x, xo) +

1

2
[~̃π

2

⊥(~x, xo) + ~̃B
2

[~̃A⊥(~x, xo)]]+

+
e2

2
[
~∂

△(
ˆ̃
ψ
†
(~x, xo)

ˆ̃
ψ(~x, xo))]

2

}

P̄ i⊥ =

∫

d3x[−~̃π⊥(~x, xo) · ∂i ~̃A⊥(~x, xo) +
i

2
ˆ̃
ψ
†
(~x, xo)(∂i −←−∂i)ˆ̃ψ(~x, xo)]

J̄ i⊥ =

∫

d3x{−ǫijk[π̃j⊥(~x, xo)Ãk⊥(~x, xo) + ~̃π⊥(~x, xo) · xj∂k ~̃A⊥(~x, xo)−

− i

2
ˆ̃
ψ
†
(~x, xo)(xj∂k −

←−
∂kxj)

ˆ̃
ψ(~x, xo)] +

ˆ̃
ψ
†
(~x, xo)σi

ˆ̃
ψ(~x, xo)}

K̄i
⊥ =

∫

d3xxi{1
2
[~̃π

2

⊥(~x, xo) + ~̃B
2

(~x, xo)] +
1

2
[
ˆ̃
ψ
†
(~x, xo)~α · (i~∂ + e~̃A⊥(~x, xo))

ˆ̃
ψ(~x, xo)−

− ˆ̃
ψ
†
(~x, xo)~α ·

←−−−−−−−−−−−−
(i~∂ − e~̃A⊥(~x, xo))

ˆ̃
ψ(~x, xo)] +m

ˆ̃
ψ
†
(~x, xo)

ˆ̃
ψ(~x, xo)+

+
e2

2
[
~∂

△(
ˆ̃
ψ(~x, xo)

ˆ̃
ψ(~x, xo)]

2

− e~̃π⊥(~x, xo) ·
~∂

△(
ˆ̃
ψ
†
(~x, xo)

ˆ̃
ψ(~x, xo))} − xoP̄ i⊥

(5.54)

HG =

∫

d3x{−(
1

△ Ṽo(~x, x
o))Γ̃T (~x, xo) +

1

2
[
~∂

△ Γ̃T (~x, xo)]

2

+ λ̂o(~x, x
o)Π̃o(~x, xo)}

P̄ iG = −
∫

d3xΓ̃T (~x, xo)∂iη̃(~x, xo)

J̄ iG = −ǫijk
∫

d3xΓ̃T (~x, xo)xj∂kη̃(~x, xo)

K̄i
G =

∫

d3xxi[
1

2
[
~∂

△ Γ̃T (~x, xo)]

2

− 1

△ Ṽ
o(~x, xo)Γ̃T (~x, xo) +

ˆ̃
λ(~x, xo)Π̃o(~x, xo)]− x0P̄ iG

(5.55)
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P̄ iG⊥ = −e
∫

d3x
ˆ̃
ψ
†
(~x, xo)

ˆ̃
ψ(~x, xo)∂iΠ̃(~x, xo)

J̄ iG⊥ = −e
∫

d3x
ˆ̃
ψ
†
(~x, xo)

ˆ̃
ψ(~x, xo)ǫijkxj∂kΠ̃o(~x, xo)

K̄i
G⊥ =

∫

{e ˆ̃ψ
†
(~x, xo)αi

ˆ̃
ψ(~x, xo)Π̃o(~x, xo)−

− [
1

△(π̃⊥(~x, xo) + e
∂i

△ (
ˆ̃
ψ
†
(~x, xo)

ˆ̃
ψ(~x, xo)))]Γ̃T (~x, xo)− xoP̄ iG⊥

(5.56)

We shall study elsewhere the implications of the decomposition (5-54), the terms (5-
56) mixing constraints and physical degrees of freedom, and the problem of the decoupling
of the gauge degrees of freedom in the Lienard-Wiechert potential [32].
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6. Gribov Ambiguity and the Solution of Gauss’ Laws.

Till now we have treated connections on P 3 = P t = (R3 × {xo})×G ∼ R3 ×G or on
P 4 = P = M4 ×G and the associated gauge potentials on R3 or R4 (or gauge potentials
and electric fields in the phase space approach) and the group of gauge transformations
AutV P ∼ GauP ∼ Γ(AdP ) [P = P 3 or P 4] or G (or Ḡ in phase space) disregarding the
fact that we have to do with infinite dimensional manifolds.

Let us define some notations: if P 3 = R3 × G and P 4 = M4 × G are the trivial
principal G-bundles, let us call Ĉ3 or Ĉ4 the respective functional spaces of connections
(of connections 1-forms ωA; see Appendix B) on P 3 or P 4 respectively, while let C3 and
C4 denote the corresponding functional spaces of g-valued (in the adjoint representation)

gauge potentials Aaµ(x)dx
µT̂ a or ~Aa(~x, x

o)·d~xT̂ a; C̄ will denote the functional space whose

elements are the pairs { ~Aa(~x, xo) · d~xT̂ a, ~πa(~x, xo) · d~xT̂ a = g−2 ~Ea(~x, x
o) · d~xT̂ a} used in

the phase space approach (it is the cotangent bundle of C3); {Aoa(~x, xo)T̂ a, πoa(~x, xo)T̂ a}
form the remaining variables to obtain the full phase space C̄T of YM theory once C̄ is
given (C̄T is the cotangent bundle of C4); while AutV P ∼ GauP ∼ Γ(AdP ) is the group
of gauge transformations on the principal G-bundle P = P 3 or P 4 acting on Ĉ3 and Ĉ4
respectively, G3 and G4 are the groups of gauge transformations acting on the functional
spaces Ĉ3 and Ĉ4 respectively; finally Ĝ and Ḡ will denote the phase space groups of gauge
transformations acting on C̄ and C̄T respectively (see Section 2 and 3). The associated
Lie algebras will be denoted autV P ∼ gauP ∼ Γ(adP ) (P = P 3 or P 4), g3 or 4

G , gĜ,
gḠ. In the case of phase space one has Ḡo∞ ⊂ Ḡ∞ ⊂ Ḡ. In the case of R3, R4 (M4

after the rotation to immaginary time) compactified to S3, S4 one defines G3 or 4
∗ as the

subgroup of gauge transformations in G3 or 4 which leaves the fiber G over a given point of
P 3 or 4 fixed [induced by the group (AutV P )∗ ∼ Γ(AdP )∗ ∼ GauP∗] and usually this point
is the point at infinity which compactifies R3 or 4 to S3 or 4; instead the group of gauge
transformations module its center ZG ∼ ZG is denoted G̃3 or 4 = G3 or 4/ZG [on Ĉ3 or 4 one
has Γ̃(AdP ) = Γ(AdP )/ZΓ(AdP ) and ˜GauP = GauP/ZG] and analogously in phase space

one defines ˜̄G.

Ĉ4 and Ĉ3 are affine spaces [21b,c]; fixed an origin Ao ∈ Ĉ4 or 3, i.e. a ”background
connection”, one has Ĉ4 or 3 = {Ao + â | â ∈ C∞(Λ1(P 4 or 3) ⊗ adP )}, i.e. they become
vector spaces isomorphic to C∞(Λ1(P 4 or 3) ⊗ adP ), the smooth equivariant g-valued 1-
forms on P 4 or 3 (Λ1(P ) denotes the Grassmann algebra of 1-forms on P). Ĉ4 or 3 is an infinite
dimensional Riemannian manifold with the tangent space at the background connection
TAo
Ĉ4 or 3 identified with C∞(Λ1(P 4 or 3) ⊗ g). In C4 or 3 every connection in Ĉ4 or 3 is

described by the system of gauge potentials (the gauge orbit of the given connection)
associated with the smooth (global in our case) cross sections from M4 (R3) to P 4 (P 3);
the g-valued gauge potentials are elements of C∞(Λ1(M) ⊗ g), M = M4 or R3, once a
background gauge potential has been fixed. The (weak) Riemannian structure on Ĉ4 or 3

is induced from the one in C4 or 3; if A = σ∗ωAo+ã = Ao + Ã, Ã ∈ C∞(Λ1(M) ⊕ g), and

A
′

= σ∗ωAo+ã
′

= Ao + Ã
′

, the inner product inducing a (weak) Riemannian metric is
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< Ã, Ã
′

>=
∫

M
(Ã · , ∧∗Ã′

)g. Here ∗ is the Hodge star operation needed to construct

the volume form on M = M4 or R3; (., .)g is the Killing-Cartan form on g; · denotes

the Riemannian metric on TM (ηµν for M4; δij for R3); the integration over M requires
suitable boundary conditions [they usually imply the possibility to compactify either R4

(M4 after the rotation to immaginary time) to S4 as in the Euclidean theory or of R3

to S3]. Let us remark that compactness of M, besides its relevance for instantons when
M = S4, is a form of ”volume cutoff”.

With regard to the gauge transformations on the principal G-bundles, it is convenient
to use the formulation with Γ(AdP ), P = P 4 or P 3, i.e. the space of C∞ cross sections
of the associated bundle AdP = P×GG, which acts on Ĉ = Ĉ4 or 3, Ĉ × Γ(AdP ) → Ĉ.
To introduce suitable function space topologies one completes the space of smooth cross
sections to a Hilbert space Γ2,s+1(AdP ) in some Sobolev norm ‖.‖2,s with s > 1

2dimM

[21b,c] (s > 2 in M4, s > 3/2 in R3) acting on a Sobolev space Ĉ2,s of connections; this
condition is also necessary to have the possibility to define gauge-fixings selecting only
one point from each gauge orbit in C4 or 3 [65a]: without it any functional hypersurface
in C4 or 3 would be intersected by any gauge orbit in a dense set of points, while with
s > 1

2dimM one at most has the well known Gribov ambiguity, which, however, may be
absent in suitable functional spaces as we shall see. In this way one can show [21b,c] that
the group of gauge transformations G becomes an∞-dimensional Hilbert-Lie group G2,s+1

(Ḡ2,s+1 in phase space) [66] with a well defined action on the space Ĉ2,s of gauge potentials
(Eqs.(2-1) show that gauge transformations need one extra order of differentiation that
the gauge potentials).

Let us now give a classification of the types of connections ([21a]; see [67] for more
details; it does not seem that there is a final universally accepted classification in the
literature); we shall use a rough classification by putting all connections in three classes.
However, before that, let us define two important stability subgroups of gauge transfor-
mations connected with the realization with gauge potentials A ∈ C of a given connection
A ∈ Ĉ:

1) ”Stability subgroup or gauge symmetries of a connection” [68b, 67]. It is the subgroup
GA of G2,s which leaves fixed a given gauge potential associated with the given connection
A:

AU = A+ U−1D(A)U = A. (6.1)

Therefore a gauge transformation U belongs to GA if and only if it is covariantly constant
with respect to A, i.e. D(A)U = 0; for a generic connection with our kind of structure
group G (π1(G) = 0 so that ZG is discrete and Zg = 0), the only solutions of these
equations are constant gauge transformations belonging to the center of the gauge group
(isomorphic to the discrete ZG in our case), which, for such connections, is also isomorphic
to ZΦA (the center of the holonomy group ΦA of the connection, which is isomorphic to
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a subgroup of ZG): U ∈ ZG ∼ ZG ∼ ZΦA ; in these cases one speaks of trivial stability
subgroup GA = ZΦA = ZG. However, there can exist special connections (it depends on
the chosen functional space; with the Sobolev space C2,s = W 2,s(M,R) they can exist) for
which GA ⊃ ZG = ZΦA strictly and it can be shown [67] that in this case GA is equal to
the centralizer in G of the holonomy group, GA = ZG(ΦA) = {a ∈ G | ab = ba for each b ∈
ΦA}, i.e.

GA = {U ∈ G2,s |D(A)U = 0} = ZG(ΦA) ⊃ ZG = ZΦA . (6.2)

The Lie algebra of GA will be denoted gA and one has GA ∼ G if and only if ΦA ⊆ ZG
(i.e. the connection is invariant under the rigid internal action of G, as said in Section
3). When a connection admits gauge symmetries, it has been shown [68] that the space of
solutions of YM equations is not a manifold, but there are conical singularities (”cone over
cone” structure) in correspondence of solutions associated with these special connections
(these singularities appear as spurious solutions of the Jacobi equations associated with
YM equations); these conical singularities are therefore also present in the YM constraint
hypersurface in phase space, which contains the solutions to YM equations. Since GA =
ZG(ΦA), it follows that the corresponding stability subgroup ΓA(AdP ) is defined by the
condition that γ̃ ∈ ΓA(AdP ) if and only if [γ̃, b] = 0 for all b ∈ ΦA. To get the result that
only conical singularities are present it is needed the theory of the momentum map [69]
extended to the second Noether theorem [68a,bγ].

2) ”Stability subgroup of the curvature of a connection” [70 and references therein]. It is
the subgroup GΩ of G2,s which leaves fixed the field strength derived from a gauge potential
associated with a given connection A with curvature Ω, i.e. such that

FU = F + U−1[F, U ] = F ; (6.3)

clearly one has GΩ ⊇ GA. For a generic connection one has GΩ = GA = ZΦA = ZG.
But there are special connections (without or with gauge symmetries) for which GΩ ⊃
GA ⊇ ZG = ZΦA ; in these cases one has the problem of ”gauge copies” [70a]: there exist
different gauge potentials A(i) giving rise to the same field strength F. Only when the
structure group G is simply connected (π1(G) = 0, so that ZG is discrete), like in our case,
all these gauge potentials lie on the same gauge orbit, i.e. A(i) = A(j) + U−1

ij D
(A(j))Uij ;

when π1(G) 6= 0, there exist gauge not equivalent families of A(i)’s in connection with the
homotopically not equivalent families of paths in the group manifold of G (the gauge orbit
of a given connection has disjoined components related to this fact). For these connections
one has

GΩ = {U ∈ G2,s | [F, U ] = 0} ⊇ GA = ZG(ΦA) ⊇ ZG ⊇ ZΦA . (6.4)
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Its Lie algebra will be denoted gΩ.

We can now divide the connections on a connected, simply connected principal G-
bundle P (like in our case with π1(G) = π1(M) = 0) in the following three classes (ΦA is
the holonomy group of the connection, whose Lie algebra is denoted gΦA):

i) ”Fully irreducible connections, A ∈ Ĉfir, A ∈ Cfir”. In this case one has

ΦA = G, gΦA = g, PA = P,

GΩ = GA = ZG(ΦA) = ZG = ZΦA

(6.5)

and there are neither gauge copies nor gauge symmetries; here PA is the holonomy bundle,
i.e. the set of points of P connected by parallel transport [24a].

ii) ”Irreducible connections, A ∈ Ĉir, A ∈ Cir”. In this case the holonomy group is an
irreducible matrix subgroup [21a] of the structure group G (more in general [67] ΦA is a
”not closed” subgroup of G, so that the holonomy bundle is immersed, but not embedded
in P; we include in this class also the ”weakly irreducible connections” in Cwir for which
one has ΦA ⊂ G but Φ̄A = G, where the bar means set closure: in general, one has
Cfir ⊆ Cir ⊆ Cwir ⊆ Cgen ⊆ C, where Cgen means only the condition ZG(ΦA) = ZG),
ΦA ⊂ G. In this case there are gauge copies (but not gauge symmetries), and one can
show [70a,71] that there exists a basis of the Lie algebra g of G such that one has the
vector space sum

g = gΦA + gΩ (6.6)

and that one has

GΩ ⊃ GA = ZG(ΦA) = ZΦA = ZG. (6.7)

Let us remark that if P is a nontrivial SU(2) bundle over M and if for the integer-valued
second cohomology group one has H2(M,Z) = 0, then Cir = C.

iii) ”Reducible connections, A ∈ Ĉred, A ∈ Cred”. In this case the connection A on P is
reducible to a connection on a subbundle Q of P with structure group ZG(ΦA) and one
has (⊕ means direct sum of Lie algebras):

ΦA ⊂ G, g = gΦA ⊕ Zg(gΦA),

GΩ ⊃ GA = ZG(ΦA) ⊃ ZG = ZΦA ,
(6.8)
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where Zg(gΦA) = {t ∈ g | adtv = [t, v] = 0 for each v ∈ gΦA} is the centralizer in g of gΦA .
In this case one has both gauge copies and gauge symmetries. A ”reducible” connection A
would split the associated vector bundle E to P with standard fiber a representation space
of G into a direct sum of two line bundles trivial over M.

In Refs.[21l,a,b,c] it has been shown that there are three well defined C∞ actions, two
of which are free actions, of the group of gauge transformations or of some of its subgroups
(these results are valid for G=SU(n) and M = S3 or 4; instead of stating the results for Ĉ
and AutV P ∼ Γ(AdP ) ∼ GauP [valid even when P is non-trivial], we shall use C and G
with both only locally defined when P is non-trivial):

i) C2,s × G2,s+1 → C2,s;
ii) C2,s × G2,s+1

∗ → C2,s (free action);
iii) C2,sir × G̃2,s+1 → C2,sir (free action);

where C2,sir is the space of gauge potentials associated with irreducible connections. One
has

G2,s+1
∗ ⊂ G̃2,s+1 ⊂ G2,s+1 (6.9)

One can define three different orbit spaces:

i) N 2,s = C2,s/G2,s+1

with G2,s+1 not acting freely on C2,s due to the nontriviality of the stability group GA =
ZG(ΦA) for reducible connections. The C∞ topology of the orbit space N 2,s is the topology
discussed in Refs.[72a,b] in connection with the group of diffeomorphisms Diff(M). In
short, the topology of N is determined by the local ”slices” SA = {A+ Ã |A ∈ C2,s, Ã ∈
C∞(Λ1(M)⊗ g), D(A)∗Ã = −D(A)Ã = 0}, which are ”generalized local Coulomb gauges”
(for A = 0 one gets the standard Coulomb gauge ∂ · Ã = 0); since SA is orthogonal
(with respect to the Riemannian metric) to the gauge orbit OA through A, SA does not
intersect OA near A except at A; N 2,s is a metrizable Hausdorff space. C2,s(N 2,s,G2,s+1)
is not a principal bundle. If a continuous gauge s : N 2,s → C2,s were to exist, then
s|N2,s

ir
: N 2,s

ir → C2,sir would give a cross section of the principal bundle C2,sir (N 2,s
ir , G̃2,s+1)

[see iii) later on]. In Refs.[21a,l] it has been shown that no continuous gauge (i.e. global
cross section) s : N 2,s → C2,s exists for M = S4 or S3 ; therefore there is the Gribov
ambiguity [73,30].

ii) N 2,s
∗ = C2,s/G2,s+1

∗ ,
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where G2,s+1
∗ ⊂ G2,s+1 is the subgroup of gauge transformations which leaves fixed the

fiber over a point xo ∈ M (usually ∞ in R3 or R4; this is the case for Ḡ2,s+1
∞ with the

boundary conditions of Eqs.(2-40) in the Hamiltonian formalism), i.e. U(xo) = I; G2,s+1
∗

acts freely and properly on C2,s (i.e. without fixed points), which turns out to be a principal
fiber bundle C2,s(N 2,s

∗ ,G2,s+1
∗ ) over N 2,s

∗ with structure group G2,s+1
∗ , which differs from

G2,s+1 for the action of the compact group G: G2,s+1/G2,s+1
∗ = G. The Lie algebra of

G2,s+1
∗ consists of elements of g2,s+1

G which vanish at xo. In Refs.[21a,l] it is shown that

the principal bundle C2,s(N 2,s
∗ ,G2,s+1

∗ ) is not trivial, so that it has no global cross sections;
again we get the Gribov ambiguity.

iii) N 2,s
ir = C2,sir /G̃2,s+1 ⊂ N 2,s,

where G̃2,s+1 = G2,s+1/ZG acts freely and properly on C2,sir , which therefore is a principal

bundle over N 2,s
ir with structure group G̃2,s+1. G2,s+1

∗ is a normal subgroup of G̃2,s+1 ,

but the principal bundle C2,sir (N 2,s
ir , G̃2,s+1) ”cannot be reduced” to C2,s(N 2,s

∗ ,G2,s+1
∗ ). The

C∞ topology of the orbit space N 2,s
ir is the topology discussed in Ref.[71a,b; 21a,b,c].

N 2,s
ir is an infinite dimensional C∞ Riemannian manifold, whose tangent space at OAir

is isomorphic to the slice SAir
= {Air + Ã|Air ∈ C2,sir , Ã ∈ C∞(Λ1(M) ⊗ g), D(Air)∗Ã =

0}; the inner product is
∫

M
(Ã1 ∧ ∗Ã2)g. The tangent space at the gauge orbit OAir

at

Air is {D(Air)Ã
′ | Ã′ ∈ C∞(Λo(M) ⊗ g)} and it is orthogonal to the slice SAir

:
∫

M
(Ã∧

∗D(Air)Ã
′

)g =
∫

M
(D(Air)∗Ã ∧ ∗Ã′

)g = 0 by definition of SAir
. In Ref.[21c] it is shown

that N 2,s
ir is a Hilbert manifold [i.e. it is a manifold whose structure is given by a system

of neighbourhoods covering N 2,s
ir , homeomorphic to open sets in a Hilbert space (model

space); the Hilbert space is H2,s(Λ1(M)⊗g), the kernel of D(A)∗ in Γ2,s(Λ1(M)⊗g); a slice
SAir

is one of its open sets]. One has that C2,sir is an ”open dense” set with trivial homotopy

groups [πj(C2,sir ) = 0] in C2,s and N 2,s
ir is an ”open dense” set in N 2,s. The complement

of N 2,s
ir in N 2,s, the ”gauge orbits of reducible potentials”, is a ”stratified closed, nowhere

dense variety”; therefore, since the action of G2,s+1 on C2,s is not free, N 2,s is not a
manifold. Standard methods in elliptic analysis allow us to conclude that there are local
cross sections, the slices SAir

, whose C∞ topology determines the topology of N 2,s
ir . The

closed set C = C2,s − C2,sir is a ”stratified set”, i.e. the union of disjoint submanifolds
of C2,s. If A ∈ C, one can find an infinite dimensional subspace of the tangent space to
A in C2,s ”orthogonal to C” at A. As a result there is a neighbourhood V of A in C2,s
such that πj(C2,s − C2,s ∩ C) = 0. The set C is a ”bifurcation set” [see Refs.[72] for the
study of the stratification and of its connection with the existence of the various types of
stability subgroups GA associated with the gauge symmetries of certain connections and
Refs.[74,28] for the G-space reinterpretation of the stratification]. Since one can show [21a]
that πj(G̃2,s+1) 6= 0 for some j for M = S4 or 3, one has Ĉ2,sir 6= N 2,s

ir × G̃2,s+1, so that the

principal bundle C2,sir (N 2,s
ir , G̃2,s+1) has no flat connection, i.e. it is nontrivial and has no

global cross section and we get the Gribov ambiguity. See Refs.[21a-h] for a discussion of
the Riemannian geometry of N 2,s

ir in analogy to Eqs(5-29) of the Abelian case.
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Therefore all three Sobolev spaces C2,s(N 2,s,G2,s+1), C2,s(N 2,s
∗ ,G2,s+1

∗ ) and
C2,sir (N 2,s

ir , G̃2,s+1) for G=SU(n) and M = S4 or 3, are not trivial principal bundles (due

to the non-vanishing higher homotopy groups of G2,s+1, G2,s+1
∗ and G̃2,s+1 respectively),

do not admit global cross sections [namely global slices or horizontal subspaces (with re-
spect to a connection on the various bundles C; this is not true in the Abelian case as shown
by the Coulomb gauge) through a given background gauge potential Ao, which intersect
the gauge orbit through Ao (orthogonally with respect to the weak Riemannian structure
on the C’s) and all other gauge orbits only once] and the orbit spaces have nontrivial
topology. The study of the nontrivial topology of the orbit spaces is at the basis of the
topological theory of the anomalies, in which one takes into account the global properties
of the group G of gauge transformations; instead the algebraic (or BRST) theory takes
into account the local properties of the algebra gG of G (with the residual gauge freedom of
infinitesimal gauge transformations after a BRST gauge-fixing replaced with the degrees
of freedom of the BRST ghosts [5e]), avoiding the not under control problem to rebuild the
infinite-dimensional Hilbert-Lie group G from its Lie algebra gG (see for instance Refs.[75]).

For M = S3 the same result extends to the three associated phase spaces (see for
instance Ref.[76]): the three corresponding constraint submanifolds are not trivial principal
bundles over the associated reduced phase spaces (phase space orbit spaces of Dirac’s
observables), namely there are no global Dirac’s gauge-fixings.

Moreover, in contrast to the Polyakov string [65b], it is also impossible to make an
incomplete gauge fixing leaving a compact group of residual gauge transformations due to
the fact that the homotopy type of the group of gauge transformations is different from
that of finite dimensional Lie groups [65a].

This phenomenon is due to the fact that in ordinary Sobolev spaces W 2,s(M,R),
s > 1

2
dimM , M = S3 or M = R3 with the boundary conditions (2-40), there can exist

connections with non-trivial stability subgroups GA of the gauge potentials (gauge sym-
metries) and/or GΩ of the field strength (gauge copies), creating the stratifications of the
spaces C2,s (and of their orbit spaces) and T ∗C2,s. As shown in Refs.[73,30], the gauge
orbits in these functional spaces have a nontrivial behaviour (complicated by the winding
number) and intersect many times every hyperplane in C2,s (or in T ∗C2,s) supposed to

correspond to a gauge-fixing, like ~∂ · ~Aa(x) = 0 in the Coulomb gauge, so that one has Gri-
bov copies. For instance, in the Coulomb gauge hyperplane there is a region Γ around the
pure gauge background connection where the determinant of the Faddeev-Popov operator
(connected with the Poisson brackets of the first-class constraints and of the gauge-fixings)
is positive. On the boundary Γ∗ (the first Gribov horizon) of this so called first Gribov
region Γ, the Faddeev-Popov operator develops zero modes; outside Γ∗ there are other
Gribov regions with Gribov copies. As a consequence one cannot invert relevant operators
like the Faddeev-Popov one and find the associated Green functions [77]. By using more
sophisticated functional spaces for C in the Euclidean setting (Euclidean torus) and by
studying the stationarity of a functional F (the Hilbert norm of the gauge transformed
AU as a function of U, if the background connection is a pure gauge described by the
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zero gauge potential) over a gauge orbit in C (in this way one takes into account only the
stability subgroups GA, but not GΩ), whose local minima are connected with the Coulomb
gauge, it is shown in Refs.[78] that Γ is a bounded convex region, that every gauge orbit
intersects Γ, that the gauge orbits of gauge potentials with gauge symmetries (nontrivial
GA) intersect the Gribov horizon Γ∗, but moreover that there can be Gribov copies also
inside Γ. It is then shown that the absolute minima of the functional F determine a fun-
damental modular region Λ without Gribov copies, which however can be present on the
boundary Λ∗ of Λ (no way is known to find Λ∗). Λ∗ lies inside Γ∗, but may have points of
contact with Γ∗ in correspondence of gauge potentials with gauge symmetries (nontrivial
GA). In Ref.[79] it is argued that Gribov copies are present in the part of Λ∗ not in contact
with Γ∗ and that the nontrivial homotopy properties of the gauge group and of the orbit
spaces [21a] can be rediscovered by identifying all the sets of points on Λ∗ which are Gribov

copies of each other. It is plausible, even if not proved, that the gauge potentials ~Aa inside
each set of Gribov copies on Λ∗ would correspond to gauge copies on the same gauge orbit
(π1(G) = 0) giving the same field strength ~Ba (nontrivial GΩ) and also the same electric
fields (canonical momenta); probably one should reformulate the approach of Ref.[78] for
the gauge orbits in phase space so to take into account GA and GΩ simultaneously (see later
on); however the situation could be more complicated and the connection, if any, between
part of the Gribov copies and the gauge copies has still to be clarified (see for instance
the results in Ref.[80]). Also the general relevance of the Gribov ambiguity for physics, for
instance for the problem of confinement, is far from clear (see for instance Ref.[81]). In
any case it is clear that this phenomenon depends on the choice of the functional space C
of gauge potentials and that, if we could have only fully irreducible connections, Cfir, all
these problems would disappear.

Let us analyze in more detail the Coulomb gauge-fixing in YM theory on P t =
(R3 × {xo})×G with the boundary conditions of Eqs.(2-40)ii) by choosing the flat back-
ground connection described by the zero gauge potential; the configuration space of gauge
potentials ~Aa is C3, while the phase space is T ∗C = C3 × E3 (Aoa and πoa can be ignored in

this discussion), where E3 is the space of electric fields ~πa = g−2 ~Ea (they are momenta and

not field strengths on P t; instead the field strengths are the magnetic fields ~Ba); G3 is the
group of fixed time gauge transformations U(~x, xo) (see the discussion in Sections 2 and

3); GA is the stability subgroup of ~Aa(~x, x
o) ∈ C3 (gauge symmetries of ~Aa); the stability

group GΩ of the YM theory on P 4 defined by [U, F ] = 0, i.e. [U, ~E] = [U, ~B] = 0, gives rise
to a simultaneous stability subgroup GΩ ⊂ G3 of the momenta ~πa and of the field strengths
~Ba of the YM theory on P t. On P t a priori one could define two independent stability
subgroups: i) GΩE ⊇ GΩ, GΩE ⊂ G3, of the momenta ~πa = g−2 ~Ea defined by [U, ~Ea] = 0;

ii) GΩB ⊇ GΩ, GΩB ⊂ G3, of the P t field strengths ~Ba (only it would be responsible of the
gauge copies in the P t YM theory); and one has GΩE ∩ GΩB = GΩ. However, due to the
implementation of the Poincaré group, as already said, we look at the P t YM theory as a
time slice of the P 4 = M4 × G YM theory, in which , however, no hypothesis is done on
the time asymptotism of both connections and gauge transformations. Therefore, we shall
consider only GΩ. Now, while GA is the stability subgroup of a point ~Aa ∈ C3, (GA,GΩ)

is the stability subgroup of a point ( ~Aa, ~πa) ∈ T ∗C3 = C3 × E3. Therefore like the various
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possible types of subgroups GA generate the stratification of C3 (and of its reduced orbit
space) [72,74,28], so the various possible types of subgroups GΩ will generate a stratifica-
tion of E3, so that T ∗C3 = C3 × E3 will have a double stratification structure a priori, of
which there is no trace in the literature; therefore, a priori one expects a doubling of the
Gribov ambiguity in phase space in the sense of Ref.[21a] ( the constraint set, supposed
to be a submanifold of T ∗C3, will be a nontrivial bundle on the reduced phase space of
Dirac’s observables); however, since GΩ is also the stability subgroup of the field strength
~Ba and since, as we shall see, it too is responsible of the Gribov ambiguity, it is better
to speak only of a generalized Gribov ambiguity (it would be needed a re-examination of
the problem, in particular of the stratification aspects both from the differential geometry
and functional analysis points of view). When the chosen functional space is such that
GA = ZG one has C3 = C3ir, but if GΩ ⊃ ZG one has E3 6= E3

ir (E3
ir denotes the space

of electric fields with trivial GΩ), so that T ∗C3ir = C3 × E3 6= (T ∗C3)ir = C3ir × Eir; only
when fully irreducible connections alone , for which GΩ = GA = ZG, are allowed, one has
E3 = E3

ir and then C3 = C3fir and T ∗C3fir = C3fir × E3
ir.

For a given ~A(~x, xo) = ~Aa(~x, x
o)T̂ a one has the Coulomb gauge condition

~∂ · ~Aa(~x, xo) = 0, ⇒ ~Aa(~x, x
o) = ~Aa⊥(~x, xo). (6.10)

Gribov copies will exist if there exist gauge transformations U(~x, xo) such that the trans-

formed gauge potential ~AUa⊥ is still transverse

~AU⊥(~x, xo) = ~A⊥(~x, xo) + U−1(~x, xo) ~̂D
( ~A⊥)

U(~x, xo)

~∂ · ~AU⊥(~x, xo) = ~∂ · [U−1(~x, xo) ~̂D
( ~A⊥)

U(~x, xo)] = 0;

(6.11)

if U = eα, this last equation becomes

~∂ · ~AU⊥(~x, xo) = U−1(~x, xo)[K( ~A⊥)α(~x, xo)]U(~x, xo) = 0 (6.12)

where K(.) denotes the Faddeev-Popov operator

K( ~A) = −~∂ · ~̂D
( ~A)

= △ 1 + [{ ~Aa · ~∂ + ~∂ · ~Aa}T̂ a, .]

K( ~A⊥) = −~∂ · ~̂D
( ~A⊥)

= △ 1 + [ ~Aa⊥ · ~∂T̂ a, .]
(6.13)
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When the elliptic operator K has zero modes (their existence depends on the chosen func-

tional space), in particular when K( ~A⊥)α = 0, then one has Gribov copies.

If we go back to the global form (6-11) of this equation (whose solutions do not imply
a priori the vanishing of the Faddeev-Popov determinant and, therefore, can give origin to
Gribov copies not on the Gribov horizons), we immediately see:

i) every connection on R3 ×G with a nontrivial stability subgroup GA ⊃ ZG, has Gribov

copies associated with the gauge symmetries U solutions of ~̂D
( ~A⊥)

U(~x, xo) = 0 since for

these U’s one has ~∂ · ~AU⊥ = 0;
ii) for every connection on R3×G with a nontrivial stability subgroup GΩ ⊃ ZG for its field

strength ~Ba, the gauge transformations U ∈ GΩ are solutions of the equation [U, ~B] = 0; by

using the Bianchi identity ~̂D
( ~A)

· ~B ≡ 0, the defining equation [U, ~B] = 0 can be rewritten

as [U−1 ~̂D
( ~A)

U, · ~B] = 0 where U−1 ~̂D
( ~A)

U is an element ~tΩ(~x, xo; ~A) of the Lie algebra gΩ

of GΩ valued in the space of functions ~g(~x, xo) on R3; therefore any such element of gΩ

which, for ~Aa = ~Aa⊥, is a transverse function on R3, i.e. ~∂ · ~tΩ(~x, xo; ~A⊥) = 0, gives a
Gribov copy being a solution of Eq.(6-11).

Therefore on P t = R3 ×G with the boundary conditions (2-40)ii) we expect to have:

i) Let A ∈ Ĉ3fir, namely ~Aa ∈ C3fir is the gauge potential of a fully irreducible connection

so that its stability subgroup GA and the stability subgroup GΩ of its field strength ~B are
trivial: GΩ = GA = ZG (neither gauge copies nor gauge symmetries). Then its gauge orbit

OA intersects the transverse functional hyperplane ~∂ · ~Aa = 0 only once so that on the
gauge orbit there is only one transverse gauge potential ~Aa⊥ for the given connection and
there are no Gribov copies.
ii) Let A ∈ Ĉ3ir, namely ~Aa ∈ C3ir is the gauge potential of an irreducible connection with
gauge copies but no nontrivial gauge symmetry: GΩ ⊃ GA = ZG. In this case the gauge
orbit has as many intersections with the transverse hyperplane as gauge copies of the
given gauge potential and some of these Gribov copies can be inside the Gribov horizon
Γ∗; inside it, without points of contact, there is the fundamental modular region Λ and
on its boundary Λ∗ there are sets of points which are gauge copies connected by gauge
transformations induced by those U ∈ GΩ ⊃ ZG which are not solutions of Eq.(6-11); these
U’s should also be responsible for the Gribov copies which lie in between the boundary Λ∗

of the fundamental region and the Gribov horizon Γ∗, even if we do not have an explicit
demonstration, and of the Gribov copies on Λ∗ (see however Ref.[80]).

iii) Let A ∈ Ĉ3red, namely ~Aa ∈ Ĉ3red is the gauge potential of a reducible connection with
both gauge copies and gauge symmetries: GΩ ⊃ GA ⊃ ZG. In this case we have all
the possible Gribov copies, the Gribov horizon Γ∗ has points connected with the gauge
symmetries and points connected with the gauge copies for those U ∈ GΩ giving solutions
of Eq.(6-11), the fundamental modular region boundary Λ∗ has points of tangency with the
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Gribov horizon Ω∗ in connection with the gauge symmetries U ∈ GA and on the remaining
part of the boundary Λ∗ there are Gribov copies in the sense of gauge copies induced by
those U ∈ GΩ not giving solutions of Eq.(6-11) as in ii).

The conclusion is that one has to look for more sophisticated functional spaces than
the Sobolev spaces, to see whether Gribov copies and Gribov horizon can be avoided, so
that the whole space is the fundamental modular region. In Ref.[20] it is assumed that the
gauge potentials and the electric field strengths belong to the following weighted Sobolev
spaces (see Ref.[82])

~Aa ∈W p,s−1,δ+1(R3, R), i.e. C3 = C3;p,s−1,δ+1 ⇒ ~Ba ∈ W p,s−2,δ+2,

~πa ∈W p,s−1,δ+1, i.e. E3 = E3;p,s−1,δ+1

p > 3, s ≥ 3, 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1− 3

p

(6.14)

In this space one has the asymptotic behaviours

~Aa(~x, x
o), ~πa(~x, x

o)→r→∞O(r−3/2+ǫ) (6.15)

so that both of them are square integrable. In this way one has that all the Poincaré
generators (2-21) are convergent well defined real valued functions on T ∗C3;p,s−1,δ+1 and
that the non-Abelian charges are convergent on the constraint subset of T ∗C3;p,s−1,δ+1

defined by Γa(~x, x
o) ≈ 0. Let us remark that in the YM theory on P 4 = M4 × G, one

should take also ~π = g−2 ~E belonging to the same space as ~B (for instance this is done in
the first half of Ref.[20] when discussing Gribov ambiguity); here, due to the absence of
requirements on time asymptotism, there is a difference between P 4 and ∪xo(R3×{xo})×G.

Eqs.(6-14) are a weakening of Eqs.(2-40)ii), which, however, have to be mantained
with ǫ = 0 if one wishes to have neither exploding nor vanishing non-Abelian charges.
Consistency requires a group G3;p,s,δ of gauge transformations acting on this space of gauge

potentials, but to get Eqs.(3-18) and (3-19) and in particular G3;o
∞ = G3;o(P )

∞ (absence of
non-rigid improper gauge transformations) one needs to restrict strongly G3;p,s,δ (whose
strongest allowed behaviour is r−(1+ǫ)) to a subgroup Ǧ whose Hilbert-Lie algebra gǦ
contains only functions such that αa(~x, x

o) ∼ r−(5/2+ǫ) or r−(3+ǫ). If this restriction can be
defined in a consistent way, then the conclusions of Section 3 can be made rigorous and the

constraint (presymplectic) submanifold γ̄ in phase space would become γ̄ = γ̄R × Ḡ3;o(P )
∞ ,

where γ̄R is the reduced phase space (Hamiltonian orbit space): γ̄ would be a trivial
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principal bundle and γ̄R would still contain the structures connected with the winding
number n ∈ Z, with the non-Abelian charges and with the center ZG.

For every ~Aa ∈ C3;p,s−1,δ+1, the covariant derivative define the map ~̂D
( ~A)

: W p,s,δ

(R3, R)→W p,s−1,δ+1(R3, R), whose formal L2 adjoint is ~̂D
( ~A)∗

= − ~̂D
( ~A)

, so that one has

Γa = − ~̂D
( ~A)

ab · ~πb = ~̂D
( ~A)∗
ab · ~πb ≈ 0. Then following the method used in general relativity

[83], one can think to a decomposition in a covariantly transverse part plus the covariant
derivative of something

~πa(~x, x
o) = ~πa,D⊥(~x, xo) + ~̂D

( ~A)

ab φb(~x, x
o)

~̂D
( ~A)

ab · ~πb,D⊥(~x, xo) = − ~̂D
( ~A)∗
ab · ~πb,D⊥(~x, xo) ≡ 0.

~̂D
( ~A)∗
ab · ~πb(~x, xo) = Γa(~x, x

o) = ~̂D
( ~A)∗
ab · ~̂D

( ~A)

bc φc(~x, x
o) = −△( ~A)

abφb(~x, x
o).
(6.16)

In Ref.[20] it is shown that

△( ~A) = − ~̂D
( ~A)∗
· ~̂D

( ~A)

= ~̂D
( ~A)

· ~̂D
( ~A)

: W p,s,δ(R3, R)→W p,s−2,δ+2(R3, R) (6.17)

is an isomorphism; namely it is a second order elliptic operator, which is a continuous
map with closed range and a priori a finite dimensional kernel; than it is shown that

ker△( ~A) = 0 by showing that the equation ~̂D
( ~A)

ab φb(~x, x
o) = 0 has only the solution φa = 0

so that △( ~A) is an isomorphism; this also shows that in these functional spaces there are
no gauge symmetries for the gauge potentials in C3;p,s−1,δ+1 [the generators U of the gauge
symmetries cannot vanish asymptotically and thus cannot belong to W p,s,δ(R3, R)]: i.e.

C3;p,s−1;δ+1
red = 0, C3;p,s−1,δ+1 = C3;p,s−1,δ+1

ir and there is no stratification due to the GA’s.

Therefore one obtains
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φa(~x, x
o) = − 1

△( ~A)
(~x, xo) Γb(~x, x

o)

πia,D⊥(~x, xo) = (1− ~̂D
( ~A) 1

△( ~A)
~̂D

( ~A)

)

ij

ab

(~x, xo) πjb(~x, x
o) = P( ~A)ij

ab (~x, xo)πjb(~x, x
o)

(6.18)

where

P( ~A)ij
ab (~x, xo) = δijδab − [D̂( ~A)i

ac

1

△( ~A)
cd

D̂
( ~A)j
db ](~x, xo) (6.19)

is a globally defined projection operator onto the covariantly constant transverse space for
each ~Aa ∈ C3;p,s−1,δ+1.

In Ref.[20] it is also shown that the constraint subset of T ∗C3;p,s−1,δ+1 ∼ C3;p,s−1,δ+1×
E3;p,s−1,δ+1 determined by the first class constraints Γa ≈ 0 is a submanifold of
T ∗C3;p,s−1,δ+1. If one could show that E3;p,s−1,δ+1 = E3;p,s−1,δ+1

ir , i.e. GΩ = GA = ZG
for all connections, then one would be sure that C3;p,s−1,δ+1 = C3;p,s−1,δ+1

fir : no Gribov

ambiguity would be present, C3;p,s−1,δ+1
fir would be a trivial principal bundle over the re-

duced orbit space (with structure group G3;o(P )
∞ ⊂ G3;o;p,s,δ

∞ ) and the constraint submanifold

Γa ≈ 0 of T ∗C3;p,s−1,δ+1
fir = C3;p,s−1,δ+1

fir × E3;p,s−1,δ+1
ir a trivial principal bundle over the

reduced phase space of Dirac’s observables (with structure group Ḡ3;o(P )
∞ ⊂ Ḡ3;o;p,s,δ

∞ ).

For YM theory in Minkowski space-time the existence and uniqueness theorems were
obtained in Refs.[84a,b,c]: for Cauchy data ( ~A(~x, 0), ~π(~x, o)) in the Sobolev space T ∗C =
C × E = W 2,s(R3, R) × W 2,s−1(R3, R), s ≥ 2, which satisfy the constraint equations

Γa(~x, 0) = 0, there exists a global solution ( ~A(~x, xo), ~π(~x, xo)) of YM equations. On
the other hand the regularity of the constraint set (i.e. its being a submanifold of the
phase space and the absence of connections with gauge symmetries), were just shown
to hold in the previous weighted Sobolev spaces [20]. In Ref.[84d] the regularity of the
constraint set is proved in W 2,2(R3, R) × W 2,1(R3, R), for which one already has the
existence and uniqueness theorem; again connections with gauge symmetries are excluded
(an U which is a gauge symmetry cannot approach the boundary limits so quickly; since the
number of independent gauge symmetries is equal to the number of zero eigenvalues of the

elliptic operator ~̂D
( ~A)

[ ~̂D
( ~A)

φ = 0], on the compactification S3 of R3 it would also be the
topological charge (due to the index theorem), which vanishes since all principal bundles
over S3 are trivial; this result extends to R3 with suitable boundary conditions like Eqs.(2-
40)); it is however noted that the assumption of square integrability is violated in the
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presence of symmetry breaking and there, maybe, the connections with gauge symmetries
could play some role. Let us remark that the boundary conditions for these existence and
uniqueness theorems exclude configurations containing Coulomb charges (∼ 1/r2) and also
dipole type waves; see Ref.[84e] for more recent developments.

After the previous results let us try to solve Gauss’ law 1st class constraints

Γa(~x, x
o) ≈ 0 of Eqs.(2-28); to this end we need a Green function ~ζ

( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo) for the

covariant divergence:

~̂D
( ~A)

ab (~x, xo) · ~ζ( ~A)
bc (~x, ~y; xo) = ~∂ · ~ζ( ~A)

ac (~x, ~y, xo) + cadb ~Ad(~x, x
o) · ~ζ( ~A)

bc (~x, ~y; xo)

= −δacδ3(~x− ~y)
(6.20)

If we consider the path-dependent or Wu-Yang nonintegrable phase [22,23f] joining
the point ~y ∈ R3 to the point ~x ∈ R3 along the segment of straight-line (the geodesic
joining ~x to ~y), we have the following solution of the previous equation:

~ζ
( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo) = ~c(~x− ~y)ζ( ~A)

ab (~x, ~y; xo)

ζ
( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo) = [ζ( ~A)(~x, ~y; xo)]ab = (P e

∫

~x

~y
d~z· ~Au(~z,xo)T̂u

)ab

(6.21)

where ~c(~x− ~y) is the Green function of the ordinary divergence in the Abelian case, given

by Eqs.(5-5) and satisfying ~∂x · ~c(~x− ~y) = −δ3(~x− ~y); in the Abelian limit, cabc = 0, one

has ~ζ
( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo) = δabδ

3(~x − ~y). The key point is that the operator ~c(~x − ~y) · ~∂x is the
directional derivative along the straight-line joining ~y and ~x. Therefore the solution of the

equations Γa(~x, x
o) = − ~̂D

( ~A)

ab (~x, xo) · ~πb(~x, xo) is

πia(~x, x
o) = πia,D⊥(~x, xo) +

∫

d3y ζ
( ~A)i
ab (~x, ~y; xo)Γb(~y, x

o)

~̂D
( ~A)

ab (~x, xo) · ~πb,D⊥(~x, xo) ≡ 0.

(6.22)

The definition of the path-dependent phase along a path γ in the case M = R3,
(γ : [0, 1]→ R3, s 7→ γ(s)) is
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V (γ; ~A) = P e

∫

γ

~A(~x,xo)·d~x
= P e

∫

1

0
ds

d~x(s)
ds
· ~A(~x(s),xo)

=

=

∞
∑

n=0

∫ 1

0

dsn

∫ sn

0

· · ·
∫ s2

0

ds1

dxin(sn)

dsn
Ainan

(~x(sn), x
o) · · · dx

i1(s1)

ds1
Ai1a1

(~x(s1), x
o)T̂ an · · · T̂ a1 ,

(6.23)

where P denotes path ordering. The transformation properties of V (γ, ~A) under a gauge
transformation U(~x, xo) is

V (γ; ~A)→ V (γ, ~AU) = U(γ(1), xo)V (γ, ~A)U−1(γ(0), xo). (6.24)

This implies that, under infinitesimal gauge transformations U = 1 + αaT̂
a, ζ( ~A)(~x, ~y; xo)

transforms as

ζ
( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)→ [(1 + αu(~x, x

o)T̂u)ζ( ~A)(~x, ~y; xo)(1− αv(~y, xo)T̂ v)]ab ≈

≈ ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)+

+ [αu(~x, x
o)T̂uζ( ~A)(~x, ~y; xo)]ab − [αu(~y, x

o)ζ( ~A)(~x, ~y; xo)T̂u]ab =

= ζ
( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)+

+

∫

d3z αu(~z, x
o)[δ3(~x− ~z)cuacζ( ~A)

cb (~z, ~y; xo)− ζ( ~A)
ac (~x, ~z; xo)cucbδ

3(~z − ~y)] =

= ζ
( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo) +

∫

d3z αu(~z, x
o){ζ( ~A)

ab (~x, ~y; xo),Γu(~z, x
o)},

(6.25)

where in the last line we have introduced the phase space generator of the gauge transfor-
mation; by comparison we get the following action of Gauss’ law constraints on the bilocal
Green function

{ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo),Γu(~z, x

o)} =

= δ3(~x− ~z)cuacζ( ~A)
cb (~z, ~y; xo)− ζ( ~A)

ac (~x, ~z; xo)cucbδ
3(~z − ~y).

(6.26)

Since Eq.(6-16) implies
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πia,D⊥(~x, xo) =

∫

d3y [δijδabδ
3(~x− ~y) + ζ( ~A)i

ac (~x, ~y; xo)D̂
( ~A)j
cb (~y, xo)]πjb(~y, x

o) =

=

∫

d3yP( ~A)ij
ab (~x, ~y; xo)πjb(~y, x

o),

(6.27)

then by using Eqs.(2-29) one gets that ~πa,D⊥(~x, xo) behaves as a tensor like ~πa(~x, x
o):

{πia,D⊥(~x, xo),Γb(~y, x
o)} = −cacbπic,D⊥(~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y). (6.28)

Since the path-dependent phase performs the parallel transport of geometrical objects
belonging to representations of G, along a curve γ in M = R3, associated with the gauge
potential A ∈ C3;p,s−1,δ+1, itsA-horizontal lift to P t = R3×G is the parallel transporter on
P along an A-horizontal lift γApo

(s) [starting at any point po ∈ π−1(γ(0)) ⊂ P t of the fiber

over γ(0)] of γ(s) associated with the connection 1-form ωA describing the given connection
A ∈ Ĉ3;p,s−1,δ+1; if the parallel transporter on M is globally defined for any pair of points in
M, then the parallel transporter in P t will be globally defined on P t, and this can happen
only if all the points of P t can be connected by parallel transport; but this implies that
the holonomy bundle of the connection coincides with P t, PA = P t, and this may happen
only is the connection is completely irreducible, A ∈ Ĉ3;p,s−1,δ+1

fir , i.e. ΦA = G. Therefore

the global existence of the Green function ~ζ
( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo) of the covariant divergence, which

is assured from being the covariant divergence an elliptic operator without zero modes in
the weighted Sobolev space W p,s−1,δ+1(R3, R) of Ref.[20], is synonimus of the fact that in
such spaces only fully irreducible connections are present, just those for which the Gribov
ambiguity is absent so that C3;p,s−1,δ+1 = C3;p,s−1,δ+1

fir is a trivial principal bundle over the

orbit space N 3;p,s−1,δ+1
fir with fiber the group of gauge transformations Gp,s,δ. But then,

for what has been said previously, also E3;p,s−1,δ+1 = E3;p,s−1,δ+1
ir since GΩ = GA = ZG

and there is no Gribov ambiguity.

We shall now evaluate other Green functions, which will be useful later on.

First of all let us consider the following operator which coincides with the Faddeev-
Popov operator on transverse gauge potentials
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K̃ab( ~A)(~x, xo) = − ~̂D
( ~A)

(~x, xo) · ~∂x = −~∂x · ~̂D
( ~A)

(~x, xo)− cabc(~∂x · ~Ac(~x, xo)) =

= K( ~A)− cabc~∂x · ~Ac(~x, xo)
K̃ab( ~A⊥)(~x, xo) = K( ~A⊥)(~x, xo)

K̃ab( ~A)(~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) = K̃ab( ~A)(~x, ~y; xo) = − ~̂D
( ~A)

(~x, xo)△x ·
~∂x
△x

δ3(~x− ~y) =

= − ~̂D
( ~A)

(~x, xo)△x · ~c(~x− ~y);
(6.29)

its Green function satisfies

G
( ~A)

K̃,ab
(~x, ~y; xo) = (K̃−1)ab(

~A)(~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y)

K̃ab( ~A)(~x, xo)G
( ~A)

K̃,bc
(~x, ~y; xo) = δacδ

3(~x− ~y).

(6.30)

The second operator is

Z( ~A)(~x, xo) = I + ~A(~x, xo) ·
~∂x
△x

= I + T̂ c ~Ac(~x, x
o) ·

~∂x
△x

= K̃( ~A)(~x, xo)
1

△x

Z
( ~A)
ab (~x, xo) = (δab△x + cabc ~Ac(~x, x

o)) · ~∂x)
1

△x
= −(δab~∂x + cacb ~Ac(~x, x

o)) · 1

△x

(6.31)

and for its Green function one has

Z
( ~A)
ab (~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) = Z

( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo) = − ~̂D

( ~A)

ab (~x, xo) · ~c(~x− ~y)

G
( ~A)
Z,ab(~x, ~y; x

o) = (Z−1)
( ~A)

ab (~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) = △xG( ~A)

K̃,ab
(~x, ~y; xo)

Z
( ~A)
ab (~x, xo)G

( ~A)
Z,bc(~x, ~y; x

o) = − ~̂D
( ~A)

ab (~x, xo) ·
∫

d3z ~c(~x− ~z)G( ~A)
Z,bc(~z, ~y; x

o) = δacδ
3(~x− ~y)

(6.32)
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From Eq.(6-20) we obtain

~∂x
△x

G
( ~A)
Z,ab(~x, ~y; x

o) =

∫

d3z ~c(~x− ~z)G( ~A)
Z,ab(~z, ~y; x

o) = ~ζ
( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo). (6.33)

Therefore we get the following solutions for the two Green functions

G
( ~A)
Z,ab(~x, ~y; x

o) = (Z−1)
( ~A)

ab (~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) = [△x(K̃−1)ab(
~A)](~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) =

= −~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)

G
( ~A)

K̃,ab
(~x, ~y; xo) = (K̃−1)ab(

~A)(~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) =

= −
~∂x
△x
· ~ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo) = −

∫

d3z ~c(~x− ~z) · ~ζ( ~A)
ab (~z, ~y; xo)

(6.34)

Let us remark that from the last equation we obtain the result that the inverse of the
Faddeev-Popov K( ~A⊥)(~x, xo) exists in these weighted Sobolev space (no zero modes) for
transverse gauge potentials.

The next operator is the one of Eq.(6-17)
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△( ~A)
ab (~x, xo) = ~̂D

( ~A)

ac (~x, xo) · ~̂D
( ~A)

cb (~x, xo), △( ~A) = △( ~A)∗

△( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo) = △( ~A)

ab (~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y)

G
( ~A)
△,ab(~x, ~y; x

o) = (△−1)
( ~A)

ab (~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y)

△( ~A)
ab (~x, xo)G

( ~A)
△,bc(~x, ~y; x

o) =

∫

d3z△( ~A)
ab (~x, ~z; xo)G

( ~A)
△,bc(~z, ~y; x

o) =

= ~̂D
( ~A)

au (~x, xo) · [ ~̂D
( ~A)

ub (~x, xo)G
( ~A)
△,bc(~x, ~y; x

o)] = δacδ
3(~x− ~y)

G
( ~A)
△,uv(~y, ~z; x

o) =

∫

d3xG
( ~A)
△,ua(~y, ~x; x

o)△( ~A)
ab (~x, xo)G

( ~A)
△,bv(~x, ~z; x

o) =

=

∫

d3x [△( ~A)
ba (~x, xo)G

( ~A)
△,ua(~y, ~x; x

o)]G
( ~A)
△,bv(~x, ~z; x

o),

△( ~A)
ac (~x, xo)G

( ~A)
△,bc(~y, ~x; x

o) = ~̂D
( ~A)

au (~x, xo) · [ ~̂D
( ~A)

uc (~x, xo)G
( ~A)
△,bc(~y, ~x; x

o)] =

= δabδ
3(~x− ~y),

(6.35)

which for cabc = 0 becomes △( ~A)
ab (~xo)→ −△x. By using Eqs.(6-33), (6-34) one obtains
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~̂D
( ~A)

ab (~x, xo)G
( ~A)
△,bc(~x, ~y; x

o) = −~ζ( ~A)
ac (~x, ~y; xo) =

= −
~∂x
△x

[(Z−1)
( ~A)

ac (~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y)] = −~∂x(K̃−1)( ~A)ac(~x, x
o)δ3(~x− ~y)

~̂D
( ~A)

ac (~x, xo)G
( ~A)
△,bc(~y, ~x; x

o) = −~ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)

G
( ~A)

K̃,ac
(~x, ~y; xo) = (K̃−1)ac(

~A)(~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) = −
~∂x
△x
· ~ζ( ~A)
ac (~x, ~y; xo)

G
( ~A)
Z,ac(~x, ~y; x

o) = (Z−1)
( ~A)

ac (~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) = [△x (K̃−1)ac(
~A)](~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) =

= −[K̃ab( ~A)(~x, xo) + cabv(~∂x · ~Av(~x, xo))]G( ~A)
△,bc(~x, ~y; x

o) =

−Kab( ~A)(~x, xo)G
( ~A)
△,bc(~x, ~y; x

o) = ~∂x · ~̂D
( ~A)

ab (~x, xo)G
( ~A)
△,bc(~x, ~y; x

o) =

= −~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)
ac (~x, ~y; xo)

(6.36)

and

[δab+(K̃−1)au(
~A)(~x, xo)cubv(~∂x · ~Av(~x, xo))]G( ~A)

△,bc(~x, ~y; x
o) =

= −[(K̃−1)au(
~A)△x (K̃−1)uc(

~A)](~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y)
(6.37)

For transverse potentials ~A = ~A⊥ (~∂ · ~A⊥ ≡ 0), one gets

−△( ~A⊥)
ab (~x, xo) = [K( ~A⊥)

1

△x
K( ~A⊥)](~x, xo)

ab

(6.38)

so that we get the following solution for the Green function of Eqs. (6-35) in the case of
transverse potentials
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G
( ~A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o) = (△−1)
( ~A⊥)

ab (~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) =

= −[(K−1)au(
~A⊥)△x(K−1)ub(

~A⊥)](~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) =

= −
∫

d3z G
( ~A⊥)
K,au(~x, ~z; x

o)G
( ~A⊥)
Z,ub (~z, ~y; xo) =

= −
∫

d3z
1

△x
~∂x · ~ζ( ~A⊥)

au (~x, ~z; xo)~∂z · ~ζ( ~A⊥)
ub (~z, ~y; xo) =

= −
∫

d3z1d
3z2 ~c(~x− ~z1) · ~ζ( ~A⊥)

au (~z1, ~z2; x
o) ~∂z2 · ~ζ( ~A⊥)

ub (~z2, ~y; x
o)

(6.39)

Since for transverse potentials A⊥ one has K̃( ~A⊥) = K( ~A⊥) and K( ~A⊥) = K∗( ~A⊥),
one also gets

G
( ~A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o) = −
∫

d3z G
( ~A⊥)
K,au(~x, ~z; x

o)G
( ~A⊥)
Z,ub (~z, ~y; xo) =

= −
∫

d3z G
( ~A⊥)
K,ua(~z, ~x; x

o)G
( ~A⊥)
Z,ub (~z, ~y; xo) =

= −
∫

d3z
1

△z
~∂z · ~ζ( ~A⊥)

ua (~z, ~x; xo)~∂z · ~ζ( ~A⊥)
ub (~z, ~y; xo) =

(6.40)

Since from Eq.(6-20) we have

~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo) = −δabδ3(~x− ~y)− cauc ~Au(~x, xo) · ~ζ( ~A)

cb (~x, ~y; xo) =

= −δabδ3(~x− ~y) + (T̂u)ac
~Au(~x, x

o) · ~ζ( ~A)
cb (~x, ~y; xo)

(6.41)

we obtain the following forms of the three Green functions by using Eqs.(6-21) and (6-35)

G
( ~A)

K̃,ab
(~x, ~y; xo) = (K̃−1)ab(

~A)(~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) =

= −
∫

d3z [~∂xc(~x− ~z)] · [~∂zc(~z − ~y)]ζ( ~A)
ab (~z, ~y; xo)

(6.42)

G
( ~A)
Z,ab(~x, ~y; x

o) = (Z−1)
( ~A)

ab (~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) =

= δabδ
3(~x− ~y)− ( ~A(~x, xo))ac · [~∂xc(~x− ~y)]ζ

( ~A)
cb (~x, ~y; xo)

(6.43)
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and, after an integration by parts, we have

G
( ~A⊥)
△,ab (~y1, ~y2; x

o) = (△−1)
( ~A⊥)

ab (~y1, x
o)δ3(~y1 − ~y2) =

= δab c(~y1 − ~y2)− 2

∫

d3z c(~y1 − ~z)[~∂zc(~z − ~y2)] · ( ~A⊥(~z, xo))au ζ
( ~A⊥)
ub (~z, ~y2; x

o)+

+

∫

d3z1d
3z2 c(~y1 − ~z1)[∂hz1c(~z1 − ~z2)] [∂kz2c(~z2 − ~y2)]

(Ah⊥(~z1, x
o))auζ

( ~A⊥)
uv (~z1, ~z2; x

o)(Ak⊥(~z2, x
o))vrζ

( ~A⊥)
rb (~z2, ~y2; x

o)

(6.44)

where Eq.(6-20) and the following notations are used

c(~x) =
1

△δ
3(~x) =

−1

4π|~x| , ~c(~x) = ~∂c(~x) (6.45)

( ~A(~x, xo))ab = ~Ac(~x, x
o)(T̂ c)ab = cabc ~Ac(~x, x

o). (6.46)

Eq.(6-18) now becomes

φa(~x, x
o) = −

∫

d3z G
( ~A)
△,ab(~x, ~z; x

o)Γb(~z, x
o) (6.47)

and the first line of Eqs.(6-16) and Eq.(6-22) agree due to Eqs.(6- 36), i.e.

~πa(~x, x
o) = ~πa,D⊥(~x, xo) +

∫

d3y ~ζ( ~A)
ac (~x, ~y; xo)Γc(~y; x

o) =

= ~πa,D⊥(~x, xo)− ~̂D
( ~A)

ab (~x, xo)

∫

d3y G
( ~A)
△,bc(~x, ~y; x

o)Γc(~y, x
o)

(6.48)

Then Eqs.(6-18) agree with Eq.(6-27), so that the projector (6-19) can now be written as
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P( ~A) ij
ab (~x, ~y; xo) = δijδabδ

3(~x− ~y)− D̂( ~A)i
ad (~x, xo)G

( ~A)
△,dc(~x, ~y; x

o)D̂
( ~A)j
cb (~y, xo) =

= δijδabδ
3(~x− ~y) + ζ( ~A)i

ac (~x, ~y; xo)D̂
( ~A)j
cb (~y, xo)

∫

d3yP( ~A) ij
ab (~x, ~y; xo)D̂

( ~A) j
bc (~y, xo) =

∫

d3xP( ~A) ij
bc (~x, ~y; xo) = 0

∫

d3yP( ~A) ij
ab (~x, ~y; xo)P( ~A) jk

bc (~y, ~z; xo) = P( ~A) ik
ac (~x, ~z; xo).

(6.49)

This is the form of the projector of Refs.[21a-i] in these functional spaces.

From Eqs.(6-26) one obtains

−D̂( ~A)h
uv (~z, xo){ζ( ~A)

ab (~x, ~y; xo), πhv (~z, x
o)} =

= δ3(~x− ~z)cuacζ( ~A)
cb (~z, ~y; xo)− ζ( ~A)

ac (~x, ~z; xo)cucbδ
3(~z − ~y),

(6.50)

so that , discarding homogeneous solutions, one gets

{ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo), πhv (~z, x

o)} =

=

∫

d3w ζ( ~A)h
vs (~z, ~w; xo)[δ3(~x− ~w)csacζ

( ~A)
cb (~w, ~y; xo)− ζ( ~A)

ac (~x, ~w; xo)cscbδ
3(~w − ~y)] =

= ζ( ~A)h
vs (~z, ~x; xo)csacζ

( ~A)
cb (~x, ~y; xo)− ζ( ~A)h

vs (~z, ~y; xo)ζ( ~A)
ac (~x, ~y; xo)cscb.

(6.51)
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7. Coordinatization of the Principal Bundle and Decomposition of the Gauge

Potential.

In Section 2 we found that the vector fields on T ∗C3;p,s−1,δ+1
fir

Xa(~x, x
o) = −{.,Γa(~x, xo)} = {., ~̂D

( ~A)

ab (~x, xo) · ~πb(~x, xo)} (7.1)

satisfy the algebra (see after Eqs.(2-32))

[Xa(~x, x
o), Xb(~x, x

o)] = δ3(~x− ~y)cabcXc(~x, x
o) (7.2)

Being the infinitesimal generators of the proper gauge transformations , they are the verti-
cal fundamental vector fields tangent to the gauge orbits (see Appendix B) on the presym-

plectic submanifold and trivial principal bundle γ̄ = γ̄R × Ḡo(P )
∞ , where γ̄ is the constraint

submanifold Γa(~x, x
o) ≈ 0 in T ∗C3;p,s−1,δ+1

fir = C3;p,s−1,δ+1
fir × E3;p,s−1,δ+1

ir (the full phase

space is T ∗C4;p,s−1,δ+1
fir with Aoa(~x, x

o) and πoa(~x, x
o) ≈ 0 taken into account), γ̄R is the

reduced phase space of Dirac’s observables, Ḡo(P )
∞ is the suitable restriction of Ḡ3;p,s,δ

∞ to

have Ḡo(P )
∞ = Ḡo∞ (the winding number, the non-Abelian charges and the center ZG com-

ponents, Ḡ/Ḡo(P )
∞ = G×Z are not considered at this stage). Since the gauge group Ḡo(P )

∞ ,

restricted to a gauge orbit through ~Aa(~x, x
o) ∈ C3;p,s−1,δ+1

fir , which is a gauge potential of

a connection on P t = (R3×{xo})×G, is isomorphic to the fiber G(~x,xo) ∼ G over ~x at xo,
then, remembering Eqs.(A-2) of Appendix A on the group manifold of G, one can try to
introduce for it the following parametrization in a tubolar neighbourhood of the identity
cross section of P t where canonical coordinates of 1st kind can be safely introduced

Xa(~x, x
o) = Bba(η(~x, x

o))
δ̃

δηb(~x, xo)
(7.3)

Here: i) ηa(~x, x
o) are coordinates on the group manifold of Ḡo(P )

∞ at fixed ~x and xo, i.e.
they are coordinates on the fiber G(~x,xo) ∼ G of P t, which can be considered as the group

manifold of Ḡo(P )
∞ ; ii) the matrix B is the solution of Eqs.(A-3) (its inverse A = B−1 has

the form of Eqs.(A-5) if ηa(~x, x
o) are canonical coordinates of 1st kind for a neighbourhood

of the identity of G(~x,xo) ∼ G); iii) the functional derivative δ̃/δηb(~x, x
o) will be defined

later on as a directional functional derivative along the lines defining generalized canonical

coordinates of 1st kind on P t (or equivalently pointwise on Ḡo(P )
∞ ). To check the validity

of Eqs.(7-3) let us evaluate the commutator (7-2)
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[Xa(~x, x
o),Xb(~y, x

o)] =

= Bua(η(~x, x
o))

δ̃Bvb(η(~y, x
o))

δηu(~x, xo)

δ̃

δηv(~y, xo)
−

−Bub(η(~y, xo))
δ̃Bva(η(~x, x

o))

δηu(~y, xo)

δ̃

δηv(~x, xo)
=

= δ3(~x− ~y)[Bua(η(~x, xo))
∂Bvb(η)

∂ηu)
|η=η(~x,xo)−

−Bub(η(~x, xo))
∂Bva(η)

∂ηu
|η=η(~x,xo)]

δ̃

δηv(~x, xo)
=

= δ3(~x− ~y)Bvc(η(~x, xo))ccab
δ̃

δηv(~x, xo)
= δ3(~x− ~y)cabcXc(~x, x

o)

(7.4)

where we used the following generalization of Eqs.(A-3)

Bua(η(~x, x
o))

∂Bvb(η)

∂ηu)
|η=η(~x,xo) −Bub(η(~x, xo))

∂Bva(η)

∂ηu
|η=η(~x,xo) = Bvc(η(~x, x

o))ccab

(7.5)

which can be interpreted as the generalized Maurer-Cartan equations on the infinite di-

mensional group manifold P t of the gauge group Ḡo(P )
∞ , holding pointwise on each fiber of

P t over ~x at xo in a suitable tubolar neighbourhood of the identity cross section.

What is needed at this point is a suitable coordinatization of P t = (R3 × {xo}) ×G
in a tubolar neighbourhood of the identity cross section, by means of a family, labelled by
parameters λa, of global cross sections σ{λa}(~x, x

o) (the time dependence is induced by the
gauge potentials), horizontal with respect to a given connection A with connection 1-form
ωA on P t (see Appendix B); in this way we would also get a non-redundant coordinatization

of the gauge potentials σ{λa} ~Aa = σ∗{λa}ω
A, at least in a neighbourhood of σI ~Aa = σ∗Iω

A

(σI is the identity cross section) of the corresponding gauge orbit in C3;p,s−1,δ+1
fir .

An insight on how to build such a coordinatization of P t is given by the Green function
~ζ
( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo) of the covariant divergence used to solve Gauss’ laws. Since it privileges the

straight-lines joining pairs of points in the simply connected base manifold R3 (these lines
are privileged being the geodesics of the flat Riemannian manifold R3), we can proceed as
follows. Let us choose as reference point an origin in the affine space P t = R3×{xo}, (~x =
~0, xo), so to get a vector space E3; let us join the origin to every other point with straight-
line segments or geodesics (the vector of E3 applied in the origin). Given a connection
A on P t, let us consider the A-horizontal lifts of all segments through each point of the
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reference fiber Go ∼ G over the origin. Since our connections are fully irreducible, so
that all holonomy bundles coincide with P t, and since G is simply connected, we obtain a
family of A-horizontal global cross sections σb, parametrized by the elements b ∈ Go ∼ G;
they form a foliation of the manifold P t adapted to the given connection, whose leaves
σb can be parametrized by means of the coordinates in an analytic atlas of the analytic
manifold Go ∼ G; in this way with each connection 1-form ωA is associated a privileged
set of gauge potentials σb ~Aa = σ∗bω

A. If one changes the reference point (the origin) in R3,
in general the foliation changes even keeping the connection A fixed due to its holonomy
group ΦA (this can be seen by considering the geodesic triangles whose vertices are the old
origin, the new one and an other arbitrary point) and so also the set of privileged gauge
potentials changes (they are connected with the previously privileged gauge potentials by
homotopically trivial gauge transformations); however, the identity cross section belongs
to all these foliations.

Let us put canonical coordinates of 1st kind (see Appendix A) in a neighbourhood
of the identity of the reference fiber Go = G(~0,xo) ∼ G and let us denote them as ηa(~0)

[ (~0, xo, ηa(~0) ) are the coordinates of the corresponding points in P t]. To define coordinates
in a neighbourhood of the identity of another fiber G(~x,xo) ∼ G over the point (~x, xo), we

use the A-horizontal lift γ~0,~x of the vector ~x ∈ E3 through the point (~0, xo, ηa(~0)) in P t

and the parallel transport along γ~0,~x, realized by means of the right action of G on P t.

Let p = (~0, xo, ηa(~0)) be a point of the fiber Go ∼ G over ~0 at time xo and let σ{η(~0)}
be the global cross section through p, A-horizontal with respect to the given connection
A; let σ{η(~0)} ~Aa = σ∗{η(~0)}ω

A be the associated gauge potential and let q be the point of

the fiber G(~x,xo) ∼ G over ~x at xo belonging to the previous global cross section. We
shall assign to q the coordinates on P t (~x, xo, ηa(~x, x

o)) with ηa(~x, x
o) defined by parallel

transport in the following way by means of the Wu-Yang nonintegrable phase of the second
line of Eqs.(6-21) evaluated along the segment ~x and depending on the gauge potential
σ{η(~0)} ~Aa:

ηa(~x, x
o) = ηb(~0)ζ

(σ{λa}
~A)

ba (~x,~0; xo). (7.6)

For a fiber G(d~x,xo) ∼ G infinitesimally near Go one has (∂i = ∂/∂xi)

ηa(d~x, x
o) ≈ ηa(~0) + ∂iηa(~0, x

o)dxi ≈
≈ ηb(~0)[δba + (T̂u)ba

σ{η(~0)} Aiu(~o, x
o)dxi].

(7.7)

One sees that the identity cross section σI is A-horizontal with respect to every con-
nection A, because one has
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ηa(~0) = 0 ⇒ ηa(~x, x
o) = 0. (7.8)

Moreover σI remains A-horizontal also varying the reference point (the origin).

The defining path γη(~0)(s) of the canonical coordinates of 1st kind onGo (see Appendix

A) is in this way extended to a path γη(~x,xo)(s) = γ̂(~x, xo, s) on every fiber G(~x,xo), and
γ̂(~x, xo, s), as a function of ~x and s, describes a surface connecting the identity cross section
for s=0 to the cross section ση(~0) at s=1.

If ~ρ = ~x/|~x| is the unit vector in the ~x direction, one also has

~ρ · ~∂ηa(~x, xo) = −cabcσ{η(~0)} ~Ab(~x, x
o) · ~ρηc(~x, xo), (7.9)

and this implies

~ρ · ~∂ηa(~x, xo)→η→ 0 0 for every ~ρ

⇒ ~∂η(~x, xo) →η→ 0 0.
(7.10)

The key point of this construction is that these coordinates are such that a vertical
infinitesimal increment dηa|η=η(~x,xo) of them along the path γη(~x,xo)(s) in the fiber G(~x,xo)

is numerically equal to the horizontal infinitesimal increment ~∂ηa(~x, x
o) · d~x in going from

~x to ~x+ d~x in the base manifold (see Eqs.(B-5) with σ(~x, xo) = {~x, xo; ηa(~x, xo)}):

dηa|η=η(~x,xo) = σ∗(~x, xo)dηa ≡ dηa(~x, xo) = ~∂ηa(~x, x
o) · d~x. (7.11)

This construction holds in a suitable neighbourhood of the identity ofGo ∼ G such that the
tubolar neighbourhood of the identity cross section resulting from this parallel transport
intersects each fiber in a neighbourhood of the identity, which is in the range in which the
exponential map is a diffeomorphism with a neighbourhood of the origin of the Lie algebra
g. Then the construction can be extended to the whole P t by using the analytic atlas of
Go, built by right translations of the chart around the identity with canonical coordinates
of 1st kind.

One can now solve the multitemporal equations, i.e. the equations determining the
infinitesimal gauge transformations, of a generic gauge potential ~Aa(~x, x

o) (see Eqs.(2-29)):
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Xb(~y, x
o)Aia(~x, x

o) = −{Aia(~x, xo),Γb(~y, xo)} = Bcb(η(~y, x
o))

δ̃Aia(~x, x
o)

δηc(~y, xo)
=

= D̂
( ~A)i
ab (~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) = [δab∂

i
x − cabcAic(~x, xo)]δ3(~x− ~y),

(7.12)

where δ̃/δηc(~y, x
o) is the directional functional derivative along the path γη(~x,xo)(s).

The solution of Eqs.(7-12) is

Aia(~x, x
o) = Âia(~x, x

o; η(~x, xo); ~∂η(~x, xo)) =

= Aab(η(~x, x
o)) ∂iηb(~x, x

o) + Âia,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)),
(7.13)

with ~̂Aa,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)) satisfying (see for instance [85]) the equations

∂ ~̂Aa,T (~x, xo; η)

∂ηb
|η=η(~x,xo) = −cadcAdb(η(~x, xo)) ~̂Ac,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)); (7.14)

as shown in Appendix B, this is the condition of A-horizontability of the curvature 2-form
Ω of the given connection 1-form ωA on P t. Indeed by using Eqs.(A-2), (A-3) and (7-14)
one has

Bcb(η(~y, x
o))

δ̃

δηc(~y, xo)
[Aad(η(~x, x

o))∂ixηd(~x, x
o) + Âia,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo))] =

= δab∂
i
xδ

3(~x− ~y)+

+ [
∂Aad(η)

∂ηc
|η=η(~x,xo) −

∂Aac(η)

∂ηd
|η=η(~x,xo)]

Bcb(η(~x, x
o))∂iηd(~x, x

o)δ3(~x− ~y)−
− cadvAdc(η(~x, xo))Âiv,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo))Bcb(η(~y, x

o)δ3(~x− ~y) =

= δab∂
i
xδ

3(~x− ~y)−
− cabv[Avd(η(~x, xo))∂iηd(~x, xo) + Âiv,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo))]δ3(~x− ~y) =

= [δab∂
i
x − cabcAic(~x, xo)]δ3(~x− ~y).

(7.15)

Let us define the quantities
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Θa(η(~x, x
o), ~∂η(~x, xo)) = Aab(η(~x, x

o)) ~∂ηb(~x, x
o) · d~x =

= ~Θa(η(~x, x
o), ~∂η(~x, xo)) · d~x =

= [Aab(η)dηb]|η=η(~x,xo) = θa(η)|η=η(~x,xo),

(7.16)

where Eq.(7-11) has been used in the last line; θa are the Maurer-Cartan 1-forms of G

(see Eq.(A-2)); Θa are the generalized Maurer-Cartan 1-forms on the gauge group G3;o(P )
∞

(suitable restriction of G3;p,s,δ
∞ to have G3;o

∞ = G3;o(P )
∞ as said in Section 6); the restriction

of Θat
a to the fiber Go coincides with the canonical 1-form ωG of Eq.(A-6). Therefore, the

first term in Eq.(7-13) represents the gauge potential of a pure gauge (flat) background
connection, and coincides with the BRST ghost in the interpretation of Ref.[86a,b,c]. Fol-
lowing Ref.[86c2], let us write the exterior derivative on P t = R3 × G as dP = d + dG
(where d = dxi∂i is the exterior derivative in R3 and dG = dηa∂

a the one in G); one has
d2
P = d2 = d2

G = 0 and ddG+dGd = 0 and one can make the identification dG = s, s2 = 0,
where s is the BRST operator (s is also called the fiber or vertical derivative dV on P t); now

one has AU (~x, xo) = U−1(~x, xo)A(~x, xo)U(~x, xo) + U−1(~x, xo)dU(~x, xo) (A = ta ~Aa · d~x)
with U : R3 → G, so that the gauge transformation U(~x, xo) can be thought of as a
function U = U(~x, xo; ηa) with ηa coordinates of a point, determined by a well defined
functional form of U, on the group manifold G (by varying ηa one varies the gauge trans-
formation); the BRST ghosts can be written as the g-valued 1-forms ca components of
c = cat

a = U−12sU = U−12dGU ; one has sc = 2(sU−1) ∧ sU = −2(U−1sU) ∧ (U−1sU) =
−1

2
c∧ c = −1

2
[ta, tb]ca∧ cb = −1

2
cabct

cca∧ cb, so that scc = −1
2
ccabca∧ cb (like the Maurer-

Cartan equations for θa in G, Eqs.(A-1)); moreover, since sA(~x, xo) = dGA(~x, xo) = 0, one
has 2s(−AU ) = −2s(U−1AU +U−1dU) = dc+ c∧AU +AU ∧ c = tadca−AUc ∧ cb[tc, tb] =

ta[dca − cabcAUc ∧ cb] = taD
(AU )
ab ∧ cb so that δsAa = D

(AU )
ab ∧ cb; from Eqs.(7-16) one has

the identification Θat
a = U−1sU = 1

2c.

Therefore, if dV is the fiber or vertical derivative on P t, whose restriction to a fiber
G coincides with dG, from Eqs.(7-11) and the last line of Eqs.(7-16) one has the abstract

form of the Maurer-Cartan equations on G3;o(P )
∞ :

dV Θa = −1

2
cabcΘb ∧Θc, (7.17)

which reproduce Eqs.(B-8) consistently.

Let us remark that in Ref.[87a] it was proposed to identify the vertical part ωG of the
connection 1-form ωA on P t, see Eq.(B-1), with the BRST ghosts c = cat

a; this proposal
was refused in Refs. [86a,d] due to its lack of dependence on the coordinates of the base
manifold R3. In Ref.[87b] it was proposed to introduce this dependence in the approach of
Ref.[87a] by means of the pullback of ωA by using a cross section to get a gauge potential
σA = σ∗ωA; this is just what has been done here: form Eqs.(B-5) and (7-16) one has
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taΘa(η(~x, x
o), ~∂η(~x, xo)) = taθa(η)|η=η(~x,xo) = σ∗ωG. (7.18)

Finally let us note that also in Refs.[88a,b], in the study of BRST cohomology of
classical mechanical systems with constraints, the Hamiltonian BRST operator has been
identified with the vertical derivative d̄V along the gauge orbits inside the constraint sub-
manifold (the gauge orbits are the vertical fibers in the reduction to the reduced phase space
of Dirac’s observables); this vertical derivative is also identified with the Cartan-Chevalley-
Eilenberg coboundary operator for the vertical Lie algebra cohomology (see Ref.[88c]); d̄V
is connected with Ḡ3;o(P )

∞ in the same way that dV = s = dG is connected with G3;o(P )
∞ .

Eqs.(7-10), (7-13) and (7-16) imply that the pure gauge connection 1-form ωAo gives
rise to the zero flat gauge potential when evaluated on the identity cross section σI ,

σIA(o)(~x, xo) = σ∗I (~x, x
o)ωAo = T̂ aΘa(η(~x, x

o), ~∂η(~x, xo))|η=0 =

= T̂ aAab(η(~x, x
o))~∂ηa(~x, x

o) · d~x|η=0 = 0.
(7.19)

Instead if σ(~x, xo) = σI(~x, x
o)U(~x, xo) = U(~x, xo) is another global cross section obtained

from σI by means of a gauge transformation U ∈ G3;o(P )
∞ , one has for the associated flat

gauge potential

σA(o)(~x, xo) = σ∗(~x, xo)ωAo = U−1(~x, xo)dU(~x, xo). (7.20)

Now G3/G3;o(P )
∞ = G × Z; Eqs.(3-18) imply that there are no improper gauge transfor-

mations in between G3
∞ and G3;o

∞ = G3;o(P )
∞ (if a suitable restriction of G3;p,s,δ exists)

with G3
∞/G3;o(P )

∞ = Z; instead G, with ZG ⊂ G, generates only global rigid gauge trans-
formations. This implies that in the sector with zero winding number, the only gauge
transformations connecting σI and the global cross sections σIm

(~x, xo) = Im ∈ ZG are
global rigid gauge transformations in G = G3/G3

∞, so that also the flat gauge potentials
generated by the cross sections σIm

, Im ∈ ZG, vanish

σImA(o)(~x, xo) = σ∗Im
ωAo = I∗mω

Ao = U−1dU = 0, U ∈ G = G3/G3
∞. (7.21)

The flat gauge potentials generated by cross sections σn obtained from σI by means of gauge
transformations with winding number n, σn(~x, x

o) = σI(~x, x
o)Un(~x, x

o) = Un(~x, xo), are

σnA(o)(~x, xo) = σ∗nω
Ao = U−1

n (~x, xo)dUn(~x, x
o); (7.22)
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there is no canonical choice of σn, but G3;o
∞ = G3;o(P )

∞ implies that there must exist a global

rigid gauge transformation Ûn ∈ Z = G3
∞/G3;o(P )

∞ such that, if σ̂n(~x, x
o) = σI(~x, x

o)Ûn =
Ûn, then

σ̂nA(o)(~x, xo) = σ̂∗nω
Ao = Û−1

n dÛn = 0. (7.23)

Due to Eqs.(A-3) and (7-14) the gauge potential ~̂Aa,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)) is the source of

the field strength ~Ba of the YM theory on P t:

F ija (~x, xo) = −ǫijkBka(~x, xo) =

= ∂iAja(~x, x
o)− ∂jAia(~x, xo) + cabcA

i
b(~x, x

o)Ajc(~x, x
o) =

= [∂i|ηÂja,T (~x, xo; η)− ∂j|ηÂia,T (~x, xo; η)+

+ cabcÂ
i
b,T (~x, xo; η)Âjc,T (~x, xo; η)]|η=η(~x,xo)+

+ [(
∂Aae(η)

∂ηd
− ∂Aad(η)

∂ηe
)|η=η(~x,xo) + cauvAud(η(~x, x

o)Ave(η(~x, x
o))]

∂iηd(~x, x
o)∂jηe(~x, x

o)+

+ [
∂Âja,T (~x, xo; η)

∂ηd
|η=η(~x,xo) + cabcAbd(η(~x, x

o))Âjc,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo))]

∂iηd(~x, x
o)−

− [
∂Âia,T (~x, xo; η)

∂ηd
|η=η(~x,xo) + cabcAbd(η(~x, x

o))Âic,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo))]

∂jηd(~x, x
o) =

= [∂i|ηÂja,T (~x, xo; η)− ∂j|ηÂia,T (~x, xo; η)+

+ cabcÂ
i
b,T (~x, xo; η)Âjc,T (~x, xo; η)]|η=η(~x,xo)+

(7.24)

Let us remark that with a Coulomb gauge decomposition Aia = −∂i

△
~∂ · ~Aa+(δij+ ∂i∂j

△ )Aja,

like in the Abelian case, this property is not true ( only in the Abelian case ∂i[− ~∂
△ · ~A] is

a pure gauge connection).

To find the transversality properties of the gauge potential ~Aa,T (~x, xo) = ~̂Aa,T (~x, xo;
η(~x, xo)) we need a non-Abelian analogue of the Hodge decomposition in the Abelian
case, where the analogous transverse gauge potential was a coexact 1-form by using the
codifferential δ = ∗d∗ (valid on 1-forms), δ2 = 0, see after Eqs.(5-8). See Ref.[82] for
the validity of tensor decompositions like the Hodge one in weighted Sobolev spaces (they
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were just introduced to put under control these decompositions in the case of noncompact
manifolds).

Since we have chosen canonical coordinates of 1st kind on the reference fiber Go =
G(~0,xo), on each fiber G(~x,xo) we have identified a definitional privileged path γη(~x,xo)(s) =

γ̂(~x, xo, s). As shown in Appendix A, on Go it is possible to define a preferred primitive
ω
γη
a (η(s) = η(~0, s)), given in Eq. (A-7), of the nonintegrable Maurer-Cartan 1-forms θa,

such that the exterior derivative dG on the group manifold G restricted to γη = γη(~0)(s),

dγη
, satisfies dγη

ω
γη
a (η(s)) = θa(η(s)), Eq.(A-8), and d2

γη
= 0, Eqs.(A-9), as a consequence

of the Maurer-Cartan equations (A-1), (A-3) restricted to γη(s).

We shall extend this definition to P t, which is the group manifold of G3;o(P )
∞ due to

the definition of its pointwise multiplication, by using the vertical derivative (or BRST
operator) on P t of Eqs.(7-18); we shall denote dγ̂ the restriction of dV to γ̂(~x, xo, s),
i.e. on each fiber dγ̂ is the directional derivative along the path γη(~x,xo)(s) = γ̂(~x, xo, s).
Then from Eqs.(7-16) one obtains [η(~x, xo, s) are the coordinates of the points of the path
γη(~x,xo)(s)]:

Ωγ̂a(η(~x, x
o, s)) =

∫ γη(~x,xo,s)

(γ̂) I

Θa|γη(~x,xo)
=

=

∫ η(~x,xo,s)

(γ̂) 0

Aab(η̄(~x, x
o, s))Dη̄b(~x, xo, s),

(7.25)

with the line path integral, evaluated on the surface γ̂(~x, xo, s) in P t joining the identity
cross section σI and ση(~x,xo,s), denoting a line integral along γη(~x,xo)(s) on each fiber. Then
by definition one has

dγ̂ Ωγ̂a(η(~x, x
o, s)) = Θa(η(~x, x

o, s), ~∂η(~x, xo, s)). (7.26)

In the tubolar neighbourhood of the identity cross section σI one has the following
realization of dγ̂ on functions of ~x, ηa(~x, x

o), ~∂ηa(~x, x
o) like the functions we are considering

[the coefficient of dxi is a suitable extension to the first derivatives of the total derivative
with respect to xi of functions of ~x and ηa(~x, x

o)]
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dγ̂ = dxi { ∂

∂xi
|η + ∂iηa(~x, x

o)
∂

∂ηu
|η=η(~x,xo)+

+
1

2
cabc[Abm(η(~x, xo))∂iηm(~x, xo)][Acn(η(~x, x

o)]Bua(η(~x, x
o))

∂

∂ ∂jηu
|η=η(~x,xo)} =

= dxi { d

dxi
+

+
1

2
cabcΘ

i
b(η(~x, x

o), ~∂η(~x, xo))Θj
c(η(~x, x

o), ~∂η(~x, xo))Bua(η(~x, x
o))

∂

∂ ∂jηu
|η=η(~x,xo)},

(7.27)

where d/dxi is the total derivative with respect to xi on functions only of ~x and ηa(~x, x
o).

dγ̂ satisfies

d2
γ̂ = 0 (7.28)

due to the generalized Maurer-Cartan equations (B-8) or (7-17) for G3;o(P )
∞ .

By using Eq.(B-9) the generalized canonical 1-form on G3;o(P )
∞ in the adjoint repre-

sentation of G is

Θ(η(~x, xo), ~∂η(~x, xo)) = Θa(η(~x, x
o), ~∂η(~x, xo))T̂ a =

= Hb(η(~x, x
o))~∂ηb(~x, x

o) · d~x = Hb(η(~x, x
o))dηb|η=η(~x,xo),

(7.29)

with the generalized Maurer-Cartan equations assuming the form of the zero curvature
equations (B-10).

Analogously one defines

Ωγ̂(η(~x, xo, s)) = Ωγ̂a(η(~x, x
o))T̂ a =

∫ η(~x,xo,s)

(γ̂) 0

Hb(η̄(~x, x
o, s))Dη̄b(~x, xo, s). (7.30)

Due to d2
γ̂ = 0, also the codifferential δγ̂ = ∗dγ̂∗ (on 1-forms) satisfies δ2γ̂ = 0 (here ∗ is

the Hodge star operator on R3, since ~Aa,T (~x, xo) ·d~x is an 1-form on R3). From Eqs.(7-13)
one has
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~Aa(~x, x
o) · d~x = Θa(η(~x, x

o), ~∂η(~x, xo)) + ~̂Aa,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)) · d~x =

= dγ̂ Ωγ̂a(η(~x, x
o)) + ~̂Aa,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)) · d~x =

= [
d

d~x
Ωγ̂a(η(~x, x

o)) + ~̂Aa,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo))] · d~x;

(7.31)

in this equation one has dγ̂ = d~x · dd~x , see after Eq.(7-27).

Assuming the validity of the Hodge decomposition theorem for these forms (Ref.[82]
should be used to check the consistency of this assumption) on the simply connected
manifold R3 with exterior derivative dγ̂ and codifferential δγ̂ induced by the BRST global
operator s = dV on P t = (R3 × {xo}) × G and with the local expression (7-27) in our
coordinatization, one has

δγ̂ [ ~̂Aa,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)) · d~x] = 0, (7.32)

i.e. these 1-forms are δγ̂-coexact. This implies the transversality condition

~∂ · ~̂Aa,⊥(~x, xo) = (~∂|η + ~∂ηu(~x, x
o)

∂

∂ηu
|η=η(~x,xo)) · ~̂Aa,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)) = 0, (7.33)

namely by using Eqs.(7-14) and (7-13)

0 = ~∂|η · ~̂Aa,T − ~ηu · cabcAbu ~̂Ac,T = ~∂|η · ~̂Aa,T − cabc~Θb · ~̂Aa,T =

= ~∂|η · ~̂Aa,T − cabc(~Θb + ~̂Ab,T ) · ~̂Ac,T = (δac~∂|η + cacb ~Ab) · ~̂Ac,T
(7.34)

which is a kind of covariant divergenceless condition. Let us remark that in Eq.(7-33) we

have used the notation ~̂Aa,⊥, like in the Abelian case, since with this functional form this
quantity is divergenceless.

Since

~̂D
( ~A)

ab (~x, xo) · ~̂Aa,⊥(~x, xo) = cacb~Θc(η(~x, x
o), ~∂η(~x, xo)) · ~̂Ab,⊥(~x, xo) (7.35)
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one can also write a decomposition like Eqs.(6-48) for ~̂Aa,⊥, so that

~Aa(~x, x
o) · d~x = dγ̂Ω

γ̂
a(η(~x, x

o)) + ~̂Aa,D⊥(~x, xo) · d~x−

− d~x ·
∫

d3y ~ζ( ~A)
ac (~x, ~y; xo)ccuv~Θu(η(~x, x6o), ~∂η(~x, x

o)) · ~̂Av,⊥(~y, xo)
(7.36)

with ~̂D
( ~A)

ab (~x, xo) · ~̂Ab,D⊥(~x, xo) ≡ 0.

We see from Eqs.(7-3) and (7-13) that the natural gauge variables associated with the
proper infinitesimal gauge transformations generated by Gauss’ law 1st class constraints
are the ηa(~x, x

o)’s and one obtains

{ηa(~x, xo),Γb(~y, xo)} = −Xb(~y, x
o)ηa(~x, x

o) = −Bab(η(~x, xo))δ3(~x− ~y); (7.37)

then Eqs.(7-30) for s=1 and Eqs.(7-29) imply

{Ωγ̂a(η(~x, xo)),Γb(~y, xo)} = −δabδ3(~x− ~y). (7.38)

Moreover, from Eqs.(2-29) and (7-13) one gets

{ηa(~x, xo), ηb(~y, xo)} = 0. (7.39)

Eqs.(7-37) give a local expression valid in a tubolar neighbourhood of the identity cross

section. The fact that in C3;p,s−1,δ+1
fir there is no Gribov ambiguity (so that operators of the

kind of the Faddeev- Popov ones are invertible), is reflected in the invertibility of the matrix
B, which can only acquire coordinate singularities outside the tubolar neighbourhood,
where, however, one needs different coordinate charts; therefore, the determinant of the
Poisson brackets of the constraints (7-37) (our form of the Faddeev-Popov determinant) is
nonsingular.

Now, since the Γa’s satisfy the algebra (2-32)

{Γa(~x, xo),Γb(~y, xo)} = cabcΓc(~x, x
o)δ3(~x− ~y), (7.40)
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one needs to Abelianize them and, in a tubolar neighbourhood of the identity cross section,
this can be done by using the inverse A of the nonsingular matrix B of Eqs.(7-37) as it can
been shown by using the results of Ref.[89]:

Γ̃a(~x, x
o) = Γb(~x, x

o)Aba(η(~x, x
o)), (7.41)

{Γ̃a(~x, xo), Γ̃b(~y, xo)} = 0. (7.42)

Then, Eqs.(7-29) imply

{ηa(~x, xo), Γ̃b(~y, xo)} = −δabδ3(~x− ~y). (7.43)

Eqs.(7-43) also give the equations for the determination of the ηa(~x, x
o)’s in terms of

the gauge potentials ~Aa(~x, x
o):

{ηa(~x, xo), Γ̃b(~y, xo)} = {ηa(~x, xo),Γc(~y, xo)}Acb(η(~y, xo)) =

= −Acb(η(~y, xo))D̂( ~A)i
cd (~y, xo){ηa(~x, xo), πid(~y, xo)} =

= Acb(η(~y, x
o))D̂

( ~A)i
cd (~y, xo)

δηa(~x, x
o)

δAid(~y, x
o)

=

= −δabδ3(~x− ~y)

(7.44)

D̂
( ~A)i
cd (~y, xo)

δηa(~x, x
o)

δAid(~y, x
o)

= −Bac(η(~x, xo))δ3(~x− ~y) (7.45)

where Eqs.(2-28) have been used. Then Eqs.(6-20)-(6-22) and the assumption that there
is no homogeneous covariantly transverse solution which a priori could be added, one gets

δηa(~x, x
o)

δAib(~y, x
o)

= −{ηa(~x, xo), πib(~y, xo)} =

= Bac(η(~x, x
o))ζ

( ~A)i
bc (~y, ~x; xo) == −Bac(η(~x, xo))ζ( ~A)i

cb (~x, ~y; xo)

(7.46)

where we used
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~ζ
( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo) =

~x− ~y
4π|~x− ~y|3

(P e

∫

~x

~y
d~z· ~Au(~z,xo)T̂u

)ab =

= −~ζ(− ~A)
ab (~y, ~x; xo) = −~ζ( ~A)

ba (~y, ~x; xo)

(7.47)

because T̂u is antihermitian.

Eqs.(7-46) have the correct Abelian limit δηa(~x, x
o)/δAib(~y, x

o) = −δab ci(~x − ~y), see
Eqs.(5-13); therefore, it was correct to discard homogeneous covariantly divergenceless
solutions of Eqs.(7-45).

Eqs.(7-46) are not integrable and again one has to integrate them by using the priv-
ileged paths γ̂(~x, xo, s) between σI and ση(~x,xo). Using Eq.(7-25) for s=1, Eqs.(7-46) can
be rewritten in the form

δ̃

δσηAib(~y, x
o)

Ωγ̂a(η(~x, x
o)) = Aac(η(~x, x

o))
δηc(~x, x

o)

δσηAib(~y, x
o)

= −ζ(ση ) i
ab (~x, ~y; xo), (7.48)

where δ̃/δσηAib(~y, x
o) is interpreted as the functional derivative with respect to the family of

gauge potentials ση ~A(~x, xo) = σ∗η(~x,xo)ω
A defined by the family of cross sections ση(~x,xo,s) in

between σI for s=0 and ση(~x,xo) for s=1 associated with the paths γ̂(~x, x0, s) = γη(~x,xo)(s)
[for each s, ση(~x,xo,s) intersects all the paths γη(~x,xo)(s) for that value of s as ~x varies in
R3].

The formal solution of Eqs.(7-48) is

Ωγ̂(η(~x, xo)) = Ωγ̂a(η(~x, x
o))T̂ a =

=

∫ η(~x,xo)

(γ̂) 0

Hb(η̄(~x, x
o))Dη̄b(~x, xo) =

= −
∫

d3z

∫ ~c(~x−~z)·ση ~A(~z,xo)

(γ̂)~c(~x−~z)·σI ~A(~z,xo)

T̂uζ
(
ση(s) ~̄A)
ub (~x, ~z; xo)D[~c(~x− ~z) · ση(s) ~̄Ab(~z, x

o)],

(7.49)

where the line path integral is on the family of quantities ~c(~x−~z) · ση(s) ~Ab(~z, x
o) at fixed ~x

connecting, along γ̂(~x, xo, s), ~c(~x−~z) · σI ~Ab(~z, x
o) at s=0 and ~c(~x−~z) · ση ~Ab(~z, x

o) at s=1.

The integrand ζ
(ση ~A)
ub (~x, ~z; xo), having the path along the segment ~x− ~y, see Eqs.(6-21), is

a functional of ~c(~x− ~z) · ση(s) ~Ab(~z, x
o).
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To get ηa(~x, x
o) from Ωγ̂a(η(~x, x

o)), essentially one has to invert Eqs.(A-7) on the group
manifold of G with the matrix A given by Eq.(A-5), i.e. to invert ω̃a(s) ≡ ω

γη
a (η(s)) =

∫ η(s)

(γη) 0
Aab(η̄)dη̄b to ηa(s) = η̃a(ω̃(s)). By using the lowest order of Eq.(6-23) in Eq.(7-

42) (for ση very near to σI) one sees that to lowest order ηa(~x, x
o) = − 1

△
~∂ · ~Aa(~x, xo) +

· · ·, namely the Coulomb gauge fixing is an approximation of the natural gauge fixing
ηa(~x, x

o) ≈ 0, better and better when ση → σI and ση ~A→ σI ~A.

From Eqs.(7-13) and (7-46) we have

{ηa(~x, xo), Aib(~y, xo)} = 0

{ηa(~x, xo), πib(~y, xo)} = Bac(η(~x, x
o))ζ

( ~A) i
cb (~x, ~y; xo).

(7.50)
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8. The Longitudinal Electric Field, Dirac’s Observables and the Inclusion of

Fermions.

We have identified the canonical pairs of conjugate gauge variables as Aa0, πao, ηa,
Γ̃a with the Poisson algebra

{Aao(~x, xo), πao(~y, xo)} = δabδ
3(~x− ~y)

{ηa(~x, xo), Γ̃b(~y, xo)} = −δabδ3(~x− ~y)
(8.1)

The original variables ~Aa, ~πa are decomposed as

~Aa(~x, x
o) = ~Θa(η(~x, x

o), ~∂η(~x, xo)) + ~̂Aa,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)) =

= ~Θa(η(~x, x
o), ~∂η(~x, xo)) + ~̂Aa,⊥(~x, xo),

= −
~∂

△
~∂ · ~Aa(~x, xo) + ~Aa,⊥(~x, xo),

~πa(~x, x
o) = ~πa,D⊥(~x, xo) +

∫

d3y ~ζ
( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)Γb(~y, x

o) =

= −
~∂

△
~∂ · ~πa(~x, xo) + ~πa,⊥(~x, xo),

(8.2)

with ~πia,⊥(~x, xo) = (δij + ∂i∂j

△ )πja(~x, x
o) = P ij⊥ (~x)πja(~x, x

o) and ~Aia,⊥(~x, xo) = P ij⊥
(~x)Aja(~x, x

o). In the last line of each formula one has evidentiated the usual transverse
parts.

Eqs.(8-2) and (7-16) imply

~∂ · ~Aa(~x, xo) = ~∂ · ~Θa(η(~x, x
o), ~∂η(~x, xo)) = ~∂ · [Aab(η(~x, xo))~∂ηb(~x, xo)]. (8.3)

Then one gets the following relation between ~Aa,⊥ and ~̂Aa,⊥

Aia,⊥(~x, xo) = Âia,⊥(~x, xo) + P ij⊥ (~x)Θj
a(η(~x, x

o), ~∂η(~x, xo)). (8.4)

To get the relation between ~πa,⊥ and ~πa,D⊥ we note that from the definition of Γa
one has
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~∂ · ~πa(~x, xo) = −cacb ~Ac(~x, xo) · ~πb(~x, xo)− Γa(~x, x
o) =

= −cacb ~Ac(~x, xo) · [~πb,⊥(~x, xo)−
~∂

△
~∂ · ~πb(~x, xo)]− Γa(~x, x

o),
(8.5)

so that using Eqs.(6-31) it follows

Z
( ~A)
ab (~x, xo)~∂ · ~πb(~x, xo) = (δab + cabc ~Ac(~x, x

o) ·
~∂

△)~∂ · ~πb(~x, xo) =

= −[cacb ~Ac(~x, x
o) · ~πb,⊥(~x, xo) + Γa(~x, x

o)].

(8.6)

Its solution is

~∂ · ~πa(~x, xo) = −
∫

d3y G
( ~A)
Z,ab(~x, ~y; x

o)[cbuv ~Au(~y, x
o) · ~πv,⊥(~y, xo) + Γb(~y, x

o)] =

=

∫

d3y ~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)[cbuv ~Au(~y, x

o) · ~πv,⊥(~y, xo) + Γb(~y, x
o)],

(8.7)

where Eqs.(6-32), (6-34) have been used. From Eqs.(6-2) we get

πia,D⊥(~x, xo) = πia,⊥(~x, xo)−

− ∂ix
△x

∫

d3y ~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)[cbuv ~Au(~y, x

o) · ~πv,⊥(~y, xo) + Γb(~y, x
o)]−

−
∫

d3y ζ
( ~A) i
ab (~x, ~y; xo)Γb(~y, x

o) =

=

∫

d3y [δijδavδ
3(~x− ~y)− ∂ix

△x
~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)

ab (~x, ~y; xo)cbuvA
j
u(~y, x

o)]πjv,⊥(~y, xo)−

− P ij⊥ (~x)

∫

d3y ζ
( ~A) j
ab (~x, ~y; xo)Γb(~y, x

o) =

=

∫

d3y [δijδavδ
3(~x− ~y)− ∂ix

△x
~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)

ab (~x, ~y; xo)cbuvA
j
u(~y, x

o)]πjv,⊥(~y, xo),

(8.8)

due to Eqs.(6-33). Since
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~∂ · ~πa,D⊥(~x, xo) = −cacb ~Ac(~x, xo) · ~πb,D⊥(~x, xo) =

=

∫

d3y ~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)cbuv ~Au(~y, x

o) · ~πv,⊥(~y, xo).
(8.9)

one has the inverse relation

πia,⊥(~x, xo) = πia,D⊥(~x, xo)− ∂i

△ [cacb ~Ac(~x, x
o) · ~πb,D⊥(~x, xo)] =

= P ij⊥ (~x)πja,D⊥(~x, xo).

(8.10)

Therefore, using Eqs.(8-2), (8-7),(8-10), we can write

~πa(~x, x
o) = ~πa,⊥(~x, xo)−

~∂x
△x

∫

d3y ~∂x ·~ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)·[cbuv ~Au(~y, xo)·~πv,⊥(~y, xo)+Γb(~y, x

o)].

(8.11)

No one of the quantities ~̂Aa,⊥, ~πa,D⊥, ~Aa,⊥, ~πa,⊥ is gauge invariant. From Eqs.(7- 15)
and (6-28) we have with the notations of Eq.(6-45)

{Âia,⊥(~x, xo),Γb(~y, x
o)} = −cacbÂic.⊥(~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) = (Â⊥(~x, xo))abδ

3(~x− ~y),
{πia,D⊥(~x, xo),Γb(~y, x

o)} = −cacbπic,D⊥(~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y) = (πiD⊥(~x, xo))abδ
3(~x− ~y),

(8.12)

while for the standard transverse quantities we get

{Aia,⊥(~x, xo),Γb(~y, x
o)} = −cacbP ij⊥ (~x)[Ajc(~x, x

o)δ3(~x− ~y)] =

= P ij⊥ (~x)[(Aj(~x, xo))abδ
3(~x− ~y)],

{πia⊥(~x, xo),Γb(~y, x
o)} = −cacbP ij⊥ (~x)[πjc(~x, x

o)δ3(~x− ~y)] =

= P ij⊥ (~x)[(πj(~x, xo))abδ
3(~x− ~y)],

(8.13)

From Eqs.(7-50), (7-37) and (8-2) one has
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{ηa(~x, xo), πib(~y, xo)} = Bac(η(~x, x
o))ζ

( ~A) i
cb (~x, ~y; xo) =

= {ηa(~x, xo), πib,D⊥(~y, xo)}+

∫

d3y ζ
( ~A) i
bc (~y, ~z; xo)[−Bac(η(~x, xo))δ3(~x− ~z)] =

= {ηa(~x, xo), πib,D⊥(~y, xo)}+Bac(η(~x, x
o))ζ

( ~A) i
cb (~x, ~y; xo),

{ηa(~x, xo), πib,⊥(~y, xo)} = Bac(η(~x, x
o))P ij⊥ (~y)ζ

( ~A) j
cb (~x, ~y; xo) =

= −Bac(η(~x, xo))P ij⊥ (~y)ζ
( ~A) j
cb (~y, ~x; xo) = 0

(8.14)

due to Eqs. (6-33), so that

{ηa(~x, xo), Âib,⊥(~y, xo)} = 0

{ηa(~x, xo), πib,D⊥(~y, xo)} = 0

{ηa(~x, xo), πib,⊥(~y, xo)} = 0.

(8.15)

Therefore one has

{Âia,⊥(~x, xo), πjb,D⊥(~y, xo)} = P ik⊥ (~x){Âka,⊥(~x, xo), πjb,D⊥(~y, xo)} =

= P ik⊥ (~x){Aka(~x, xo), πjb,D⊥(~y, xo)} =

= P ik⊥ (~x){Aka(~x, xo), πjb(~y, xo)} − P ik⊥ (~x)

∫

d3z ζ
~A) j
bc (~y, ~z; xo){Aka(~x, xo),Γc(~x, xo) =

= −P ij⊥ (~x)δabδ
3(~x− ~y) + caucP

ik
⊥ (~x)Aku(~x, x

o)ζ
( ~A) j
bc (~y, ~x; xo)

(8.16)

and Eq.(7-47) imply (this equation is consistent with both types of transversality of ~̂Aa,⊥
and ~πa,D⊥)

{Âia,⊥(~x, xo), πjb,D⊥(~y, xo)} =

− P ij⊥ (~x)δabδ
3(~x− ~y)− cacdP ik⊥ (~x)[Akc (~x, x

o)ζ
( ~A) j
db (~x, ~y; xo)],

(8.17)

while Eqs.(8-10) imply
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{Âia,⊥(~x, xo), πjb,⊥(~y, xo)} = P jk⊥ (~y){Âia,⊥(~x, xo), πkb,D⊥(~y, xo)} = −P ij⊥ (~x)δabδ
3(~x− ~y),

(8.18)

to be compared with

{Aia,⊥(~x, xo), πjb,⊥(~y, xo)} = −δabP ij⊥ (~x)δ3(~x− ~y). (8.19)

Therefore the natural pairs ~̂Aa,⊥, ~πa,D⊥ arising from the solutions of the constraints

and of the multitemporal equations are independent from Γ̃b due to Eqs.(8-15), have ten-
sorial covariance properties due to Eqs.(8-12), but are not canonical due to Eqs.(8-17) and

do not have the same kind of transversality; instead the pairs ~Aa,⊥, ~πa,⊥, with the same
kind of transversality, are canonical in the sense of Eqs.(8-19), do not transform as tensors

due to Eqs. (8-13). The strategy will be to extract natural Dirac’s observables from ~̂Aa,⊥,

~πa,D⊥ and then to use the observable part of pairs ~̂Aa,⊥, ~πa,⊥ in terms of observables.

If we multiply Eqs.(8-12) by Abc(η(~y, x
o)) and we use Eq.(B-9), we obtain

{Âia,⊥(~x, xo), Γ̃b(~y, x
o)} = −

δ̃Âia,⊥(~x, xo)

δηb(~y, xo)
=

= −(Hb(η(~x, x
o)))acÂ

i
c,⊥(~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y),

{πia,D⊥(~x, xo), Γ̃b(~y, x
o)} = −

δ̃πia,⊥(~x, xo)

δηb(~y, xo)
=

= −(Hb(η(~x, x
o)))acπ

i
c,⊥(~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y).

(8.20)

These equations are a functional multitemporal generalization of the matrix equa-
tion d

dtU(t, to) = hU(t, to), U(to, to) = 1, whose solution required the introduction of the
concept of time-ordering [99]; similar equations gave origin to path-ordering. In this case
we need to introduce a path-ordering between the configuration with ηa(~x, x

o) = 0 (the
identity cross section σI) and a generic one ηa(~y, x

o) (the cross section ση(~y,xo)), inside a
suitable tubolar neighbourhood of σI . The zero curvature condition of Eqs.(B-10) assures
that the result is independent from the path connecting these two configurations (even if in
the evaluation of the solution the path γ̂(~y, xo, s) is dictated by the directional functional
derivatives in Eqs.(8-20)), so that we will choose the preferred path γ̂(~y, xo, s), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1.

Therefore, we get the following solution for the dependence of ~̂Aa,⊥, ~πa,D⊥ on the gauge
variables ηa
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~̂Aa,⊥(~x, xo) = ~̂Aa,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)) =Fab[η(~x, x
o)] ~̌Ab,⊥(~x, xo),

~πa,D⊥(~x, xo) = ~̂πa,DT (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)) = Fab[η(~x, x
o)]~̌πb,D⊥(~x, xo),

(8.21)

where the Cauchy data are ~̂Aa,⊥, ~πa,D⊥ evaluated by using the identity cross section σI
starting from a connection 1-form

~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo) = ~̂Aa,T (~x, xo; 0), { ~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo), Γ̃b(~y, x
o)} = 0,

~̌πa,D⊥(~x, xo) = ~̂πa,DT (~x, xo; 0), {~̌πa,D⊥(~x, xo), Γ̃b(~y, x
o)} = 0.

(8.22)

These are natural Dirac’s observables of YM theory, in the sense of the symplectic
decoupling looked for with the Shanmugadhasan canonical transformation, since they have
zero Poisson brackets with Γ̃b being Cauchy data of Eqs.(8-20) and also with ηa due to
Eqs.(8-15). The matrix F [η(~x, xo)] is ((l) denotes an arbitrary path)

Fab[η(~x, x
o)] = (P e

∫

ηa(~x,xo)

(l) 0
Hu(η̄)Dη̄u

)ab =

= (P e

∫

ηa(~x,xo)

(γ̂) 0
Hu(η̄)Dη̄u

)ab = (P eΩ
γ̂(η(~x,xo)))ab

(8.23)

In the limit η → 0, due to Eqs.(7-10) and (7-19), the transversality conditions (6-22)
and (7-33) become

(~∂δab + cacb ~Ac(~x, x
o)) · ~πb,D⊥(~x, xo) ≡ 0 →

(~∂δab + cacb ~̌Ac,⊥(~x, xo)) · ~̌πb,D⊥(~x, xo) = ~̂D
( ~̌A)

ab (~x, xo) · ~̌πb,D⊥(~x, xo) ≡ 0

~∂ · ~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo) = 0.

(8.24)

Therefore natural Dirac’s observables of pure YM theory are ~̌Aa,⊥ and ~̌πa,D⊥, i.e.
quantities evaluated on the identity cross section σI . This means that to separate the
gauge degrees of freedom and the 1st class constraints from Dirac’s observables in the sense
of the Shanmugadhasan canonical transformation we have to evaluate the gauge potentials
and the electric fields (the momenta) of the YM theory on P t = (R3 × {xo}) × G, and
therefore the gauge potentials and field strengths of YM theory on P 4 = M4 × G, on
the respective identity cross section starting from the respective connection 1-forms and
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curvature 2-forms. If ”̌ ” denotes such evaluation, from Eqs.(8-2) and (8-11) one has for
the corresponding gauge potential and electric field

~̌Aa(~x, x
o) = ~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo),

~̌πa(~x, x
o) = ~̌πa,⊥−

−
~∂x
△x

∫

d3y ~∂x · ~ζ( ~̌A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)[cbuv ~̌Au,⊥(~y, xo) · ~̌πv,⊥(~y, xo) + Γ̌b(~x, x

o)],

π̌ia,⊥(~x, xo) = P ij⊥ (~x)π̌ja,D⊥(~x, xo),

(8.25)

with

{Ǎia,⊥(~x, xo), π̌jb,⊥(~x, xo)} = −P ij⊥ (~x)δabδ
3(~x− ~y)

{Ǎia,⊥(~x, xo), Γ̃b(~y, x
o)} = {π̌ia,⊥(~x, xo), Γ̃b(~y, x

o)} = 0.
(8.26)

These are final Dirac’s observables of pure YM theory; the gauge degrees of freedom are
Aao, π

o
a, ηa, Γ̃a.

In presence of fermions, Gauss’ law 1st class constraints ΓTa are given in Eqs.(4-21)

ΓTa (~x, xo) = Γa(~x, x
o) + iψ†αu(~x, x

o)(T a)uvψαv(~x, x
o) ≈ 0, (8.27)

and the discussion of the pure YM part does not change. By using the Dirac brackets (4-
29), one obtains the following transformation rules of the fermionic fields (Γ̃Ta = ΓTb Aba(η))

{ψαa(~x, xo),ΓTb (~y, xo)} = (T b)acψαc(~x, x
o)δ3(~x− ~y)

{ψαa(~x, xo), Γ̃Tb (~x, xo)} = − δ̃ψαa(~x, x
o)

δηb(~x, xo)
=

= (T cAcb(η(~x, x
o)))adψαd(~x, x

o)δ3(~x− ~y) =

= (Hb(η(~x, x
o)))adψαd(~x, x

o)δ3(~x− ~y)

(8.28)

so that the solution of the functional multitemporal equations, taking into account the
zero curvature conditions of Eqs.(B-10) and Eqs.(8-23), is
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ψαa(~x, x
o) = ψ̂αa(~x, x

o; η(~x, xo)) = (P e−Ωγ̂(ρ)(η(~x,xo)))abψ̌αb(~x, x
o) =

= (P e−Ωγ̂
c (η(~x,xo))T c

)abψ̌αb(~x, x
o) = F

(ρ)
ab [η(~x, xo)]ψ̌αb(~x, x

o)

ψ†αa(~x, x
o) = ψ̌†αb(~x, x

o)(F (ρ)−1)ba[η(~x, x
o)] = ψ̌†αb(~x, x

o)F
(ρ)
ba [−η(~x, xo)],

(8.29)

with

ψ̌αa(~x, x
o) = ψ̂αa(~x, x

o; 0), {ψ̌αa(~x, xo), Γ̃Tb (~y, xo)} = 0

{ψ̌aα(~x, xo), ψ̌†bβ(~y, x
o)} = −iδabδαβδ3(~x− ~y).

(8.30)

Again Dirac’s (Grassmann-valued) observables are the Cauchy data of the multitemporal
equations and are associated with the identity cross section of the associated bundle E of
Dirac fields.

To extract the gauge invariant part of the interaction Hamiltonian (4-31) one needs
to use the Baker-Haussdorff formula [90]

e−x y ex =
∞
∑

n=0

1

n!
ˆ[yxn] (8.31)

valid for x,y belonging to a Lie algebra g and with the notation ˆ[xy] = [x, y], ˆ[xyz] =
[ˆ[xy], z] = [[x, y], z] and so on. In this way one obtains (T a are in the representation ρ,
while T̂ a are in the adjoint representation)

eΩ
γ̂

b
T b

T a e−Ωγ̂
cT

c

=
∞
∑

n=0

(−)
n

n!
αb1 · · ·αbn

ˆ[T aT b1 · · ·T bn ] =

= T c
∞
∑

n=0

(−)
n

n!
ccd1b1αb1 · · · cdn−1abn

αbn
=

T c
∞
∑

n=0

(−)
n

n!
(αb1T

b1)cd1 · · · (αbn
T bn)dn−1a

=

= T c (e−Ωγ̂

b
T̂ b

)ca.

(8.32)

Therefore taking into account Eqs.(7-31) (with d/d~x→ ~∂), (8-23) and (8-30) we have
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iψ†u(~x, x
o)~α·[~∂ + ~Aa(~x, x

o)T a]uvψv(~x, x
o) =

= iψ†u(~x, x
o)~α · [~∂ + (~Θa(η(~x, x

o), ~∂η(~x, xo)) + ~̂Aa,⊥(~x, xo))T a]uvψv(~x, x
o) =

= iψ†u(~x, x
o)~α · [~∂ + F (ρ)

ur [−η(~x, xo)]~∂Ωγ̂a(η(~x, xo))(T a)rsF (ρ)
sv [η(~x, xo)]+

+ (~Θa(η(~x, x
o), ~∂η(~x, xo)) + ~̂Aa,⊥(~x, xo))

F (ρ)
ur [−η(~x, xo)](T a)rsF (ρ)

sv [η(~x, xo)]]uvψ̌v(~x, x
o) =

= iψ̌†a(~x, x
o)~α · [~∂ + ~̌Ac,⊥(~x, xo)T c+

+ 2T c(P eΩ
γ̂
u(η(~x,xo)T̂u

)cd
~Θd(η(~x, x

o), ~∂η(~x, xo))]abψ̌b(~x, x
o)

→η→ 0 iψ̌
†
a(~x, x

o)~α · (~∂ + ~̌Ac(~x, x
o)T c)abψ̌b(~x, x

o).
(8.33)

Let us conclude this Section with the remark that the relevance of the global identity
cross section of the trivial principal bundle P t in the construction of global Dirac’s observ-
ables seems to indicate that global Dirac’s observables probably do not exist for theories
based on non-trivial principal bundles, which, therefore, cannot be re-expressed globally
only in terms of measurable quantities as it will be done in next Section for the YM theory
with fermions.
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9. Physical Lagrangian and Hamiltonian.

Let us now consider the action ST with the Lagrangian density LT (~x, xo) of Eqs.(4-3)
and the Dirac Hamiltonian HDT of Eqs.(4-31) after the elimination of the second class
constraints (4-18) with the Dirac brackets (4-29). Since LT is gauge invariant, we can
evaluate it by using the gauge potentials Ǎaµ generated by the identity cross section σI
from a connection 1-form; let ĽT (~x, xo) be the resulting Lagrangian density and let ȞcT

be the associated canonical Hamiltonian.

By using Eqs.(2-16) and (4-3) and omitting the surface term in Eqs.(4-3), the original
Lagrangian density is

LT (~x, xo) = 1/2g2
∑

a

{( ~̇Aa(~x, xo)− ~̂D
( ~A)

ab (~x, xo)Aoa(~x, x
o))2 − ~B2

a(~x, x
o)}+

+ iψ̄(~x, xo)γµ(∂µ + Aaµ(~x, x
o)T a)ψ(~x, xo)−mψ̄(~x, xo)ψ(~x, xo),

(9.1)

while, from Eqs.(2-17), (4-9) and (4-10), the equations of motion are

LoTa (~x, xo) = ~̂D
( ~A)

ab (~x, xo) · ~̇Ab(~x, xo)− ( ~̂D
( ~A)

ac · ~̂D
( ~A)

cb )(~x, xo)Aob(~x, x
o)+

+ ig2ψ†(~x, xo)T aψ(~x, xo)
◦
=0,

~LTa (~x, xo) = (δab∂
o + caubA

o
u(~x, x

o))(− ~̂D
( ~A)

bc (~x, xo)Aoc(~x, x
o) + ~̇Ab(~x, x

o))−

− ~̂D
( ~A)

ab (~x, xo)× [( ~̂D
( ~A)

bc (~x, xo)− 1

2
cbdc ~Ad(~x, x

o))× ~Ac(~x, x
o)]+

+ iψ(~x, xo)~αT aψ(~x, xo)
◦
=0,

LTψ(~x, xo) = ψ̄(~x, xo)[i(
←
∂µ −Aaµ(~x, xo)T a)γµ +m]

◦
=0,

LTψ̄(~x, xo) = [i(∂µ + Aaµ(~x, x
o)T a)γµ −m]ψ(~x, xo)

◦
=0.

(9.2)

Using Eqs.(7-13), (7-31) and (7-14) we get (η̇ = ∂oη)
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∂oAia(~x, x
o) = ∂iΩ̇γ̂a(η(~x, x

o)) + ∂o|ηÂia,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo))+

+ η̇b
∂Âia,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo))

∂ηb
|η=η(~x,xo) =

= ∂iΩ̇γ̂a(η(~x, x
o)) + [∂o|ηδac − cadcAdb(η(~x, xo))η̇b]Âia,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)).

(9.3)

Since from Eqs.(7-25) one obtains (∂o|ηΩγ̂a is the derivative with respect to the time de-
pendence of the integrand in Eq.(7-30))

Ω̇γ̂a(η(~x, x
o)) = Aab(η(~x, x

o))η̇b(~x, x
o) + ∂o|ηΩγ̂a(η(~x, xo)), (9.4)

and since the time independency of the identity cross section σI implies

η̇a(~x, x
o)|η=0 = (∂o)

n
η(~x, xo)|η=0 = 0, ⇒ Ω̇γ̂a(η(~x, x

o))|η=0 = 0, (9.5)

then these results, together with ∂o|ηΩγ̂a(η(~x, xo))|η=0 = 0, imply the following expression

and limit of Ȧia:

Ȧia(~x, x
o) = ∂o|ηÂia,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)) + (δab∂

i + cacbÂ
i
a,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)))Ω̇γ̂b (η(~x, x

o)) =

= ∂o|ηÂia,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)) + D̂
(ÂT ) i
ab (~x, xo)Ω̇γ̂b (η(~x, x

o))→η→0

→η→0 ∂
oǍia,⊥(~x, xo).

(9.6)

Since, due to Eqs.(6-35), the equation LoTa (~x, xo)
◦
=0 can be written as (Jµa (~x, xo) =

iψ̄(~x, xo)γµT aψ(~x, xo) from Eqs.(4-10))

△( ~A)
ab (~x, xo)Aob(~x, x

o) = ( ~̂D
( ~A)

ac · ~̂D
( ~A)

cb )(~x, xo)Aob(~x, x
o) =

= ~̂D
( ~A)

ab (~x, xo) · ~̇Ab(~x, xo) + g2Joa (~x, xo)− LoTa (~x, xo),

(9.7)

then its solution is
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Aoa(~x, x
o) =

∫

d3y G
( ~A)
△,ab(~x, ~y; x

o)[ ~̂D
( ~A)

bc (~y, xo) · ~̇Ac(~y, xo)+g2Joa(~y, x
o)−LoTa (~y, xo)], (9.8)

or else (also here as in the previous formula we discard homogeneous solutions)

~̇Aa(~x, x
o) = −

∫

d3y ~ζ
( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)[△( ~A)

bc (~y, xo)Aoc(~y, x
o)− g2Job (~y, x

o) + LoTb (~y, xo)], (9.9)

We obtain

△(~Θ+ ~̂AT )
ab (~x, xo)Aob(~x, x

o) =

= ~̂D
(~Θ+ ~̂AT )

ab (~x, xo) · [∂o|η ~̂Ab,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)) + ~̂D
(~Θ+ ~̂AT )

bc (~x, xo)Ω̇γ̂c (η(~x, x
o))−

− cbuc~Θu(η(~x, x
o), ~∂η(~x, xo))Ω̇γ̂c (η(~x, x

o))] + g2Joa(~x, x
o)− LoTa (~x, xo),

(9.10)

so that

Aoa(~x, x
o) = Ω̇γ̂a(~x, x

o) +

∫

d3y G
(~Θ+ ~̂AT )
△,ab (~x, ~y; xo)

[ ~̂D
(~Θ+ ~̂AT )

ab (~y, xo) · (∂o|η ~̂Ab,T (~y, xo; η(~y, xo))− cbuc~Θu(η(~y, x
o), ~∂η(~y, xo))

Ω̇γ̂c (η(~y, x
o))) + g2Joa(~y, x

o)− LoTa (~y, xo)]

(9.11)

and finally

Aoa|η=0(~x, x
o) =

=

∫

d3y G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o)[ ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

bc (~y, xo) · ∂o ~̌Ac,⊥(~y, xo)+

+ g2Joa |η=0(~y, x
o)− LoTa |η=0(~y, x

o)] =

=

∫

d3y G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o)[ ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

bc (~y, xo) · ∂o ~̌Ac,⊥(~y, xo)+

+ ig2ψ̌†(~y, xo)T bψ̌(~y, xo)− LoTb |η=0(~y, x
o)]

(9.12)
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where the next Eqs.(9-14) have been used. Let us remark that the use of LoTa
◦
=0 is equiv-

alent to the phase space constraint ΓTa ≈ 0.

For the fermionic terms Eqs.(8-29), (8-33) imply

ψ̇a(~x, x
o) = ∂o(F

(ρ)
ab [η(~x, xo)]ψ̌b(~x, x

o)) =

= F
(ρ)
ab [η(~x, xo)]∂oψ̌b(~x, x

o)− (Ω̇γ̂(η(~x, xo))F (ρ)[η(~x, xo)])abψ̌b(~x, x
o)→η→0

→η→0 ∂
oψ̌a(~x, x

o)

iψ†u(~x, x
o)(∂o + Aoa(~x, x

o)T a)uvψv(~x, x
o) =

= iψ̌†u(~x, x
o)[δuv∂

o − (F (ρ)[−η(~x, xo)]Ω̇γ̂(η(~x, xo))F (ρ)[η(~x, xo))])uv+

+ (T c)uv(e
−Ωγ̂(η(~x,xo)))caA

o
a(~x, x

o)]ψ̌(~x, xo)→
η→0 LoT

a

◦
=0

→
η→0 LoT

a

◦
=0

iψ̌†u(~x, x
o)(∂o+

+ T a
∫

d3y G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o)[ ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

bc (~y, xo) · ∂o ~̌Ac,⊥(~y, xo)+

+ ig2ψ̌†(~y, xo)T bψ̌(~y, xo)])uvψ̌v(~x, x
o)

(9.13)

Joa(~x, x
o) = iψ†(~x, xo)T aψ(~x, xo) =

= iψ̌†u(~x, x
o)F (ρ)

ur [−η(~x, xo)](T a)rsF (ρ)
sv [η(~x, xo)]ψ̌v(~x, x

o) =

= iψ̌†u(~x, x
o)(T c)uv(e

−Ωγ̂

b
(η(~x,xo)T̂ b

)caψ̌v(~x, x
o)→η→0 iψ̌

†(~x, xo)T aψ̌(~x, xo)

~Ja(~x, x
o) = iψ†(~x, xo)~αT aψ(~x, xo)→η→0 iψ̌

†(~x, xo)~αT aψ̌(~x, xo).
(9.14)

Using Eqs.(9-1), (9-6), (9-12), (9-13), (8-33), we obtain

LT (~x, xo) =
1

2g2

∑

a

{( ~̇Aa(~x, xo)− ~̂D
( ~A)

ab (~x, xo)Aob(~x, x
o))2 − ~B2

a(~x, x
o)}+

+ iψ̄(~x, xo)γµ(∂µ + Aaµ(~x, x
o)T a)ψ(~x, xo)−mψ̄(~x, xo)ψ(~x, xo) =
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=
1

2g2
{[∂o|η ~̂Aa,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo))) + ~̂D

( ~̂AT )

ab (~x, xo)Ω̇γ̂b (η(~x, x
o))−

− ~̂D
(~Θ+ ~̂AT )

(~x, xo)Aob(~x, x
o)]2 − ~B2

a(~x, x
o)}+

+ iψ̄(~x, xo)γµ(∂µ +Aaµ(~x, x
o)T a)ψ(~x, xo)−mψ̄(~x, xo)ψ(~x, xo) =

=
1

2g2
{[∂o|η ~̂Aa,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)) + caub~Θu(η(~x, x

o), ~∂η(~x, xo))Aob(~x, x
o)−

− ~̂D
(~Θ+ ~̂AT )

ab (~x, xo)(Aob(~x, x
o)− Ω̇γ̂b (η(~x, x

o)))]2 − ~B2
a(~x, x

o)}+
+ iψ̄(~x, xo)γµ(∂µ +Aaµ(~x, x

o)T a)ψ(~x, xo)−mψ̄(~x, xo)ψ(~x, xo)→
η→0, LoT

a

◦
=0

→
η→0, LoT

a

◦
=0
Ľ′

T (~x, xo)

(9.15)

with

Ľ′

T (~x, xo) =
1

2g2
( [∂o ~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo)− ~̂D

( ~̌A⊥)

ab (~x, xo)

∫

d3y G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,bc (~x, ~y; xo)

( ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

cd (~y, xo) · ∂o ~̌Ad,⊥(~y, xo) + ig2ψ̌†(~y, xo)T cψ̌(~y, xo))]2−

− ~̌B
2

a(~x, x
o) ) + ψ̌†(~x, xo){i[∂o − ~α · (~∂x + ~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo)T a)]+

+ iT a
∫

d3y G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o)[ ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

bc (~y, xo) · ∂o ~̌Ac,⊥(~y, xo)+

+ ig2ψ̌†(~y, xo)T bψ̌(~y, xo)]−mβ}ψ̌(~x, xo) =

=
1

2g2
( [

∫

d3yP( ~̌A⊥) ij
ab (~x, ~y; xo)∂oǍjb,⊥(~y, xo)−

− g2 ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

ab (~x, xo)

∫

d3y G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,bc (~x, ~y; xo)iψ̌†(~y, xo)T cψ̌(~y, xo)]2−

−
∑

a

~̌B
2

a(~x, x
o) ) + ψ̌†(~x, xo){i[∂o − ~α · (~∂x + ~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo)T a)]+

+ iT a
∫

d3y G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o)[ ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

bc (~y, xo) · ∂o ~̌Ac,⊥(~y, xo)+

+ ig2ψ̌†(~y, xo)T bψ̌(~y, xo)]−mβ}ψ̌(~x, xo) =
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=
1

2g2
[

∫

d3y1 P( ~̌A⊥) ij
ab (~x, ~y1; x

o) ∂oǍjb,⊥(~y1, x
o)

∫

d3y2 P( ~̌A⊥) ik
ac (~x, ~y2; x

o) ∂oǍkb,⊥(~y2, x
o) −

∑

a

~̌B
2

a(~x, x
o)]+

+

∫

d3y1 P( ~̌A⊥) ij
ab (~x, ~y1; x

o) ∂oǍjb,⊥(~y1, x
o) D̂( ~̌A⊥) i

ac (~x, xo)

∫

d3y2G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,cd (~x, ~y2; x

o) iψ̌†(~y2, x
o)T dψ̌(~y2, x

o)+

+
g2

2
~̂D

( ~̌A⊥)

ab (~x, xo)

∫

d3y1G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,bc (~x, ~y1; x

o) iψ̌†(~y1, x
o)T cψ̌(~y1, x

o)·

· ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

au (~x, xo)

∫

d3y2G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,uv(~x, ~y2; x

o) iψ̌†(~y2, x
o)T vψ̌(~y2, x

o)+

+ ψ̌†(~x, xo)( i[∂o − ~α · (~∂x + ~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo)T a)]+

+ iT a
∫

d3y G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o)[ ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

bc (~y, xo) · ∂o ~̌Ac,⊥(~y, xo)+

+ ig2ψ̌†(~y, xo)T bψ̌(~y, xo)]−mβ)ψ̌(~x, xo).

(9.16)

Let us note that in the first line of this equation, due to the transversality of ~̌A⊥, one could

replace ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

cd (~y, xo) with −( ~̌A⊥(~y, xo))cd, see Eqs.(6-46).

By making integrations by part and using transversality and the second line of Eqs.(6-
36), from Eqs. (9-16) one gets

∫

d3x Ľ′

T (~x, xo) =

1

2g2

∫

d3x [∂oǍia,⊥(~x, xo)

∫

d3yP( ~̌A⊥) ik
ac (~x, ~y; xo)∂oǍkc,⊥(~y, xo)−

−
∫

d3y1G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,bc (~x, ~y1; x

o) ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

cd (~y1, x
o) · ∂0 ~̌Ad,⊥(~y1, x

o){− ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

ba (~x, xo)}
∫

d3y2 P( ~̌A⊥) ik
au (~x, ~y2; x

o)∂oǍku,⊥(~y2, x
o)−

∑

a

~̌B
2

a(~x, x
o) ]−

−
∫

d3x [D̂( ~̌A⊥) i
ca (~x, xo)

∫

d3y1 P( ~̌A⊥) ij
ab (~x, ~y; xo)∂oǍjb,⊥(~y, xo)]·

·
∫

d3y2G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,cd (~x, ~y; xo) [iψ̌†(~y2, x

o)T dψ̌(~y2, x
o)]−
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− g2

2

∫

d3x [△( ~̌A⊥)
ub (~x, xo)

∫

d3y1G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,bc (~x, ~y1; x

o) [iψ̌†(~y1, x
o)T cψ̌(~y1, x

o)]]

∫

d3y2G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,uv(~x, ~y2; x

o) [iψ̌†(~y2, x
o)T vψ̌(~y2, x

o)]+

+

∫

d3x [iψ̌(~x, xo)T aψ̌(~x, xo)]

∫

d3y [(− ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

cb (~y, xo)G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o))·

· ∂o ~̌Ac,⊥(~y, xo) +G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o) g2[iψ̌†(~y, xo)T bψ̌(~y, xo)]]+

+

∫

d3xψ̌†(~x, xo)(i[∂o − ~α · (~∂ + ~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo)T a)]−mβ)ψ̌(~x, xo) =

=
1

2g2

∫

d3xd3y∂oǍia,⊥(~x, xo)P( ~̌A⊥) ij
ab (~x, ~y; xo)∂oǍjb,⊥(~y, xo)−

− 1

2g2

∫

d3x
∑

a

~̌B
2

a(~x, x
o)−

−
∫

d3xd3y [iψ̌†(~x, xo)T aψ̌(~x, xo)]~ζ
( ~̌A⊥)
ab (~x, ~y; xo) · ∂o ~̌Ab,⊥(~y, xo)+

+
g2

2

∫

d3xd3y [iψ̌†(~x, xo)T aψ̌(~x, xo)]G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o) [iψ̌†(~y, xo)T bψ̌(~y, xo)]+

+

∫

d3xψ̌†(~x, xo)(i[∂o − ~α · (~∂ + ~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo)T a)]−mβ)ψ̌(~x, xo) =

=

∫

d3x ĽT (~x, xo);

ŠT =

∫

dxo
∫

d3x Ľ′

T (~x, xo) =

∫

dxo
∫

d3x ĽT (~x, xo);

(9.17)

this final Lagrangian density ĽT (~x, xo) has the correct Abelian limit, Eqs.(5-51), since

△( ~̌A⊥) → −△, T a → −i and the third line of the last expression becomes a surface term.

The physical equations of motion can be obtained from Eqs.(9-2) with the same proce-
dure, instead of evaluating them as the Euler-Lagrange equations associated with Eqs.(9-
16). Using Eqs.(9-3), (9-6), (9-8), (9-12), (9-14), one obtains (one uses the simplified

notation ~Ka[ ~A(~x, xo)] = ~̂D
( ~A)

ab (~x, xo)× [( ~̂D
( ~A)

bc (~x, xo)− 1
2cbdc

~Ad(~x, x
o))× ~Ac(~x, x

o)]):
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~LTa (~x, xo) = (δab∂
o + caubA

o
u(~x, x

o))[∂o|η ~̂Ab,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo))+

+ ~̂D
( ~̂AT )

bc (~x, xo)Ω̇γ̂c (η(~x, x
o))− ~̂D

(~Θ+ ~̂AT )

bc (~x, xo)Aoc(~x, x
o)]−

− ~Ka[ ~A(~x, xo)] + g2 ~Ja(~x, x
o) =

= (δab∂
o|η + δabη̇w

∂

∂ηw
|η=η(~x,xo) + caubA

o
u(~x, x

o))[∂o|η ~̂Ab,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo))−

− cbvc~Θv(η(~x, x
o); ~∂η(~x, xo))Ω̇γ̂c (η(~x, x

o))−

− ~̂D
(~Θ+ ~̂AT )

bc (~x, xo)(Aoc(~x, x
o)− Ω̇γ̂c (η(~x, x

o)))]− ~Ka[ ~A(~x, xo)] + g2 ~Ja(~x, x
o) =

= (∂o|η)2 ~̂Aa,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo))+

+ caub(A
o
u(~x, x

o)− Ω̇γ̂u(η(~x, x
o)))∂o|η ~̂Ab,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo))−

− caub(∂o|ηAuw(η(~x, xo)))η̇w(~x, xo)−

− cbvc(δabη̇w(~x, xo)
∂

∂ηw
|η=η(~x,xo)+

+ caubA
o
u(~x, x

o))(~Θv(η(~x, x
o); ~∂η(~x, xo))Ω̇γ̂c (η(~x, x

o)))−

− cauc(∂o|η ~̂Au,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)))(Aoc(~x, x
o)− Ω̇γ̂c (η(~x, x

o)))−

− ~̂D
(~Θ+ ~̂AT )

ab (~x, xo)∂o|η(Aob(~x, xo)− Ω̇γ̂b (η(~x, x
o)))−

− caubAou(~x, xo) ~̂D
(~Θ+ ~̂AT )

bc (~x, xo)(Aoc(~x, x
o)− Ω̇γ̂(η(~x, xo)))−

− caucη̇w(~x, xo)(
∂~Θu(η(~x, x

o); ~∂η(~x, xo))

∂ηw
|η=η(~x,xo)−

− cudrAdw(η(~x, xo)) ~̂Ar,T (~x, xo; η(~x, xo)))(Aoc(~x, x
o)− Ω̇γ̂c (η(~x, x

o)))−

− η̇w(~x, xo) ~̂D
(~Θ+ ~̂AT )

ac (~x, xo)
∂

∂ηw
|η=η(~x,xo)(A

o
c(~x, x

o)− Ω̇γ̂c (η(~x, x
o)))−

− ~Ka[ ~A(~x, xo)] + g2 ~Ja(~x, x
o)→

η→0, LoT
a

◦
=0

→
η→0, LoT

a

◦
=0
~̌L
T

a (~x, xo)

(9.18)

with
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~̌L
T

a (~x, xo) = (∂o)
2 ~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo)+

− ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

ab (~x, xo)× [( ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

bc (~x, xo)− 1

2
cbdc ~̌Ad⊥(~x, xo))× ~̌Ac,⊥(~x, xo)]+

+ ig2ψ̌†(~x, xo)~αT aψ̌(~x, xo)

−
∫

d3z (δ3(~x− ~z)[∂o ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

au (~x, xo) + canu∂
o ~̌Ab,⊥(~x, xo)]+

camu~ζ
( ~̌A⊥)
mn (~x, ~z; xo)[ ~̂D

( ~̌A⊥)

nr (~z, xo) · ∂o ~̌Ar,⊥(~z, xo))+

+ ig2ψ̌†(~z, xo)Tnψ̌(~z, xo)])·
∫

d3y G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ub(~x, ~y; x

o)[ ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

bc (~y, xo) · ∂o ~̌Ac,⊥(~y, xo))+

+ ig2ψ̌†(~y, xo)T bψ̌(~y, xo)] =

= ⊔̄ ~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo) + · · · ◦=0.

(9.19)

where Eqs.(6-36) have been used. Analogously one obtains

βĽTψ(~x, xo) = [i(∂o − ~α · (~∂ + ~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo)T a)+

+ iT a
∫

d3y G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o)[ ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

bc (~y, xo) · ∂o ~̌Ac,⊥(~y, xo))+

+ ig2ψ̌†(~y, xo)T bψ̌(~y, xo)]−mβ]ψ̌(~x, xo)
◦
=0

(9.20)

These equations of motion and the corresponding Hamilton equations will be stud-
ied elsewhere, since in this paper we are primarily interested in the problem of Dirac’s
observables.

Using Eqs.(9-17), we can now evaluate the canonical momenta
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π̌ia,⊥(~x, xo) =
δŠT

δ∂oǍia,⊥(~x, xo)
=

1

g2
P ij⊥ (~x)

∫

d3yP( ~̌A⊥) jk
ab (~x, ~y; xo)∂oǍkb,⊥(~y, xo)+

+ P ij⊥ (~x)

∫

d3y ζ
( ~̌A⊥) j
ab (~x, ~y; xo) iψ̌†(~y, xo)T bψ̌(~y, xo),

~∂ · ~̂πa,⊥(~x, xo) ≡ 0,

{Ǎia,⊥(~x, xo), π̌jb,⊥(~y, xo)} = −δabP ij⊥ (~x)δ3(~x− ~y).

(9.21)

To invert this equation in ∂o ~̌Aa,⊥, one applies the following operator

Pmn⊥ (~z)

∫

d3x [δniδcaδ
3(~z − ~x) + D̂( ~̌A⊥)n

cu (~z, xo)G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,uv(~z, ~x; x

o)D̂( ~̌A⊥) i
va (~x, xo)]P ij⊥ (~x)

∫

d3y [δjkδabδ
3(~x− ~y)− D̂( ~̌A⊥) j

ar (~x, xo)G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,rs (~x, ~y; x

o)D̂
( ~̌A⊥) k
sb (~y, xo)]

· ∂oǍkb,⊥(~y, xo) =

= ∂oǍmc.⊥(~z, xo)−
∫

d3xd3y Pmn⊥ (~z)D̂( ~̌A⊥)n
cu (~z, xo)G

( ~̌A⊥)
△,uv(~z, ~x; x

o)

[D̂( ~̌A⊥) i
va (~x, xo)P ij⊥ (~x)D̂( ~̌A⊥) j

ar (~x, xo)]G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,rs (~x, ~y; x

o)D̂
( ~̌A⊥) k
sb (~y, xo)∂oǍkb,⊥(~y, xo) =

= ∂oǍmc,⊥(~z, xo),
(9.22)

because Eqs.(6-35), (6-29) and (6-38) imply

D̂( ~̌A⊥) i
va (~x, xo)(δij +

∂i∂j

△ )D̂( ~̌A⊥) j
ar (~x, xo) =

= △( ~̌A⊥)
vr (~x, xo) +Kva( ~̌A⊥)(~x, xo)

1

△Kar( ~̌A⊥)(~x, xo) = 0.

(9.23)

Therefore, one gets
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∂0Ǎia,⊥(~x, xo) =

= g2P ij⊥ (~x)

∫

d3y [δjkδabδ
3(~x− ~y) + D̂( ~̌A⊥) j

au (~x, xo)G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,uv(~x, ~y; x

o)D̂
( ~̌A⊥) k
vb (~y, xo)]

· P kn⊥ (~y) [π̌nb,⊥(~y, xo)− i
∫

d3z ζ
( ~̌A⊥)n
bc (~y, ~z; xo)ψ̌†(~z, xo)T cψ̌(~z, xo)],

(9.24)

so that from Eqs.(9-19) we get the following canonical Hamiltonian

ȞcT =

∫

d3x [~̌πa,⊥(~x, xo) · ∂o ~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo) + ψ̌(~x, xo)π(~x, xo)−

− ˇ̄ψ(~x, xo)ˇ̄π(~x, xo)− ĽT (~x, xo)] =

=
g2

2

∫

d3xd3y [π̌ia,⊥(~x, xo)− P ij⊥ (~x)

∫

d3v ζ( ~̌A⊥) j
ar (~x,~v; xo) iψ̌†(~v, xo)T rψ̌(~v, xo)]

[δikδabδ
3(~x− ~y) + D̂( ~̌A⊥) i

au (~x, xo)G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,uv(~x, ~y; x

o)D̂
( ~̌A⊥) k
vb (~y, xo)]

[π̌kb,⊥(~y, xo)− P kn⊥ (~y)

∫

d3wζ
( ~̌A⊥)n
bc (~y, ~w; xo) iψ̌†(~w, xo)T cψ̌(~w, xo)]+

+
1

2g2

∫

d3x
∑

a

~̌B
2

a(~x, x
o)+

+

∫

d3x ψ̌†(~x, xo)[i~α · (~∂ + ~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo)T a) +mβ]ψ̌(~x, xo)−

− g2

2

∫

d3xd3y [iψ̌†(~x, xo)T aψ̌(~x, xo)]G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o) [iψ̌†(~y, xo)T bψ̌(~y, xo)] =

=
g2

2

∫

d3xd3y π̌ia,⊥(~x, xo)[δikδabδ
3(~x− ~y) + D̂( ~̌A⊥) i

au (~x, xo)G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,uv(~x, ~y; x

o)

D̂
( ~̌A⊥) k
vb (~y, xo)]π̌kb,⊥(~y, xo) +

1

2g2

∫

d3x
∑

a

~̌B
2

a(~x, x
o)−

− g2

∫

d3xd3y P ij⊥ (~x)

∫

d3v ζ( ~̌A⊥) j
ar (~x,~v; xo)[iψ̌†(~v, xo)T rψ̌(~v, xo)]

· [δikδabδ3(~x− ~y) + D̂( ~̌A⊥) i
au (~x, xo)G

( ~̌A⊥)
△,uv(~x, ~y; x

o)D̂
( ~̌A⊥) k
vb (~y, xo)]π̌kb,⊥(~y, xo)+
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+
g2

2

∫

d3xd3y P ij⊥ (~x)

∫

d3v ζ( ~̌A⊥) j
ur (~x,~v; xo)[iψ̌†(~v, xo)T rψ̌(~v, xo)]

[δikδabδ
3(~x− ~y) + D̂( ~̌A⊥) i

au (~x, xo)G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,uv(~x, ~y; x

o)D̂
( ~̌A⊥) k
vb (~y, xo)]

P kn⊥ (~y)

∫

d3w ζ
( ~̌A⊥)n
bc (~y, ~w; xo)[iψ̌†(~w, xo)T cψ̌(~w, xo)]−

− g2

2

∫

d3xd3y [iψ̌†(~x, xo)T aψ̌(~x, xo)]G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o)[iψ̌†(~y, xo)T bψ̌(~y, xo)]+

+

∫

d3x ψ̌†(~x, xo)[i~α · (~∂ + ~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo)T a) +mβ]ψ̌(~x, xo) =

=
1

2

∫

d3x
∑

a

[g2~̌π
2

a,⊥(~x, xo) +
1

g2
~̌B

2

a(~x, x
o)]−

− g2

2

∫

d3xd3y [( ~̌A⊥(~x, xo))ua · ~̌πa,⊥(~x, xo)]G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,uv(~x, ~y; x

o)[( ~̌A⊥(~y, xo))vb · ~̌πb,⊥(~y, xo)]−

− g2

∫

d3xd3y [( ~̌A⊥(~x, xo))ua · ~̌πa,⊥(~x, xo)]G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,uv(~x, ~y; x

o)[iψ̌†(~y, xo)T vψ̌(~y, xo)]−

− g2

2

∫

d3xd3y [iψ̌†(~x, xo)Tuψ̌(~x, xo)]G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,uv(~x, ~y; x

o)[iψ̌†(~y, xo)T vψ̌(~y, xo)]+

+

∫

d3x ψ̌†(~x, xo)[i~α · (~∂ + ~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo)T a) +mβ]ψ̌(~x, xo) =

=
1

2

∫

d3x
∑

a

[g2~̌π
2

a,⊥(~x, xo) +
1

g2
~̌B

2

a(~x, x
o)]−

− g2

2

∫

d3xd3y [( ~̌A⊥(~x, xo))au · ~̌πu,⊥(~x, xo) + iψ̌†(~x, xo)T aψ̌(~x, xo)]G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o)

[( ~̌A⊥(~y, xo))bv · ~̌πv,⊥(~y, xo) + iψ̌†(~y, xo)T bψ̌(~y, xo)]+

+

∫

d3x ψ̌†(~x, xo)[i~α · (~∂ + ~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo)T a) +mβ]ψ̌(~x, xo),

(9.25)

where Eqs.(6-36) and (9-23) have been used to get D̂
( ~̌A⊥) k
vb (~y, xo)P kn⊥ (~y)ζ

( ~̌A⊥)n
bc (~y, ~w; xo) =

0 and similar results after integrations by parts; also the notation of Eqs.(6-46) has been
used. The first expression of this canonical Hamiltonian shows the correct Abelian limit
of Eqs.(5-39), (5-40), because in this limit the extra terms in the first lines disappear for

transversality reasons, P ij⊥ (~x)ζ
( ~̌A⊥) j
ar (~x,~v; xo)→ 0.

By introducing the following notation for the non-Abelian charge density of Eqs.(4-40)
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QTa = g

∫

d3x ρ( ~A,~π)
a (~x, xo)

ρ( ~A,~π)
a (~x, xo) = ( ~A(~x, xo))ab · ~πb(~x, xo) + iψ†(~x, xo)T aψ(~x, xo),

{ρ( ~A,~π)
a (~x, xo), ρ

( ~A,~π)
b (~y, xo)} = cabcρ

( ~A,~π)
c (~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y)

{ρ( ~̌A⊥,~̌π⊥)
a (~x, xo), ρ

( ~̌A⊥,~̌π⊥)
b (~y, xo)} = cabcρ

( ~̌A⊥,~̌π⊥)
c (~x, xo)δ3(~x− ~y)

(9.26)

one arrives at the final form of the canonical Hamiltonian

ȞcT =
1

2

∫

d3x
∑

a

[g2~̌π
2

a,⊥(~x, xo) +
1

g2
~̌B

2

a(~x, x
o)]−

− g2

2

∫

d3xd3y ρ( ~̌A⊥,~̌π⊥)
a (~x, xo)G

( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o)ρ
( ~̌A⊥,~̌π⊥)
b (~y, xo)+

+

∫

d3x ψ̌†(~x, xo)[i~α · (~∂ + ~̌Aa,⊥(~x, xo)T a) +mβ]ψ̌(~x, xo).

(9.27)

Let us now consider HDT = HcT +
∫

d3x [λao(~x, x
o)πoa(~x, x

o) − Aao(~x, xo)ΓTa (~x, xo)].
From Eqs.(8-11) , (8-27) and with the notation of Eq.(6-46), (9-26), we have

∑

a

~π2
a(~x, x

o) =
∑

a

{~πa,⊥(~x, xo) +
~∂x
△x

∫

d3y ~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)[ρb(~y, x

o)− ΓTb (~y, xo)]}2 =

=
∑

a

{~πa,⊥(~x, xo) +
~∂x
△x

∫

d3y ~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)ρb(~y, x

o)}2−
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− {~πa,⊥(~x, xo) +
~∂x
△x

∫

d3y ~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)ρb(~y, x

o)}·

·
~∂x
△x

∫

d3z ~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)
ac (~x, ~z; xo)ΓTc (~z, xo)+

+
∑

a

[
~∂x
△x

∫

d3y ~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)Γtb(~y, x

o)]2 =

=
∑

a

~π2
a,⊥(~x, xo) + 2~πa,⊥(~x, xo) ·

~∂x
△x

∫

d3y ~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)ρb(~y, x

o)+

+
∑

a

[
~∂x
△x

∫

d3y ~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)ρb(~y, x

o)]2−

− [~πa,⊥(~x, xo) +
~∂x
△x

∫

d3y ~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)ρb(~y, x

o)]·

·
~∂x
△x

∫

d3z ~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)
ac (~x, ~z; xo)ΓTc (~z, xo)+

+
∑

a

[
~∂x
△x

∫

d3y ~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)ΓTb (~y, xo)]2 =

(9.28)

After discarding surface terms from some integrations by parts (for instance of the

kind
∫

d3x [(~∂/△)F (~x)]·[(~∂/△)G(~x)] =
∫

d3xF (~x)(1/△)G(~x)), one gets (here ρa = ρ
( ~A,~π)
a )

HDT =

∫

d3x {g
2

2

∑

a

~π2
a,⊥(~x, xo) +

1

2g2

∑

a

~B2
a(~x, x

o)+

+
g2

2

∫

d3y1d
3y2 [~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)

ab (~x, ~y1; x
o)ρb(~y1, x

o)]
1

△x
[~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)

ac (~x, ~y2; x
o)ρc(~y2, x

o)]+

+ iψ†(~x, xo)~α · (~∂ + ~Aa(~x, x
o)T a)ψ(~x, xo) +mψ†(~x, xo)βψ(~x, xo)−

− g2

2

∫

d3y1d
3y2 [~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)

ab (~x, ~y1; x
o)ρb(~y1, x

o)]
1

△x
[~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)

ac (~x, ~y2; x
o)ΓTc (~y2, x

o)]+

+
g2

2

∫

d3y1d
3y2 [~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)

ab (~x, ~y1; x
o)ΓTb (~y1, x

o)]
1

△x
[~∂x · ~ζ( ~A)

ac (~x, ~y2; x
o)ΓTc (~y2, x

o)]−

− Aao(~x, xo)ΓTa (~x, xo) + λao(~x, x
o)πoa(~x, x

o)}.
(9.29)

If we evaluate HDT on the identity cross section σI , from Eqs.(9- 27) and (9-29) we
get
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ȞDT = ȞcT +

∫

d3x (λao(~x, x
o)π̌oa(~x, x

o)−

−
∫

d3y [Ǎao(~x, x
o)δ3(~x− ~y)+

+
g2

2

∫

d3z(
1

△x
[~∂x · ~ζ( ~̌A⊥)

bc (~x, ~z; xo)ρ( ~̌A⊥,~̌π⊥)
c (~z, xo)])~∂x · ~ζ( ~̌A⊥)

ba (~x, ~y; xo)]Γ̌Ta (~y, xo))+

+
g2

2

∫

d3y1d
3y2 [~∂x · ~ζ( ~̌A⊥)

ab (~x, ~y1; x
o)Γ̌Tb (~y1, x

o)]

1

△x
[~∂x · ~ζ( ~̌A⊥)

ac (~x, ~y2; x
o)Γ̌Tc (~y2, x

o)] =

= ȞcT +

∫

d3x (λao(~x, x
o)π̌oa(~x, x

o)−

− [Ǎao(~x, x
o)− g2

2

∫

d3y G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o)ρ
( ~̌A⊥,~̌π⊥)
b (~y, xo)]Γ̌Ta (~x, xo))−

− g2

2

∫

d3xd3y Γ̌Ta (~x, xo)G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o)Γ̌Tb (~y, xo),

(9.30)

where Eqs.(6-39), (6-40) and an integration by parts have been used. This equation has
to be compared with Eqs.(5-39) of the Abelian case.

If, along the lines of the Abelian case, Eqs.(5-41), we introduce the generalized
Coulomb gauge-fixing ηa(~x, x

o) ≈ 0, then from Eqs.(8-15), (9-29), (7-41), (7-43), we obtain

∂oηa(~x, x
o) = {ηa(~x, xo), HDT} ≈

≈ (Abo(~x, x
o) +

g2

2

∫

d3zd3y [~∂z · ~ζ( ~A)
uv (~z, ~y; xo)ρ( ~A,~π)

v (~y, xo)]

1

△z
[~∂z · ~ζ( ~A)

ub (~z, ~x; xo)])Bba(η(~x, x
o))|η≈0 ≈

≈ Ǎao(~x, xo)(~x, xo)−
g2

2

∫

d3y G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o)ρ
( ~̌A⊥,~̌π⊥)
b (~y, xo) ≈ 0;

(9.31)

this turns out to be the natural generalized temporal gauge. Its time constancy determines
the Dirac multipliers λao:
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∂o[Ǎao(~x, x
o)(~x, xo)− g2

2

∫

d3y G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o)ρ
( ~̌A⊥,~̌π⊥)
b (~y, xo)] =

= {Ǎao(~x, xo)(~x, xo)−
g2

2

∫

d3y G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o)ρ
( ~̌A⊥,~̌π⊥)
b (~y, xo), HDT} ≈

≈ λao(~x, x
o)− {g

2

2

∫

d3y G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,ab (~x, ~y; x

o)ρ
( ~̌A⊥,~̌π⊥)
b (~y, xo), Hdt}|η≈0 ≈ 0.

(9.32)

We shall study elsewhere the non-trivial problem of finding the analogue of the Abelian
canonical transformation (5-42)-(5-43), of getting a separation of ȞDT in physical and pure
gauge parts like in Eqs.(5-45), and, subsequently of analyzing similar separations for the
generators of the Poincaré group like at the end of Section 5.

As shown by Eqs.(9-31) the standard temporal gauge Aao(~x, x
o) = 0 is not allowed,

also in absence of fermions. Therefore, for G=SU(2), our physical Hamiltonian cannot
coincide either with the one of Ref.[91a] evaluated moreover in the Coulomb gauge, or
with the one of Ref.[91b] (notwithstanding the technique for finding gauge invariants used
in this paper has similarities with our approach), or with the results of Ref.[91c] obtained

starting from a polar decomposition of ~Aa, or of Refs.[47]; see also Ref.[91d] for a different
canonical approach, but always in the temporal gauge.

For the non-Abelian charges Eqs.(4-40), (8-25), (8-27), (9-14) imply

− 1

g2

∫

d3x ~∂ · ~Ea(~x, xo) = −
∫

d3x ~∂ · ~πa(~x, xo) ◦=

◦
=QTa =

1

g

∫

d3xGo1a(~x, x
o) =

=
1

g2
cabc

∫

d3xF okb (~x, xo)Akc (~x, x
o) + i

∫

d3xψ†(~x, xo)T aψ(~x, xo) =

=

∫

d3x ρ( ~A,~π)
a (~x, xo) =

=

∫

d3x [( ~A(~x, xo))ab · ~πb(~x, xo) + iψ†(~x, xo)T aψ(~x, xo)]→
η→0,LoT

a

◦
=0

→
η→0,LoT

a

◦
=0

Q̌Ta

(9.33)

with
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Q̌Ta =

∫

d3x [( ~̌A⊥(~x, xo))ab · (~̌πb,⊥(~x, xo) +
~∂x
△x

∫

d3y ~∂x · ~ζ( ~̌A⊥)
bc (~x, ~y; xo)

[( ~̌A⊥(~y, xo))cd · ~̌πd,⊥(~y, xo) + iψ̌†(~y, xo)T cψ̌(~y, xo)]) + iψ̌†(~x, xo)T aψ̌(~x, xo)] =

=

∫

d3x [ρ( ~̌A⊥,~̌π⊥)
a (~x, xo)+

+ ( ~̌A⊥(~x, xo))ab ·
~∂x
△x

∫

d3y ~∂x · ~ζ( ~̌A⊥)
bc (~x, ~y; xo)ρ( ~̌A⊥,~̌π⊥)

c (~y, xo)] =

=

∫

d3x ρ( ~̌A⊥,~̌π⊥)
a (~x, xo) =

=

∫

d3x [( ~̌A⊥(~x, xo))ab · ~̌π⊥(~x, xo) + iψ̌†(~x, xo)T aψ̌(~x, xo)].

(9.34)

after an integration by parts. As expected [35], Eqs.(9-26) imply

{Q̌Ta , Q̌Tb } = cabc Q̌
T
c

{Ǎia,⊥(~x, xo), Q̌Tb } = cabcǍ
i
c,⊥(~x, xo)

{π̌ia,⊥(~x, xo), Q̌Tb } = cabcπ̌
i
c,⊥(~x, xo)

{ψ̌aα(~x, xo), Q̌Tb } = [T bψ̌α(~x, xo)]a

{ψ̌†aα(~x, xo), Q̌Tb } = −[ψ̌†α(~x, xo)T b]a.

(9.35)

Since, from Eqs.(4-38)-(4-40), the non-Abelian chargesQTa are constants of the motion,
the same is true of the Q̌Ta . The equation {Q̌Ta , ȞcT} = 0 can be used to deduce the

transformation properties of the Green function G
( ~̌A⊥

△,ab(~x, ~y; x
o): since from Eqs.(6-35) we

have {△( ~̌A⊥
au (~x, xo)G

( ~̌A⊥

△,uc(~x, ~y; x
o), Q̌Tb } = 0, with the help of Eqs.(6-36) we get

{G( ~̌A⊥)
△,ac (~x, ~y; x

o), Q̌Tb } =

= −
∫

d3z G
( ~̌A)⊥
△,au(~x, ~z; x

o) { ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

uv (~z, xo) · ~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

vs (~z, xo), Q̌Tb }G( ~̌A⊥)
△,sc (~z, ~y; x

o) =

=

∫

d3z [~ζ( ~̌A⊥)
av (~x, ~z; xo)G

( ~̌A⊥)
△,uc(~z, ~y; x

o) +G
( ~̌A⊥)
△,av(~x, ~z; x

o)~ζ( ~̌A⊥)
uc (~z, ~y; xo)]·

· cvudcdbr ~̌Ar,⊥(~z, xo) = cabuG
( ~̌A⊥)
△,uc(~x, ~y; x

o)−G( ~̌A⊥)
△,au(~x, ~y; x

o)cubc.

(9.36)

To find the classical superselection sectors labelled by
∑

a Q̌
T 2
a , as said in Section 3,

one has to select the subset of Dirac’s observables which has vanishing Poisson brackets
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with Q̌Ta ; Eqs.(9-35) then automatically require that only even functions of Grassmann-
valued Dirac’s observables belong to each superselection sector.

For the topological charge Eqs.(8-25), (8-27), (9-14) imply

QT =
1

4

∫

d3xFaµν(~x, x
o)∗Fµνa (~x, xo) = −

∫

d3x ~Ea(~x, x
o) · ~Ba(~x, xo) =

= −g2

∫

d3x~πa(~x, x
o) · ~Ba(~x, xo)→η→0,LoT

a

◦
=0

→
η→0,LoT

a

◦
=0

Q̌T

(9.37)

with

Q̌T = −g2

∫

d3x [~̌πa,⊥(~x, xo)+

+
~∂x
△x

∫

d3y ~∂x · ~ζ( ~̌A⊥)
ab (~x, ~y; xo)ρ

( ~̌A⊥,~̌π⊥)
b (~y, xo)] · ~̌Ba(~x, xo) =

= −g2

∫

d3x ~̌Ba(~x, x
o) · [~̌πa,⊥(~x, xo)+

+ ( ~̌A⊥(~x, xo))ab ·
1

△x

∫

d3y ~∂x · ~ζ( ~̌A⊥)
bc (~x, ~y; xo)ρ( ~̌A⊥,~̌π⊥)

c (~y, xo)],

(9.38)

where, after an integration by parts, the Bianchi identity in the limit η → 0, i.e.

~̂D
( ~̌A⊥)

ab (~x, xo) · ~̌Ba(~x, xo) ≡ 0, has been used.

By using Eq.(6-44) and the rescaling A = gÃ (for sake of simplicity we go on to use
the notation A also after the rescaling), the action (9-17) and the Hamiltonian (9-27) can
be rewritten in the following forms, which show explicitly the absence of singularities in g :
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ŠT =

∫

dxo
∫

d3x ĽT (~x, xo) =

=

∫

dxo {1
2

∫

d3y1d
3y2

˙̌A
i

⊥a(~y1)

[δijδabδ
3(~y1 − ~y2) + g2(Ǎi⊥(~y1))auc(~y1 − ~y2)(Ǎ

j
⊥(~y2))ub−

− 2g3

∫

d3z c(~y1 − ~z)[∂hz c(~z − ~y2)](Ǎ
i
⊥(~y1))ac(Ǎ

h
⊥(~z))cu·

· (Pexp[g
∫ ~z

~y2

d~w · ~̌A⊥(~w)])
ud

(Ǎj⊥(~y2))db+

+ g4

∫

d3z1d
3z2 c(~y1 − ~z1)[∂

h
z1c(~z1 − ~z2)][∂

k
z2c(~z2 − ~y2)](Ǎ

i
⊥(~y1))ac(Ǎ

h
⊥(~z1))cu·

· (Pexp[g
∫ ~z1

~z2

d~w · ~̌A⊥(~w)])
uv

(Ǎk⊥(~z2))vr(Pexp[g

∫ ~z2

~y2

d~w · ~̌A⊥(~z2)])
rd

(Ǎj⊥(~y2))db]·

· ˙̌A
j

⊥b(~y2)−

− 1

2

∫

d3x [(∂iǍj⊥a(~x))∂
iǍj⊥a(~x) + 2gcabc(∂

iǍj⊥a(~x))Ǎ
i
⊥b(~x)Ǎ

j
⊥c(~x)+

+
1

2
g2cabccauvǍ

i
⊥b(~x)Ǎ

j
⊥c(~x)Ǎ

i
⊥u(~x)Ǎ

j
⊥v(~x)]+

+

∫

d3x ψ̌†a(~x)[i(∂
o I − ~α · (~∂ I + g~̌A⊥u(~x)T

u))−mβ]abψ̌b(~x)−

− 1

2

∫

d3y1d
3y2 (iψ̌†(~y1)T

aψ̌(~y1))[δabc(~y1 − ~y2)−

− 2g

∫

d3z c(~y1 − ~z)[∂hz c(~z − ~y2)](Ǎ
h
⊥(~z))au(Pexp[g

∫ ~z

~y2

d~w · ~̌A⊥(~w)])
ub

+

+ g2

∫

d3z1d
3z2 c(~y1 − ~z1)[∂

h
z1
c(~z1 − ~z2)][∂

k
z2
c(~z2 − ~y2)](Pexp[g

∫ ~z1

~z2

d~w · ~̌A⊥(~w)])
uv

·

· (Ǎk⊥(~z2))vd(Pexp[g

∫ ~z2

~y2

d~w · ~̌A⊥(~w)])
db

][ψ̌†(~y2)T
bψ̌(~y2) + 2(~̌A⊥(~y2))bc · ~̇̌A⊥c(~y2)]}

(9.39)
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ȞcT =
1

2

∫

d3y1d
3y2 π̌

i
⊥a(~y1)·

· [δijδabδ3(~y1 − ~y2)− g2(Ǎi⊥(~y1))auc(~y1 − ~y2)(Ǎ
j
⊥(~y2))ub+

+ 2g3

∫

d3z c(~y1 − ~z)[∂hz c(~z − ~y2)](Ǎ
i
⊥(~y1))ac(Ǎ

h
⊥(~z))cu·

· (Pexp[g
∫ ~z

~y2

d~w · ~̌A⊥(~w)])
ud

(Ǎj⊥(~y2)db−

− g4

∫

d3z1d
3z2 c(~y1 − ~z1)[∂

h
z1
c(~z1 − ~z2)][∂

k
z2
c(~z2 − ~y2)](Ǎ

i
⊥(~y1))ac(Ǎ

h
⊥(~z1))cu·

· (Pexp[g
∫ ~z1

~z2

d~w · ~̌A⊥(~w)])
uv

(Ǎk⊥(~z2))vr(Pexp[g

∫ ~z2

~y2

d~w · ~̌A⊥(~w)])
rd

(Ǎj⊥(~y2))db]·

· π̌j⊥b(~y2)+

+
1

2

∫

d3x[(∂iǍj⊥a(~x))∂
iǍj⊥a(~x) + 2gcabc(∂

iǍj⊥a(~x))Ǎ
i
⊥b(~x)Ǎ

j
⊥c(~x)+

+
1

2
g2cabccauvǍ

i
⊥b(~x)Ǎ

j
⊥c(~x)Ǎ

i
⊥u(~x)Ǎ

j
⊥v(~x)]+

+

∫

d3x ψ̌†a(~x)[i~α · (~∂I + g~̌A⊥u(~x)T
u) +mβ]abψ̌b(~x)+

+
1

2
g2

∫

d3y1d
3y2 [2~̌π⊥c(~y1) · (~̌A⊥(~y1))ca + iψ̌†(~y1)T

aψ̌(~y1)][δabc(~y1 − ~y2)−

− 2g

∫

d3z c(~y1 − ~z)[∂hz c(~z − ~y2)](Ǎ
h
⊥(~z))au(Pexp[g

∫ ~z

~y2

d~w · ~̌A⊥(~w)])
ub

+

+ g2

∫

d3z1d
3z2 c(~y1 − ~z1)[∂

h
z1
c(~z1 − ~z2)][∂

k
z2
c(~z2 − ~y2)](Ǎ

h
⊥(~z1))au·

· (Pexp[g
∫ ~z1

~z2

d~w · ~̌A⊥(~w)])
uv

(Ǎk⊥(~z2))vr

(Pexp[g

∫ ~z2

~y2

d~w · ~̌A⊥(~w)])
rb

](iψ̌†(~y2)T
bψ̌(~y2))

(9.40)

From the discussion of Sections 2, 3, 7, and from Eqs.(7-19)-(7-23), one can define

a different set of Dirac’s observables ~̌A
(m)

a,⊥,n(~x, x
o) [ ~̌Aa,⊥ = ~̌A

(0)

a,⊥,0] for each value n ∈ Z
of the winding number and for each index m = 0, 1, .., dimZG − 1, labelling the elements
of the center ZG of G. Instead for the fermion fields we have only the dependence on the
winding number, ψ̂aα,(n)(~x, x

o). In fact, instead that around the identity cross section σI ,
one can repeat the whole construction around each one of the cross sections defined in
Eqs.(7-19)-(7- 23) in accord with the approach of Refs.[61]. Therefore the final action in
terms of these configuration coordinates is
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ŠD =

+∞
∑

n=−∞

dimZG−1
∑

m=0

(Š
(n)
T (m) + θQ̌

(n)
T (m)), (9.41)

with ŠT and Q̌T given by Eqs.(9-39) and (9-38) respectively.
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10. Covariantization and a Possible Ultraviolet Cutoff.

Till now the whole construction of Dirac’s observables, both in the Abelian and non-
Abelian case, has been manifestly Lorentz non-covariant, since a 3+1 splitting has been
privileged. To recover some kind of covariance, i.e. Wigner covariance, like for some rela-
tivistic two-body system [14] and for the Nambu string [16], one has to follow a strategy
which was essentially initiated by Dirac himself [1a]. We have chosen boundary condi-
tions such that the ten functionals of the field configuration defining the generators of the
Poincaré group, assumed globally realized (so that the global momentum map reformu-
lation of the first Noether theorem [69] can be applied; let us remark that in Ref. [69d]
there is a momentum map reformulation of the second Noether theorem with only first
class constraints and a different approach to the covariantization of the phase space of
classical field theory), are finite: Pµ < ∞, Jµν < ∞. Therefore, we have selected field
configurations for the coupled system of gauge potentials and matter fields, which admit

well defined values of the Poincaré Casimirs P 2 and W 2 = −P 2 ~̂S
2

( ~̂S is the rest-frame
Thomas spin [14-16]). The first implication is that the constraint submanifold in phase
space has a first stratification structure, being the disjoint union of sets identified by the
various kinds of Poincaré orbits admitted by the system. The stratum of the P 2- or mass-
stratification for P 2 > 0 will be further stratified due to the two kinds of orbits of the

Thomas spin ( ~̂S
2

= 0 or 6= 0): this is the spin-stratification. Let us remark that a priori
there is also the stratification induced by all possible types of gauge symmetries, when
the chosen functional space of connections allows reducible connections; with our choice
this stratification is absent. The mass- and spin-stratifications could also be introduced at
the level of the configuration space in the Lagrangian approach, but they are more easily
described in the Hamiltonian approach.

Let us remark that the requirement Pµ < ∞, Jµν < ∞, presupposes the possibility
of a regularization of the classical self-energy problems (see for instance Ref.[32] for the
Abelian case with charged scalar particles) connected with the classical charge radius ∼ e2,
when matter particles are replaced by matter fermionic fields; at the pseudoclassical level,
in which the charges of the particles are treated by means of Grassmann variables (pseu-
doclassical remnant of quantized charges), the pseudoclassical charge radius, and then the
self-energy, vanishes since e2PS = 0 [44] ( ePS is the pseudoclassical charge which becomes
e after quantization). It is plausible that with fermionic Grassmann-valued fields this kind
of regularization still works at the pseudoclassical level; however, this point needs further
investigation and it has not yet been studied which kind of regularization would corre-
spond to a consistent quantization of these pseudoclassically regularized models. While
in this Section, disregarding this problem, we will find a classical basis for a ultraviolet
cutoff, the classical basis for the infrared problem is still practically unexplored: there is
an interconnection among the existence of the exceptional Poincaré orbit Pµ = 0 (see the
surface terms in Ref.[40]), the accumulation of the time-like and space-like orbits toward
it and the behaviour under Lorentz boosts of the Coulomb clouds (either before or after
the decoupling of the gauge degrees of freedom).
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The first step of the strategy is to study the classical spectrum of the system to see
which kinds of Poincaré orbits are allowed; if space-like orbits P 2 < 0 are allowed, they
have to be discarded already at the classical level to avoid tachionic effects.

The second step is the treatment of the time-like (P 2 > 0, P o > 0 or < 0), light-like
(P 2 = 0, P 0 > 0 or < 0) and Pµ = 0 orbits. For the time-like orbits one has to reformulate
the classical theory of the system on space-like hypersurfaces, as it will be done later on;
actually in this case the instant form of dynamics of Dirac [92] is the natural one. For light-
like orbits one has to add P 2 ≈ 0, as a functional of the fields, to the original constraints
and to study anew the new constraint submanifold (it defines the stratum of the original
constraint submanifold containing light-like orbits); the theory has to be reformulated on
light-cones, because now the front form of dynamics of Dirac [92] is the natural one. Also
for the orbit Pµ = 0 one has to add Pµ ≈ 0 to the original constraints, but a clear
understanding of the geometrical and dynamical aspects of this case is still lacking. In
what follows we shall restrict ourselves to the time-like case P 2 > 0, since the light-like
one can be formulated along similar lines and this will be done elsewhere; also we shall
limit ourselves to the Abelian case, whose reformulation on space-like hypersurfaces when
scalar relativistic particles instead of fermionic fields are present, was done in Ref. [93]; the
introduction of fermionic Grassmann-valued fields and/or of non-Abelian gauge potentials
is straightforward and will be done elsewhere. Then, being in the realm of special relativity,
the gauge freedom in the foliation of Minkowski space-time with space-like hypersurfaces
will be reduced to the natural (in the sense of intrinsic) family of hyperplanes perpendicular
to the total momentum Pµ (P 2 > 0) of the system: this can be called the natural Wigner
foliation for the case P 2 > 0.

The third step is to find a canonical transformation from the original variables to a
new basis containing Pµ, a conjugated center-of-mass coordinate Xµ (functional of the
field configuration) and a set of field relative variables, like for the Nambu string [15-16].
Then a second canonical transformation [14,16] will boost (at rest in the case P 2 > 0) the
relative variables with the standard Wigner boost pertaining to the chosen kind of Poincaré
orbit (P 2 > 0 or P 2 = 0): this new canonical basis will contain Pµ, a new Lorentz non-
covariant center-of-mass coordinate X̃µ and relative field variables with Wigner covariance.
In the case P 2 > 0 some of the relative variables (those corresponding to relative-time-
like variables and to their conjugated variables) will be Lorentz scalars and the remaining
relative variables will be spin-1 Wigner three-vectors. The center-of-mass variables X̃µ,
Pµ, with another canonical transformation [14], will be replaced with the total mass,
the conjugated rest-frame time and six Dirac’s observables describing the independent
Euclidean Cauchy data for the center-of-mass
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η
√
P 2, P · X̃/η

√
P 2, η = signP o,

~z = η
√
P 2(x̃i − P i

P o
x̃o) =

= η
√
P 2[xi − P i

P o
xo +

Sio

η
√
P 2

+ (Sik − P i

P o
Sok)

Pk

η
√
P 2(η

√
P 2 + P o)

]

~k = ~P/η
√
P 2,

(10.1)

where Sµν is the spin part of Jµν after the center- of-mass decomposition. ~z is not a three-
vector under Lorentz boosts and ~z

′

= ~z/η
√
P 2 is the classical analogue of the Newton-

Wigner operator in presence of spin (it is canonical, {zi, zj} = 0, but not covariant). Let

us note that when some mass parameter is available one could redefine ~z and ~k so to have
the standard dimensions, which have been altered by the canonical transformation due to
the necessity of commuting with the rest frame time.

Let us consider a foliation of Minkowski space-time with a family of space-like hyper-
surfaces Σ(τ), whose points are given coordinates zµ(τ, ~σ) = zµ(σA), A = τ, r, r = 1, 2, 3;
let ∂A = (∂τ = ∂/∂τ ; ∂r = ∂/∂σr) denote the derivatives with respect to the parame-
ters τ, ~σ, whose space has Lorentz signature; let zµA(σB) = ∂Az

µ(σB) be the associated
vierbeins (∂Bz

µ
A − ∂Az

µ
B = 0 are the Gauss-Weingarten equations for the embedding of

Σ(τ) in the flat Minkowski space-time) and gAB(σ) = zµA(σ)ηµνz
ν
B(σ) the metric in the

parametric space; since Σ(τ) is space-like, one has gττ (σ) > 0; let γrs(σ) = −grs(σ)

denote the Euclidean 3-metric and γrs(σ) its inverse; let g = −det(gAB) = (det(zµA))
2
,

γ = det(γrs); let gAB be the inverse of the metric gAB (gττ = γ/g, gτr = γgτuγ
ur/g; grs =

−γrs+gτugτvγurγvs/g). If lµ(σ) is the normal unit vector to Σ(τ) in (τ ;~σ) [l2(σ) = 1], then
lµ(σ) = ǫµαβγz1α(σ)z2β(σ)z3γ(σ)/

√

γ(σ) and ηµν = zµA(σ)gAB(σ)zνB(σ) = lµ(σ)lν(σ) −
γrs(σ)zµr (σ)zνs (σ) and zµτ (σ) =

√

g(σ)
γ(σ) l

µ(σ) − gτr(σ)γrs(σ)zµs (σ); the volume element is

d4z = zµτ (σ)dτd2Σµ = dτzµτ (σ)lµ(σ)
√

γ(σ)d3σ =
√

g(σ)dτd3σ; let zAµ (σ) be the inverse

vierbeins satisfying gAB(σ) = zAµ (σ)ηµνzBν (σ).

The electromagnetic gauge potential Aµ(z(σ)) = zAµ (σ)AA(σ) has the field strength

Fµν(z(σ)) = zAµ (σ)zBν (σ)FAB(σ); its inverse expressions AA(σ) = zµA(σ)Aµ(z(σ)) are the
new configuration space variables together with zµ(σ), and one has FAB(σ) = zµA(σ)zνB(σ)
Fµν(z(σ)). The variables AA(σ) are Lorentz scalars. The action is

S =

∫

dτL(τ) = −1

4

∫

dτd3σ
√

g(σ)gAC(σ)gBD(σ)FAB(σ)FCD(σ) (10.2)

and the canonical momenta are
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ρµ(τ, ~σ) =
∂L

∂zµτ (τ, ~σ)
=

=

√

g(τ, ~σ)

4
[(gττzτµ + gτrzrµ)(τ, ~σ)gAC(τ, ~σ)gBD(τ, ~σ)FAB(τ, ~σ)FCD(τ, ~σ)−

− 2[zτµ(τ, ~σ)(gAτgτCgBD + gACgBτgτD)(τ, ~σ)+

+ zrµ(τ, ~σ)(gArgτC + gAτgrC)(τ, ~σ)gBD(τ, ~σ)]fAB(τ, ~σ)FCD(τ, ~σ)],

πτ (τ, ~σ) =
∂L

∂∂τAτ (τ, ~σ)
= 0,

πr(τ, ~σ) =
∂L

∂∂τAr(τ, ~σ)
= − γ(τ, ~σ)

√

g(τ, ~σ)
γrs(τ, ~σ)(Fτs + gτvγ

vuFus)(τ, ~σ) =

=
γ(τ, ~σ)

√

g(τ, ~σ)
γrs(τ, ~σ)(Es(τ, ~σ)− gτv(τ, ~σ)γvu(τ, ~σ)ǫustBt(τ, ~σ)).

(10.3)

The canonical Hamiltonian is

Hc = −
∫

d3σ Aτ (τ, ~σ)Γ(τ, ~σ) (10.4)

with

Γ(τ, ~σ) = −∂rπr(τ, ~σ), (10.5)

while the basic Poisson brackets are

{zµ(τ, ~σ), ρν(τ, ~σ
′

)} = −ηµν δ3(~σ − ~σ
′

),

{AA(τ, ~σ), πB(τ, ~σ
′

)} = −ηBAδ3(~σ − ~σ
′

).
(10.6)

The ten conserved Poincaré generators are

Pµ =

∫

d3σ ρµ(τ, ~σ),

Jµν =

∫

d3σ (zµ(τ, ~σ)ρν(τ, ~σ)− zν(τ, ~σ)ρµ(τ, ~σ)).

(10.7)
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The Lorentz scalar constraint πτ (τ, ~σ) ≈ 0 is generated by the gauge invariance of S;
its time constancy will produce the only secondary constraint Γ(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0 as usual. The
invariance of S under arbitrary (τ, ~σ)-reparametrizations gives rise to the constraints

Hµ(τ, ~σ) = ρµ(τ, ~σ)− Tττ (τ, ~σ)lµ(τ, ~σ) + Tτr(τ, ~σ)zrµ(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0, (10.8)

where

Tττ (τ, ~σ) = −1

2
(

1√
γ
πrgrsπ

s −
√
γ

2
γrsγuvFruFsv)(τ, ~σ),

Tτr(τ, ~σ) = Frs(τ, ~σ)πs(τ, ~σ),

(10.9)

are the energy density and the Poynting vector respectively. The constraints Hµ ≈ 0
describe the arbitrariness of the foliation: physical results do not depend on its choice.

The six constraints Hµ(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0, πτ (τ, ~σ) ≈ 0, Γ(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0 are first class with the
only non vanishing Poisson brackets

{Hµ(τ, ~σ), Hν(τ, ~σ
′

)} = zrµ(τ, ~σ)Frs(τ, ~σ)zsν(τ, ~σ)Γ(τ, ~σ)δ3(~σ − ~σ′

). (10.10)

The Dirac Hamiltonian is

HD =

∫

d3σ [λµ(τ, ~σ)Hµ(τ, ~σ) + λτ (τ, ~σ)πτ (τ, ~σ)− Aτ (τ, ~σ)Γ(τ, ~σ)]. (10.11)

Let us remark that the simplicity of Eqs.(10-10) is due to the use of Cartesian coor-
dinates [94]: if we had used the constraints Hl(τ, ~σ) = lµ(τ, ~σ)Hµ(τ, ~σ), Hr(τ, ~σ) =
zµr (τ, ~σ)Hµ(τ, ~σ) (i.e. nonholonomic coordinates), so that their associated Dirac multi-
pliers λl(τ, ~σ), λr(τ, ~σ) would have been the lapse and shift functions of general relativity,
one would have obtained the universal algebra of Ref.[1a].

Using Eqs.(5-8) and (5-10) in this coordinatization, i.e. Ar(τ, ~σ) = ∂
∂σr η(τ, ~σ) +

Ar⊥(τ, ~σ), η(τ, ~σ) = − 1
△σ

∂
∂~σ · ~A(τ, ~σ), πr(τ, ~σ) = πr⊥(τ, ~σ) + 1

△σ

∂
∂σr Γ(τ, ~σ), one gets
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Hµ(τ, ~σ) = H⊥µ(τ, ~σ) +
grs(τ, ~σ)
√

γ(τ, ~σ)
[πr⊥

1

△σ
∂sΓ +

1

2
(

1

△σ
∂rΓ)(

1

△σ
∂sΓ)](τ, ~σ)lµ(τ, ~σ)+

+ Frs(τ, ~σ)(
1

△σ
∂sΓ(τ, ~σ) )zrµ(τ, ~σ),

H⊥µ(τ, ~σ) = ρµ(τ, ~σ)− T⊥ττ (τ, ~σ)lµ(τ, ~σ) + T⊥τr(τ, ~σ)zrµ(τ, ~σ),
(10.12)

with T⊥ττ , T⊥τr obtained from Tττ , Tτr with the replacement πr → πr⊥. Then

HD = H⊥D +

∫

d3σ [λτ (τ, ~σ)πτ (τ, ~σ)−Aτ (τ, ~σ)Γ(τ, ~σ)+

+ λµ(τ, ~σ)(
grs(τ, ~σ)
√

γ(τ, ~σ)
[πr⊥

1

△σ
∂sΓ +

1

2
(

1

△σ
∂rΓ)(

1

△σ
∂sΓ)](τ, ~σ)lµ(τ, ~σ)+

+ Frs(τ, ~σ)(
1

△σ
∂sΓ)(τ, ~σ)zrµ(τ, ~σ) )]

(10.13)

and, after the decoupling of the gauge degrees of freedom, the physical Hamiltonian is

H⊥D =

∫

d3σ λµ(τ, ~σ)H⊥µ(τ, ~σ). (10.14)

Since we are working in the framework of special relativity, we can restrict ourselves
to space-like hyperplanes by imposing the gauge-fixing constraints

zµ(τ, ~σ)− xµ(τ)− bµr (τ)σr ≈ 0 (10.15)

Here bµr = zµr (τ, ~σ) = zµr (τ) are three orthonormal space-like 4-vectors containig six in-
dependent degrees of freedom due to grs(τ, ~σ) = −γrs(τ, ~σ) ≈ bµr (τ)ηµνb

ν
s(τ) = −δrs.

With xµ(τ) we have only 10 degrees of freedom left, describing the family of space-like
hyperplanes and its parametrization. Now one has

lµ(τ, ~σ) = lµ(τ) = ǫµαβγb1α(τ)b2β(τ)b3γ(τ),

ηµν = lµ(τ)lν(τ)− bµr (τ)bνr (τ)
(10.16)
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By putting bµo (τ) = lµ(τ), we may build a tetrad bµA(τ), A=0,1,2,3, with ηµν −
bµA(τ)ηABbνB(τ) = 0; as said, there are only six independent degrees of freedom φλ(τ),
λ = 1, .., 6, in the bµA. Their six conjugated momenta Tλ(τ), {φλ(τ), Tλ′ (τ)} = δλλ′ , have
to be extracted from

∫

d3σ σvρµ(τ, ~σ), see later on. In Refs. [95,2b] (see also Appendix A
of Ref.[96]), Hanson and Regge found Dirac brackets for quantities bµA(τ), Sµν , compatible
with the constraints ηµν − bµA(τ)ηABbνB(τ) ≈ 0; in this way they avoided to work with the
variables φλ , Tλ.

If L(ẋµ, bµA, ḃ
µ
A, ..) is a Lagrangian depending on a center-of-mass variable xµ(τ), on

a tetrad bµA(τ) sitting on xµ(τ) and other relative variables, and we add the holonomic
constraint ηµν − bµA(τ)ηABbνB(τ) ≈ 0 (so that bµA(τ) becomes an orthonormal frame at

xµ(τ)), then we could replace L with L̃(ẋµ, φλ, φ̇λ, ..) and we would have Tλ = ∂L̃/∂φ̇λ;
for functions f(φλ, Tλ), g(φλ, Tλ) one would have the Poisson brackets {f, g} = ∂f

∂φλ

∂g
∂Tλ
−

∂f
∂Tλ

∂g
∂φλ

.

Let us introduce a generalized angular velocity

σµν(τ) = −σνµ(τ) = ηABbµA(τ)ḃνB(τ) = lµ(τ)l̇ν(τ)− bµr (τ)ḃνr(τ) ≡
≡ aµνλ(φ(τ))φ̇λ(τ), aµνλ = −aνµλ

(10.17)

The inverse relation ηµνb
µ
A(τ)bνB(τ)− ηAB = 0 gives

ḃµA(τ) = ηνρb
ρ
A(τ)σνµ(τ) = ηνρb

ρ
A(τ)aνµλ(φ(τ))φ̇λ(τ). (10.18)

If we introduce the angular change δθµν(τ) = −δθνµ(τ) = ηABbµA(τ)δbνB(τ), we get

δσµν(τ) =
d

dτ
δθµν(τ)− δθµρ(τ)σρν(τ) + δθρν(τ)σµρ. (10.19)

If, moreover, we require that δθµν ≡ aµνλ(φ)δφλ, so that δbµA = ηνρb
ρ
Aδθ

νµ =
ηνρb

ρ
Aa

νµ
λ(φ)δφλ, Eqs.(10-19) imply

∂aµνλ
∂φλ′

− ∂aµνλ′

∂φλ
+ aµρλ′ ηρσa

σν
λ − aµρληρσaσνλ′ = 0 (10.20)

If we assume that an inverse bµν,λ(φ) = −bνµ,λ(φ) of aµνλ(φ) exists with the properties
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aµνλbµν,λ′ = 2δλλ′

aµνλbαβ,λ = ηµαη
ν
β − ηµβηνα,

(10.21)

then Eqs.(10-20) saturated with bαβ ′λ, b
γδ
,λ′ , bµν,λ” plus the τ derivative of the first of

Eqs.(10-21) imply

bαβ,λ
∂bγδ,λ′

∂φλ
− bγδ,λ

∂bαβ,λ′

∂φλ
= Cαβγδµν bµν,λ′ (10.22)

where

Cαβγδµν = ηνγη
α
δ η

µβ + ηµγ η
β
δ η

να − ηνγηβδ ηµα − ηµγ ηαδ ηνβ (10.23)

are the structure constants of the Lorentz algebra. Therefore, Eqs. (10-20), (10-22) are
the Maurer-Cartan equations of the Lorentz group.

One has δφλ = 1
2η
ABbµAδb

ν
Bbµν,λ(φ). Now L̃ can depend on φ̇λ only through σµν . If

we define Sµν = −∂L̃/∂σµν , then we have

Tλ =
∂L̃

∂φ̇λ
=

1

2

∂σµν

∂φ̇λ

∂L̃

∂σµν
= −1

2
aµνλ(φ)Sµν ⇒ Sµν = −bµνλ(φ)Tλ (10.24)

In general, Sµν is the spin part of the total angular momentum Jµν = xµP ν −xνPµ+Sµν

of the system. Since, if F (b, S) = f(φ, T ), we have

∂f

∂φλ
=

∂F

∂bµA

∂bµA
∂φλ

+
1

2

∂F

∂Sµν
∂Sµν

∂φλ
,

∂f

∂Tλ
=

1

2

∂F

∂Sµν
∂Sµν

∂Tλ
,

then we get

{f(φ, T ), g(φ, T )} = −Sµνηρσ ∂f

∂Sµρ
∂g

∂Sνσ
− bµAηαβ(

∂f

∂bαA

∂g

∂Sµβ
− ∂f

∂Sµβ
∂g

∂bαA
). (10.25)

These brackets
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{bµA(τ), bνB(τ)} = 0

{Sµν(τ), bρA(τ)} = ηρνbµA(τ)− ηρµbνA(τ)

{Sµν(τ), Sαβ(τ)} = Cµναβγδ Sγδ(τ)

(10.26)

are Dirac brackets for the ten constraints ηµν − bµAηABbνB = 0 (the other ten constraints
to form twenty second class constraints are hidden in the relation Sµν = −bµν,λTλ), since

{bρC , ηµν − bµAηABbνB} = {Sγδ, ηµν − bµAηABbνB} = 0. (10.27)

After this digression, one sees that the time constancy of the gauge-fixing constraints
(10-15) gives

zµτ (τ, ~σ)− ẋµ(τ)− ḃµr (τ)σr =

= {zµ(τ, ~σ), H⊥D} − ẋµ(τ)− ḃµr (τ)σr =

= −λµ(τ, ~σ)− ẋµ(τ)− ḃµr (τ)σr ≈ 0

(10.28)

which implies

λµ(τ, ~σ) = −ẋµ(τ)− ḃµr (τ)σr = λ̃µ(τ) + λ̃µν(τ)brν(τ)σ
r

λ̃µ(τ) = −ẋµ(τ)

λ̃µν(τ) = ḃµr (τ)b
ν
r (τ) =

1

2
(ḃµr (τ)b

ν
r(τ)− ḃν(τ)bµr (τ)) = −λ̃νµ(τ),

(10.29)

and

T̂⊥ττ (τ, ~σ) =
1

2
(~π2
⊥ + ~B2)(τ, ~σ),

T̂⊥τr(τ, ~σ) = Frs(τ, ~σ)πr⊥(τ, ~σ) = ǫrstπ
s
⊥(τ, ~σ)Bt(τ, ~σ),

(10.30)

After the elimination of all degrees of freedom of the hypersurface except ten with the
Dirac brackets of the resulting second class constraints, the Dirac Hamiltonian becomes
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H⊥D =

∫

d3σ λµ(τ, ~σ)[ρµ(τ, ~σ)− T⊥ττ (τ, ~σ)lµ(τ, ~σ) + T⊥τr(τ, ~σ)zrµ(τ, ~σ)] ≡

≡ −ẋµ(τ)[
∫

d3σ ρµ(τ, ~σ)− lµ(τ)
∫

d3σ T̂⊥ττ (τ, ~σ)− brµ(τ)
∫

d3σ T̂⊥τr(τ, ~σ)]−

− ḃµr (τ)[
∫

d3σ σvρµ(τ, ~σ)− lµ(τ)
∫

d3σ σvT̂⊥ττ (τ, ~σ)−

− bsµ(τ)
∫

d3σ σvT̂⊥τs(τ, ~σ)] =

= λ̃µ(τ)χµ(τ) + λ̃µν(τ)χµν(τ),
(10.31)

with

χµ(τ) = Pµ − lµ(τ)
1

2

∫

d3σ (~π2
⊥ + ~B2)(τ, ~σ)− brµ(τ)

∫

d3σ (~π⊥ × ~B)r(τ, ~σ),

χµν(τ) = Sµν −
1

2
(bvµlν − bvν lµ)(τ)

∫

d3σ σv
1

2
(~π2
⊥ + ~B2)(τ, ~σ)−

− 1

2
(bvµbsν − bvνbsµ)(τ)

∫

d3σ σv(~π⊥ × ~B)s(τ, ~σ)

(10.32)

where

Sµν =
1

2

∫

d3σ σv(bvµ(τ)ρν(τ, ~σ)− bvν(τ)ρµ(τ, ~σ)). (10.33)

Therefore we are left with the ten independent degrees of freedom contained in the
variables xµ(τ), bµr (τ) for the hyperplanes, with conjugate variables Pµ and Sµν . To get
the Wigner foliation, i.e. the one with the hyperplanes orthogonal to the total momentum
[lµ(σ) ∼ Pµ], we add the following six independent gauge-fixing constraints

bµr (τ)− Lµr(P,
◦
P ) ≈ 0 ⇒ lµ(τ) ≈ Pµ

η
√
P 2

(10.34)

where [14]

Lµν(P,
◦
P ) = ǫµν(P/η

√
P 2) = ηµν + 2

Pµ
◦
P ν
P 2

− (Pµ +
◦
P
µ

)(Pν +
◦
P ν)

(P +
◦
P ,
◦
P )

(10.35)
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is the standard Wigner boost for P 2 > 0, Pµ = Lµν(P,
◦
P )
◦
P
ν

,
◦
P
µ

= (η
√
P 2;~0). Now

the indices ”r” become spin-1 Wigner indices and transform under the Wigner rotations
induced by Lorentz transformations [14]. Therefore, Dirac’s observables ~A⊥, ~π⊥ have
Wigner covariance already at this level: the gauge- fixings (10-34) is equivalent to boost at
rest the absolute Dirac’s observables before finding a decomposition in center-of-mass and
relative variables. Here we see at work the globality associated with the implementation
of the Poincaré group (remember the problems of Ref.[12b]).

The time constancy of this new gauge-fixing gives

d

dτ
(bµr (τ)− Lµr(P,

◦
P )) = {bµr (τ)− Lµr(P,

◦
P ), H⊥D} =

= λ̃αβ{bµr (τ), Sαβ} = λ̃αβ(τ)(ηµαbrβ(τ)− ηµβbrα(τ)) = 2λ̃µβ(τ)brβ(τ) ≈ 0;
(10.36)

so that λ̃αβ(τ) = 0 and one has

H⊥D ≡ λ̃(τ)χ̂µ(τ),

χ̂µ(τ) =
Pµ

η
√
P 2

[η
√
P 2 − 1

2

∫

d3σ (~π2
⊥ + ~B2)(τ, ~σ)]+

+ ǫrµ(P/η
√
P 2)

∫

d3σ (~π⊥ × ~B)r(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0

(10.37)

and the only left degrees of freedom of the hyperplane are xµ(τ), Pµ; if we replace them
with the variables of Eqs.(10-1), the four first class constraints become

χτ = η
√
P 2 − V τ ≈ 0, V τ =

1

2

∫

d3σ (~π2
⊥ + ~B2)(τ, ~σ)

~V =

∫

d3σ ~π⊥(τ, ~σ)× ~B(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0, V µ = (V τ ; ~V ) ≈ Pµ,
(10.38)

where ~V ≈ 0 expresses the vanishing of the total 3-momentum of the field configuration,
when described using the Wigner foliation . χτ is the mass-spectrum constraint and plays
the role of Hamiltonian . To eliminate completely the degrees of freedom of the hyperplane,
one should add four new gauge-fixing constraints, whose natural forms are
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P · x
η
√
P 2
− Zτ ≈ 0

~z − ~Z ≈ 0.

(10.39)

Here (Zτ ; ~Z) should be those functionals of the field configuration which play the role of

the non-covariant (P · x/η
√
P 2; ~z) associated with the hyperplane. Therefore, we have

indirectly shown that there must exist a center-of-mass decomposition also for classical
gauge field theory and that it is the lacking ingredient to get the final, still manifestly
Wigner covariant, either Lagrangian or Hamiltonian description of its Dirac’s observables
on which the subsequent discussion is based.

Even if the canonical transformation from the basis Aµ(~x, x
o), πµ(~x, x

o) to a center-
of-mass basis Xµ, Pµ, aµ(~x, xo), qµ(~x, xo) has still to be found, we got a unification of the
description of particles, strings and classical gauge fields in special relativity. All extended
special relativistic systems with first class constraints show a breaking of Lorentz covariance
in the description of the center-of-mass, which is universally described by the variables of
Eqs. (10-1); this is due to the fact that usually the mass spectrum of the system is given

by a first class constraint solved in η
√
P 2 and this variable is in the basis (10-1); therefore,

for each branch n of the mass spectrum, η
√
P 2− gn(...) ≈ 0, one could pass from the basis

(10-1) to a Shanmugadhasan basis in which η
√
P 2 is replaced by η

√
P 2 − gn(..).

The problems of the relativistic center-of-mass is very complex and many options
appear in the literature. Following Ref.[97] for the case P 2 > 0, P o > 0, there are three
definitions of center-of-mass which appear relevant for our discussion (the three definitions
coincide in the rest frame):

i) the canonical noncovariant position ~z of Eqs. (10-1) (actually ~z
′

= ~z/
√
P 2), also called

center of spin (see also Refs.[98,99]), which is a classical analogue of the generalized Foldy-
Wouthuysen mean position operator [100], i.e. the generalization of the Newton-Wigner
position operator [101] in presence of spin;

ii) the Möller center-of-mass ~R [102], which, for a system of point particles, corresponds to
the standard non-relativistic definition with the Newtonian masses replaced by dynamical
masses (it is a kind of center of energy ): it is neither covariant nor canonical ({Ri, Rj} 6=
0);

iii) the Fokker center of inertia ~Q [103,98], which is defined as ~Q(o) = ~R(o) = ~z(o) in the rest
frame and then Lorentz transformed to an arbitrary frame: it is covariant (Qµ is a four-

vector) but not canonical ({Qi, Qj} 6= 0). It can be shown [97] that ~̇z
′

= ~̇R = ~̇Q = c2 ~P/P o

(we have reintroduced the factors of c).

Therefore, ~Q is the only space vector which is associated with an invariantly defined
world-line; instead, the space-vectors ~z

′

and ~R define world-lines whose objective space-
time location depends on the observer, i.e. on the chosen reference frame. Since ~Q =
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~R+
~S×~P√
P 2P o

= ~z
′

+
~S×~P√

P 2(
√
P 2c2+P o)

(so that ~z
′

= ~R+
~S×~P

P 0(
√
P 2c2+P o)

= P o ~R+
√
P 2c2 ~Q√

P 2c2+P o
) [97], it

can be shown that, in a given reference frame, the world-lines associated with ~R (and also
those associated with ~z

′

) by the whole set of observers (i.e. by changing reference frame

with all possible Lorentz transformations) fill a ”world-tube” having the ~Q world-line as a

central axis and a radius (it measures a distance orthogonal to ~̇Q = c2 ~P/P o; here the spin
is the Thomas spin, i.e. the classical relative angular momentum in the rest frame)

ρ =
| ~̂S|√
P 2c

=

√
−W 2

cP 2
; (10.40)

every time an extended relativistic system belongs to an irreducible Poincaré representation
its radius is determined by the associated Poincaré Casimirs. This value is exactly the same
which one naively obtains for the minimal radius of a relativistic matter bulk of mass

√
P 2

and intrinsic angular momentum S, if the linear velocity of the peripheral points has not to
exceed the velocity of light; as shown firstly by Möller [102], if an extended relativistic body
has the classical energy density everywhere positive definite, then its spatial extension must
be wider than the diameter of the world-tube; therefore, we have some kind of non-locality
as a spin effect. Let us remark that the case ~S = 0 (like those with P 2 = 0 or Pµ = 0) has

to be analyzed separately by adding ~S ≈ 0 to the original constraints.

The following remarks are relevant at this point: i) in all relativistic extended systems
with first class constraints (a their subset is always used to eliminate the temporal degrees of
freedom, either relative times or temporal components of gauge potentials), all final Dirac’s
observables describing absolute positions will inherit the non-covariance of the canonical
center-of- mass ~z: only Dirac’s observables describing relative degrees of freedom will have
well defined Wigner covariance (if we use variables from the point of view of the Wigner

foliation; the absolute, Wigner covariant, Dirac’s observables ~A⊥, ~π⊥ are not natural);
ii) even if ~z is a Dirac’s observable, it cannot be classically measurable if we adopt a
covariant definition of measurability, i.e. no measure can depend on the reference frame
in a non-covariant way; this implies that we cannot localize the three degrees of freedom
of the center-of-mass ~z inside the world-tube (it would be interesting to have a classical
relativistic theory of measurement taking into account these non-local spin effects and the
correct counting of the independent Cauchy data, i.e. Dirac’s observables, of the system;
see also later on); iii) the classical non-testability of the interior of the world-tube would
give an answer to the standard criticism of the classical picture based on the quantum
effect of pair production: actually this effect happens inside the world-tube and both pair
production and the radius ρ are effects of the Lorentz signature of Minkowski space-time,
i.e. of the existence of the light cone; iv) the Möller argument on the energy density being
definite positive only with extensions larger than ρ, seems to imply that the world-tube is
a remnant in flat Minkowski space-time of the energy conditions of general relativity.

Therefore, if we have a field configuration in an irreducible Poincaré representation
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with P 2 > 0 and W 2 = −P 2 ~̂S
2

6= 0, and we try to quantize its center-of-mass variable
~z

′

= ~z/
√
P 2, ~P =

√
P 2~k, a natural generalization of Heisemberg indetermination relations

taking into account the veto for a relativistic localization inside the world-tube is (| ~̂S| → h̄s
with s the maximal eigenvalue)

△z′ i ≥ h̄

△P i ≥
h̄s√
P 2c

⇒ △P ≤ 1

s

√
P 2c. (10.41)

This implies non-localizability inside the Compton wave length of the field configura-
tion and a possible definition of a ultraviolet cutoff Λ = 1

s

√
P 2c of the type looked for by

Dirac and Yukawa, as a spin effect induced by the Lorentz signature. The sectors P 2 > 0,

~̂S = 0 and P 2 = 0 have to be treated separately, as already said; often only a finite number
of degrees of freedom is present in these sectors.

At the quantum level a related open problem is whether ~z
′

, and every absolute Dirac’s
observable position operator, can be assumed to be self-adjoint like the four-momentum
and the angular momentum (no problem seems to arise about relative position operators).
The previous discussion seems to suggest that to avoid non-covariant statements one should
allow only wave packets constant inside the world-tube (all the pseudo-world-lines asso-
ciated with all possible reference frames would be put on the same level) and this would
imply non-self-adjointness of ~z

′

. A further problem comes from Hegerfeldt’s theorems on
the quantization of the Newton-Wigner position, see Ref.[104] and the references quoted
therein. There are two basic options: i) either ~z

′

is a self-adjoint operator (i.e. one has
good localization properties) and then one finds a violation of Einstein causality in the
sense that α) compact support-, β) Gaussian-, γ) exponential- wave packets will spread at
later times with velocity higher than c (only at the level of wave packets with power tails
the possibility appears of avoiding the violation); ii) or ~z

′

is not a self-adjoint operator,
so that Einstein causality is preserved due to bad localization properties (power tails):
this second option is preferred by Hegerfeldt, who says that these problems should be ex-
perimentally verifiable. Again one faces the lack of a genuine either classical or quantum
relativistic theory of position measurements (which after the contraction c → ∞ would
produce the nonrelativistic theory); after all in high energy experiments the indetermi-
nation in the positions of the detected particles on the space-like surface of the detector
allows only the determination of world-tubes which can be traced backward towards the
interaction region.

All these problems form a big unsolved puzzle. Do we have really to consider only wave
packets constant inside the world-tube and with suitable power tails? If yes, the position
operators would behave differently from the momentum, energy and angular momentum
operators, because most of the mathematical wave packets in the Hilbert space would be
physically forbidden (there are similarities with the situation of Glauber states which are
concentrated on the boundary of the space of coherent states). Whichever is the physical
solution to these problems (it has also been suggested that non-commutative geometry
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and maybe the Manin quantum plane have to be introduced to treat these problems), it
is connected with the definition of the ultraviolet cutoff and with the foundations of the
path integral approach, which heavily uses non-relativistic position operator concepts in
its definition.
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11. Conclusions.

We have found global Dirac’s observables of classical YM theory with Grassmann-
valued fermions and formulated a non-Lorentz-covariant physical action and Hamiltonian,
which do not present singularities in g and whose associated equations of motion could
be treated perturbatively. The basic observables are transverse due to the existence of
the BRST operator and satisfy Poisson brackets with a transversality projector like in the
Abelian case. The main feature of both the action and the Hamiltonian is their non-locality
and non-polynomiality; they contain the explicit realization of the Mitter-Viallet-Babelon
abstract metric [21b-i] in a suitable functional space in which the Gribov ambiguity is
absent. One important technical point would be to find the right class of functional
spaces (a restriction of the quoted weigthed Sobolev spaces) so that all needed boundary
conditions on the gauge potentials and the gauge transformations (like the absence of

improper non-rigid ones, i.e. Ḡo∞ = Ḡo(P )
∞ ) are satisfied. For instance the existence of global

Dirac’s observables, at least at our naive level, seems to indicate that Ḡo∞ = Ḡo(P )
∞ behaves

like a closed local (analytic) Lie subgroup of a certain Hilbert-Lie group Ḡ determined
by the chosen functional space. This choice will also determine properties of the Green
function (6-21), like for instance which kind of prescription is needed for having Eqs.(6-23)
satisfying the Poisson brackets (6-26) and which asymptotic behaviour has to be expected

for ~ζ
(A)
ab (~x, ~y; xo). Also, once the correct functional space has been identified, the problems

of the mutual relation of the Gribov ambiguity and of the stability subgroups GA and GΩ

have to be re-analized in detail in more general spaces, also to try to identify the physical
meaning, if any, of connections admitting these stability subgroups.

Since the Green function (6-23) privileges the geodesics of flat space, in the dynamics
with Dirac’s observables geodesic triangles should be important, confirming the suggestion
of Ref.[105] of approximating the loop space connected with Wilson loops with such trian-
gles. In connection with these problems, it would be interesting to be able to riformulate
the dynamics with Dirac’s observables on the lattice.

In any case, we now have a formulation of the (pseudo)classical basis of QED and
QCD with fermions. Dirac’s observables associated with the non-Abelian charges, Q̌Ta
[non-vanishing for ǫ 6= 0 in Eqs.(2-40) ii)] have been found: they satisfy the correct algebra
and rotate global Dirac’s observables with color indices. A classical implementation of the
concept of superselection rule requires the selection of the subspace of the space of all func-
tions of Dirac’s observables consisting of those functions which have zero Poisson bracket
with all Q̌Ta : this subspace is labelled by the values of the Casimirs, like

∑

a(Q̌
T
a )2, and

contains only color-scalar functions of Dirac’s observables, in particular only even functions
of the Grassmann-valued ”unobservable” fields ψ̌aα(~x, xo). Probably this superselection
subspace does not admit a symplectic structure, so that there is not a complete canonical
basis of the superselected observables in contrast to the situation with the original observ-
ables. Therefore it is not clear how to quantize the classical superselection sector: maybe
one is forced to quantize Dirac’s observables and then to impose superselection rules at the
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quantum level. Since no gauge degree of freedom is left, one could start the Haag- Kastler
program of ”local observables” at this stage, or even better after having covariantized the
description to take into account the non-localities induced by the implementation of the
Poincaré group.

Also the topological charge has been expressed in terms of Dirac’s observables and a
discussion of the role of the winding number and of the center of the gauge group has been
given. The procedure for finding Dirac’s observables requires a trivial principal bundle
over a simply connected base manifold with a semisimple, compact, connected, simply
connected structure group: does it imply that global Dirac’s observables do not exist
when one has a non-trivial principal bundle? For a non simply connected base manifold
it is suggested that harmonic one-forms could be the classical basis in the Hamiltonian
formalism of the Bohm-Aharonov phase.

At the classical level a formulation of the problem of color confinement could be that,
notwithstanding one starts with Q̌Ta 6= 0, one requires that the only relevant dynamical
sector must be defined by the conditions Q̌Ta = 0, for instance added to the Lagrangian
with Lagrange multipliers. Otherwise, one has to study the bound-state equations at the
quantum level to see whether Q̌Ta = 0 is emerging dynamically for the bound states (maybe
in the form of charge screening like in Ref.[59]).

Work is in progress to extend these results to the electroweak sector of the standard
model, in which some of Gauss’ laws have to be treated differently due to the Higgs
mechanism: they have to be solved with respect to Higgs momenta and not with respect
to longitudinal gauge potentials. It would be interesting to have the solution for Dirac’s
observables in the electroweak sector to compare flavour charges of bound states to color
ones.

A still open problem both for the Nambu string and for YM theory is to find a further
canonical transformation to a canonical basis adapted to the Thomas spin (and therefore
to the Poincaré Casimir W 2) to extract the independent transverse degrees of freedom.
Also the center-of-mass decomposition of classical field theory, whose existence has been
shown in Section 10 studying the covariantization problem, has to be found. Moreover, the
classical background of the infrared singularities and its connection with the exceptional
Poincaré orbit Pµ = 0 has to be explored.

However the main problem is how to quantize and regularize a non-local and non-
polynomial field theory. Our approach to covariantization suggests an ultraviolet cutoff
in the spirit of Dirac and Yukawa ideas, but not yet how to utilize it. In the QED case,
the problem is connected with the one of finding a regularization of the Coulomb gauge
(see Ref.[45a] for some comments on this problem) both in the canonical and in the path
integral quantizations.

In any case there is another unsolved preliminary problem: quantum field theory
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does not have a particle interpretation; this is forced on it by means of the asymptotic
Fock spaces, which are build from tensor products of free one-particle states, each one
belonging to a Hilbert space with an independent scalar product; but in this way we allow
the possibility that one ”in” particle be in the absolute future of another ”in” particle:
the one- particle Hilbert spaces are completely unrelated and this is the basic origin of the
spurious solutions of the Bethe-Salpeter equations describing excitations in the relative
energy of the two particles. Instead in the description of relativistic two-body systems
and of the Nambu string, always there are enough first class constraints to eliminate all
the existing relative energies, so that all relative times become gauge variables in the
sense of general relativity: they describe the freedom of the observer to describe n-particle
systems with arbitrary relative-time delays in the Cauchy data, when no pair of particles
is relatively time-like. Therefore, it seems that, if we wish to have all the tools consistent
with special relativity and with the absence of physical degrees of freedom connected with
relative energies, one has to define Fock spaces on space-like hypersurfaces (for instance
on the space-like hyperplanes orthogonal to Pµ of the Wigner foliation when P 2 > 0)
with suitable scalar products, extensions of the non-local ones of Ref.[14] for two scalar
relativistic particles: this would be a concrete realization of the Tomonaga-Schwinger
formulation [106] of field theory on space-like hypersurfaces with the description of the
asymptotic states relativistically consistent with the Cauchy data formulation of Dirac’s
observables of a relativistic theory with first class constraints. Then one should reformulate
asymptotic conditions and reduction formulas in this non-local setting and try to develop
perturbative expansions in which relative energies do not propagate and the previous
ultraviolet cutoff could be consistently used.

All relevant physical systems from Newtonian particles and Newtonian gravity till all
formulations of general relativity are described by singular Lagrangians and by a Hamil-
tonian formulation with first class constraints; this fact singles out the presymplectic ap-
proach as a unifying mathematical tool and emphasizes the role of Dirac’s observables as
the independent Cauchy data of every theory. The limitation of the manifestly covariant
Lagrangian approach is that it does not have a natural method for finding a complete basis
of gauge invariant observables; since the search of such a basis of Dirac’s observables is
based on the Shanmugadhasan canonical transformation in the Hamiltonian approach, to
define the analoguous procedure at the Lagrangian level one needs to pull-back canonical
transformations with the inverse Legendre transformation and then to study Lie-Bäcklund
transformations (i.e. velocity dependent Lagrangian transformations) in a reformulation
of the singular Lagrangian theory in the infinite jet bundle; but this is a largely un-
explored area also for regular Lagrangians. The quantization of presymplectic theories
reformulated in terms of Dirac’s observables is far for being trivial due to the non-local
and non-polynomial character of the resulting theories, as a consequence of the Lorentz
signature and of the global implementation of the Poincaré group. In particular one has
to invent some kind of regularization independent from power counting but connected in
some way with the standard methods for the renormalizable theories as QED and YM; the
natural starting point should be the regularization of the Coulomb gauge in electrodynam-
ics with fermions, with its non-local four fermion self-interaction and with the associated
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modified temporal gauge. All physical theories are now presented in a form similar to
that of general relativity, for which the standard regularizations do not work, so that any
new result would be extremely important. Finally, the techniques developed in this paper
should be useful for finding the solution of the constraints of tetrad gravity.

I would like to thank Dr.M.Mintchev, who let me know the paper of Dirac in Ref.[17],
which inspired this work, and Profs. G.Dell’Antonio and C.Reina for fruitful discussions.
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APPENDIX A.: Some Results on Lie Group Manifolds.

Let us consider [49] the analytic atlas of the compact, connected, simply connected,
semisimple Lie group G, with compact semisimple Lie algebra g, and a coordinate chart
with canonical coordinates of 1st kind for a neighbourhood NI of the identity I ∈ G.
Since the exponential map exp is a diffeomorphism of a neighbourhood of 0 ∈ g onto a
neighbourhood of I ∈ G containing NI , these coordinates are defined by considering the
one-parameter subgroup γη(s) = exp(sηat

a) of G, whose tangent vector at I is η = ηat
a ∈ g;

then the element γη(1) = exp(ηat
a) ∈ G reached at s=1 is given coordinates {ηa}.

Given a basis of left invariant vector fields Ya, a = 1, .., dim g, and the dual basis of
left invariant (or Maurer-Cartan) 1-forms θa on G (iYa

θb = δab), one has

[Ya, Yb] = cabcYc, Ya|I = ta ∈ g

dθa = −1

2
cabcθb ∧ θc, θa|I = ta ∈ g∗

(A.1)

where the second set of equations is called the Maurer-Cartan structure equations and
where g∗ is the dual of the Lie algebra g (one has TG ∼ g and T ∗G ∼ g∗). In NI one has

Ya = Bba(η)
∂

∂ηb
, A(η) = B−1(η)

θa = Aab(η)dηb, A(0) = B(0) = 1

(A.2)

and Eqs.(A-1) become

∂Aac(η)

∂ηb
− ∂Aab(η)

∂ηc
= −cauvAub(η)Avc(η)

YbBac(η)− YcBab(η) = Bub
∂Bac(η)

∂ηu
−Buc(η)

∂Bab(η)

∂ηu
= Bau(η)cubc

(A.3)

Since ηa are canonical coordinates of first kind one has (this can be taken as a definition
of these coordinates)

Aab(η)ηb = ηa (A.4)

so that
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A(η) =
eTη − 1

Tη
, with (Tη)ab = (T̂ c)abηc = cabcηc. (A.5)

The canonical 1-form on G is defined as

ωG = θat
a [= Aab(η)dηbt

a inNI ]; (A.6)

one can also write ωG = a−1(η)dGa(η) for some a(η) ∈ G, where dG is the exterior
derivative on G (in NI one has dG = dηa∂/∂ηa = dηa∂a). The Maurer- Cartan structure
equations can be rewritten in the form dGωG + 1

2
[ωG, ωG] = dGωG + 1

2
[ta, tb]θa ∧ θb = 0.

These equations say that the 1-forms θa are not integrable on G (their integral along a line
joining two elements of G depends on the line); however, in the neighbourhood NI there
is the preferred line γη(s) defining the canonical coordinates of 1st kind and then one can
define

ωγη
a (η(s)) =

∫ γη(s)

(γη) I

θa|γη
=

=

∫ η(s)

(γη) 0

Aab(η̄)dη̄b =

∫ s

(γη) 0

Aab(η(s))
dηb(s)

ds
ds

(A.7)

if ηa(s) are the coordinates of the points of γη(s) (with ηa(1) = ηa). If dγη
=

dsdηa(s)
ds

∂
∂ηa
|η = η(s) is the directional derivative along γη (the restriction of dG to γη(s)),

one has

dγη
ωγη
a (η(s)) = θa(η(s)), (A.8)

and the restriction of the Maurer-Cartan equations to γη(s) becomes

dγη
θa(η(s)) = 0 ⇒ d2

γη
= 0. (A.9)

The analytic atlas V for the group manifold G is built starting from the neighbourhood
NI of I with canonical coordinates of 1st kind by left multiplication by elements of G:
V = ∪a∈G{a ·NI}.
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APPENDIX B. Connection 1-forms on Principal G-bundles.

The trivial principal G-bundle P 4 = M4 ×G (P 3 = R3 ×G) will be coordinatized by
using for the group manifold G an analytic atlas built from a chart NI around I ∈ G with
canonical coordinates of 1st kind as in Appendix A; if p=(x,a) [p ∈ P 4 or 3, x ∈M4 or R3,
a ∈ G] is a point in a tubolar neighbourhood NI of the identity cross section σI such that
its restriction to each fiber G coincides with NI , one has p = (xµ, ηa).

The g-valued connection 1-form ωA [24a,b,85] on P 4 = M4 × G [P 3 = R3 × G],
defining a connection A (i.e. the distribution of spaces HAp of A-horizontal vectors in each
point p ∈ P 4 or p ∈ P 3), is given in this tubolar neighbourhood of σI by

ωA = ωAa t
a = (θa −Aa)ta = ωG −Aaµ(x, η)dxµta onP 4

[= ωG + ~Aa(~x, xo, η) · d~xta onP 3]
(B.1)

where ωG = θat
a is the canonical 1-form on G defined in Appendix A. With each left

invariant vector field Ya on G such that Ya|I = ta ∈ g (see Eqs.(A-1)), one can associate
a vertical vector field X(ta) on P 4 [P 3] (i.e. along the fibers; its projection on the base
manifold M4 [R3] vanishes), called a fundamental vector field, such that its restriction to
every fiber G(x) over x satisfies X(ta)|G(x)

= Ya = Bba(η)∂/∂ηb. Then one has ωA(X(ta)) =

iX(ta)
ωA = ta and, from the definition of connection 1-form, ωA|p(X

HA

|p ) = 0, p ∈ P 4

[p ∈ P 3], for every A-horizontal vector at p. Another representation of ωA on P 4 [P 3]

is ωA = a−1(η)dPa(η)− a−1(η)Ãaµ(x)dxµtaa(η) [ωA = a−1(η)dPa(η) + a−1(η)~̃Aa(~x, xo) ·
d~xtaa(η)] with a(η) ∈ G and dP 4 = d + dG = dxµ∂/∂xµ + dηa∂/∂ηa = dxµ∂µ + dηa∂a
[dP 3 = d~x · ~∂ + dηa∂a] the exterior derivative on P 4 [P 3].

The g-valued curvature 2-form ΩA associated with ωA is (DA is the exterior covariant

differentiation: DAωA|p(X|p, Y|p) = dPω
A
|p(X

HA

|p , Y H
A

|p ))

ΩA = ΩAaµνdx
µ ∧ dxνta = DAωA = dP 4ωA +

1

2
[ωA, ωA] =

= {−1

2
[∂µAaµ(x, η)− ∂νAaµ(x, η) + cabcAbµ(x, η)Acν(x, η)]dxµ ∧ dxν−

− [∂bAaµ(x, η) + cadcAdb(η)Acµ(x, η)]dηb ∧ dxµ} ta

(B.2)

and an analogous expression for P 3. The A-horizontability of the curvature 2-form implies
the following property of Aaµ(x, η):
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∂

∂ηb
Aaµ(x, η) = −cadcAdb(η)Acµ(x, η), (B.3)

so that the only non-vanishing components of ΩA are

ΩAaµν(x, η) = −1

2
[∂µAaν(x, η)− ∂νAaµ(x, η) + cabcAbµ(x, η)Acν(x, η)]. (B.4)

Given a global cross section σ : M4 → P 4, whose coordinatization is σ(x) =
{xµ, ηa(x)}, x ∈M4, one has (analogous formulas hold for P 3):

A(x) = Aaµ(x)dx
µta = σ∗ωA = [θa(η)|η=η(x) −Aaµ(x, η(x))dxµ] ta =

= [Aab(η(x))
∂ηb(x)

∂xµ
−Aaµ(x, η(x))]dxµta

(B.5)

F (x) = Faµν(x)dx
µ ∧ dxν ta = 2σ∗ΩA =

= [∂µAaν(x)− ∂νAaµ(x) + cabcAbµ(x)Acν(x)]dx
µ ∧ dxν ta (B.6)

due to Eqs.(B-6) and to the fact that taθa(η)|η=η(x) is a flat connection with zero curvature;
in this check one uses Eqs. (B-3) and (A-3) which are valid on each fiber G(x) (see for
instance [85]):

∂

∂ηb
Aaµ(x, η)|η=η(x) = −cadcAdb(η(x))Acµ(x, η(x)), (B.7)

∂Aac(η)

∂ηb
|η=η(x) −

∂Aab(η)

∂ηc(x)
|η=η(x) = −cauvAub(η(x))Avc(η(x)) (B.8)

The analogue of the second line of Eqs.(A-3) is given in Eqs.(7-5).

This last equations can be considered as generalized Maurer-Cartan equations for the
principal G-bundle, taking into account all the fibers simultaneously. If we multiply them
by T̂C (the generators of g in the adjoint representation) and we define a generalized
canonical 1-form in this representation ω̃G(x) = T̂ aθa(x) whose form in NI is ω̃G(x) =
Ha(η(x))dηa(x) with
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Ha(η(x)) = T̂ bAba(η(x)), (B.9)

then the generalized Maurer-Cartan equations can be written as a zero curvature condition

∂Ha(η)

∂ηb
|η=η(x) −

∂Hb(η)

∂ηa)
|η=η(x) + [Ha(η(x)), Hb(η(x))] = 0. (B.10)

The Bianchi identities D̂(A)∗F ≡ 0 follow from DAΩA = dPΩA + [ωA, ωA] ≡ 0.

In the application to YM theory Eqs.(B-7), (B-8) are evaluated in the adjoint repre-
sentation (ta → T̂ a).
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